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ABSTRACT

This document presents the results from a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission-sponsored research program to investigate the mode and
timing of vessel lower head failure. Major objectives of the analysis were
to identify plausible failure mechanisms and to develop a method for
determining which failure mode would occur first in different light water
reactor designs and accident conditions. Failure mechanisms, such as tube
ejection, tube rupture, global vessel failure, and localized vessel creep
rupture, were studied. Newly developed models and existing models were
applied to predict which failure mechanism would occur first in various
:_evere accident scenarios. So that a broader range of conditions could be
considered simultaneously, calculations relied heavily on models with
closed-fc_rm or simplified numerical solution techniques. Finite element
techniques were employed for analytical model verification and examining
more detailed phcnomena. High-temperature creep and tensile data were
obtained for predicting vessel and penetration structural response.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document presents the results from a U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC)-
sponsored research program to investigate the mode and timing ot"vessel lower head t'ailure.
Major objectives of the analysis were to identify plausible l'ailure mechanisms and to develop a
method R}r determining which failure mode would occur first in different light water reactor
(LWR) designs and accident conditions. Failure mechanisms, such as tube ejection, tube rupture,
global vessel failure, and localized vessel creep rupture, were studied. Newly developed models
and existing models were applied to predict which failure mechanism would occur first in various
severe accident scenarios. So that a broader range ot"conditions could be considered
simultaneously, calculations relied heavily on models with closed-t'c_rm or simplified numerical
solution techniques. Finite element techniques were employed for model verificatic,m and
examining more detailed phenomena. High-temperature creep and tensile data were obtained for
predicting vessel and penetration structural response.

Thermal Analysis Results

Thermal analyses were pcrlbrmed to obtain boundary conditions, such as event timing and
temperature distributions, lor failure analyses. Order-of-magnitude estimates tier pressurized
water reactor (PWR) and boiling water reactor (BWR) response indicate that a PWR transient
will proceed more rapidly (by as much as a factor of two) than a BWR transient. These results
were attributed to higher ratios of BWR structural mass per heat generation rate, larger initial
BWR water inventories, and thicker BWR lower heads.

Scoping calculations were perfc_rmcd to investigate the state of the melt and arrival
conditions upon the lower head tbr situations involving localized release ol'a melt stream from a
crust-confined molten pool in the cc_rc region. Although several computer codes arc available for
predicting melt/water interactions, there is considerable uncertainty in code results because of
limited data for validating these models. Hence, calculations concentrated on the effects of lower
plenum geometry and structures in plant designs. In PWR designs, the presence of llow plates

was found to affect jet impingement strongly. For Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) plants, the lqow
plates accumulate the melt and l'¢_rmmultiple jets, which reduces the jet velocity and the fraction
of initial jet energy that can impinge on the vessel lower head. Unlike the tlow plates in a B&W
plant, flow plates in Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering (CE) plants do not generally
accumulate melt, allowing "straight shot" jets to occur through any horizontal structural plates.
Although relocating melt is not impeded by any horizontal plates, the General Electric (GE)
BWR lower head is protected by a water pool that is dccpcr than water pools in PWR lower
plcna.

Thermal analysis results emphasize the importance of geometrical parameters and material
composition in predicting in-vessel tube ablation and melt migration through failed tubes. In-
vessel tube melting is gcwerned by the tube-to-debris mass ratios in the lower head, and most
penetrations are predicted to reach melting temperatures rapidly if surrounded by molten debris.
Melt penetration distances through t'ailed tubes or tubes with no in-vessel structures were
estimated by applying two models: (a) a conduction model, where a crust is assumed to form
along the tube surl'ace, so that conduction heat transfer through this crust dominates melt
behavior, and (b) a modified bulk freezing model, where turbulence within the melt is assumed to
preclude crust formation, so that turbulent heat transfer dominates melt behavior. The bulk
freezing model applied in these calculations was modified to consider the el'fccts of coolant that is
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prcscnt in some lower head penetration llow paths. Results for a case with gravity-driven melt

l]ow indicate that tacit penetraticm distances predicted by tile ccmduction model are considerably
longer than those prcdicted by the modified bulk freezing model. In fact, melt is predicted to
lravcl below the h_wer head through all LWR penetrations il"the conduction model is applied;
whereas melt is predicted to travel below the lower head only t'c_rpenetrations having larger
effective areas for melt t]ow and/or penetrations that arc ablated near the vessel inner surface if
the modit'icd bulk freezing model is applied. Experimental data are needed to determine which of
these models is appropriate for severe accident analysis.

Failure Analysis Results

As noted abc)vc, this study concentrated on lkmr vessel t'ailure mechanisms: tube ejection,
tube rupture, global vessel failurc, and lc_calizeOvessel creep rupture. Other failure mechanisms,
such as vessel ablatic_n from a cohcrcnt jet relocating to the lower head and thermal shock
fcfllowing external flooding in a containment cavity, and interactions between various failure
mechanisms were not consklcrcd because of uncertainties related to their potential for occurring.
For example, the t'c_rmaticmof a crust between the lower head _tnd the jet or the formation of a
relatively deep m¢_itcn pc_ol may preclude vessel ablaticm, and external fhx_ding has n¢_tyet been
accepted as an accidcnt management strategy.

For depressurizcd reactc_r vessels, ex-vcssel lube failure was assessed by applying thermal
equilibrium calculatk_ns tc_prc)vidc c_zder-c_l'-magnitudcestimates lc)r minimum debris
rc:quirements, such as the debris rclc)calic_z_temperature and the debris heat flux, necessary to
induce ex-vessel tube failure. Rcsulls indicate thai tube gecmletry and rnateri_ll are irnportant
parameters in predicting tube failure. Allhcmgh additional data are needed to quantify ultimate
strength hchavior for the SAI()5/SAI()(_ material used in BWR drain lines, results indicate that
this lower head pcnctraticm is more susccptiblc to cx-vessel tube rupture than other LWR
penetrations. Results indicatc that heat Iluxescharacteristicofa m_stlyceramicslurry(i.c., in
cxccss of ().()5 MW/m 2) arc needed tc_induce failure in a BWR drain line tube, which is composed
of SAI()5/SAi(16 stccl and has a relalivcly large crc_ss-sccticmal area for melt llow. t lowever,
higher heat lluxcs characteristic of a high temperature and m(_lten ceramic debris (i.e., as high as
0.2 MW/m 2) were nc_l.predictecl tc_fail any c)l the c)ther LWR penetrnticms.

For higher prcssurcs (bctwccn ~().1 and 16 MPa), analytical models with closed-form
solutions wcrc applied to cc_mpare the potential l'¢_rtube ejcction, tube rupture, and global vessel
rupture. Failurc maps wcre gcncrated that indicate relative pressure bearing capacities of vessel
heads and their pcnctrations based on uitimatc strength. Failure maps considered three types of
debris beds: a primarily metallic debris, a primarily ceramic slurry, and a primarily ceramic molten
pool. Failure curves for lube ejection and tube rupture plc)t at the same location, near the tube
materi_ll's melting tcmpcraturc. For the case ot"a mc)lten ceramic pool in a BWR vessel, model
results indicate that tubc failures will occur at lower tcmpcratures than vessel failures t'c_rany
system pressure. Except I'c_rthe BWR case with a mc_lten ceramic pool, model results indicate
that global rupture is the contrcflling failure mc_de in BWRs or PWRs with system pressure above
approximately 2 MPa. Althcmgh mendel results indicatc that penetration tune failures control
failures below 2 MPa, unccrtainties in the ultimate strength data at high temperatures tk_r
penetration materials cl¢_nc_talk_w a clear distincticm c_l"Ihe controlling failure mode in this
pressure range.
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A new model, based upon Reissner's theory of shells with finite dcti_rmation, was applied to
the problem of localized creep rupture on a torture-loaded lower head. This new model was
applied to determine how localized debris heat sources impact vesael failure times and what
conditions are necessary for the I'c_rmation and failure o1"a localized bulge or cusp to occur. Two
types of thermal loads were investigated. The first set o1' loads used contrived, steady-state
temperature profiles to demonstrate the range of behaviors possible under localized hot spots. It
was found that a localized hot spot does not always produce a bulge or cusp as it fails. The
t'ailllre geometry depends on the crecp rate of the balance of the shell relative to the hot spot. It"
the magnitude c_t"the peak temperaturc is small, the failure geometry is elliptical, and the hot spot
assists or accelerates a failure that Ioc_ks like global failure. It"the magnitude of the peak
temperature is I',rge, the hot spot is punched out of a comparatively stilT vessel, and the failure
geometry is cuaped. The seccmd set of problems used transient thermal loads l'rom applied heat
fluxes associated with different debris characteristics. All failure geometries in these problems
were localized because it was assumed that the background heat flux was benign and that the
balance of the vessel remained co_l. As with the contrived problems, times to failure wcre very
strong functions of applied pressure and peak hcat flux.

Finite Element Thermal and Structural
Analysis Results

More detailed numerical mcthc_ds were applied lc_a BWR design tc_gain insight into the
importance of twc>dimensic_nal efl'ecls in special gcometrics where simplified analytical techniques
may be insufl'icient tc_study thc roles of thermal stress plasticity and creep in vessel _ailure. To
complete this analysis, an interface was created so that temperatures from the COUPLE thermal
analysis model of SCDAP/RELAP5 ccmid be input into the structural analysis code, ABAQUS.

Analyses considered the effects of dcbris composition, debris pc_msity, debris-to-surface gap
resistance, reactor coolant pressure, and hcat transfer cc_nditions on the outer surface ¢_1"the drain
line and vessel.

If melt travels through the drain line to locations below the vessel outer surface, thermal
analysis results indicate that drain line failure will not occur in cases where metallic debris
relocates to the lower head. In ca.,;es where ceramic debris relocatcs to the lower head, drain line

temperatures peak near values wherc failure may c_ccur within the first few minutes c_,l"the
transient; whereas vessel failure temperatures do not occur until several hours into the transient.
Sensitivity study results indicate that high porosity in a debris bed or high heat removal rates from

the vessel and drain line ()uter surl'acc, such as might occur in a ll()oded containment cavity, can
significantly al'fcct predictions Ibr peak drain line and vessel lcmperalurcs. In fact, neither drain
line nor vessel failure temperatures are predicted tt_ occur in the ccranlic debris cases that assume.
high porosity debris or high exterior drain line and vessel surface heat remc_val rates.

In the event that drain line failure does not occur, structural analysis results indicate that
vessel creep rupture can occur as early as 4 hours aftcr debris relocation. For ceramic debris with

a 7-MPa pressure, creep strains and accumulated crcep damage remain relatively low for the first
2 hours, after which both increase quite dramatically until failurc is predicted betwcen 3.5 and
4 hours. In the case (ff mctallic debris at Ic_wcr pressures, failure was not predicted for more than
24 hours because effective creep strains wcre less than 0.5%. In both cases, plastic deformation
was minimal (less than (I.5%).
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Application of Models to Various Debris Conditions
and Reactor Designs

Although a detailed analysis is required to obtain quantitative answers about event
progression, results documented in this report were used to make qualitative judgements about
which failure mechanisms are possible and which failure mechanism will occur first during severe
accidents. Three types of debris cont'igurations were studied: a metallic slurry; a primarily
ceramic slurry; and a high temperature, molten ceramic material that rek_cates to lk_rma molten
pool. Rcsults lbr four rcprcscntative plant dcsigns are summarized in Table ES-1. Failure
analysis results arc prcscnted as a functitm of vcssci inner surface temperature and system
pressure. Howe_,et; it is emphasized that these temperatures and pressures shouM only be consMered

as aplm_ximate values because there is considerable uncertainty associated with these values.

R.csults in this document indicatc that most debris will relocate incoherently in a B&W plant
because of lower plenum flow plates that accumulate nlclt and form multiple jets. Calculational
results indicate that all types of melt may lead to in-vessel tube ablatit_n. It' conduction heat
transfer dcmlinates, all types of melt arc predicted I_ travel through an instrunacnt tube to
locations below the k_wcr head. However, if turbulent heat transfer dominates, melt is not

predicted to travel below the lower head. Thermal analysis rcsults indicate that peak vessel and
penetration temperatures l'c_llowing rck)cation of a metallic slurry remain belt_w values whcrc
vessel or penetration failure occurs. Hence, neither vessel, nc_rpenetration failure is predicted to
occur following reh_calion of a primarily metallic slurry in any of the LWRs considered. At
pressures above approximately 2 MPa, both global and localizcd vessel failures are possiblc in thc
B&W plant Ik_reither the ccramic slurry or the high temperature ceramic melt that I_rms a pool.
However, additional information about rclc_cation mass, debris bed configuration, and accident
pressure history arc nccdcd to determine if a localized failure will occur bcforc a global vessel
failurc. At pressures below 2 MPa, tube failurcs arc possiblc if the vessel inner surface
temperature exceeds 1600 K.

Westinghouse plant results in Table ES,1 are similar to those fc_rthe B&W plant with the
exception of debris arrwai state. In a Westinghouse plant, "straight shin" paths l'c_rrelocating
material are possible. Hcncc, higher fractions of melt are estimated to arrive as a coherent jet lbr
this plant. The potential for larger fractions o1"ceramic debris to arrive coherently upon the lower
head in the Westinghouse plant suggests that a local failure might occur bcfc_rc a global vessel
failure. Hc_wcvcr, additi_mal scenario-specific infc_rmation, such as rclocatkm mass, debris bed
configuration, and accident pressure histc)ry, arc required bef_rc mc_rc definitive conclusions can
bc drawn conccrning thesc failure modes.

Results l'c_rthe CE plant in Table ES-I differ from the B&W plant l'c_rtwo reasons. First,
the CE plant has no lower head penetrations. Ilcncc, tube failures arc not possible. Second, as
observed in the Westinghouse plant, "straight shot" paths lbr relocating material are also possiblc
in this plant. Hence, highcr fractions of tacit arc also estimated to arrive as a coherent jet for this
plant.

Results for the GE BWR in "Fable ES-1 difl'cr from any of the PWR plant results for several

rcascms. SonTc melt is predicted tt_ arrive coherently on the BWR lower head because relocating
melt is not impeded by any horizontal plates. Howcver, the GE BWR lower head is protccted by
co¢_lant in the lower head, which is deeper than the coolant level in PWR h_wcr plcna, ttcnce,
coherent tacit fractkms listed in Table ES-1 l'c_rthe BWR arc much smaller than those prcdictcd
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for the CE and Westinghouse PWRs. Second, the effective diameter for melt tlow is relatively
large in the BWR drain line and instrument tube penetrations, Hence, melt is predicted to travel
below the lower head regardless c_l"whether conduction or turbulent conditions dominate heat
transfer from the debris to the tube. BWR t'ailure mode results for the high-temperature, ceramic
pool also differ from the other plants because tube failures are predicted to occur before either
local or global vessel failures for all pressures if the vessel inner surt'ace temperature exceeds
approximately 1200 K. Tube failures control failure in this case because the BWR vessel is nearly
twice as thick as a PWR vessel. Hence, tube failure temperatures occur before the thermal frcmt
penetrates the vessel.
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Light Water Reactor Lower Head Failure Analysis

1. INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY

1.1 Introduction and Objective

The mode and timing ol' reactor vessel lower head failure during a severe accident have a
controlling effect on subsequent consequences, in particular, direct containment heating (DCH)
for pressurized water reactors (PWRs) and meltthrough ot' the containment shell for boiling water
reactor (BWR) Mark-I containment designs. Consequently, the mode _nd time of lower head
failure have bccn identified by thc U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) as important
tasks (Task 2.5 and Task 3.1)in the Rel,ised Severe Accident Research Program Plan. 11

Previous evaluations or potential lower head failure for selected lower head designs and
1-2

accident conditic_ns have been pcrt'ormcd in support _1"the USNRC-sponsc_red NUREG-1150,
Rel,ised Sel,ere Accident Resealz'h Program Plan, ll risk studies, the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE)-spcmsorcd Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2)Accident Evaluation Program, and the
industry-sponsored Industry Degraded C,,rc Rulcmaking (IDCOR) Program. These evaluations
and other analyses have included the study _)1"molten jet impingement, flc_wand freezing of
mc)ltcn cerium into tube penetrations, pcnctraticm tube ejection, and creep rupture failure. Both
experimental _,att analytical studies were pcrl'¢_rmcd. However, a review c_t"the literature indicates
that an intcgratcd assessment shc_uld hc pcrl'c,rmcd tc_determine which failurc mechanism will
,_ccur first under a wide range c_l"vessel designs and debris conditi_ns.

Ttais document presents results l'rc,m an integrated assessment c,l rcactc,r vessel h,wcr head
failure analyses for the full range c,l"rc_tctc_rvessel designs presently used in the U.S. cc}mmcrcial

nuclear power industry and l'c,ra wide r_sngc ,_1'ct_rium melt pr_grcssic_n and debris characteristics.
Specific objectives c,l"this research arc to

I. Identify dc_minant lower head failure mechanisms

2. , Dcvck_p models needed to predict when it is p_ssible for these failure mechanisms to
(}tour

3. Apply mc_dcls tc_determine which t'ailurc mechanisms arc possible and the relative time
when each pc_ssiblc mechanism _ccurs in dilTcrcnt I.WR designs t'c_rvarit_us debris and
accident cc_ntliticons.

All majc_r types c_fvessels used in tJ.S. light water reactors (LWRs) arc c_msidcrcd, and both high-

and low-pressure c¢_nditic_nsarc uddrcsscd I'c_reach rcact¢_r type. As part {}t"this asscssmcnt,
creep and tensile tests on L.WR pressure vessel steels and lower head penetration materials at
high temperatures have bccn pcrf_,rmcd because such data wcrc typic_lly nc_t available for
temperatures abcwc 1()()()K.

The remainder _t' this scctk_n describes (a) the dc_minant mechanisms identified as having
the potential tc_cause lower head failure, (b) the mcth_dc_lt_gy used for determining what l'ailurc
mechanism will c_ccur first in a wide r_lagc _1'_lccidcnt cc_nditk_ns and reactor designs, and

(c) higta-tcmpcraturc m_tcri_l pr_pcrty testing pcrf_umcd tt_ ,SUl_l_lcxa_cntthis research. Scctk_n 2
prcwidcs a review _!" prcvic_us research pcxtaining t_ It_wcr head failure mechanisms, and Sccticm 3
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Introduction and Methodc_lc_gy

describes the thermodynamic and geometric parameters c_msidered in this study. Secticm 4
presents results obtained I'rc_mlower head thermal and failure mechanism analyses methods that
use closed-rearm or simplified numerical sc_lution techniques. Section 5 presents numerically
obtained results t'_r vessel thermal and structural response. A ncwnenclature list is h_cated in
Appendix A. Results from creep-rupture and tensile tests cm pressure vessel steels and penetra-
tion materials at high temperatures are presented in Appendix B. Appendices C through E
provide additional intk_rmation cm twc_ models used in these calculati_ms. Appendix F contains
material property data and geometric dimensicms used to perft_rm c_iculaticms l'¢_rlhesc analyses.
A summary of ccmlments received _lt an international peer review meeting held to review the
contents of a draft version of this dc_cument is included in Appendix G.

1.2 Mechanisms Having the Potential to Cause Lower Head Failure

3"here are several possible mechanisms or combinations ot' mccl_anisms that could lead to
lower head failure during a severe accident. Because this study represents the first endeavor tc_
perform an intcgrated assessmcnt _1'h_wcr head l'ailure tk_ra range of plant designs and severe
accident conditicms, the report is l'¢_cusedcm mechanisms that appeared tc_be dominant failure
mechanisms fur existing t.WR plant designs undergcfing a severe accident. Furthermc_re, the
potential for interactions between mechanisms w_ts not included in this assessment. An initial
review resulted in the I'c_lh_wingl'c_urmechanisms being identified as dt_minant failure mechanisms
for consideration:

• Penet;ati,,m Tube t-teatul_ am/Rupture. Corium mclt attack cm lower head penetrations
, may result in melt entering -_penetratic_n channel and refreezing, thus causing tube

blockage and pc_tentially tube rupture.

• Penetration "l'utw Ejection. Cc_rium melt attack and sustained heating from accumulated
debris may lead to tube penetration weld failure and subsequent penetrati_n tube
cjecticm.

• Lower t4ead Global Rul_ture. Stress induced by elcvated system pressure and/or the
core and structure weight, in c_mjunction with sustained heating from accumulated
debris, may lead to lower head global ['allure.

• Localized EffectsJet hnpingement. Ncmunil'orm heat sources within the debris bed or a
coherent jet of debris impinging directly onto the lower head can cause localized
thermal and mechanical loads cm the lower head. In addition tc_ lower head l'ailure

from the thermal and mechanical loads, there is also the pc_tcntiai that a coherent jet
can ablate the vessel head.

This research pr_ject considers all of the above mechanisms tc_ pr_vidc a cc)mprchensive
a.,'sessment o1' mechanisms leading t_ lower head failure.

It should be noted that a later, more-detailed literature review of previcms analyses (see
Section 2.4) indicated that one of the above mechanisms, the potential l'¢_ra c¢_herent jet to ablate

the lower head. was limited by phenomena such as the fc_rmalicm ¢_1'a ceramic crust on the vessel
surt'ace and the tk_rmatic_nc_fmc_lten pc_c)lswith relatively large depths, tlcncc, jet impingement

analyses in this report concentrate on the potential tk_ra coherent jet to relocate and transt'er
energy to the lower head and the subsequent p¢_tcntial I'¢_rthe vessel t¢_experience a h_calized
creep failure.
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Some failurc mechanisms, such as the potential for thermal shock lbllowing external t'lc_oding
in the containment cavity, were not included in this study because external flooding has not been
accepted as an accident management strategy in existing LWR designs. It is recognized that this
mcchanism may nccd l'urthcr evaluation if external I'loc_ding is uscd in existing rcactors or if it is
adopted for advanced reactor dcsigns.

1.3 Methodology

1.3.1 Major Tasks Completed to Evaluate Lower Head Failure

Figure 1-1 illustrates major tasks pcrformcd in this program to study vesscl t'ailurc
mechanisms under a wide range c_l'accident and reactor conditions. As denoted in the first block

in the upper lct't corner, the range c_l"accident conditions and vessel design parameters having the
potential.to result in vessel failure wcrc rcvicwcd tc_select reactor design and accident scenario
parametcrs that arc representative, albeit somewhat idealized, conditions for the analysis. Output
from this block (such as thc dchris dccay hcat load or the system pressure) prcwidcs thc basis tier
the next task, a thermal analysis tc_characterize parameters, such as the lower head structure
temperature, for a range of representative reactor designs.

In defining this research program, it was recognized that the database l'or creep and tensile
properties of pressure vessel steel and vessel penetration materials at high temperatures was

insuMcicnt (scc Sccticm 1.4). Hence, as shown in thc upper right corner of Figure 1-1, a task was
defined to obtain high-temperature creep and tcnsilc data for these materials.

Thc new creep and tensile data and results from the thermal analyses, such as the timc- and
spatially-dcpcndcnt vcsscl temperature distributicms, provide input for the next five blocks, which
represent the models used tc_predict vessel l'ailurc phcnc_mcna, such as localizcd effccts, jet
impingement, tube cjccticm, tube hcatup and rupturc, and global vessel l'ailurc. Because many
combinations of debris conditions, lower head design, and accident conditions could result in
vcsscl lower hcad failure, this rcscarch relics hcavily on analytical models with closed-form
solution or simplified number solution techniques. Results from these models arc devclopcd in
terms of dimensionless parameters, which ,_re varied to determine failure maps that illustrate the
scnsitivity to thcse dimcnsionlcss parameters.

Results from these l'ailurc maps arc c¢_mparcd tc_determine which failure mechanism will
occur first during a particular sct of reactor accident and design ccmditions (the box in the lower
lcft corncr of Figure 1-1). Finally, in cascs where more detailcd analyses are needed, l'initc
clement numerical analyses arc applied to evaluate the sensitivity o1"previous results to

ncmidealizcd geometry and debris conditions.

1.3.2 Application of Lower Head Failure Models to Predict Failure

Figure 1-2 illustrates the procedure liar applying lower head t'ailurc modcls to dctcrmine
which failurc mechanism will occur first during a spccit'ic accidcnt scenario. Shaded boxes in this
t'igurc represent analyses that must bc pcrformcd using models documented in Section 4 of this
report. The uscr must travel each path starting at the lcl't and working toward the right. 1t"there
arc lower head penetraticms in the vessel, such as in the Babcock & Wilcox (B&W), Westing-

house, and Gcncral Electric (GE) vessels, all paths arc considcrcd. If thcrc arc no lowcr head
penetrations in the vessel, such as in nat)st Cc_mbustion Engineering (CE) vessels, only the paths
including the "CE" dcsignatic_n arc c¢_nsidered. If the user reaches a bc_xcontaining a t'ailure
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Figure 1-1. Major taskspcrl'ormcd in the lowcr head l'ailurc researchprogram.
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Figure 1-2. Methodology for prcdicting lower head failure.
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mechanism and determines that it is not possible for a failure mechanism to c_ccur, the user is
directed toward the right along the "no" path (labeled with an "N"). If the user determines that it
is possible t'c_ra failure mechanism tc_occur, the appropriate model is applied to determine the
time at which failure is predicted to occur. Then, the user is directed to continue in thc flow
diagram with a "GO TO" statement. After each appropriate failure mechanism has bccn
evaluated for a particular scenario, failure times arc compared to determine which failure
mechanism occurs first and the properties of the debris in the lower plenum at the time of failure.

Starting with the time-dependent results from a code capable of determining the manner in
which debris relocates tc_ the lower head, the user first considers whether the debris relocates as a

coherent jet. I1"the debris does relc_c_lteas a coherent jet (and if the plant has lower head
penetrations), the user then considers whether the penetration weld will remain intact. I1"the
weld has reached temperatures where failure ix predicted, the user then applies the tube ejection
model to determine the time of failure via this mechanism. Proceeding _lcmg this path, the user
reaches the "GO TO 1" direction and returns to Point 1.

From this point, the user cc_nsidcrs il"it is possible liar the coherent jet to induce a thermal
load to a localized rcgic_n of the vessel and cause a localized creep t'ailurc c_f the vessel. It"the
thermal lcmd is sufficient, the user evaluates the time o1' failure via a localized creep failure from
an impinging jet. Proceeding along this path, the user reaches the "GO TO 2" direction and
returns to Pc_int 2.

From Point 2, the user ccmsiders whether the ccmsc_lidated debris is in a coolable geometry

in the lower head. If the debris bed is cc_c_lable,the user stops, if the debris bed is not coolable,
the user then applies the glc_b_tlvessel failure mendel tc_ predict the time at which vessel failure
occurs. Proceeding along this path, the user reaches the "GO TO 3" statement.

From Point 3, the user considers whether there arc ncmunili_rm heat sources present in the
debris bed. It"the "hot spot" in the debris is determined to be sufficient to induce a localized
vessel failure, the localized creep vessel failure m()dcl is applied tc) predict a failure time.

Proceeding along this path the user is directed t_)"GO "I'O 4."

At Point 4, the user is directed l_) stc)p ii the plant contains no Ic)wcr head penetrations.
Otherwise, the user ccmsiders whether the debris c_mtains sufficient heat t_ induce in-vessel tube

failure or the debris ix c_tpable _1"tr_lveling thrc_ugh t'ailed penetrati_ms to Ic_cations below the
vessel lower head. In cases where debris is n(_t predicted tc_travel bclc_w the I¢_wcr head, the user
evaluates the pc_t_ntial l'¢_rthe cons_lidatcd, uncc_olablc debris tc_induce weld I'ailurc and tube
ejection.

In cases where debris is predicted tc_ travel below the Ic_werhead, the user evaluates the
potential t'c_rthe debris within the tube tc_weaken the surr_mnding vessel and induce a localized
ves,;el failure. After determining the time of a localized vessel failure, the user then proceeds tc_

evaluate the potential liar an cx-vessel tube rupture to c_ccur. After determining the time of an
ex-vcsscl tube rupture, the user proceeds to evaluate the p_tcntial lot weld failure and tube
cjccticm to occur.

Fc_rcases in which failure mechanisms arc predicted to occur, l'ailure times are cc_mparcd.
The failure mode is selected based upon which mechanism is predicted to occur earlier. The

l'ailure time estimated with the mendel liar this mechanism is used tc_estimate the mass, composi-
titre, and temperature of the melt at vessel l'ailurc. The method depicted in Figure I-2 is applied
to several examples in Section 6.
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1.4 Material Creep and Tensile Tests of Pressure Vessel Steel and
Penetration Materials at High Temperatures

Calculations o1"a vessel or pcnetratic_n material's response to the presence ot' molten debris
requires knowledge c)l"a material's structural properties at temperatures up to the material's
melting point. In the past, structural properties of materials used in nuclear reactors were
typically determined for use up to reactor operating and design temperatures, leaving a gap in the
temperature-dependent data between thc)se levels and the melting temperatures. High-tempera-
ture creep and tensile tests were 13erft_rmcd liar these materials so that structural analyses can be
made in much higher temperature regimes than previously possible. Results from these tests are
summarized in Appendix B.

The lower heads of commercial prover reactc_r pressure vessels are generally fabricated from
the plate material SA533B1 or its predecessor, SA3I)2B, which has very similar structural
properties. Before the tests described in Appendix B, no creep and tensile data existed for the
SA533B! matcrit_l at temperatures ab{pec 922 K. Because this material undergoes a ferritic to
austenitic phase change at temperatures near I(1()()K, it was recognized that higher temperature
data were needed to accurately predict vessel resp¢_nse. Creep tests were completed up t_
1373 K, and tensile tests were completed up t¢_1473 K. Relationships were developed for using
these data in simpler mt_dcls with ch_sed-l't_rm or sinlplified numerical techniques and in finite
clement structural analysis codes.

Lower head pcnctratic_ns, such as instrument l.ubcs, contrc_l rc_ciguide tubes, and the drain

nc_zzlc arc cc_nstructcd ¢_1"Inc¢_ncl (_()(),3()4 stainless steel, ¢_rSA I()5/SA i(16B carbcm steel. Creep
tests were pcrl't)rmed for lnccmcl B(}()and stainless steel rnateriai for teinperatures up to 1366 and
135() K, respectively. Tensile tests were pcrl'c_rmed for these materials tit temperatures up to
1373 K. Fc_r theSAll)6B material, creep tests werecompletcd up to !()50 K, and tcnsiletests
were completed tip tc_ 115() K. Relatic_nships were developed tier using these data in simpler
models with ciosed-f_rm ¢_rsimplified numerical techniques and in finite element structural
analysis codes.

Although the new data arc bencl'icial because they extend intt_ temperature regions where
data were previously unavailable, the data arc limited and additional tests are needed to reduce
the range c_l'uncertainty assc_ciated with these data. In particular, data were not previously
available t'¢)rthe SAI()(_ material al temperatures above 811 K, and extrapolation of previously
available data indicated that the ultirnatc strength c_t'this material became negligible tit 1(100K.
However, test restllts indicate that the ultimate strength of SAII)6B material is considerably
stronger than indicated by previc_us data. Hence, actditi_nal SAI06B tests are needed so that the

ultimate strength of this material can be predicted at temperatures above 115() K.

1.5 References

1-1. U.S. Nuclear Rcgulalc_ry C()mmissicm, Re_,ived Severe Accident Re.veatz'h Pro,q,tvm Plan,
NUREG-1365, August 1989.

1-2. U.S. Nuclear Rcgulalc_ry Cc)mmissicm, Se_,e_vAccMent Ri.vks: An Assessment of Fi_,e U.S.
Nuclear Power Planl.s, NUREG-! 150, June 1989.
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2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH APPLICABLE TO
LOWER HEAD FAILURE ANALYSES

A literature search was conducted to review previous experimental and analytical analyses
that are applicable to the lower head failurc mechanisms considered in this document.
Scctions 2. I, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 summarizc thc major results from previous analyscs pertaining to
tube hcatup and plugging, tube ejection and rupture, global rupture, and jet impingcment. No
work was found in the available literature on models for prcdicting localized vcssel failure.

2.1 Tube Heatup and Failure

During a scvcrc accident, one postulated vessel failure mode rcsults from in-vessel tube
hcatup and failurc from relocated melt in the lower plenum. As shown in Figure 2-1, the melt is
postulated to enter the failed tube and travel down the penetration annulus below the vessel
lower hcad. In predicting the likelihood of such a failurc mechanism, several questions arc of
interest, such as the dcbris temperatures required to) cause tube melting and the, melt penetration
distance within a penetration priCer tc_plugging. This section reviews pricer research related to
analyzing this t'ailurc mechanism.

2.1.1 Tube Heatup Analyses

Two references were found in the literature that consider the potential for relocated debris
to ablate through nc_zzlcs in the vessel. Both analyses were performed to evaluate the integrity o1"
the TMI-2 nozzlcs following debris relocation. Reference 2-I reports results from one-
dimensional scoping calculations that were perfc)rmcd to investigate the debris thermal properties
needed to induce in-vessel tube melting. "l"hc calculati_ns assumed that a tightly packed debris
bed, with essentially no co¢flant ingress intt_ the bed, surrtmnded a penetration nozzle. Assuming
perfect ccmlact between the debris and Ihc rlt)zzlc, the ¢_nc-ttimensi_mal heat conduction was
solved to determine the peak debris Icmperalure needed 1¢_induce nozzle nmclting. Results
indicate that debris with lemperatures in excess c)l"16()() K can induce nozzle melting.

Failed tube

M792 WHT 293 08

Figure 2-1. Melt penetration thrc_ugh failed pcnctratitm.
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Reference 2-2 repc_rts results from two-dimcnsional calculations scoping, which wcrc
performed to cvalu_vte the integrity of the TMI-2 lower head and in-core instrument nclzzlcs.
Numcrical calculations wcrc performed with thc FELCON code, 2:_ assuming an axisymmctric
nodal model based on thc ft_llowing cc_nl'iguration:

• A cylindrical column c11"corium 10.2 cm in diameter _lntl 17.8 cm high was assumed to
surround an in-core instrumcnt nozzle i.746 cm in diameter by 25.4 cm high.

• The corium in the lclwcr head is solid. The surface ¢11"the corium in conflict with the

lower hcad was assumed to bc initially at 2477 K, and the remainder bf the corium was
initi_lly at 3033 K.

• A corium heat gencratit)n rate c71"1.48 MW/m 3 was assumed with a debris-to-vessel
conductance c_l"1141)WM/m2K.

• The only cot)ling was by radiatic/n and by water boiling c_n the cc_rium outside surface.

• The initial temperature (11'the nc_zzlc and lower head was assumed to be 608 K, which
corresponds tc_the cc)c)lant saturaticln temperature at 15.2 MPa.

Figure 2-2 shows the physical cont'iguratic_n assessed. The nozzle region was assumed to bc
in perfect contact with the corium _nd lower head. Inside cooling of the nozzle by water was
neglected, with an adiabatic bc_und_lry condition at the inner nozzle surface. Water cooling was
assumed to c_ccur at the outer surface of the cc_rium region (scc Figure 2-2). In the calculation,
heat transfer from the water-cooled surl'acc w_ts cithcr by nucleate boiling t)r by a combination of
film boiling and radiation, depending on the temperature difference between the surl'acc and the
water. Heat transfer from the bottom o1"the corium region was by conduction into the lower
head. Contact between the lower hc_cl and thc corium was conscrvativcly as_;umcd to have a
conductance of !140 W/m2K.

Figure 2-3 presents calculatic_nal results. Although the FELCON ct_dc2-3dc_cs not consider
the corium heat o1' fusion, which will result in calcultlted nc}zzlc tcmpenltures peaking more
rapidly at a lower tempcr;tturc than in more detailed calculations, the upper in-co,re instrument
nozzle reaches temperatures well _bc)vc melting. These temperatures result from the nozzle being
surrounded by hot ct_rium without any cc_c_lingexcept axial cc_nduction into the lower hc_d.
l-lc_wevcr, results alsc_ shc_w theft pc_rtions of the nozzle near the lowcr head are co_ler, because
conductive heat transfer to the head prcwidcs sul'ficicnt cc_oling to kccp the nozzle from melting.

2.1.2 Melt Penetration Distance

Most analytical and experimental wc_rk for predicting melt penetration distance a tube was
pcrti_rmcd in support of the liquid-mct;_l fast-brccdcr reactor (LMFBR) program during the 19711s
and early 1981)s. This extensive rcscarch into molten fucl freezing phenomena was pcrl'ormed to
undcrst_=nd recriticality pc_tcntial t'c_lic/winga cc_re disruptive accident in the Clinch River Breeder
Reactt_r. This section describes aspects c/1"LMFBR research th;_t may bc applicable to predicting
melt behaviour within a failed LWR lower head penetraticm. Table 2-1 summarizes the conditions
tested in melt penetration distance experiments.

2.1.2.10stensen and Jackson Bulk Freezing Model and Experiment. This research,
documented in References 2-4 ;=nd2-5, was pcrl'c_rmed tc_assess penetration distances _1"molten
fucl ejected into LMFBR subassembly structures l'c_llowing a cc_re disruptive accident. An
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___-41---- Stainless-steel guide tube

!! II
Inconel Incore instrument nozzle

M 729.WHT- 109208

Figure 2-2. C_nl'igurati¢)n liar assessing TM1-2 penetration tube hc;_tup and failure potential. 22

experiment was perfornlcd in which 2()() t_ 3()()g o1"molten UO 2 wcrc injected horizontally into a
seven-pin steel test bundle at ~35()() K and ~1,50(I cm/s. The analytical m_del pro)posed assumed
that fucl turbulence would preclude I'rcezing at the wall (i.e., the bulk freezing model described in
Section 4.1.2.4). Thus, the melt penetration distance was calculated by determining the length of
travel required t() rcm()vc sensible and latent heat from the leading cdgc of the molten slug. The
analytical model used a turbulent drag corrclatit)n to calculate l'ucl velocity 2" and Dcissler's
correlation 27 for convective heat transfer between the fuel and steel. Analytically predicted
penetration distances in the pins wcrc Ii)und to range between 14% longer and 25% shorter than
the measured results.

2.1.2.2 Cheung and Baker Experiments. Parametric experiments were performed to
study the transient freezing _1' liquids in circular tubes.28 These studies included no simulation ot'
wall melting or I'ucl-coolant intcractic_n. Liquids with Prandll numbers ranging from 1()2 to 103
(water, Wood's metal, naphthalene, paralTin wax, and olive oil) were used as the simulant
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materials. Siinulant and wall teml)eratures were varied to test the melt hltent heat, sensible heat,
and wall temperature effects on freezing. These studies bracket the estimated Prandti number of
molten fuel and steel from a disrupted reactor ct_re. Flow velocities varied from 1() to 150 cm/s.

The experimental apparatus consisted of a copper coil immersed in a bath of liquid coolant. The
ctTcct of tube diameter on freezing was studied by using copper tubing with two dilTcrcnt
diameters (0.47 and 0.79 cm).

An empirical correlation cfl' the transient freezing data was obtained, and results were
c¢mlpared with melt distances predicted assuming domination by either conduction heat transfer (a
conduction heat transfer model based upon inl'c_rmation in Rcl'ercnccs 2-10 lind 2-11) or turbulent
convective heat transl'cr (il bulk freezing model based on References 2-4 and 2-5). For a I'ucl
velocity of -100 cmA, Ihc bulk l'rcczing model penetration distances were shorter by lit least an
order c_t"magnitude than those distances obtained l'r¢_mthe empirical correlation; whereas the
conduction model distances were within a factor of two of the distances obtained from the

empirical correlation, l-lowevcr, as nc_ted in Reference 2-8, applicability of the empirical
correlation to melt velocities greater than 15() cm/s is uncertain.

2.1.2.3 Epstein Analytical and Experimental Analysis. In Reference 2-19, results from
the conduction and bulk freezing model were compared with experimental data. A velocity
criterion to determine ccmditions necessary for fuel crust breakup was derived. The
experimenters prop_scd that ¢_ncc crust removal c_ccurs, melting t)l"the tube steel wall becomes
dominant, resulting in rapid ruel freezing in a bulk manner via turbulent inixing between the steel
wall and hot molten fuel. In l'act, they suggested that bulk freezing ¢_ccurs _mly after the fuel
crust growth process is transformed tc_a steel ablation process. The shiny, frozen debris observed
lit the conclusicm t_t"fuel freezing experiments in Reference 2-5 substantiated this suggestion
because the shiny pc_rti{_nsindicate the presence o1"entrained steel.
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In Rcfcrcncc 2-1(), an analytical expression for penetraticm distance c_t'a saturated liquid
through a horizontal tube was dcvclopcd by using an approximate method for the form of the
instantaneous shapc of the l'rozcn I_lyer along the tubc wall. In the limit of negligible liquid
incrtia, a closed-form expression lbr the liquid pcnctrzlticm length was derived and found to
compare well with cxpcrimcntal results documented in References 2-4, 2-5, and 2-10. Although
the expression developed in Reference 2-!()incorporates crust hydraulic effects on melt
penetration distance, it is not applicable to cases with either superheated liquid or tube wall
melting.

In a subsequent experimental study, Epstein simulated the Ostensen experiments with
prototypic, fast-reactor steel-clad pins at ~1200 K.TM Two dilTcrent injector inventories wcrc
used in this experiment to assess the inl'lucncc of thcrmitc mass on penetration beh_wior. The
molten thermite penetration results using a 0.5-kg thermite load wcrc similar to those obtained in
Rcfcrcnccs 2-4 and 2-5. Howcvcr, when thc thcrmitc injcctor invcntory was incrcascd to 2.0 kg,
the flow front penetrated much longer distances. As in previous tests, the penetrating thermite
mixture was observed m ablate the steel pins. Inspection ot' the frozen front revealed solid steel
plugs containing only trace amounts o1' thermite, compared with the rough, clinker-like debris
observed at the conc, lusitm of the ().5-kg injections. The experimenters concluded that the
observed penetration behavior was incompatible with a bulk I'rcczing mechanism and that, while
steel ablatic_n rapidly leads to fuel l'reezing in a bulk manner, bulk freezing does not provide
significant cCmtainment Cal_ability. Instead, frozen steel is required to stop the flow, and fuel
penetration is c¢mductitm c¢mtrolled.

2.1.2.4 K611ig and Grigull Experiments and Analyses. In Reference 2-12, a two-

dimensional, finite element model was used to determine the behavior of melts penetrating a
horizontal cylinder. The model accounts for a crust developing along the c_uter surface of the
melt and an air gap between this crust and the tube wall, resulting from thermal c_mtraction t ll"
the solidified annulus.

Casting cxpcrimcnts with pure metals, such as tin, Ic_id, zinc, and aluminum, wcrc pcrt'ormcd
I'c_ra range of melt SUl'_erheats. Experimental results were found t_ agree with the numerical
model.

In Reference 2-12, a closcd-forna expression to predict melt penetration distance was derived
from the twc)-dimcnsional, I'initc clement modcl described above. This closed-form expression
includes key dimensionless groups related to the melt superheat; melt and tube capacitance and
thermal resistance; solidification cnthalpy; and melt Prandtl, Reynolds, and phase change numbers.
Constants and exponents l'or these dinacnsionless groups were obtained by fitting the expression
to numerical model results from Reference 2-12 with _! l(}C_{,- tolerance.

2.1.2.5 Spencer Experiments and Analyses. Reference 2-13 reports results from

thcrmitc injection tests in which twt_ injectc_r sizes, capable c)l' delivering 0.5 and 2.() kg of melt,
were employed. In (_nc of these tests, 2.() kg were injected into the steel pins at 12(t(I K, and the
leading edge of the mctlten material was ctbserved ttt travel a distance t)l' 140 era, which agrees
with the observatit_ns tcpt_rted in Reference 2-11 under similar c_ntlitions, However, a much
shorter penetration distance (4() cm) was _)hscrvcd in two)t_ther tests in which the bundle
temperature was initially 57() K. Such a short distance could not he explained by the conduction
model arid was nearly a factor of two) larger than distances predicted by the bulk freezing model.

2.1.2.6 Sandia TRAN Experiments and PLUGM Calculations. The TRAN series
experiments were c_nductcd at Snndin National l.,abc_rat_ries (SNL) t_ investigate the
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characteristics t)f fuel rem(wal and freezing through the upper axial blankets _)1'an I_MFBR during
the transition phase (_1'a laypothetical c(_re-disruptivc accident.

Thc first series of TRAN experiments (TRAN Series 1)z2° investigated basic l_hcnonacna
bctwecn supcrhcatcd, purc LIO? melts injected upward into thick-walled stccl cylindrical channels.
Althc_ugh the experiments c(ml'irmcd certain I'ealures (e.g., stable crust growth and minimuna steel

tube temperatures required for tube ablation), simple models could n(_t be directly applied to
predict melt pcnt=trati_n phcmmlcna, such as penetration length. In the TRAN B (hlankct) seric,_
, • 2-I,1 2-I_i 2-I_

experiments, ' ' whose results provided the most applicable data for PWR lower head
failure analyses, me)Itch l.JO 2 and 1.J()2/31/')stainless steel mixtures were injected into channels
with complex get,metrics it) invcstigatc the effects c)l"m_)ltcn steel and complex geometries on I'ucl
relocation and crust formation. "l'hc TRAN G series (GAP series) of experiments investigated

pure UO 2 and U()2/stainless steel mixture freezing and ablatic_n behavior in subassemblies with
wlrious gap dimensions.

The TRAN B-I experiment was iw_rl'_rmed to invesligatc the effects _1"curvature on crust
stability, An annular gc(mlctry was sclcctcd, because ht_th ct_nvcx and Ct_I1E;.IVC surlaces ct_t,ld b¢
tested (previous analyses had tcstc.d _nly trent'art.' surfaces in which the crust was held in
compression). The 'FRAN B-2 cxpcrimc, nt was pcrf_rmcd 1¢)investigate the clTccts (_1'mt_lten
steel on melt relc_cation. 'l'he third t_l"these experiments, "I'RAN B-3, was similar to the TRAN
B-! experiment, except that the steel wall tcnapcralure was raised 41){IK to investigate the impact
()1"steel luhc melting ()n crust Ii)rnmti(_n.

TRAN B experiments were analyzed using the PI, U(;M cotlc. 2 21 The ¢(_ti¢ features include
the following:

• l-lydrodynamic analysis _)1"the pressure-driven m()lten-I'ucl slug, acc(mnling I'()r inertial
el'feels, _rea-changc pressure tlrt_ps, and I'rictit_n I(_sscs

• Bulk-melt/wall heal transl'er th_,l _lcc(_tlllls J'()l stable, c(_nduction-limitcd crust growth on
both channel surl'accs

• Calculation ()1"molten I'uel dcplcti_)n by crust ,tr,rt_wth and litluid-filn_ ticpositi(m at the
trailing edge of the fuc.I Il_)w

• Calct, latit_n (_1"enhanced Iilm tlcpositi_m hy "l'ayl()r instabilities, using the correct 'l'aylt_r
wavelength in ht_th tube (melt claamher) and annulus (lh_w channel)

• Thc ability tt_ m_tlcl ht_lh tuh¢ gct_mc.try (melt ch;tml_cr) and annular ge(_metry (thaw
channel) in the Sil¿llCprtd_lcm.

Direct cxaminati_n and PI.U(;M calculati_ns t_l the crust thickness and the pcnctrati(_n distance
during the TRAN B-I and q'RAN F;-3 experiments inclicat¢ thai I'ucl l]()w and fuel/wall heat
transfer wetc characterized by stahlc I'ucl crusls <_11ht_th inner and (_uter channel surfaces.
lh_wcver, the experimental data intlicatc that crust I'_rmatit_n is less stable (m the outside o1"a rt_d
than ()n the inside ()1"a cylinder _t later times. Rcsulls J'r()lll Ihc !?,2 experiment's indicate that
fuel/steel mixtures with a low steel ct_ntcnt hchavc similarly I_ pure tJO, melt.

2.1.2_7 Sienicki Experiments and Analyses. A series t_l seeping cxi-_crimcnts was
l)crf_rmcd t(_investigate the Ircczing and i_lugging hchavit_r (_1'mt_ltcn structural materials t)r
metal alloy ['uel during severe accittcnls in liquid n_ct_tl rcact(_rs." l)cnelr;tli(_n l)hcn()mcna li)r
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molten metals are ot' interest because many metals do nol wet the Ilow channel walls. For these
experiments, molten stainless steel and nickel (superheated to between 9 and 2IX) K) were
injected downward and upward (with vari¢_us driving pressures and veh_cities I'rom 195 to
12(I_)cm/s)into stainless steel lubes (6.4-and 3.3-ram ID) initially at room temperature.

Complete plugs were formed in all the experiments, halting the continued injection o1' melt.
Neither the molten stainless steel nor the molten nickel were I'cmnd to have wetted the solid

stainless steel tube walls. However, quite different behavit_r was observed in the downward and
upward injection tests. In the downward injection lest, 71 g of the !1() g o1' melt injected traveled
the entire 95-cm tube length. Posltest examination revealed that 13 g o1' the injected steel were
located near the tube entrance, lbrming a solid plug, Iollowed by a crust. The remaining 30 g _1"
melt CCmlprised l'c)ur slugs at distances o1' 39, 43, 51, and 7(1cm into the tube. This behavior is
explained by the continuing acceleration under gravity o1'a draining liquid stream in a lube, in the
absence of wetting. Once liquid slugs form, they can fall through lhe tube without undergoing
significant heat loss (< I() K, based upcm thermal radiaticm I'nml the slugs tt_the wall).

Incontrast,meltdidnotpenetratetheentiretubelengthinany of theupward directedtests.
Also,theinjectedmetalinthesetestsc_msistcdofa relativelylongslugcnccmllmssingthetube

inletand pluggingthechannel,I'_Ik_wedby a sh_rter"d_wnstreamregion"c_mlposedof a number
o1'slugs. The shorter penetration distances observed during these tests nlIly be explained by
m_tingthatgravityactsm deceleratetheliquidstream,causingiltorillthechannelcross-sectional
areasuchthatccmductionheattransfercanoccuratthewall, resultingin stablecrustI_rmation

upon the wail.

Analysis o1"the injected mass and plug lc_rnmlion was i_erl'ormed using the EM F-C
(ExperimentModelingl::reezing-C(mducti_m)c(mplcdIluid dynamic/healtransferc(mlpulerc_)dc.
whichcalculatestheccmtluctitmrrcezingc_mtn_lledpenclrali_m_I'a meltwithina l'reezing

channel.FreezingisassumedtotakeplacewiththegrowthoI"a stablesolhJiI'iedlayer,c_rcrust,
upon the channel wall (using the stable crust growth/conduction mc_tlel),21°'211anti plugging
()tourswhen thecruslatsome locatkmctmlpletclyocclutlcsthechannel.Itsh(mldbe notedthat

this analysis assumes that the thermal C()llliict between the crust and the wall is perfect, even
though the melt does not actually wet the tube wall. The agreement between model predicticms
and experimental results for the amount ,,f injected mass that is limited by plugging justifies this
calculational assumption. An analytical expression for predicting steel-ablati,m-induced freezing
penetration distances is derived and compared with experimental data. Results wcrc similar tt_
distances observed in the Oslcnsen experiments, zs

2.1.2.8 CENG GEYSER Experiments and Analysis. A series _1"tests was i_crl'ormcd I'_r
the Ct:.A by CENt.; (C.entre l)'l:tudes Nucleaires tie Grcn()ble) in the (;I:YSI:.R facility to
investigate: the behavior t_l"m_lten t J() z as it travels thrc_ugh penctratk_ns, z _7 Results are
reportedfrom ninetests perl'_rmedintheCII'.'YSERl'acilityduringthefirstyear_I"operatitm.
Test sections o1'stainless steel tube were used in all these tests, althtmgh the inner diameter t_l'
the test sections w_ricd between 0.4 and ().6 cm. M_st o1' the tests used a pure UO 2 st_urcc

melted t_ an initial temperature of 3273 K, although one test used stainless steel melted tc_an
initial temperature of 2073 K. The source was injected inio the tube at the base so that the
penetration distance was the distance that the melt traveled upward before freezing. A pressure
dilTcrcnce t_l'(k3 MPa was applied during all the tests reported.

l:.xperin_cntally measured pcnctrati_m distances wcrc I'¢mnd tt_ be smaller than one calculated
by the c¢mduction freezing model and larger than one obtained with the classical bulk freezing
m_tlcl. Micmstructure analysis t_f the scflidil'icd melt Ibund cquiaxcd grains at the leading etlgc,
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implying thai the tenlperalure _1"the I'luid at the leading edge was unir_rm and less than the
I'usi_m temperature. Thus, results indicate thai superct_ling _1"the Iluid _ccurretl without tube
ablation because _1' the resistance between tilt' melt and the tube. ('t_lulnnar grains were I'_;untl in
solidil'ied n¿ell ill the tribe, which intlic;ited ctmlpetiti_m between1 the tw_ types tfl"grain glt_wlh.

Resells from tilt', tests intlJcale llmt tilt' flow vel_city _1 the melt u,,_s I';_irlytx'JilSl;llll' thus, the
classical Collduclitm Freezing apimulch is nc_l ;ll_plic;ihle. Ileal Irallsl'er ct_el'l'jcjenls were _l'_l;lJnl,d
using experinlenlal (htl;i _lnd ctmll)ared wilh he;il lranslk:r c_cl'l'icienls _btaincd usin_ a l)ittus-
llt_elter ct_rrelalitm (Nul_ ---:().()23 Re _s Pro _), which is typically used in bulk rreezing model
correh_lions. Results indicate Illal the experimentally _l_t_ined heal transfer c_efl'icients were an
order or magnitude smaller Ihan th_se t_blained I'r_m_the l)ittus-Btw.lter c_rrelation, l lence, the
results also indicate that the bulk freezing approach alst_ falls sh_rt For describing experimental
results.

The atitht_rs I'_t_sttllatethat nuclc;_li_m theory is necess;_ry tt_ descrihe melt pel_elrali_m
distances accurately ill these cases hec;_usc t_l' the I'_lh_wing:

• l li,e,h tx_flint_ n_tes _nd discqt_ilibrium ass_cialcd with the high I¢,cyn_lds nt_ml'_e.rslh_nt
twcur I'_r melt tr;welinA in such tubc.s

• 'l'urbulencc

• lnterl'aci_l l'esist;_u_ccthat dew:l_ps I'_lltw,'ing C(Hll;ICl I_etween the hitch Reyn_ltls
t_umber moll and lubcs.

M_re recent tmlcul;_litms hy ('I!N(; ;_ncd_cumenlcd in I,',cl'cncncc __ ,__..__'l'hc ;_n;_lysis
ctmsitlers Ihe p_tential I'c_rthree matcrials, steel, tlC),-Zr(),, and silver, t_ tr;ivel lhrt_u_h
instrument ttnbc_penelralic_ns at drivin_ i_ressurcs tip tt_ I,_ Mlh_. "1'_m;_ximizc melt pcnelr;_tic_n
distances, it was ;_ssumed Ih;_l there w_s nt_ t:t_t_lanlt_l instrtlment slrin_,s within the tubes.

Results int!icatc th;_l Ihe moll can travel Ihrc_tJgh_n instrutnent tube Ir_m_ ._ I{_2N m, depcndin.e,
up_m asSUml_ti_mstel;tied t_ melt initial lcmpcr;tture, melt c_mp_siticm, ;_nd tlrivi_Lt_pressure.

2.1.2.9 ISPRA BLOKKER II Experiments. Melt l_¢netr;_titm lcsls were perl_rmed in
circuh_r and rect;_n,e,ulnr ch;_nncls in the i:AR() I]I.()KK!!R il facility _t Ispr;_." _s igor the circuh_r
channel lesls, seven stainless steel tubes were tested with tli;_mclt,lS ranging Irtml ().4 h_ ()._ cm.

in these tests, 327() K LJ(), melt was injcclcd d_wnw_0d intt_ the st_inless stccl tubes ;_t ;_n initi;_l
teml)erature _1'¢_711K ;liltl ;I I_rcssurc dilTcn'cncc tfl"().(_MP;I.

Penetr;_ti_m tlisl_nccs f'_r erich ltnb_.,ill the ;_lX;_y;ll_.' listed in Rclcrcncc 2 I,_. !!Xl_crimcnt;_lly

_fl_t;_incdpcnctr;_tit_l_ disl;_nccs wcrc I_und I_ I_c I_m_cz Ih;_ tlisl_ccs i_rctliclcd with Ihe bulk
I'rcczing m_tlel ;_nd sl_tter Ih_n disl;_nccs i)rctliclc'tl wilh Ihc c_tluctit_n In_th.,I.

2.1.3 Tube Heatup Failure Analysis Summary

I"ew ;_nalysesc_l'melt _lt;wk t_n I.WR h_wcr hcad I_Cnclr_ti_s _vcrc It_t_ndin the litcr;_ttnxc,
'l'hc _mly _nalyscs _1' tacit ;|lliick _11 I,WR h_wcr hc_d l_¢nctu;_li_ns ncvic_vcd i_ this Sct,(i_ll WClC
i_crl'_rmetl It__.'v;llu;Ilt' the integrity {_1"tl'w 'l'MI-2 (t_wt.'r lat.'_tl;_l_l iul c_ac itlSllUnllt;lll n_zzh.'s.
Althc_ugh in-vessel n_zzlc melting w_s i_rcdiclcd in Ihesc c_lcul,llic_n.,,, rcsulls Ilcml ;_
tw{_-dimcnsit_n;tl ;_n;_lysisindic;=lc Ih_=tl_ltit_ns tfl' Ihc' n¢_z/.Icnc;_r the' h_v,'cr hc;_d wcrc c_t_lcr
bt_C;ItlSc_ c();_duclivc heal Ir;I;lsl't!r t_ Ilw hc_d prt_vitlcd stnlticicnt c_t_lin.u,t_ l_rcx, cnl tl_zzlt! ;IJld
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weld melting. However, these two-dimensional calculations assumed that the vessel outer surl'ace
was cooled by water.

A ccmsiderable _mc_unt of research related to melt relocati¢m through LMFBR penetrations
exists in the literature. However, this review o1' experimental and analytical calculations related to
melt penetration in steel tubes indicates that the bchavi¢_r c_t"molten t'ucl t'rcezing in tubes and
rt_tl bundles is still not conmplctcly understood. The conduction model appears to reasonably
predict the behavit_r ¢_1"simple materials injected into initially empty channels (e.g., initially
witln,ut water _r t_thcr materials present) with nt_n-mciting walls. However, signit'icantly shorter
distances have bccn ¢ff_,scrvedin certain experiments with thcrmitc entering tubes. It appears that
experinle'ntally ¢_bscrved distances arc bounded by the values predicted with conduction and bulk
t'reczing models.

Previt_us research did indicate that such factors as melt/tube geometry, material properties,
system pressure, initial melt vcl¢_city, initial melt superheat, and observed interactions between the
melt/tube interface pr_wide clues as to which model should be applied to predict melt penetration
distance during a severe LWR accident. In Reference 2-1, scoping calculations were performed
to apply some of the models lbr predicting melt penetration distance to the instrument tubes in
the TMI-2 vessel. Large uncertainties in input parameters, such as debris compnsition and heat
translL'r properties, resulted in melt penetration distances ranging from ().3 t¢73 m. Furthermore,

the analysis was pcrfc_rmcd to maximize melt penetration dist_nces by assuming that the melt
t_ct:u[)ied lhe entire area within the instrument tube, neglecting the presence o1"coolant and an
instrument string inside the tube. Data from TMI-2 nozzle examinations, such as the melt/tube
interface conditions _nd observed melt pcnctratMn behavi¢_r, may provide insight into whether the
bulk freezing ¢_rc(_nductitm mcMcl is m¢_rc applicable to severe accident scenarios.

2.2 Tube Ejection of a Lower Head Penetration

If relocated ct_re debris rests c_n the I¢_wcrhcact, the resulting thermal attack on tube
pcnctratkms can l'_lilthe ;ittachmcnt welds. "l'he Ol_crating system pressure can then produce a
driving force that c¢_uld pt_ssibly cwcrc_mlc the t_inding lc_rcc resulting l'rtml differential thermal
cxparisicm t_t"the pcnctrati_n tube arm h_wcr head and eject the tube. That binding force,
however, depends c_n the nlcan ct_efficicnt of thermal expansion (CTE), which wlries as a function
c_l'temperature and material, l'_r carb_m steel ot" the lower head and lnconel or stainless steel of

the nozzle penetration tube. A schematic illustration of this failure mechanism is presented in
Figure 2-4. Prior research t_ investigate the pmcntiai lbr ejection t_l"a lower head tube
pcnctraticm has been l_crl'c_rmcd and rcp_rtcd by SNL and Oak ridge National Laboratory
(() R NI_).

2.2.1 SNL Tube Ejection Research

Sc_ping c_lcul_tti_ns pcrl't_rmcd by SNI. 2-2:_havt', indicated that the material shear strength of
_1PWR ilastrumcnt guide tube pcnctratitm weld nccd only be tm the _rcter t_l'7 MPa to withstand
_tn t_pcr_ting system pressure _t" 17.2 MPa. Ht_wcvcr, because the inner wall temperatures _1"the
I¢)wer Ilc'.ad ¢11'the ic;ict¢_i pressure vessel tluring the severe accident could be as high as the
inciting tCml_er;lturc t_l the weld nl;itcrial, the ct'fccts ¢_1"differential thermal cxpansitm between
the tube ;_nd lower hc_M m_tcrials wcrc _ls_ cvaltmtcd t¢_see il' the tubes would bind in the ht_ies
t)l the It_wcr hc;_tl. ,'\ I_wcr bt_und c_timatc t_f the ct_cl'ficicnt t_l' friction between the tube and

vessel lat_lcsurl'_cc wus c¢_mbilacd with dil'fcrcntial thermal Cxlmnsion calculatkms t¢_c_nclude that
the tubes ct_uld nt_l eject untlcr _ccitlcnt pressure ct_nctiti_ns unless gk_bal sagging _1' the vessel
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Figure 2-4. [,_wcr hc_ld I';lilurc via tuh¢ c.icctic_n.

head c_ccurretl. An ,'4,-me s_lgging displ_lcenlcrlt _1"the vessel _t the centerline was c_llculated.
"l"he disr_l;icemcnt resulted I'rtml glcfl_;llcreep rupture tc_t_l'l'cr sufficient dil;ttion {_1'the holes tt_
allow tube cjectic_n. This analysis suggested that differcnti_l thcrmnl eXl_ansi{_nrnight he a
dominant mechanisrn th_tt prevents e.iec.tic_n{_1'the pcnctr_tti(_n n{_zzlcs.

A series of experiments w_s pcrlk_rmed ;it SNI. 2 :.l tc_substantiate these analytical
calculations. A protc_typic instrurner_t tube l_enetr;tti_n was set up with the dinaensions shown in
Figure 2-5. The experiment apl_ratus c¢_nsistcd _t" _ press I'rarne, a 12-ton hydraulic ram, an
induction heating c__il,_nd the tuhc pcnctraticm assenlhly _1"Figure 2-5. The "zero clearance"
penetrative assernhly was heated it) steady-state temi)cratures ranging fl¢)rn 473 to 1473 K, and
the required ejecting I'_rce was rec{)rticd.

In the experiments performed in this facility, the instrument tube w_s rnadc of SA316
st_inlcss steel and the metal hijack representing the vessel hc:_d was m;_tle _1"a mild steel. Results
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Figure 2-5. SNL tulle ejection experiment geometry.

indicated that the force required to punch (_ut the tube when the assembly was heated to (83 K
was equivalent to an internal ejecting pressure of about 107 MPa. This is about 8 to 10 times

greater than the operating system pressure after the core relocation at TMI-2. It is expected that
tubes of Inconel, which have a lower coefficient of thermal expansion, would require a lower
ejecting force.

2.2.20RNL Penetration Tube Failure Analysis

ORNL 22s has studied the failure of bottom head penetrations in BWRs. A failure scenario
was proposed that included dryout of the accumulated debris bed on the lower head. This dryout
would be followed by thermal attack on the control rod drive (CRD) guide and instrument tube
penetrations. Failure t_f the CRD guide tubes would result in the collapse of the core structure
onto the lower head because it is supported by the CRD guide tubes. Failure of the stub tube
weld:" that support the CRD guide tubes is expected t() occur before failure of the instrument
guide tube welds at the vessel wall because these welds are above the inner surface of the vessel
wall. However, it is postulated that ejection of tl.c CRD guide tubes would not occur because the
CRD housing support under the vessel limits downward displacement to about 3 cm, whereas the
vessel wall thickness is m()rc than 2() cm. Thus, instrument guide tube failure was evaluated.

A transient heat transfer model c)l the melt, vessel wall, instrument tube wall, and structures

interacting with the instrument tube beneath the vessel has been developed for calculating
temperature distributions in the tube. For a case in which it is assumed that metallic melt
relocates t() the lower head with no)superheat or internal heat generation, temperatures above
1478 K are predicted in the tube. Creep rupture from the combined weights of the ex-vessel
portion (_t"the tube, the solidified debris, and the instrument string is expected within tens of
seconds.
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2.2.3 TMI-2 Instrument Tube Analysis

The B_lbcock & Wilcox investigation 22 discussed in Section 2.1.1 also studied the ability of
the in-core instrument nozzles to carry axial, bending, torsion, and internal pressure loads after
the TMI-2 accident. The instrument nozzle-to-vessel welds wcrc assumed to be degraded, in that
only a portion of the original weld remained.' Simple hand calculations using the material ultimate
strength wcrc employed. Required rcmaining weld thickness for given tcmpcraturcs and load
levels were calculated.

The results shc)w that the minimum weld thickness required to hold the in-core instrument
nozzle in the lower head, given a 13.8-MPa vessel internal pressure dilTcrcncc, was 0.0178 to
0.076 cm at head temperatures ¢)1"590 to) 1580 K. A minimum weld thickness of ().()76 cm was
shown to support 24 kN t)l"axial load, 158 N-m of bending moment, or 655 N-m of torque at
dcfucling temperature ct_nditions. The rcpt_rt indicated that results have some uncertainties
because of a lack of material properties for lnconcl-600, which is the material used in instrument
nozzles l'c_rtemperatures above 1140 K.

2.2.4 Summary of Tube Failure Evaluations

Only a limited set ¢)1"prelirninary calcul_lticms and experimental effc)rts on nc)zzlc ejection
were lbund in the c_pen literature. Assumpticms concerning different material properties and tube
geometries for the vari(_us b¢_tt(_mhead penetraticms have resulted in ccmflicting ccmclusions
co,scorning penetrations tube ejcctic_n. In the SNI. studies, an _msumpticm ¢)t'no) gap between the
penctratic_n tube and vessel helle resulted in cc_nclusit)ns c_l no) ejection. In reality, gaps tit) exist at
_lmhient temperature tc_all(_w inserticm c_t'the tubes int¢) the h¢)les under field fabrication
conditic_ns. Tolerances c)n the tube {_utcr diameter ;=nd the vessel ht)le diameter contribute to the

bc_unding gap dimensicms.

In c_mlpetiticm with the failure mcch;inism of tube cjccti¢_n is the pc)ssibility of cx-vessel tube
rupture. Once melt is in the tube, certain ccmditic_ns allt)w melt t¢_penetrate down the tube and
past the vessel wall before plugging. An _lssumpticm ¢)f hydrt_static ccmditicms in the melt abtwc
the plug result in a tube loaded by ¢)pcrating system pressure and degraded in structural strength
because ¢)1"very high lempcraturcs. Because c)f this cc)mpctiti(m, a simultaneous assessment ¢)1"
bc)th failure mechanisms ccmsidering material prc_perties _lntt tube ;=nd hc)le get)metrics is
necessary.

2.3 Lower Head Global Rupture

When temperature and stress levels in a signil'ic_mt portion t)l"the vessel lower head wall
exceed a ccrtain limit, the lower head may fail immediately by ultimate strength failure or ¢wer
time by global creep rupture. A schematic illustration c)l"a vessel lower head collapsing from
creep rupture failure is presented in Figure 2-6.

This sccticm prcwidcs a review c_l"research by SNL, Electric Pc)wer Research Institute

(EPRI), ldahc) Natic)nal Engineering L=lbc_iatt)ry (INEL), and ORNL that investig_tcd the
pc)tcntial for gh)bal Ic)wer he_ld failure I'rcm_creep rupture. The SNL investigations indicated that
thermally induced strains ttc) nc)t significantly _tl'l'ect the time c)l"vessel failure. The EPRI analyses
indicated that gl_)bal failure c_fa PWR vessel could (_ccur between i() minutes and 1 hour for an

accident having a m_)lten debris p¢_c)lin _lPWR. The INEL calculaticms tbcuscd on the impact of
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Figure 2-6. Glolml collapse c)l"tile I()wcr head.

debris configuration and ccx_lability on creep rupture failure during a TMI-2 type event. The
ORNL studies concerltrated c_nthe likelitu_c_dc_l"crccp rupture in BWR designs, where it is in_)re
likely that the vessel will be depressurized and dry prk_r tc_vessel failure.

2.3.1 SNL Analysis

A l'inite-elcment analysis c)l"a pressurized vessel was performed at SNL by Chambers,zz4`2.:'"
who used finite-element computer co,desto develop temperature distributi{ms that were then used
in a l'inite-elemcnt thermal stress analysis: COYOTE 22v for a twt>dimensional heat conduction
solution and JAC 22s for stress analysis. Creep effects were not included in the model.

This analysis examined the importance of thermally induced strains c_nlower head failure.
Calculational restllts indicated that even thc_ughlhermai strains increase the magnitude {)i" the sag
in the vessel head and alter thc stress distribution throughcmt the vessel thickness, they have no
significant effect on the time (71"vessel failure. Results indicated that the rupture ()f the vessel
occurs when the hc_tinner portiere c_t"thc vessel wall degrades in strength, and the vessel fails
when the cooler outcr portion canilc_twithstand the pressurc stress.

Reference 2-29 documents results l'rc_n]a onc-dimcnsicmal model that considers melt

progression in the debris as well as the thermal and mechanical rcsFmse of the vessel lower head.
The study was perfc_rmed in order tc_identify the parameters that most afl'cct the plenum debris
and vessel failure times resulting from creep rupture.

The thermal model cc_nsidcrsa cc_rium bed co,reposedof UO 2, ZrO 2, and stainless steel.
The model includes the effects c_l"melt rek_catkm. A unil'c)rmly mixcd debris bed and a stratified
bed were compared, as wcre an insulated bc_undaryand a radiative vessel boundary. Debris bed
porosity'and particle diameter were vflricd. Thc initial temperature ell the debris was set equal to
the saturation tcmpcraturc of the cc_c_lantfit the prcssurc c)l"interest for fill cases investigated.
The vessel internal pressure was.varied from 2 tc_15 MPa.
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The creep-rupture failure mode was investigated by using thc Larson-Miller e_l correlation.
This approach is based on sets ()1"equaticms that give the time to rupture, given a constant stress
and temperature level. The material data used to deveh)p the l_arson-Miller equaticms were
based on extrapolated lower temperature data. 2xl Because the stress states of the material in the
lower head are transient during accident conditions, a lilE fraction rule was used to account for
the varying stress and temperature. The lilE fraction rule assumed that damage to the lower head
was cumulative.

Results of the analysis indicate vessel failure times from 3,31111to 6,0(11}seconds (with an
insulated boundary) or .t,6(R) to 7,9(11)seconds (with a radiative boundary), for system pressures of
2 to 15 MPa. Pressure and houndary conditions had the greatest effect on failure times.
Competing effects were found to reduce the sensitivity of analysis results m assumptions related
to debris bed porosity. Vessel temperatures initially increased more slowly for higher porosity
debris beds because of the reduced effective conductivity. However, this effect is offset when
temperatures in the debris bed reach melting hecause there is more space available l'c)r melt
relocation in a higher porosity debris bed. Likewise, the competing effects o1"effective
conductivity and flow resistance during melt relocation made analysis results less sensitive to
particle size assumptions. A stratified debris compc)sition substantially increased the failure tirncs
over the uniff)rmly mixed bed times reported above.

2.3.2 EPRI Analysis

EPRI's IDCOR Prognim sponsored a creep rupture analysis ()1'a PWR I()wer head with no)
penetrations. 232 Thermal responsc was calculated for an instantly I'c)rrned mc)iten debris pool c)i'l
the vessel lower head using an axisymmctric finite difference mendel with General Electric's

-,._
Transient Heat Transfer Pn)gram. >_:_ The MARC finite clement structural analysis code" .4 was
used to calculate the thermal stresses. Structural material properties I'c)rSA533BI were
extrapolated beyond existing test data fit 022 K, constant internal pressures were varied from 1()(I
to 2500 psi, lind a constitutive creep law modeled the visco-plastic responsc o1"the h_wer head to
the thermal transient. The corium pool's depth, initial temperature, decay heat generation rate,
sink temperature lit the free surface, and the film coefficient of the vessel outcr surface were
varied to offer a qualitative estimate ()f the expected temperatures and resulting structural
response of the lower head.

Typically, the stress distribution in the wall started with a unil'c_rm stress resulting from

internal pressure. The temperature of the hot inner regi()n of the wall increased from 533 m
1473 K a few seconds after the begirlning of the transient, and within fl few minutes the entire
vessel wall temperature was above 70(l K. As time progressed, the co(fler material nearer the

outer surface carried fin increasing propc)rtion of the load because the capacity c)l' the inner region
was degrading with the increasing temperature. Finally, collapse occurred when the head could
no longer support the internal pressure load.

An approximate solution for calculating times to creep rupture was developed based on the
phenomena discussed above. This solution simply evaluated the ultimate strength fit wlrious
locations through the wall lk)r a spatial temperature distribution at a given time, integrated those
strength values over the entire wall thickness, and compared that maximum membrane load
carrying capacity to) the pressure-induced membrane load. When the hcad's membrane capacily
was exceeded, the time fit which the evaluated temperature distribution occurred in the transient
was considered as the time c)l"rupture. Estimations ()1"rupture time from this simplified
calculation procedure compared very well with the structural t'initc-eicment analysis for internal
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pressures from 4.2 tc_ 17.5 MP;i. Fc_r internal pressures ncar 0.7 MPa, a caution was made that
complete melt-through _1' tile head may bca c(_mpeting failure mode.

2.3.3 INEL Analysis

Studies at INEL 2-35_hr,,ug_2-_Jaddressed characteristics of the relocated core debris bed and

the vessel resp¢_nse in tile TMI-2 accident. In References 2-39 and 2-41, finite-element analyses
are described in which the COUPLE/FLUID '_code was applied to model postulated
configurations o!" the debris bed and their interaction with the vessel wall. Transient temperature

distributic_ns were developed and input into lower head stress calculations, z41 which were
perfc_rmcd with the ABAQUS structunll analysis code. 2'_2

The heat-transfer an_tlysis consisted of ;_n axisymmetric model of the relocated debris bed
and vessel wall. Because 0["uncertainties regarding the heat transfer properties between the
debris and vessel w;lll, three possible debris states were considered"

i. Uf_per-Bound conJit,,uratirm. This depicted an uppcr-I_ourld thermal challenge to the
vessel. A layer of porc_us debris was assumed tt_ settle onto the lower head. The
interstices bclween the debris particles were assumed to be filled with molten control
rod and/or ochrestructural materials, resulting in a ctmsolidated (zero porosity) layer of
metallic/ceramic rn;_teri;_ladjacent to the vessel. This layer transmitted heat to the
vessel more r;_pidly than the cen_naic material. A p¢_rt_usdebris bed was assumed to be
supported ¢ul the I'rt_zen upper crust of the cons_)lidated region.

2. L,ower-Bmmd Crm./Tt,,uration. This represented a lower-bound thermal challenge to the
vessel. It ct_nsisted of _ p_mus debris bed separated from the vessel by a layer of

' s_lidil'ied ct_nlrt_l rt)d m_llerial assumed t¢_have relocated and frozen before the major
reloc;itit)n event. In this case, the frozen c<mtrol rod l_yer acted as a heat sink and
added therm_ll rcsisl;Jnce tt_ heat l'it)w l'rt_m the debris to the vessel wall.

3. Intermediate ConJT&,uratirm. This ct_nsistcd of a porous debris bed similar to that of the
Iower-I_t_und case: however, ctmtrol md material was absent l'rom the debris.

In addition to uncertainties in the debris ct_nl'igurati¢_n, uncertainty existed relative to the
c¢_olability of the varit_us lypcs t_l debris. Combining debris configuration with coolability
produced six p_ssiblc clebris states.

Lower head rupture w;_sestimated I't_rthe various combinations of assumed debris bed
conl'igurati_n _n¢i quench similes2_ usin_ _ln ;werage w_lue o1"the _perating system pressure,
which was measured thr_ugllt_ut the accident, a maximum rnidwall temperature calculated by
C'OUPI.F./FLUII), _nd ;_creep rupture criterion develt_ped in Reference 2-4(I. This creep
rupture criterion was devek_pcd ['rom lmrs_n-Miller parameters l't_r SA533BI and pressure
stresses in a hernispheric;_l hc_d t_l'the TMI-2 dimensions. Table 2-2 summarizes rupture times
estimated in Reference 2-41.

a. E. C. Lemon, unpul',lishcd research c_nccrning C()UPLE/FL.UII), a _w,,)-dimensional finilc-elemenl
thermal conduclion and c¢_nvcclioncode al EG,__G Idaho, Inc. Note Ihat the COUPLE model was laler

inc_rporalcd int_ SCDAP/RELAP5, which w;_sapplied in Ihc Scclion 5 finite clcmcnl analysis.
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Table 2.2, Estimated TMI-2 vessel creep rupture times.

Average reactor Maximum vessel mid- Estimated time
Debris Debris system pressure wall temperature lk_rcreep rupture

configuration c_oling (MPa) (K) (h)

Upper bound Dry 9.5 1481 <().1
Upper bound Oucnched 0.5 136¢_ <(). 1

Intermediate Dry 9.5 1366 <(). 1
Intermediate Quenched 9.5 907 10()

Lc_wcr bound Dry 9.5 !()23 <(). I
L_wcr lmund Quenched 9.5 825 No rupture

Because the TMI-2 vessel did n¢_t fail, and, as indicated in Table 2-2, the dry bed scenarios
wtmld have failed the head within an hirer, the next most stringent condition, the intermediate
quenched case, was selected I'¢_rthe detailed creep rupture analysis. An axisymmetric finite-
element model of the lower head with no penetrations was devch_pcd I'¢_rthe stress analysis.
Thermal creep and plastic material properties were used in the m_dcl. Time-varying c_perating
system pressure, which had been measured during the accident, was applied to the model in
conjunction with the temperature distribution history provided by the COUPLE/FLUID
calculati{m. Operating system pressure was the predoxninarlt mechanical load during the accident.
The maximum total strain (elastic + plastic + creep) deveh_pcd in the model for the scenario
selected was. about 1%, which is c¢_nsiderably less than the 25 to 31)% required to rupture the
pressure vessel steel at the cc_rresponding temperature levels.

2.3.40RNL Analysis

"1 "1¢_

ORNL has considered lower head failure in BWRs."" Because the BWR Owner's Group
Emergency Procedures Guidelines b direct reactor operators to manually depressurize the reactor
vessel very early in a severe accident scquence, the wall membrane stress in a BWR lower head is
expected to be only about 1 MPa. This stress results only I'rcmathe weight of the debris and the
head itself. At this low stress level, vessel wall temperatures would have to be near the melting
point of the vessel material for vesscl failure to occur. The vessel penetrations are expected to

fail long before this. As an cxample, a short-term station blackout scenario resulted in
penetration failure within 1() minutes aftcr debris bed dryout, and global failure of the head about
3-1/2 hours later.

ORNL has recently c¢_mpleted a study to evaluate several strategies ['¢_rmanagement of
postulated BWR severe accidents, c Drywell llooding, vessel skirt venting, and vessel
dcpressurization were considered. The vessel lower head analysis used the Larson-Miller
correlation 2:_° to evaluate creep-rupture failure. The Lars¢)n-Millcr parameters were based on the

b. Available from the Gcncral Elcclric C¢_mpanyand the BWR Owner's Gr¢mp.

c. S. A. l--h)dgc,Oak Ridge National Lal_)ral_ry.
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high-temperature SA533BI steel data documented in Appendix B of this report. The Hedge
ORNL results showed that a llooded well, with venting of the vessel skirt (tc_ eliminate an air
pocket at the vessel lower head), sigrlilicantly increased the tirrle tt_ failure of the vessel. Vessel
depressurization also increased the time t_ failure.

2.3.5 GRS Analysis

The German Bundcsministcr l'/.ir F_rschurig uru.t "l'echricHt_gic (BMFT) supported sin el'furt
by the Gesellschaft ffir Reaktc_rsicherhcit (GRS) t¢_corripa,'e three analysis nlethods for predicting
PWR Mwer head t'ailure. 243 The load case eniph_yed, whicl, simulated a ochre meltdown scenario,
defirled interior pressure arid inner-vessel-wall-temperature versus time envelopes. The first
analysis method involved a modified elastic-plastic apl_roacll that used temperature independerlt
values for parameters, such as Yourlg's modulus, Pc_iss_n's i'_itic_,and the coct'ficient ¢_t"thermal
expansiorl, at high temperalurcs. '-l'hcsc pr(_pcrtics were dcvch_l)Cd I'r_ml average values ¢11'these
propcrlies sit lower lc_mperalurcs. Creep effects were il(H included. The sect)rici method used a
finite-element sc_iulitm that included the plastic material behavior as well sis creep effects. The
third methc_d consisted c_l'a sirnp'le arllllysis that emph_ycd the l_.arst_rI-Miller2 :_"correlation end a
life fracli_m rule.

The results gave failure tinies for all three arllllysis rrlctht_ds l'l'Cml l,bl(l() tl;} 2,450 seconds.
The rnodilicd elastic-plastic method gllvc the sh_)ltcst failure lime (1,S()() scc(mds), which was
cc_nsidercd t¢_he c_nscrvative, ltowevcr, in accident sccnaiic_s where creep cl'l'ccls are more
sigrlil'/canl (where the crltirc vessel b()tt{ml tlcad is ab_)vc I(}{)(1K), this method wcmld be
excessively ccmscrvalivc. 'I'he finite-elcmcnl rrl_dei with creep prclpcrties and the l_.arscm-Miller
evaluation prectietcd l'uilure it_ the n'iiddlc and upper end t_f the time en\,ehtlle.

2.3.6 BCL MARCH2 Vessel Strength Model
I

The MARCII c_'_de,e +l devcll_pcd ;it Battelle (7'_lunlbus l+all¢_iatl_ries(BCI+), describes the
physical princesses gt)vcrriirig the pr(_gressitlrl _)f clu'c ineltdt_wn accidents, li includes albt)ltt)nl
head failure re(idol thai c()niparcs al)l)licd stresses, calculalcd rising si mectlarlics o1"materials
al)prtmch, with tile tensile (uliirn;lie) strength _t" the vessel. (?reep failure is not considered. The
MAR(?H2 model als_ includes an (Hltil_n tl_ alh_w leakage t_l"guses and water, but riot of debris.
l.eakagc starts wllen tl-le head telnper;.iture ;.it_iuser-specified thic:krless exceeds 891 K (1144°F).

The applied sti'esScs include tile effects _)!de_ld l_mclsnncl ;.irecalculated at four I()cathins:
(a) the juncth'ln ()1'cylindrical and herriisl)llerical paris I.II"the+vessel; (b) tile i)()irit elf the vcssc.I
corresponding t¢_the debris t{ip surface; (c) the illaxinlunl hlngitudinal stress in the cylindrical part
(_t'the vessel; alld (¢,.I) the nlaxinlUlll cJrctlnlfcrenliaI stress ill ihe cylindrical part of the vessel. The

tensile strength is c_ilculiitctt assuming either a linear temperature distribution through the wall
thickness _+ra bilinear distributi_m: melted pt+rtiorls tile subtracted l'rorn the thickrless. The
bilineardistribution has a limiteddct'inititm. The outside wall tcnlperatur¢ must be the head
temperature sit the start _1' the cillculatiorl. Traversing inward, the temperature distribution must
be llat t_ a point in the interior, where the temperature increases linearly to tile maximum
temperature (beh+w melt) cm the irlside wail.

The MARCH m_+dcls arc particularly useful in cases with h+w prcssure and large debris or
water v¢)ltimc, where stresses induced by dead loads would bc significant con-tpared with stresses
induced from presstirc. Ht+wcver, si_e,riificant crmr may be intr_+duced !n tile MARCH calculaticm
_t" temr_crature-dependerlt tensile strength, given the limitatiCms t_n alh+wable through-wall
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tCml)erature distributi¢_ns ;_nd the tCml_crature sensitivity t_l"tensile strength in the 6()()-I(ItX) K
range.

2.3.7 INEL SCDAP/RELAP5 Vessel Creep Model

The SCDAP/REI.AP5 code, 2'15dcvel¢_ped at the INEI ....gives best-estimate transient
simulation c_l"I,WR systems during a severe accident. It includes a i'_c_ttt_mhead I'ailure mc_tlcl
based c)n creep rupture the(_ry. Applied strt'sscs rcsulling Ir(_m pressure It)ads arc calculated using
a thin-w;lllcd, mechanics c_l'materials =lpproach. Thrc_ugh-wall vessel teml-_eraturcs from the finite-
clement thcrnlal analysis _ttc averaged _wcr uscr-spccil'ied elements. The l'ractic_n c_l"the lil'c
"used" I'c_ra given stress c_r temperature caiculatit_n is c_llculatcd usin_ either the Larst_n-Miller
parameter- c_r the Mansc_n-llafcrd l_aramctcr. 2-4'' Danlagc is acculnulalcd using the lime

d_lmage m(_del.

This mc_tlel is l_articularly usel'ul I'_r c_lscs where temperatures are abcwe half the vessel
material's melting temperature, hut pressures are m_t high one,ugh t¢_cause immediatt- i'ailurc.
l lore, time-dependent creep rul_turc is pt_ssible, whereas calculatit_ns based ¢_nly tm tensile
strength wc_uld nt_l predict failure.

2.3.8 Summary of Global Rupture Analyses

Study c_t'the I_li¢_rcll'¢_rts in gh_h_l h,.'_=dtailur¢ indicates tll_t stress c¢_nditi¢_ns in the vessel
l¢_wcr head tend t¢_hc c¢_ml_lcx;_i_tltime v;_rying during ;_gcncr;_l lacatUl-_that results I'rt_m the
decay heat (_1';_dchris hod. tlc_wtrver, ¢)hscrw_tic)ns ¢)1'the m;_cr_)sC_)l)ictrend in vessel wall
rcspc_nsc t_ such he_tul_ tends tt_ indicate that a much simpler, analytic mt_del c_l"structural
c_pacity may he p_ssiblc. This simpler mt>dcl wc>uld then allt_w simultancc_us evaluatitm c_l"glc_l_al
t'_=ilurcwith the lut_e penctr;=ti_n I';lilurc mechanisms discussed prcvit_usly.

Tying the evalu;_tic_n c_l"these l'ailurc mechanisms t_gcthcr in simple _lnalytic s_lutit_ns _lfcrs
an cvalu_ti¢_n ¢_1"the failure sequence and the tlevclc_pment t_t"e==silyur_tlcrstt_d tailur¢ maps.
This develt_pmcnt is discussed in Sccti¢_n 4.

2.4 Jet Impingement

The I¢_calized att_ck caused by .jet impingemer_t c_ntt_the Ic_werhead _f a rcact¢_r vessel is a

pc_tential failure mechanism. Rcl¢_c_ting m¢_lten material, such as c,,_rium ¢_r in the early stages ¢_1"
a scvcrc accident, n_ctals, c;_n fall t¢_the bottc)rn c_l"the vessel and may ultlm;_tcly lead t¢_its

failure. The t'ailurc can bc brt_ught ;_l-_c_utby =_nactive erosion prc_cess _1'the relocating material
in the l'c_rna¢_1"a jet c_rhy localized heating (_t'the vessel l'r¢_mthe mass t_l"r¢loc;_ted material.

Several exl_eriments and analyst-s have hccn pertk_rmcd t_ determine the breakup c_l'the jet
material by a lluid and the cr¢_si¢_nc_r ;_hl;=li¢_nr;_t¢ ¢_t"a mt_ltcn jet ¢_nthe s¢_lidvessel wall. S(.)lllt2
_1"the analyses als¢_c¢_nsider the clTccts c_l'hrcakut_ _nd tlispcrsit_n hy a tluid, such _s water ¢_rgas,
that c_uld hc present in the I_wer vessel during melt rcl_catic_n.

The review t_l'this research h;_s bt.'c[I brc_kcn dc)wn int¢_ twt_ p;=rts. "l'hc first part will present
the analyses that pertain tt_ the ett_sic_n _=ndheat transfer prt_ccsscs _ss_ciatcd with a jet impinging
¢_nt¢_a sc_lidsurface, such as steel, rcl_rescr_ting the vessel lt_wer he_d. The scct_nd part will
discuss mixing and hreakul_ analyses used t¢_determine the behaviour c_f;_me,Itch jet when it enters
and travels thrc_ugh ;= fluitl such as _ir ¢_rwater.
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2.4.1 Jet Impingement and Heat Transfer Analyses

"l'hc exact c(mlpt_silhm t_l'a mtfltcn jet that ctmld bc produced in a severe accidL'n! is b(_th
reactor and rcact(w-acciden! del_cndcnt, l':xl)erimcnts have used varying simulant mixes o1 metals

as well as ct+riurn mixtures t)l"ceramic lie):, Zr()2, and stainless steel liar the jet. l)¢pcnding (m
the plate ;,nd jut ctm+p(+siti(m, a liquid melt layer l'rtm++the plate, a st4kl crust From the, jut, (+r bt+th
can l't+t-mand signil'icantly al'lect the rate (+Iheat translcr l'r('u'n the jet It+ the s_+li¢.Iplate material,
pt+ssibly insulatir_g tlm jet lr(+m the st+lid and l+revcntirl_ any signiliuant plate ct'(_si<_n, l)cspitc the
predicted l+ruscncetit insulating layers, evidence t(+r the elt)sjt)ll tt+lvessel metal by both cttrium
and tllC...ttttlmixtures exists, l:igurc 2 7 is an cxarni)le (ft a vcrtic+ll jut imltinginu ' (m a horiz(mtal
sttlid surlace with a crust ant.l a nlclt layer l'c_rmcd ill the irltcrlacc.

2.4.1.1 Cronenberg Analytical Calculations. ReFerence 2-47 l+rescnt.',;analyses
pc.rt't_rmudt¢+understand me.It reit_cati(+nbctlavior t_l"and <.iamagcprt+grcssion to 'I'M 1-2vusscl
cornptmcnts. The l+t_tcntial litr vessel aldati(m due t(+jut iml+ingenmrlt was also assessed. The
study l()und that heatup oi the It+wet lmad is largely c(mtr(tllud by the time t>vcr which jut
impingcmertt takes place and the heat transl'cr characteristics at the ctmtact surl'ac¢. It assessed
jut irrll_ingemcrtt heat-transl'_r characteristics l+ttrtw(+limiting c(+nditi(ms. The first c(mdititm was

l'(+ra weak jut with ctmductitm-lirnited heat transl'cr (thrt_ugh stratified li¢luid layers), while the
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Figure 2-7. Cctnt'igurati(_r_I'(tr analyzing a vertical jut impinging ¢_na horiz(mtal surl'acc.
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xec¢mdctmdiihmwas l'¢_rsirtmgjetl¢_rccs,where turbulenlmixingand mass trlmsl'ereffectsillthe

impactsurfaceledI¢_c¢mvecthm-c¢mtr¢_IIedheattransfer.N¢_ablatitm¢_fthelowerhe_Idis
expectedl'¢_rlhectmduclitm.c¢mtr¢illedheattransl_'rbecause_I'therelativelyh_wconductivity¢_f
lhcnu_Itenceramicm_llurial(c¢_rium),elthehighthermalCalmcity¢_I"thelargevesselhead.
S()meablalicmisprcdiclcdl'r_mlc_mveciitm--c_ntrc_lledheattransfercalculatitms.These
calculatitmsassumedilIh_wdiameterequillt¢_thehydraulicdiameter¢_I'theI'h_wareaina single
undegrmledfuel_isscmblyand 2(1,(){111kg _I"m¢_Ilcnmaterial,l:_ra me,lienochrereh_catitmtime¢_I'
75 sec_mds,a ().5.inchlwneirati_mdepthiscalculatedl'¢_rthe5.5-.inchhead thickness.
l_'urlherm¢m.:,basedim similarcalculations,itwas predictedthalthelowervesselhead l¢irthe
"I'MI-2 reach)r was prl_hahly nt)I ch)se tt) failure l'r_}lllahlatitm. It shtmld he n¢_ted that Illese
calculatilms treal jet inlpine,ement in a simplistic t'ashi_m, neglecting .iet/ctu)lanl interactit_ns and
.jet/h)wcr plenum slructure effects.

2.4.1.2 Powers High Temperature Melt Experiments. References 2-41"Iand 2-4¢)discuss
rt-:sults t_l' the M(? and PI.ATI:. experiments l_crl'_rmed ;tt SNI, and SUlWn'tcd by the NR('. 'l'hc
three MC cxperimenls were I,rge-scalc tests ctmsisting ¢_1'2()7 it) 222 kg t_l' m¢_lten type 3{)4
stainless steel at Ig_78It_ 2()()3 K impinging uptm steel plates. The PI,A'I'I( experiments were
sm_ill-scalc icsls with high-tcml_crature melts ceres)sting typically ¢_1'3kg of re,lien 55 wt% iron
_lnd 45 wI% alumina ;it aplm_ximatcly 2_'_73K impinging upton steel, stainless steel, and urania
c_iited sleel. ()no PI.A'I'I:. experimeril (PI,ATI:_ !¢_)was performed with 5 kg t_l"me)Itch c¢_rium
c{msisling til" 54 wl'% l J(),!, 16 wI% Zr():,., _illtl 31)wt% staiilless steel lit -3(153 K impirlging tiptm
a steel plate. Midst ¢_1'the CXl_erimcnts silt)wed rapid effusion ¢)1'the plates by the ilnl_inging jets.
q'he exceplitms were the pl;itcs wilh the. uranial ctmtings. 'i'he plate, with the thickest ctmting t)t
urania (2 me) shl_wed nt_ abllttil_n, which hits been attributed tl_ the ctmlbincd efl'ccts t_l"urania's
therm;ll resistance _ml Iligher melting lemi_erature. 'l'he velt_cities t)l"the melt streams were
varied l'_)rseveral eXl)eiinlt:nts, ;iiltl the );lie ¢11ei¢)sit)n was tlelerlnined ill the pt_int ¢!1'melt
etmiac.i. "l'hermt)cl)uple bei_avit)r iilclicaied thai a cllt_l layer _1 stt.',elwas I)iesent until just bcl'_re
pcnelralJtm. 'l'hus, il lt_elnlal ;iblati¢)n pit)ccss appe;ll¢d it)be resl)i)llsiblt-: l't)r plate Cltlsi(ln and
pelf()ralh)n.

2.4.1.3 Sienicki and Spencer Reactor Material Experiment Studies. Reference 2-5()
presents results i)l threc Ieiictllr rn;iterial expcrinlents: (?orium-Structurc "l'hermal Interact)re
((?STI)-I, CS'1"I-3, and Ct)rium-Waier Thermal Intcractitm ((?WTI)-I I. These corium interaction

expcrimel_ts iml)inged a mixture i)l (>(1wt</./_(JOe, IB wtC>_ZrO z, _ind 24 wt% stainless steel ;it ;in
initial ierllperalurc I)l' 3(),_()K (I(_() K ;ihtwe the Iiquidus tenlpcrllture of tile oxide phase) t)nt¢) ;I
stainless slt.:cl plate 1.27 cm thick. The c¢)riuin filr these three expcriinents fell 35 cm hi the
plates. The vch)city w,iis increased Il)r ('S'1'I-3. lind even Illt}le 1"¢}1"(?W'l'l-I I, by I)leSStll'iZillg the
I'ccd vlllunie. 'l'hc rcsulls ¢)1Illese eXl)erinlents were sit)died it) investigate the basic nlechanisn,.s
t_l'ct_rium-struciurc interact)eros, l_articularly the effect t)l' a crust fi_rming at the interface that
clluld insulalc Ihe structure friml lhe h¢_tmr)Itch ct_riulil. N¢) sigllificant ahlatil_n t)ccuired, but

slmle pitting t)l the plates was ;ippllrent. "l'his supp¢_rts the pt_ssible existence t_t"alcrust because
calcul_ltitms predict thai tilt.' plale shl)uld nt_t melt in the presence ¢)t' a crust. "l'hc (?S'I-'I tests are
similar ttl Ihe PI.A'I'I{ !()experiillcnl, where sigliil'icant ;lblatil)n was rcpt)rtect. The ct)ritiill for
Ih;it experiment was ;it aislightly h)wer lClllperiiltire (31)53K versus 311_(1K), but had {1% less tJ().,>
(and c()IlSCqUClllly(1(,!7llll)rc SlililllCSssit.'.cl) ill the jet illiXttire. "l'he hi.e,her sic.el Cllllteilt increllscs
jet thermal ct)nduclivily and the iilnl)tilll ill" he;it trlinslerrc'd I'l¢mi tile in¢ilten p_)_l t_ the steel
struclure (with ()1 withe)u) lilt_' l)rt.'.St;llCt;t)l li crust), kls(), 5 ki2,i)f ct)riuln lel()cnlc'd in the PI,A'I'I!,
experirncnl ciunp_ired wilh 2.4 it)3.3 kg I'_c Ihe it_'acttlr innterinl e×perinlt.',nis. ()lher l)tlssiblc
varililitlils lhlil )lilly t_'xi)laii_iht_'c_>nfliciing t',rlisil)n rtsulls are differintt vc'h_citics (and Ih_w
ct)ndii' iitins), differing jet tliiilllClt_l'S, illld difft_'ring 12,1"titles (if plate steel.
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2.4.1.4 Epstein Model and Experiments. Rcl'crcncc 2-51 presents a laminar-axisymmctric
II_)w model devch_p¢d 1_ tlescrib¢ melting heat transl'¢r in tile presence o1'jet solidification (crust
I'_)rmation) during impingement. When molten jet and walls arc immiscihlu liquids and the I'usion
IClllpClatur¢ 111"the jel matcrial is greater l]lall the wall's, SilllUltallC()tlS melting o1"the wall and
I'rcczing of the l'l¢)wcan ¢)ccur. "Hlis behavior is expected I'or me)lien c¢)rium jets impinging on
steel vessel walls with h_wcr melting p¢_ints. The SUl_p¢_rtingexperiments wcrc performed with h¢_t
water impinging upward and melting the h¢_lt¢_mc_l'c)clatl¢ and mercury r¢_ds, l:rCm_the
experiments it was tlctcrmincd lhal tile melting rate (!t the s(_li(Iis a Iuncti(m (_! Ih¢ dilTcrcncc
between the liquid .j¢l lcnlpcraturc and I11¢freezing tclllpcrature _1"the solid; and c_mscqucntly,
the rnclling rate g_us l_)zcn)as the impinging jet al)prtmclles its I'rcezing temperature. 'l'hc
meltingrates t_hsurvud in tile uxpcrimcnl aglccd wull with the simpleaxisymmctricrnclt llc_w
m_,dul prcdicti_ms that a circular disk _!' I'mzcn jet rnaleriai would separate the water jet from the
melt layer. Such a disk _1 ice was readily _)hservedat lhu inicrl'ace of a melting rod and water tbr
a water jet an_und 5 K.

2.4.1.5 Swedish Model and Experiments. Reference 2-52 discussesttlct)rctical and
C.Xl_erimcntalinvcsti_ati_ms _1'_ h()l walcr .jut impinging _r_a melting s_lid surl'acc _)1'ice, _ctanc,
P-xylcnc, and ()lJ,.,e_)il. A laminar sta,_,IlationI'h)w m_)del was succcssl'ully used t_ describe inciting
heal transfer in tile .jet iml_ingcmcnt rcgi_m dcspile turbulent ]¢! c_mditi_ms,and tile melting rate
measurements wcrc lk_und t_ agree rcas_)nal_lywell with in_tl¢l prcdicti_)ns. R.csults arc believed
t_ be useful I'_r deturmining t11¢rate _1 ablati_n _1'h_w mulling i_int s_flidssubjected t_ h_,t
liquid jets t_l' n_,rm,_l incidence. !1 was sht)wn lhat an al_l_n,ximate analytic st_luti_m that treats the
melt layer as a thin film is useful fl_r i'_rutliclir_gmulling rates _wer a range _ffjet volt,cities and
tcnapcraturcs. Dcspitu highly turhttlcnl jet I'h_w,cxpcrimcnlal data imlicat¢ that a mull layer ix
always present and insulalcs the melting surl'acc I'l_ml _ln impinging .jut.

2.4.1.6 Furutani Experiments. Rcl'crcnce 2-53 presents a series t_l experiments that study
the cffcet of a tin,Itch layer _)r_plate ¢lt)sit)n during jet impingement. "l'hc experiments weru
perlk_rrncd with platc.s nladc t'_l"W_w_d'smural and Iw(_types t)[' paraffin. "l'h¢ liquid jet t'onsisled
_1' hot water ranging 1"1(_111333 to 363 K. An analytiual s_luti(_n I'_r predicting ¢ll)si()n was
dcvclopcd assuming that a thin film t_["mt_ltcn maturial existed at thu inturlacu _1'the jet and s_lid
plate. The soluli_n was l_'_tind tt_hc reast_r_;.thlyaccurate except where large (deep) p_ls t_l"
m_ltcn material c_[[cclcd _b_wc the photo's surface. Several ¢lTucls I'r_n_ lh¢ impingement
experiments wilh these m_lcrials wcrc m_led. The crosi_n rate was _hse_cd to increase with
l'_th jet temperature and jet vch_city, as expected. En>sitm rates h_wcrcd with increasing rati_>sof
crosit_n depth t_>jet diameter because t_l"!]1c clTccts o1'the molten p_ols formed on the plates.
'l'hc decrease in crosi_n was nlotu significant I'_r cases with higher visc_mitics _1' the mt_iten plate
and higher density ratios t_l"the m_,ltcn plal¢ tt) thu liquid jut. Inclined plate experiments showed
that the erosion ratus int'rcased with plate inclinati_n and wcrc c[_su tt_ thin film mtKlcl
predictit_ns hccausc _1 ct_ntinuous rcm_w_l _1"mt_ltcn matudal all_,.ving n_ I_1 buildul_. 'l'hc
results t_t' these exi_crinlunts and the thin film lm_dcl dcvch_i_cd 12_rpredicting cn_sitm rates arc
n_l applicable t_, Ihc case t)l c_)rium iml)ingcmunl ()111{_st_litl plates whuru a thin crtlSl _l'jct
maturi_l was dclurmir_utl likely t_ tlcvcl{_]}in atlditit_n t_ thu thin film _1 Imflten plate rnatcrial. 2st
l l_)wc\'cr, these results arc. signil'itr_nt I't)r the sccnarit_ where rnt)ltcn metal may precede rcl()cation
t)l the m_ltcn c_rium and ilnl_ingc t,n thu metal vessel, I'(_rming a thin film but n_) crust.
Atlditi_)nal ¢×l_urimunts arc planned for juts _1 m_ltcn stcul by tile Pt)wcr Reactor and Nuclear
f:uel 13cvuh)l_ment ('_rpt_ratit_n in Jalmn t_ validate the thin film m_dcl.

2.4.1.7 Saito Model and Experiments. Sait_ ct al. devch_t_cd a turhulcr_l .jet ll_w
in_dul: s._,anal_g_us I<_l'iimtuin's lainil_ar jct ll_w m_dc.I discussed in Suctit_n 2.4.1.4. l l_wcvcr, in

additi_n t_ c;_lcul_tint_ lhc t,rt_si_m r;_lc, the S:_itt_im_dcl l_rcdicts the crust thickness, m_ltun layer
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thickness,and lhresh_ddjcllenll_eralure,l'_rcrusllt_rmaii_m.B_ih lreexing_I tilejetand melting
_I thes_liclarept_ssiI',lev+henlheinlcrI'aciilliernI_eratureixbetweentheI'reezin_i>cfinIoI"thejet
and themeltin_lx_ir+t_I"the._li<.lplate(actmsiderahlerangefortypicalc_riurnand vesselwall
steel).The m_<.lelwas <.level_pedI'n_tnand c_mtparedwithresultsl'r(wntWt_sets <,_[experiments.
In_nt'.sett_l'experiments,rn_llensalt(NaC-.'l)was itnpir1_ir1_perperldicularto a tinl'>laie.An
initialsetoI'experirnenlsusin_an AI:,()_jetand stainlesssteelplatewas r_erformed,whichltelped
checktheeffects_i'thern't_-l_hysicall'>r_l'_ertiesc_t1eri_siotlhehavi_m Results_I'thestudy
emphasizedthatcrustand meltingl'ilmlayerssignilicanilyalTeclen)sitmtales.Itwas alsl)
_l,ser,,,edlhaI when lh¢I'aiii_(_I"er_sii_n+.h.,r_lhi_jeldiameter¢×cecc.ledl'_mr,theerosionrate
lends lo suhsianlially decrease l'r_m llw intcracli_m hetweerl the jet and the slil_nanl molten po_l
etT¢cI, This pl'_cn_mlen_nwas lahck.'.d"i_1 elTcct" and, through related, it shnuld not bc c_rll'uscd
with the l_x_ling _l' rn_lten material ah_wc tht.' plate, which civicsn_I rlccessarily lead t_ the sarm.'.
results,

2.4.1.8 FARO facility and BLOKKER I Experiments, Rcl'ercnce 2-5_ pnwides a hriel"
description_I"lhe FAR() l'aciliiyand Ih+,.'slale,_'d"lestIII'+,),_I'IIIIISl'_rI.MI:I+,Rsafetyresearch
c_nducledlher¢.I;'AROixa larpe,inuliil_Url>_seteslfacililytJsedi_studysimulatedaccident
cem+.liliemsIhrt_ugh_ui-¢_l'-l_ih.,cxr_crirrwnis.'l'cstr>t'_Lt.tramsdiscussedaretheahlati¢_nteXtS I'_r
fuel irnpacl and cn'_si_n a_ainst stainless steel {I_I.()KKI-I,t !), Ihe rnctal l'rc¢/.in_ and hl_'_ckagein
chanrlels and cluxtcr_ (BI.()KKI_R !1, v,,hich arc discussed in Secli_'_nZ.I.2.9), and I.J()z-s_'_dium
intcractitmtexts l'_rjetstabilityand l'ra_rnerltati¢_n('I'I'_RM()S,whicl+_arcdiscussedin
Secti_m2.4.2.7).

Additionalcliscussit+n_I"the BI+C)KKI'.'RItextresults+indan;ily.,,.+sc+iI'_he l't+undin

Ret'erence 2-IX. 'l'hc 131.()KKi{R ! ,_clics _)1'pllliu eil)silm exl'le.riincnts impinged iir_lund ltill k7
i)l" lJ()_ llilll) i)rche_iled slainlcss steel pl;ite.;;, "l'hc inclinaiilm angle llr the i)latl.,.swas varied I_i
lhe series clwciin_ 5, 45, and 9i) degiccs with respccl tl_ Ihe vertical jet, lXll_ahlatilm ix'.currc'.d I'_lr
Ihe 45- _r 9(i-d¢_iee inclined I)llitc, l l_wcver, lhcre w'aS Ill_tlerllle al_lllii_ln i_f the nearly vertical
5-deTrce inclined plate, ,xU_TeSlill_ thai a laiTe nlclt-nlliss CXlX_Sl.lle _1' i_latt.'stl_ pi.ile {7(.)., (at

_razin_ i,ncidences) cl)uld lead t_suhsllinlilllell)si_n, A crust lit lh¢ interface was I_)und Itlr all
cases,with the thinnest crust tx:curlin_ l_r ihc $-de_ie¢ inclined pllllc ailtl, il_ilui';iII)', the thickest
I'_r the g(i-de_ree pllilc. Aplmrcnily, ihc lX_llrly c(mduclivl.' cri.i,_l _>1'the I)i.lic t J(). t'lll lhe
lll_riz()lllal 9(I-dc_rcc i)llilc, l)revcnlcd ;ihllilil_n unlike lh;il l'l_iilct l'l_r lhc Siillil;ir PI.A'I'I 16
exi_crinleill wilh ihc nil)re cl)ntlucli\'e ct)riuin mixture (_et'li_ln 2.4,1.2).

2.4.1.9 KfK Experiments. l{xl_Ciimcnts were I_crl'_rmcd _ll the Kerlllt)lschull_S/.¢ntruln

Karisruhu (KI'K)1_ invcst iTat¢ the cn_,xiveeffect _tt__xicl¢ ii_atc.'iilil iil_i)inTill 7 uix_n _ihtliiztmlal
steel plait. In lhc tests, tin AI:()_, ihcriniie slrealll, 2(i nlnl in cliamctcr, impinged I.lp(_n il 4(I rllln

thick ht_lizl_ntal stainless steel pllit¢ thrt)i.l_h ii11air ;iinll_si)here. Tests were rl.ln l'l_r initial l-ilalc
temperatures ()1"il ?)i and 147.1K, 'l'csi rextilts, _'hich are di_cunici_le.d in R¢l'¢rcnce 2-$fx
indicate thai the ¢lClsi(In area (ill the stir[act ill" the pllil¢ WaS increilscd in ihc hither tenlllerliti.ile

test, t ll_wever, il_l macr_sC_ll)iC"incl'c_l,,_eswere _hscrvcd in the cll_si_n depth in the hil_her
Ic'ml)cralure lesl,

2.4.1.10 Pessanha and Podowski Analysis of Inclined Jets. t4elL'rence 2-57
_l.inlillarlzed analyse.s I_l"\'¢i'Iically i_licntc'd ahllliil_n I'nml inclined iml_irl_lng jets. "l'he atittl_)rx
have ctcvcl_ped Iwll-climensi_nal thc_i'etical nll_clels_1'Xillltlltallet_l.i,_II_w tinct heat ct_nvcciJllll in
inclined jets c_mhincd wilh heal ll_ill,xl01 aCl'<_ssihc mlwin.i_ I:',yerill' lllCllctl wail lllalcii_il, Mlld¢l
c_llc'.Lil_ili_)ilssl_'ccl ,_cl a.Ltreel_lc'nlfllr ii_lllinTcnlenl antics _i¢alcr lh_in 45 del_rccs Il)r Iv_l_scls
i)l e×i_mrill_Cnis. 'l'hc tle\'cl_l)ed Inllth.'l risestill _ll)l)ll_xinl_ile s_lulil)n technique i_) calculate such
plir;llllelcrs as w_ill _il_I;ilil)il r;ill.'_ iintl ici l<__v;lll hc.'al IIiillSlc'r cl_¢l'l'ic'ici_ls.asii I'unclil_n _! jet
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inclinatit_n angle. While the mc_dcl tlevelt_pcd liar lhis sltJdy is Illt)lC al_plicablc tt_ the ahlatit_n t_l
vertically oriented structures such as ct_rc hal'l'lc plates, it is uscl'ul liar extending ahlatitm behavior
t_ ,e,ctmletries where pt)t)ling w_uld lltll immediately _ccuv. 'l]ais categt_ry might include the
perimclcr t_l"the lt_wcr head vessel u,all, which is sh_l_,,'d.

2.4. t. 11 United Kingdom Atomic Energy Aumority Analyses. Results I'rom sc_ping
calculati_ms t_ investigate the pt_tcntial I't_rvessel ;ihlatit_n I()lh),,virlgdebris rch_caticm are
th_cumer_led in Rel'ercnce 2-58. The analysis asst, mcs that the debris reinstates as a cc_herent jet
and an empirical c(_rtcl_tti(_n l't_r I;_n_ir_argas jets is applied tt_ predict the maximuna heat flux.
B_th the case in which a thin, stable crust _1"debris li_rms at the vessel wall and the case that the

,,'css¢l is directly attacked by the mc_llen debris are considered. ('rust grt_wth and vessel thermal
respt_t_se were predicted using mt)ttcls t'rt)m the MI'.'I.TPV c_tlc: s,_ Results I'r_rn a case in which

the lower head is lm_tccted by a t'cramic crust indicate th:tt the maximum ablali(m depth is
insignilic;_nt (less than ().t-_()cntt_l'the -14 cm thick vessel). In cases without crust I'ormatit_n,
at_latit_n is still insulTicicnt tt_ l'ail the vessel (less than 7.2 cm), altht_ugl_ the welds holding lower
head instrun_entatit_n tubes may hc ablated sufficiently tt_ cause vessel t'_ilur¢ via tube ejection. It
sh,)uld he nt_tcd th;ll these results were _htaincd I't_rcases in which a ct_herent jet attacks the
It_v,er head witht_ut any heat I¢_ssc'st¢_c_¢_l;_nt¢_rstructures thai arc lyl_ic;tlly present in the lower
plenum.

2.4'.1.12 Ablation Analyses Conclusions. l!xpcrimcnts have sh¢_wn that a p¢_tential exists
I't_rsignil'icant crt_sit_n by lilt+lien tt.'_tt.,lt+l m;_tcrials such as ct+rium ;_tu.Istainless steel t+ntlcr curtain
circurl_sti_nccs, l!xl_el+irnc_t_tltt;_l;_als_ imlic;_lc that sex'oral I_lacr_t_lncnawill limit the i_t_tcntial liar
.ict en_si_m, such its the li_rn_ali_n t_l a ceramic crusl (_n Ihc vcsst.,I surl;_cc _Jndthe I't_rmatitm t_l"
rm)llun p_t_ls with relatively I_I.uc depth tt_ ict diamclcr iati_s.

l'_xl_ctimcr_ts indic_tc th;_t irnl_t_ltant i_aIan_cters liar i_rctlicline ahl;_ti_n hch;_vit_r include jet
lcrnl)cri_lurt.' alld ,,'¢l_city, crt_sit_n-dcpth-tt_-jct-dialnctcr rarity, !)_1 d,,'pth _1"accumulated melt,
melt ct_mpt_siti_n, ;tnd pl;_te ;_nd .ict inclin;tti_m angle, l_xtensivc rnt_dcls describing both heat-
transfer and ahlatit_n /crt_si_n) rates have been dc,,'elt_ped Ir(_m n_r_-react_r materials. Because
experimental rr_elt results indicate that ablatit_n is dcpci_dcnt t_n material pr_pcrtics, models need

tt_ he dc,,'elt_pcd in terms _1 dimensionless lmramctcrs, and experimental data should bc used to
validate the analytic s_ltttit_ns I't_rmt_tlel imrametcrs, such as the IIc;tt translc,r c¢_el'l'icient I'nm_
high tcmper;_turc jets. *l'hen, it will hc l_ssihlc t_ adequately clcscribc and predict the .jet
impingcnaent sti_gc _1' it severe accident in I.WP, s.

2.4.2 Jet Mixing and Breakup Analyses

Jul hreakui_ ;_nd mixin.u hcha,,'it_rs are irnp_rtant l_arameters liar determining the ultimate
mae,nitudc t_l c¢_ncern liar jet iml_ingement as a vessel l';lilure mechanisrn. As mcnti(med, s_mac
studies have indicated that curtain metals and ct_riurn ,_ixes have the p_tcntial t_)ablate vessel
w_ll _lalcrials. The ;_hilily t_l the \'apt_r and liquid, which exists between the cl'fcctivc nt)zzlc
(likclv tt_ hc the h_west c(_rc li_rtner as in the TMI-2 accidcnl)and tllc h)v,,cr head liner surface, tt_

break up a rnt_ltcn jut c_uld signilicantly ;ll'l'ect the linal accident ¢_utc_mc. In terms (_1"h)calizcd
I(_wcr hc;_d vessel l':_ilurc, three i)_lcnli;_l el'l'ccts :trisc I'n_m the i-_rcscncc t_l a Iluid, such as a
vap_r t_r water, l:ir.'-;t,the presence _1' ,_ fluid c(_uld have little t_'ll'cct tm lhe .idt, which then h;_s
the pt_tential t_ ablale the I_wcr head, as pvcvit_usly discussed. Sec_nd, the l'luid m;_y cause stm_e
breakup leading t_ ;in unct_)lal-_lc pile _1 debris with the pt_tcntial tt_ melt thrt_ugh the vessel wall.
Third, the Iluid c_uld lead t_ signil'icant hrc:_kttl_ ¢_1the jet inlt) ct)t_lablc' lragmcnls with nt_
c_mcern liar ahlati_n t_r l_cating thr_u.e,l'_the ,,,esscl.
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One intliclllllr used t_ ,Icscrihc I_rcnkup is lhc .jut hreakup length, which is lhc depth where
the .jut is clmlpletely Ir_lgmcntud. "l'hc hrcakup length is I'requcntly scaled in terms of jet
diamelcr. It Jssuspected lhnt nluch i_l' the base core SUl_l-ulrtstructures will remain intact up Itl
and past the time when c_ru mull rehu:ntes tl_ the hvwcr vessel humid_lnd, thc.rcl'_re, the jut
dilimutcrs will hu limilud Iw htllus in these structures (illu_ut 3 tc_Ii)cm l'_lrTMI-2). Thus, liar a
I(I-cm diamclur .jet dr_ining intc__t I.()-m I_ln_l,lhc r¢llwatilm tlislance w_uld have t_ hc more than
I() jcl di;intclurs ll_ prcvunl a c_lhurunl p_rlilm i_l' the jet Irllrn rcllching the wall.

Arulthcr in3lulrt_nt measure i_l breakup is the clmplel size Iilrrncd from jut I'raLamcntation.
Studies indicate thai the Ir_Le,menlc'.d drllplct diameter and, clmscqucntly, the erl_sii_n rate are
luncti_n'.; iH"the instnhility wavelengths nhlng the interl'acu ill" the .jut and surr_unding p_ol, sl_u
c_msidcrahlc emph_lsis has hucn placed iIn determining the exllcl r_llc ill" instahilities, such _ls
Kelvin-llelmholtz, Rnylcigh-Tilyh_r, and hl_und;iry I_iyer,in ctl_si_mand ttnMl¢l lilrmalilm, l:_r
siltlalk_ns where the hru_lkup Iun_lh is _rcatur lhan Ih¢ duplh i_l"lhu wnter, i_n¢ sh_uld he able to
delcrminu ttm litre ¢_!'Ihu resull;inl jut impinging _ln the tmse I'n_m the inilial mass rate and the
enlshm rnte. l ll_wcvcr, many breakup i_henomena nnldcls have t_ccn I'l_rmtllatcd I'rl_m
cxpcrJnlents where the wal.¢r depth wns g,reatt.:r th_in the brenktip length; and the CXat:t effect I)t"a
wqilur dc.i_ih ne_ir the bl'cakup length hns Ittli been jsohiled, l:iguie 2-_ Jstill eXliMpl¢ of ii jet
pc'nu,lratJng intl) il IJtluilt p/_lll, illusli-alJng Nith the ruprcscnllitive jet t_re;ikup Ic.ngth and the
rctluclilm in jel diameter duc t_ en)sil_n and droplet Itlrm_ilion.

2.4.2.1 Epstein and Fauske Analysis. Rclci¢nce 2-t'>()lupl)ris IIlu results i_l a linear
Kclvin-H¢lnlhiHIz irlst;ihility :lrl;llysis i.lscd ill cxnnline the stability ¢11'il stc_liri sllcct (film)
gencr;iic,d when m<lltun ic_it.'tllr cllic mlltcrJ;ll is plmied intt_ wntcr. Using thin _littl thick steam
films ilS the hl_uncting t'ilSeS, the hrcnku I) and inixJng tll" _ihypllthutical c:llrjtlln nlcll jet in a water
plll_l is nlotlelc'd, l)rl_plci size dilnCitsi/)i_s iilltl erllsjlm vch_cit7 CtlualJllns iile derived based Oll
inslill_ilities; ;ind tlltJllllilc;ly, iwll jet penc'iliilJ(In dJsllillCe fl)lnlul;is ;ile dcvch_pcd for thin arid thick
film IimJling cases. "l'hc i_unutratilln distllnc¢ I_lr the thin film ;elSe jS il l'uncti_ln ill" the j¢l
diailleter and lhe c/_rJulnll_ wlilcr dUilSil7 ialhl. The llenCllalJ_lil disllincc liar the, thick film case
is similar, hul the dcnsily i'alj(I iS I'_ncilrjtiill Ill slC;lltt, 11wlis hilled Illiil Ih; nssumptil)n hi" surface
insinl_ililius hein7 in phiisc l¢sulls lit lll;ixJlllUlll jet hrcnkull liilcs, and therc.lilrc, shi_ulcl
ui_deruslimnle the nl_)licn jet pci_clrnthln lengths, l l_lwcvcr, the imldc'l neglects any effects iH
v_ip(ir vehlcity Ihnl cl_ultl re'suit in undciestJinliling the ict hicaku !) rate'.

The repllrl ctlnclutlud thnt the surt'acc stlil_ility ill" hJRh-tclnl)crnlurc, Inlge Inlllten jets falling
thrllti_h wlitur is Jncrt.'ilscd hy the ilicscncu ill" il thick SlCiilll filin I;iyt.'i. "llac variances in results
l_/r each film thickness inclicnlc lhnl ]lilrilltletldrs, such ilS l_u_l suhcllllling Ih;ll _il'l'ccis the ;lllll)tlrll

(ll" sleuth17CllCr;llett l(i surrlluncl ihc ict, iil,sll _il'l'cci ihc l)cnclr;ilJl)ll Icn,elhs.

2.4.2.2 Wang, Bloomquist, and Spencer (ANL) THIRMAL Code Development and
Validation. In Ruference 2-¢_1,jet c:ltlsil_il was ;iniilyzed iisstlnling that Kelvin-ttelmht_itz type
instabilities dr,)ntinlilc the length scale illtti IZl't)wlh lqlt¢ I)l' jc'ttcl)lllant inturrilcinl distuihlinccs. An
ilnillysis was perl'_)rnled cllnsitlering the b_)undill 7 cases ill" il pur'.:ly visc(_tlS illld iii1inviscid vapor
pll_lSC. (_nlcul_ltit)nnl results were I',_und Ill agleC well with CWTI expcrJnlental results (the CWTI
cxpcritnurlts iil'e discussed in Scctilna 2.4.2.5). l lento, it is cllncludcd in Reference 2-61 thai

Kelvin-I Ieimhllltz intcrl'ilcial instilhililics must hc cllnsitlcred ilt intldcling llitlll¢ll jet hrcakup.

R.eference 2-f_2 descrihes the devchllln_cnt of the "I'IIIRMAL (Thermal- l,t.yldrodyriarrllc
_lnteralctiiln ;ind Rellctitln tll" __Meltand Liquid)critic, wl'iici'l is il i)herilmtenlllogicill lllt)dcl desigricd
tl_ tlcscrihc the tliermlll _illtl hydrtldynalmic I'_eltnvillrill" ;i higlt-tcnaper;lture molten jet when it
interdicts with _l t)t)lll ill' walter in il film hlliling regime. The ri;ItLlrc ill"the film hlliling regime
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Figure 2-8. Configurati_n liar analyzing a jet penetrating int¢_ a liquM pool.

characteristics, as well as two)other cc_mtnc_nmt_dcs_l liquid-to-liquid heat transfer considered Ik)r
reactor situations, can be l'uund in Rercrcnce 2-63. "['he mcxtcl sc_lvesanalytically for the heat-
transfer coefficient, vapor film thickness, and net steam generatkm that are alTectcd by breakup.
It was determined rrom the analysis that the jet breakup is sensitive to initial jet temperature,
water subcooling, and the physical state ul" the pool (i.e., agitated versus placid). The model was
compared with mixing experiments performed by Gabor et al. at ANL. d The reference
experiments consisted of high-temperature mt_lten jet pours of Wood's metal into water. Model
predictions agreed reasonabiy well with the experimental values l'or high-temperature jets (i.e.,
>600 K), below which film thickness and related calculation_ broke down. Model results were
also compared with results I'rom scenic_1"the CWTI experiments (Section 2.4.2..5) fur particle
debris size, and no major discrepancies wcrc obserx,ed. It should he noted that the analytical

d. Arg_mnc Naliimal L;lh_)ralt)ry, Au#usl 1987.
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solutions tbr parameters, such as the heat-transfer c(_el'ficient l'_r a high temperature jet, are
necessary to validate thc model.

Currently, the THIRMAL code is the only code that models Keivin-Hclnlholtz induced
droplet erosion and considers the effects of steam vapor velocity. Although additional validation

is needed, the co,de has underg(me some validation and has been applied to predict the strong
inlluence of lower plenum melt/water and melt/structure interactions in mitigating the effects ()l
melt impingement on the lower head for the TMI-2 system. TM For the perceived (at the time)
best-estimate relocaticm path thai inw_ived mcltthrough into the former core region and drainage
of a large number of jets from the lowermost former core plate, the corium jets were predicted t(_
completcly break up into molten droplets that l'rozc while settling through the lower plenum
water.

An updated version o1"the THIRMAL code e has been applied to predict the potential ['(_r
jet impingement tk_ra range of debris conditions in lower plenum configurations that are
representative of each of the U.S. reactor vendor vessel designs. Results t'r(m3 these calculations
are t'cmnd in Section 4. A mc_rc detailed dcscription of lhc THIRMAI. code is l'cmnd in
Appendix C.c_t this rcpc_rl.

2.4.2.3 Saito et at. Experiments and Analyses. Analyses rcpc_rted in Reference 2-65
investigated fundamental physical phenomena on penetration behavior of large molten jet pours
into coolant pools. Experiments were performed with relatively hot water jets pouring into
Frc(m-il and liquid nitrogen. The experiments and analyses tried to examine thc clTccts (_["the
density difference between jet and co_lant c)n jet penctratitm behaviors (vital l'_)r applying rcsults
of non-reactor material expcriments and resultant c(_rrclations t(_ actual rcactc)r accident
situations). It was determincd thai the penetration (_r breakup length incrcases with jet velocity,
jet diameter, and thc density rail() between the jet and coolant. Relative penetratk)n lengths can
be correlated well with the Froudc number (Fr) and the jct-to-cocflant density rati¢_, i.e.,

L/Dj = 2.1(p,/p,:)SFr 5. The jet veh)city dependence is present in the Froudc number. The
correlation a_,;o successfully predicted the behavior noted in similar experiments reported by
Spencer et al. 2_'_'using Wood's metal injected into a water pool. Though these last comparison
experiments are cl¢_ser to the actual rcactor accident scenarios ¢_1"c()rium or heavier metals pourcd
into water, they still do nm verify the applicability of thc corrclati(m for thc typical LWR accident
situations. The lack of a velocity dependance for later expcrimenl analyses using corium and
water may indicate that it has not bccn sufficiently tested t(_date.

2.4.2.4 SNL Experiments and Analyses. As part ol',a rep(_rt (_n Reactor SalEty Rcsearch,
Reference 2-67 rep(_rts results from nu_lten t'ucl-co(flant intcracti(_n (MFCI) experiments.
Experiments were perl'_rmcd to address the t'olh)wing l(_ur phenomena _l liquid jet mixing:

1. Jets of molten iron-alumina and air

2. Jets of walcr falling thn_ugh air

3. Jets of m_flten iron-alumina falling thr(_ugh water

4. Isothermal Freon jets falling through water.

z

c. S. K. Wang and J. J. Sicnicki, Arg_nnc Nail(real 1..x_b()_i_,_)ry,Scptcmhcr 1991.
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Experimental results indicate that for jet temperatures well above the pool liquid saturation
tcmpcraturc, jct breakup is affcctcd by the generation of steam and related heat-transfer
phcnomcna associatcd with a wlpor film interface. Water subcooling was also observed to affect
the time when a jet mixing regk_n forms and the extent (_t'jet fragmentation. Hence, it is
recommended that neithcr the liquid-gas and isothermal liquid-liquid jet data be directly
extrapolated in predicting c¢_rium and water mixing. Unl'c_rtunately, the only large-scale tests
pcrt'¢)rmed in this series c_msidcrcd is_thcrnlal liquid mixing. Reference 2-67 also rcp(_rts (m
initial development of the Integrated FueI-Cc)olant Interaction (IFCI) code being developed at
SNL to model interactk_ns observcd in these experiments.

2.4.2.5 CWTI Experiments and Analyses. Thc corium-water thermal interacti(m (CWTI)
tests performed at ANt. are reactor material experiments with a strong emphasis on ex-vessei
phcmmlena (i.e., in the reactc_r cavity). Many of the experiment processes are important for
reactor vessel as well as reactor cavity accident progresskm issues, such as the mixing of jets and
water. Reference 2-68 summarizcs five (_t"the CWTI experiments. In Reference 2-69, ANL
prcsents the results of reactor material experiments CWTI-1 to -10. The report provides a
complete description of the Corium Ex-vessel lntcracti(m (COREXIT) facility and a full
discussk_n of the (_bjcctives I'(_rthe CWTI test program. Several m_xlels were discussed t¢_assist
in interpreting the experimental data o11heat-transfer proccsses, including a quenching model.

Refcrcncc 2-7() presents detailed results of tw(_ CWTI tests (9 and I()) where m(flten corium
with a comp()siti()n ()t ()(1wtq; U() 2, I() wtC:_Zr() 2, and 24 wt% stainless steel at 3()g() K (-16(I K
abc)ve liquidus ()xide phase) was p()ured at roughly 4 m/s into it p()()l ()1"water ab()ut 32 cm deep.
The subc()oling for these tests was varied (0 and 74 K l'()r ('WTI-9 and -1(), respectively) to
determine the mixing bchavi(_r, c(_rium-t()-water heat-transfer rates, and characteristic sizes ()f the
debris bed particles. The different degrees of subcooling greatly affected the outcome for the two
different experiments, with viD_r¢_ussteam generaticm causing b¢)ilup of the po(fl and c¢msiderablc
agitation I'(_rthe low subcc_oling experiment (CWTI-9). Consequently, morc quenching occurred
during the fall stage (~41<+ versus 22%), and a smaller resultant debris size (0.1 to 1 mm versus 1
to 5 mm diameter) l'(_rthe CWTI-O experiment as opposed to the CWTI-II)experiment.
Pressurization and watcr heatup data indicate tw(_ distinct quench and heat-transfer ratcs for the
jet fall stage and the del',ris bed stage, with the f(_rmer being far greater. For both experiments,
m,¢_st(_1"the c(_rium c¢_llected as a melt layer on the base. Ahmg with only a partial quenching (_t"
the jet and the results ¢_tb(_undary casc analyses pcrlormed, the melt layer indicates that neither
jet was entirely er_dcd ¢_rbroken up. Thcrelk._rc, the c(_rium breakup length, l'_r a 2.2 cm

diameter jet, was sh¢_wn t() bc greater than 15 diameters for b(_th pour experiments into water.
Finally, it was (_bscrved that, despite penctrati(m of the reduced jet through the water, no pitting
()r erosion (_1"the steel base was apparent.

2.4.2.6 CCM Experiments and Analyses. The _bjective of the Corium-Coolant Mixing
(CCM) experiments, which were pcrl_rmed at ANL, was t(_ establish a data base using actual
reactor materials t_ study Ihe Iragmentatit_n and quench behaviors (_l"corium melts in water,
which are similar to the p(_stulated ew.'.nts l'r¢_mthe TMI-2 accident, as then perceived. The three
imD_rtant scaling parameters considered l'(_rthe CCM tests were the coolant-depth-to-jet
diameter rati(_, the l'uel-t(>c(_(_lant-mass rati(_, and the vessel ambient pressure.

Reference 2-71 rcp(_rts (_n the CCM-I through -6 experiment descriptions, test results, and
recent analyses. Attempts wcrc made in the analyses to explain some of the differing results
between the CCM tests and related liquid-liquid mixing analyses, including Epstein and Fauske's
film analysis (Secti(_n 2.4.2. !) and Saito et al.'s study of hot water jets entering Freon-I i and
liquid nitrogen (Secti(_n 2.4.2.3) for breakup-length-to-jet-diameter ratk_ model prcdictkms.
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For the CCM tests, breakup length was determined l'rcml the depth at which the penetration
velocity slowed to a value consistent with l'ree l'alling drops. The values I'c_undfor the breakup-
length-to-diameter ratio t'or the CCM tests ranged from 1(}to more than 25, with the lowest ratio

values possibly limited by the mass poured. For the jet mass and diameters investigated in the
CCM-5 and CCM-6 experiments, the jet length was apparently comparable It>,il" nc)t less than, the
breakup length.

The CCM test studies provided several important conclusions. For the most precise
experiment data, the jet breakup length ranged from approximately 1() It) 19 jet diameters, with at
least the lower values being determined by the mass ot"jet material poured. The quench fraction
was higher for greater subcooling. Quench fractions for the corium fall stage of 55 to 72% were
measured l'_r the subcooled experiments; and quench fractions of 20 to 45% were measured
during the saturated water experiments.

Again, vessel pressurization data indicate a two-stage quench process with high heat transfer
occurring in the jet fall stage and ccmsiderably lower heat removal from the debris layer. The
multi-jet geometry test (CCM-2) showed a reduced quench fraclion. The jct surface area in film
boiling contact with the water appears t¢_have been reduced as a result of the volume between
the jets being highly wfided. H¢_wever, the shallowness of the pc_ol I't_rthis test may alsc_ have
contributed to the lower quench fraction. Except I'c_rCCM-2, a debris bed c_fst_iidil'icd and
substantially quenched particlcs was formed cm the vessel bott_m_. These particles were
characteristically t'rom 1 to 5 mm in diameter and showed a It_g-nc)rmal distril_ution by mass.

Ultimately, the CCM test results report ctmcluded that the nicest imp¢_rtant parameters I'c_r
corium strcam breakup and quenching arc (a) jet gcometry (i.e., single versus rnultiplc jcts),
(b) water subcooling, and (c) depth of water. The effect of multiple jets is also important because
multiple paths are available l'or relocating corium once it reaches the lower support structure in
an LWR. More recent studies by ANL indicate that the total mass ¢_fdebris relocating may also
impact results because both the CWTI and CCM experiments used smaller amounts of corium
than expected to relocate during a severe accident.

2.4.2.7 FAROITERMOS Experiments and Analyses. Reference 2-55 includes reports of
a TERMOS test involving a stream of II1) kg of UO e falling into 13(1kg _1 sodium. The results
were compared with computer code JENA I calculations tt} describe jet-sc_dium interaction
phenomena. The code was found tc) shc_w reasonable qualitative agreement, but was
quantitatively imprecise, indicating a need t'c_rimproved modeling to describe hydrodynamic heat-
transfer phenomena. These jet interaction studies may prove useful for LWR type interactions
because sodium is near the density of water, and density appears to bca dominant parameter l'_r
describing breakup lengths. However, another important parameter is the vapor I'ilm fc_rmed at
the intcrface that requires heating the sodium to around 1273 K, which is much higher than the
boiling point for water.

Reference 2-72 provides additional experimental data on the above-mcntic_ned TERMOS

test and on a similar test that had slightly more UO2 injected (14(} versus 11() kg) with a greater
jet diameter (8 versus 5 cm) and, consequently, twice the mass delivery rate. The penetration for
both experiments measured under 1 m, resulting in breakup lengths less than 20 and 12.5 jet
diameters for the two experiments, respectively.

f. L. Biasi and L. Caslcilan¢_, Joint Research Centre, lspra, Ilaly, March 198r-_.
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Additional LWR accident sequence tests planned under the FARO/TERMOS program
should prove more relevant than the previous experiments, which used molten fuel and sodium.
The primary objective of these experiments is to measure the effects of molten fuel-coolant
thermal interactions, specifically, melt quenching and fuel-structure interactions under conditi_ms
in which the water depth is of scale (although the mass poured into the water is much lower than
predicted for severe accidents). The FARO/TERMOS facility currently has the capability of
melting and heating a urania/zirccmia mixture of 150 kg to 320_1K and combining it with
zirconit, n3 t'¢_rdelivery intc_ a poc_!¢_1"watcr up to 2.5 m deep at pressures up tc_ I(R) bar.

2.4.2.a Jet Mixing and Breakup Conclusions. The breakup and mixing of a jet in a pcu_i
has been lkmnd t¢_be a function of many parameters. The jet-to-co¢_lanl-density ratio, the jet
diamcter, and the degree _t subcooling have been shown to he the dominant parameters

controlling the degree of mixing and breakup for film boiling heat-transfer regimes. Other
parameters, which have been shc_wn to be c_t"intluence, or are related to the above, are the jet
velocity, state of motion l'c_rthe po_l, the depth of water (i.e., greater or less than the physical
breakup length tk_rthe jet), and jet temperature, particularly with respect tc_superheat. One o1"
the less understood phenornena I'¢_rnlixing is the depth ¢_lwater wilh respect t(_ the ideal jet
breakup Ic.ngttl. Another parameter requiring more understanding is the state of the p(x_i when
rnixing is occurring. Thestatcc_l'the pc_ol is particularly important when muitiplejctsenter the
pool (the expcctcd event in all I.WR iclocatit)n accident stagt:) because thesc multiple jets can
significantly enhance agitation, ;is t_bserved in the CCM-2 cxperirnent.

2.4.3 Conclusions

Research has indicated that ablaticm of steel walls hy mc_lten c¢_rc rnatcrial is possible; and
l'urthermore, that for many ccmlin¢_n realct¢_rdimensi¢_ns, a jet can penetrate limited depths o1"
water l'¢_ra reduced chance of vessel ablation. For cascs where the depth of water is greatcr than
the jet breakup length, it is expected that the jet will be hr¢_kcn up into fragments and droplets,
which appear to be ¢_nthe ¢_rder ¢_1"millimeters in diameter, rcmcwing the threat of erosion of the
pearl base plate. M{_st of the experiments and model pretlicticms l'¢_rthe breakup length have
bccn under 20 diameters. This implies, for a maximum jet diameter of l{) on1 as in the TMI-2
case, that a depth of water greater than 2 m w¢mld prevenl .jet erosion of the vessel head. Depths
_)1water greater than 2 m from Ihc h_wer vessel head to the ht)tlom of the aclive core region are
cimiml_n, l'l_r typical I.WRs. tt_wcver, tilc cicpih _)1"water ah_wc the h_wer head varies in dit'fcrcnt
reactor designs and imciderlt situations. Also, in the experirncnts reviewed, the resultant jet
fragmcrlts werc sufficicrltly quenciled arid dispersed to prevent any immediate threat I_) the peril
base (lower vcssel) by l-leatup, t';'l_rcaseswhere the Dxll depth is less than the jet breakup length,
and a c_)hercrit jet reaches the base, ntl ei_sil_n (such as pittirig _r ablaiitm) was detected.
tl_)wever, extcrlsivc.' research tl;is n_l bccn l_crl'_rmed for cases where the pix_l is significantly less
thari the jet breakul) length t_i I'_r caseswhere large quarititics _1"c_riurn rch_cate.

Fr¢_m thc tests and analyses l_erl'_rrned, it appears that the maj¢_r parameters descrihing b(_th
the erosion and mixing i_hen¢m_cna have been defined. Furthermore, it may be possihle from
currcnt m¢_dels to dcterminc tu_w jet inlpingcment can lead to localized Mwcr vessel head failure.

H¢_wever, s¢_mc discrepancies in testing results and modeling, particularly for mixing phenomena,
may prevent a completc dcfiniticm of the role of jet impingement l'_r vessel failure. These
impediments may bc rcm¢wcd by the results of cmg_fing and planned experiments, such as the
expanded FARO/TERMOS experiments (Scction 2.4.2.7). This progress would then lead to a
m_re complete assessment _1"jct impingement I'ailure.
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3. THERMODYNAMIC AND GEOMETRIC CONDITIONS
FOR CONSIDERATION

A literature search was c_m.luctcd t_ determine the ranD.' _1"tlwrmal-hydraulic C_ultliti_ms
and g¢_mlctlic parilmctcrs that sll_uld t'u: t,_nsidcrcd in h_v,,crIlc_ld f_lilurc nnalyscs. Results I'nml
this lituralurc search, which c_rruslxmds t_ lhu I'irsl step in Figure !-I, Imwidc input to
suhsuqucnl itspccls _t" I_w,,urhuad railurc nnalyscs, such ;_sapproi_rintc values for rcactl_r pressure
thai arc inpul inh_ Ihcrmal nnd muchnnical rcsl'Umsc analyses. S¢ctkm 3.1 reviews vcs.',cl thermal-
hydraulic ctmtliti_ns prcdictud in i_rcvi_us severe nccidcnl ilnalyscs. Of particular interest in
reviewing these accident analyses was lh¢ tcact¢_r pressure arid iu_wcr hist¢_ry,the water invent¢_ry,
the Mwer head thermal hisl¢_ry,the debris simileduring the transient, and tlcsign fcait, rcs within
and external t_ the vessel thai c_uld impact heal tr_lnslcr Inml lhevessel. Malurial and
geometrical pr_perties t_t"structures within _ru.textern_tl l_ vari_us rcact_r designs arc e_m]pared
in Section 3.2. Appendix F summarizes the gun,metric panlmuiurs liar the I_wcr head failure
analyses dcscril_cd in this dllcunlClll.

3.1 Reactor Coolant System Thermal-Hydraulic Conditions

A review ¢_1'litenlturc du.scrihing sou'.harlots Icading t_ vessel mcltthr_mgh revealed that a wide
range ¢_t'c_mtliti_ns hns I_ccn evaluated. The types of internally initiated transients c_msidercd
may typically he gr_mpcd int_ tt'le I'_lh_wing categories:

• Stali_tl t'_lackt_ul(Sl_())

• AllljcJpalcd lr;lllsJ¢llls v,'Jlht}til S¢lanl (A'I'WS)

• Stcalm gcncialt_r tuhc vupturc (SCi'I'R)

, i l..c_ss-c_l'-c_lnnt accidents (L.()('A)(small and lllrgc hrcak).

Table 3-1 sumrriarizcs charactcrislic Ihcrm_il-hydr_lulic lxirarnutcrs prcdJclccl l'_r these c;ilcg_rics
tr{ml sumc rcact_r analyses rcsulls l'_und in Ihc litcralurc. M_rc dcl;lilcd dcscripti_ns _1' these
c_ntliti{ms arc I_mrn.Iin lhc l'_ll_;ving sct:lil_ns.

3.1.1 Pressure

Reactor system pressure pii_r t_ vessel mcltthr_ugh is inllx_rlant I_ccausc it iml_aCtSvessel
intcrnnl loading pri_n t_ failure (and thus, the likcliht_d o1"ghflml creep _r tube cjcclkm I'ailurc)
lind the manner in which debris is ejected I'_ll_wing failure (_ind Ihus, the likclih_xxl _1"
phcru_mcna such as direct c_niainmcnt hcating). The system prcssurc predicted prior t{_vessel
failure is dcpcnticnl UlXm the rcact_r type, 111csccnnrio, and the phcru_mcna considered in the
analysis. This sculil_ll dcscril_cs the pressure response predicted in several nnalyscs for various
rcachlr types and scunari_ls, l)ilTcrcrlccs (lbsei'vcd when curtain l)hcrllm]cna were included ill the
analyses are m_tcd where p_ssiblc.

Results lrlm] NtJ R l{(i-I 15(), ,S'_,len'.,l<'cid_'nl lTisi<w .q#z,,.lssc,v_#_lem,fbr/'71,e U.S, N.ch'm"

t'rm'er Plattls, 3-1 indicntc that during SI_;() and/VI'WS sccn;iri_s, it is nature likely l'_r {me t}l"the
t_,WR plants ct}nsidcrcd (the i)c_tch l]_tl_lln I,Jnil 2 BWR/4 pl_llll)tt_ Inil _t l)rcssurcs alxwc
1.4 MPa (2()(1psia ). In the rcm_lining l:lWRs,:_)nsidcred (the (irnnd Gulf Unit I BWR/6) and the
PWR power plants ctmsidcrcd (the Zi_n tJnit I ltmr-lt_l_ plant, the Surry tJnit I thrcc-hx_p
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q'llermctdyn_lnlic lind (;e_tm_tric ('_tm.lalions

Table 3-i. Scenari_ summary descripticm.

Power Water React¢_r

Scenari¢_ level" Pressure I' invent¢_ry¢" type Secticm 3 retcrences

Staticm blackout (SBO)

With¢_ut Full tligh High APWR-CE d 7
deprcssurization BWR-G E 17,2_1,21,23,25,4 I

PWR-W !,3,4,5,9, !(),1 !,12,13,21

l.ow tligh -- PWR-B&W 22
BWR-GE 23
PWR-B&W 22

With Full l.ow Low APWR-CE d 7

dcpressurizati¢!n BWR-G E I. 16,1_, 1¢),21
PWR-W 1,3,4,8,13,14
PWR-B&W 22

Anticipated Full l_.¢_w Ix_w APWI_.-C.E d 7
transient withtmt BWR-G E 21

scram (A_TWS) ttigh High BWR-GE 1,12,21
PWR-W I

Low High High BWR-GE 23
Low Low BWR-G E 23,25,26

Steam generator Full High High APWR-CE d 7
tube rupture
(SGTR)

L¢_ss-ot'-co¢_lant accident (LOCA)

Large break Full Low I.ow APWR '_ 7
BWR-GE 1

PWR-W 1,21
Low Low Low BWR-GE 23

Small break Full tligh High APWR-CE 7
BWR-GE 1

PWR-W 1,21
L¢_w l.¢_w Lt_w BWR-G E 23

a. The p¢_wer level at the time of accident initiation.

b. The pressure at the time t)f vessel mcltthrough: high is greater than -i.4 MPa (~20(I psia);
low is less than ¢_requal t¢_1.4 MPa (2[11]psia).

c. Water inventory at the time ¢11"melt rclocaticm.

d. Calculations pcrfc_rmcd as part of the Advanced Rcactor Severe Accident Program
(ARSAP) indicate that hot leg nozzle failure or a manually initiated reactor coolant system (RCS)
depressurization should occur prior t¢_reactt_r vessel lower head failure via creep rupture for an
Advanced PWR (APWR), although both cases were analyzed.
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plant, and the Sequwah IJnit I timr-loop plant), the results in Reference 3-1 indicate that a
higher probability exists for the vessel to fail at pressures heh>w 1.4 MPa (2IX) psia).

The relative likclihot)d of a pressurized BWR vessel failurc, differed between the twt_ ]]WR
plants considered in Reference 3-1 because plant-specific differences increase the likelihc_t_d c_l"
long-term station b[ack_m{ I'¢_rthe Peach 13c_ttomplant. During a long-term station blackout, the
vessel is predicted tt_ fail a[ high pressure because the diesel power needed to recharge batteries
is unavailable. Thcse batteries provide lhe tic power required tt_ maintain [he automatic
depressurizatitm system (ADS) ielicf valves open. In the Peach Bt_ttom ATWS scenario, high-
pressure vessel failure is predicted in cases where the t)perator fails It_open the ADS relief valves

(after thq operator has previously inhibited the ADS and actuated the standby [_,iquid Control
System I'_r an inadequate high-pressure core cooling event). |[t)wevcr, it should be noted that
these results are specific to the Peach Bottom plaint. As discussed by Hodgc, a design features t_l"
the Grand Gulf plaint, as well as features in many other BWR plants, result in a greater likelihood
of vessel t'ailurc at. low pressures.

F_r each of the accident scenarios considered in Reference 3-I, a suhstantial fraction ot' the

PWR vessels were predicted to fail at h_w (< 1.4 MPa)pressures because it was ct_nsidered more
likely that the vessel would first depressurize via mechanisms such as a stuck-open relief valve, an
operator depressurizing the rcactt_r system, t_r failures ot h_t leg piping, pressurizing surge line, or

• " _,-"_b ) )c_}olant pump seal. Recently rmrformed PWR severe accident analyses "' suplc rt this
ccmclusion. However, the reactt_r system pressure at the time at which vessel failure is predicted
has been found to bc dependent upcm pih_t-t_perated revief valve (PORV) capacity, reactor
coolant system (RCS) pump design, and assumptitms related tt_ melt relocati_n phentmmna.

Results from the Seabrook Station pmbabilistic safety assessment 3__by Pickard, l,t_we, and
Garrick, Inc. (PI,G) shrew that l't_ra t_lal ct_re melt frequency t_l"2.7 x I()4 per reactor-year (based
on mean values), about 99% of the scenarh_s are at nu_derately high [2.07 to 6.89 MPa (3(X) to
1,{1_)_)psia)l to high [f_.89 to !(_.55 MPa (!,(1_1_)tt_2,4(1_)psia)] pressure at the time ¢)1core melt.
Most of these, 82% t_l"the tt_tal, t_ccur at mtu.lerate pressure wilt) successful steam generator
c_oling, ltowcvcr, a later PI,G evaluali()n 34 _)t"the Seabrook Station during a TMLB' IMss t_t"
both cm- and _l'l'-site ac p_)wer, with early (immediate) failure o1"the steam-driven auxiliary
I'eedwater pump] sequence, which is a dominant contributor It) or)re melt, concluded that it is
more likely that the primary system is depressurized during this event. This new result was
attributed to the inclusion of additional phenon_ena, such as fmmf_ seal l.O('As and the t)perator
acting to open the pressurizer PORVs, in their analysis.

The TMI,B' sequence in the Seabrcu_k planl was als_ jrveeslJgalcd al the INI_]I.._s Results
indicate that deprcssurizatitm by the PC)RV will reduce 111,.;time It) lhe _mset t_t'core damage, btll
expedite ilccuniulat()r injccticm, l icncc, it was L:t}ncltidcl_ thai deprcssurizati_u'_ has the pt_tential
It) delay the time m ct_re reh_catit_n.

Analyses with the DOE verskm of the Modular Accident Analysis Dogram (MAAP)
computer c_)de3" for vessel mcltlhroue, h events have been pcrf_3rmed t'¢_rthe Adwmced
Pressurized Water Rcactor (APWR). ';7 Although the gcnmetry and size of the reactor vessel

a. S. A. Hodge, unpublished rcp¢_rlon accident management for crilical BWR severe accidc.nl sequences,
Oak Ridge Naliona! l_lboratory, 199().

b. D. Knudsen and C. [)()bbe, "Assessment _1 the Polcntial for l-tigh Pressure Melt Ejeclitm Resulting
from a Surry Station Blackou! Transient (Draft)," NUi_,EG/CR-5949, E(.;(i-2t_8_,_,N_vembcr 1992.
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cavity differ in the APWR design suggested by ARSAP, the internal vessel configuration is similar
to that cff existing PWRs. For SBO and ATWS events, it was predicted that the vessel is more
likely to be depressurized, via hot leg failure or operator-initiated RCS dcprcssurization, prior to
bottom head mcltthrough. For example, in an SBO event, the hot leg nozzle was predicted to fail
30 minutes after reactor trip when the vessel reaches I(XX)K. Thus, the vessel would
deprcssurize prior to the predicted vessel mcltthr'ough time o1"2.5 to 3 hours.

Several analyses performed for the Surry Unit 1 PWR during an SBO event using
MELPROG/TRAC, MARCH-2, and the Source Term Code Packagc (STCP) with MARCH-3
have bccn documented. 3x'3-9'31°'3-11'3-12MARCH-2 analyses predict reactor vessel bottom head

failure in about 3 hours if the reactor is pressurized. MELPROG/TRAC analyses indicate that
the event was dramatically changed when dcprcssurizaticm was included as a result of a pump seal
LOCA. The time to vessel failure was increased to 10 hours, and the pressure at vessel failure
decreased from 16 MPa to (I.27 MPa.

Sensitivity studies 313'3-14were also performed using the SCDAP/RELAP5 code 315 to
determine the effects of natural circulaticm and induced dcprcssurization by a surge line failure
upon core damage progrcssicm following a TMLB' event in the Surry Unit 1 plant. Analyses in
Refcrcncc 3-14, which include the effects of natural circulation on plant response, indicate that
the transient will progress more slowly than indicated in NUREG-1150 calculations and that
localized reactor coolant system pipe heating from i,atural circulation flows will result in failure
outside of the vcsscl prior to bottom head failure. Creep rupture of the surge line was analyzed
in Reference 3-13 because it was lbund to bc the most probable failure for the plant under these
conditions, t_filing the vessel between 160 and 170 minutes. Although the time tbr core damage
initiation was shortened by -45 minutes in cases where the reactor was deprcssurizcd, the lower
pressure caused the accumulators to actuate, delaying further cladding hcatup by 2(X) minutes.
Relocation o1"molten core materials into the lower plenum was calculated to occur between 6.5
and 7.5 hours at'ter the loss of power. The size of the molten pc)ol varied from 49 to 77% of the
core, depending on the assumptions made ccmcerning core behavior.

Several MELCOR, Source Term Code Package (STCP) with MARCH-2, and BWRSAR c

analyses for BWRs undergoing SBO events have been documented. 3.16'3-nv'3lS'3-n'_'3.2°'3.21
BWRSAR analyses indicate that the Peach Bottom vessel will be depressurized prior to global
vessel failure during both long-term and short-term SBO events. BWRSAR rest',lts predict that
failure of lower head penetrations (such as the 185 control rod guide tubes, the 55 instrument
guide tubes, or the drain nozzle) will result in steam and debris exiting the vessel before the time
that the vessel bottom head wall failure is predicted. However, debris is not predicted to exit the

vessel via the control rod guide tubes because the catcher devices, approximately 2.54 cm (1 in.)
beneath the vessel, would prevent the mechanisms l'rom clearing the vessel wall even if the welds
holding them in place failed and the assembly length broke near the debris bed. The BWRSAR

code predicts a longer time for BWR vessel failure than t'¢_rother BWR analyses. This longer
predicted time tbr BWR vessel t'ailure results l'rom the BWRSAR modeling assumption that the
water in the lower head will bc boiled away before penetration welds arc heated to t'ailure
temperatures.

In summary, more recent PWR and BWR analyses indicate that low pressures are more
likely to exist within the vessel at the time of failure because it seems more likely that the vessel

c. Unpublished rcpc)r! of S. A. F-lodgeand L. J. Oil, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, February I, 1989.
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first depressurizes via mechanisms such as operator action, pump seal failure, hot leg piping,
pressurizer surge line failure, or lower head penetration failure. However, the potential for high
vessel pregsure during certain sequences, such as long-term SBO BWR events, requires that both
high- and low-pressure conditions be considered in these preliminary vessel failure analyses. Note
that on-going individual plant examination (IPE) endeavors should guarantee the availability of
ADS and thereby preclude high-pressure BWR vessel failure events. Hence, high-pressure BWR
scenarios could be omitted if plant modifications make their probability negligible.

3.1.2 Power Level

Although most severe accident calculations are performed for reactors that are at full power

at the accident initiation, sevcral analyses tbr reactors operating at low power (-25% power) were...... 3-22 3-23.3-24 --25 3-26
also Jdenttlmd nn the Interature.- ............ Generally, the lower power level tendcd to
reduce the severity of the event. For cxample, analyses for the Shorcham BWR operating at low
power 3-23'3"25were generally found to have less severe consequences because capacities of
mitigating systems were significantly greater than the amounts required for a 25% power case and
because more time was available for the operator to diagnose the accident correctly and
implement restorative actions. However, Reference 3-25 predicted that somewhat higher amounts
of hydrogen [1836.36 kg (1,840 Ibm) for a 25% power casc versus 736.36 kg (1,620 Ibm) for a
100% power casc] would be generated in the Shorcham reactor during a loss of injection event.
This prediction resulted from the calculated result that thc zircaloy channel boxes arc heated
more slowly with the reactor at 25% power, which, allowed more time for the channel boxes to
oxidize before melting temperatures were reached and relc_cation occurred according to the
models used in these calculations. However, more reccnt data from cxpcriments, such as SFD I-3
and DF-4, indicate that relocated material and material in partially blocked channel boxes will
continue to oxidize. 327'328

Sensitivity of melt prog_'.ession to power level during,a TMLB' cvent in the Bellcfonte PWR
was tested by Chambers 322 using an carly version (the SCDAP/MODI/V0) of the
SCDAP/RELAP5 Code. 315 For this event, it was predicted that higher temperatures, hydrogen
production rates, axed fission produc! release rates occur at higher power levels. Howevcr, the
increases obscrvcd were much :_maller than thc increases obscrvcd in cases with increased
amounts of available steam.

3.1.3 Water Level/Inventory

The presence of water influences thc manner in which the debris exchanges energy, the
debris oxidation, and the formation of hydrogen. This section describes the quantities and effects
of water present in thc vessel for the accident analyses reviewed. Water volumes that arc
contained in diffcrent LWR vcsscl dcsigns during normal operation are discussed in Section 3.2,
and estimates are listed in Appendix F.

In the BWR analyses of TMLB' events reviewed, 31'3iq''317'3"11_'3-19'3-25 the large quantity of
water in the bottom head of a BWR is expected to) bc more than sulTicicnt to quench an entire
mass of molten corc and associated structural material. Howcvcr, calculations using the
BWRSAR code diffcr from previous analytical approaches bccausc of the contention that the
water in the lower head will bc boiled dry before vessel penetration weld failure will occur.
Hence, in the BWRSAR analyscs, the lower head is du at the time of vessel failure.

Rcfcrcncc 3-26 presents results from sensitivity runs performed with MAAP 2.0 to
investigate the impact of actions to control core water icvcl on corc damage progression. Results
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confirm that operator actions, such as throtlling of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS)
pumps, can significantly delay or avert core damage.

The impact of water level was also assessed by Chambers 322 and by Bayless et aL 3-29 for the
Bellefonte PWR plant during a TMLB' event. In Refcrence 3-22, an early version (SCDAP/

" 5 5MOD1/V0) of the SCDAP/RELAP. code 3-1 was used to predict fuel bundle response during
TMLB' events with and without steam. Results indicate that the temperature, hydrogen

production rate, and fission product release rate increase significantly; and melting and material
relocation occur earlier in cases with steam available for cladding oxidation. Integral calculations
of system thermal-hydraulic response and core damage 329 were performed using the
SCDAP/RELAP5 code. 3-1s In the calculations that considered the addition of liquid through
failed pump seals and natural circulation, steam starvation was not predicted to occur; and, in a
case where a high-pressure injection pump was able to provide coolant, no core damage was
predicted.

3.1.4 Lower Head Thermal History

In most of the analyses reviewed in this section, water is predicted in the lower head at the

time dcbris mclts and rclocates downward through lower support structurcs into the vcsscl bottom
head. Hence, the lower head temperatures are initially cool, corresponding to the temperature of
the water, which in turn is dependent upon thermal-hydraulic conditions within the reactor vessel.

Analyses using the BWRSAR code Ik)r SBO, ATWS, and loss of injection
events 3-16'317'318'3-1"9'325predict thai temperatures within the lower head increase as the transient
progrcsscs. In these BWR analyses, it is predictcd thai the debris would cause the water in the
Iowcr head to boil dry. Hence, molten dcbris would bc in contact with dry structures within the
vcssel lower head, eventually causing the penetration weld to heat to failure temperatures.

The configuration, quantity, and composition of the debris also impacts lower head
tcmpcraturc. Scnsitivity studies 33° illustrate the importance of debris configuration on Iong-tcrm
vessel temperature response during the TMI-2 event. In cases using more conservative
assumptions related to the configuration and quantity ot" the debris and the presence of water in
thc dcbris, thc vcssel temperatures were predicted to rcach t'ailure tempcratures within onc hour.
(Additional discussion of the analyses from Reference 3-30 is found in Section 2.3).

3.1.5 Expected Debris States

Thc quantity of hcat transferred from thc molten debris to thc reactor vcssel is dependent
on factors such as the amount o1"decay heat in the debris, the debris composition, particle size,
and configuration. This section reviews observed debris states and postulated debris states during
meltdown accidents. In addition, this section discusses calculations performed lbr the TMI-2
PWR accident and an SBO event in the Shorcham BWR/4.

Video inspection 331 of the TMI-2 lower head region indicates that -15 to 20 metric tons of
previously molten core material relocated to the lower head in an irregular configuration with
various particle sizes. The height of the TMI-2 debris bed on the lower head is estimated
between 0.7 and 0.9 m. 3-32'333 Particles less than 1 cm have been observed near the center of the

vessel; larger pieces of debris (up to 0.2 m) have bccn observed at the periphery of the debris bed
in the south quadrant c_t"the vessel; ;_ntt a wall,of lava-like, consolidated debris exists at the north

quadrant. Samples have bccn tk_und to consist primarily of prcviously molten ceramic (U,Zr)O 2,
with transition metal oxides in the grain boundaries. Based on the presence of the previously
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molten (U,Zr)O 2, it is estimated that the rnaterial in the lower plenum reached temperatures el'
about 2800 K prior to relocation. :_34''j

The decay power in the debris is related to the fission products retained in the core material.
During the TMI-2 accident, significant release of the volatile fission products (noble gases,
cesium, iodine, and tellurium) occurred. For example, in the lower plenum, it is estimated that
only 3% of the iodine and 13% of the cesium were retained. 33s The reductions in total core
decay power as a result of the release fraction of volatile fission products are shown in
Figures 3-1 and 3-2 for a generic PWR (33,800 MWd/tU) and the TMI-2 fuel inventory,
respectively, e

As discussed in Section 2.3, References 3-30, 3-36, and 3-37 describe seeping calculations
that were performed using bounding assumptions pertaining to debris configuration in the TMI-2
lower vessel head. Results indicate that global vessel failure occurs in cases where the debris is
not quenched or in cases where a consolidated mass ot" core and molten control rod material
exists on the bottom head without water or penetrations between the consolidated mass or the
vessel wall. Because the vessel did not fail at TMI-2, the analysis concludes that it is more likely

that the debris was porous or that solidified material existed below molten debris, insulating the
vessel from decay heat produced in the fuel.
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Figure 3-1. Reduction in total core decay power as a result of volatile fission product release
fraction tbr a generic PWR.

d. C.S. Olsen et al., unpublished results from the examination of debris from the lower reactor head of
the TMI-£ reactor, EG&G Idaho, Inc., April 1987.

e. B. G. Schnitzler, unpublished research concerning the fission product decay heat modeling for disrupted
fuel region (FDECAY), EG&G Idaho, Inc., December 19,41.
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Figure 3-2. Reduction in total core decay power as a result of volatile fission product release
fraction for TMI-2.

The coolability of a debris bed is also dependent on its porosity. Reference 3-38 discusses
modeling considerations for analyzing porous debris bed thermal characteristics. Reference 3-38
also recommends using a porosity of 0.4 in debris bed therm_.ll analyses.

Reference 3-39 presents results from MAAP 2.0 simulations of the TMI-2 accident. Results

from times prior to core refiood were found to agree well with accident data. However, for times
al'ter core reflood, calculational rcsults were found to be extremely dependent on debris and core

configuration assumptions.

The composition of a debris bed in the Shoreham and Peach Bottom BWR vessels after an
SBO event has been postulated. 31'_'_4°':_41As discussed previously, these BWR analyses assume
that the debris would enter the lower head as a solid because core plate failure subsequent to
vessel depressurization and dryout ()f the core region would preclude retention of a large molten
masswithin the core region before relocation. The composition of the quenched debris bed was
predicted to vary with height, which was typically assumed as ~().1 m. Lowermost in the bed
would be mostly metallic debris (control blades, canisters, candled cladding, and dissolved fuel)
that had either accumulated on the core plate before local core plate failure or subsequently
relocated downward above the core plate failure'locations before fuel pellet stack collapse. _41
The collapsed fuel and ZrO 2 from the central region ¢)1'the core would be higher near the middle
rcgions of the bed.

3.1.6 Summary

lntk)rmation in this section illustrates that a wide range of accident thermal-hydraulic
conditions' and debris configurations has been studied to determine the progression of core melt
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and timing o1'vessel t'ailure. Table 3-2 summarizcs key parameters characterizing melt progression
tbr some severe accident analyses that were found in the literature. As shown in Table 3-2, the
analyses tend to concentrate on a limilcd number o1"events (such as SBO, ATWS, and small
LOCA) and plants (such as Surry and Peach Bottom). Furthermore, as discussed in this section,
the results for a particular event in a particular reactor may vary because of differences in the

phenomena modeled and assumptions related to the event's progression (e.g., the failure of a
pump seal or vessel penetration, the inclusion ¢_1"natural circulaticm, operator response, and debris
bed composition and configuration). For example, the time predicted for vessel failure can vary
significantly if phencm_ena, such as penetration tube failure and pump seal failure, are included in
the analysis. Hence, even lbr a particular event or reactor type, it is dilTicult to, draw general
conclusions from existing literature related to reactor thermal-hydraulic conditions prior to and
during vessel failure.

3.2 Important Plant Design Features

Design features within and surrc)unding the reactc)r vessel affect the response during a
severe reactc_r accident. Hence, a review c_l"plant-specific features affecting vessel failure, such as
vessel internal structures, vcssel penetrations, arid vessel cavity ccmfiguration, has been pert'clrmed
to characterize the heat-transfer resistances and the likelihocld c)f various vessel failure

inechanisms during severe reactc_, accidcnis.

'I'o compare design features ell"reactor vessels, typical designs were reviewed from each of
the limr major U.S. ven&)rs: Babcock & Wilcox, General Electric, Cc_mbustion Engineering, and
Westinghouse. This sectioil emphasizes plant design features that are important in assessing the
likelihood of vessel lc+werhead failure during severe reactor accidents. Areas where vendc+r plant
designs differ are nc_ted, where possible. This section is primarily based on information found in
vendor Final Safety Analysis Repc_rts (FSAR), plant design drawings, Reference 3-42 (a detailed
plant configuration cc_mparisc_n), and c_nversations with plant personnel. In addition, vendor
reports describing _)ther plants with similar designs have been used. 3"his section provides plant
parameters typical c)t'cach vendc)r's design to elucidate the discussion. A detailed list c_t'plant

parameters used in lower head analyses can be found in Appendix F.

3.2.1 Reactor Vessel Lower Head Design

The Ii)liowing sectic_ns discuss the get,merry and nlatcrial cc_nlpc_sitic)nell"cock reactor vessel
and the major internal structures thrc_ugh which the mc_ltcn debris wc_uh.!pass prior to contacting
the lower reactc)r vessel. Estimates are prc_vided t'c_rthe mass and material comlmsiticm ot' cerium
that could reach the lower vessel head during a co)replete rnelidc_wn and the water inventories in
the reactc_r vessel ;it heights c_l"interest for Ic_wer head analyses.

3.2.1.1 Babcock & Wilcox Lower Head Design. The principal design parameters of the
reactor vessel for the TMI-2 plant, which has been selected as a typical B&W reactor, are
summarized in Appendix F-2. The reactor vessel cc_nsists of a cylindrical shell, a cylindrical
support skirt, a spherically dished bottom head, and _i ring I]_inge tc_which a removable reactor
closure head is bolted. The reactor oh)sure head is a spherically dished head welded to a
matching ring flange. The cylindrical shell is compc)sed c_l"three shell courses: upper,
intermediate, and lc_wer. Three 120-degree steel plate segments are welded together to form each
shell course. Full thickness welding is used to assemble the shell courses. The bottom head is

constructed o1"several peel segments and a dome section, fill formed t'rc)m plate material, which
are welded together to) t'_rm an elliptical head. Typical weld Mcations li)r a PWR vessel are
illustrated in Figure 3-3.
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M166-WHT-1090-44

Figure 3-3. Weld location on a typical B&W PWR reacu)r vessel.

The TMI-2 vessel is composed of manganese-molybdenum-nickel steel plates (SA533B1)and
manganese-molybdenum-nickel-chromium steel forgings (SA508-64, Class 2). These materials are
typical of those l'ound in reactor vessels constructed al'ter 1970. 34_ During the mid-1960s, the
increasing size o1'nuclear components required that vessel materials have increased hardenability.
Hence, nickel was added in quantities between 0.4 and 0.7 wt%. Bel'c_re this time, vessels were

composed o1"either carb(m-silicon or manganese-molybdenum alloys.

Figure 3-4 illuslrates the arrangcmen! of con]ponents in the reactant vessel. This
arrangement is typical of vessels used in B&W lowered-loop plant designs, in which the steam
generators extend to a elevatit_n Mwer than the reactor vessel lower head. Later B&W plants,
featuring raised-loop designs, have larger vessels and omit the internal vent valves, which arc
opened during a cold leg break accident to vent steam from the core and promote rapid core
reflooding. Based on inlk)rmation from References 3-42 and 3-44, the volume of water required
to reach selected heights has been estimated for the TMI-2 vessel. These w)lumes are listed in
Appendix F-2.
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Figure 3-4. Arrangement ()1"reactor vessel comp(mcnls in a typical B&W.

As shown in Figure 3-4, internal c(_mponents ot" the TMI-2 reactor vessel include the plenum
assembly and the core supp(_rt assembly. The c(_rc support assembly consists o1' the core support
shield, internal vent valves, core barrel, lower grid, t'l()w distribut()r, 52 in-core instrument guide
tubes, a O.05-m (2-in.)-thick thcrmal shield, and three surveillance holder tubes. T() minimize
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lateral detlection o1' the ¢¢>resupporl assembly I'rtml horizontal seismic loading, integral
weld-attached, deflection-limiting guide lugs have been welded on the reactor vessel inside wall.
These lugs are also designed to limit core vertical tlrol_ to less than 0.111nl (I).5 in.) il' a flange,
circumfcrcntial wcld, or bolted joint fails.

The I'uel assemblies with stainlcss steel end fittings arc supp¢_rted on each cnd by support
platcs. A baMc wall with horiztmtal support platcs maintains the sides of the assemblies. The
support plates are welded to the core barrel and bal'llc wall and extend around the baMc wall
perimeter,

An cnlargcmcnt or thc cont'iguratiCm I'¢_rthc lower plenum support structure is shown in
Figurc 3-5. The uppermost plate _t" the lower grid plate supports the l'ucl asscmblies and is
estimatcd to have a diameter o1'2.56 m (140 in.), with 0.15-m (6-in.)-square openings through
0.18 m (7.2 in.) o1"stainless steel. Debris originating within the fuel assemblies, after passing
through the slotted lower end fitting, wc_uld pass through this plate that provides for major
coolant passage.

Thc grid plate is itscll'supl_ortcd hy columns that are approximately 0.10 m (4 in.) in
diamcter and 0.39 m (12 in.) high. At the c¢flumn's half-height, bctwccn the two grid platc

Lower grid
Plate thickness

•  /ii184cm i "
,

flow distributor .........

25cm rd--_:_----_T_-Tj__--J_-_--_-Z_T-_--__-_-:JT_I ---/--_- 8-._ cm

34,3cm iLower grid forging [ ---IP%___q--16.51cm
i

a,lcm .................................
Incore instrument _'

support plate ,Flow hole (15.24 cm)

5.1 cm ._.- -- / ¥ ....... .J '

Flow t ..... J
distributor ._. .......

Gusset
//

I .
"_-,--, -- . i -/_

13.7 cm .... ......"f
....... . . ...... _ ........ _................. -.-_ ..-7_

'" - ..... t-" J

Reactor ........ -.... -..............
vessel
and cladding Inconel penetrationnozzle

M519 .WHT-292-10

Figure 3-5. Lower hcad structurcs in a typical B&W PWR.
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struclurcs, is the lower grid distribut(_r plate, which is aplm_ximately ().()3 nl (I.() in.) thick with
().()9-m (3.5-in.)-diameter holes. The et)lumns arc welded to a (1.34-m (13.5-in.)-thick h)wer grid
I'(_rging and a ().()5-m (2-in.)-thick in-c_re instrument support plate, which has square channel
openings with sides that are ().17 m (6.5 in.). The ll(_wdisttd'mtor, c(msisting (fl"a Ilat plate and a
dished head0 is below this h_west grid plate, q'hc i1¢_wdistributor is approximately ().()5 m (2 in.)
thick, with ().15-m-(f_ in.)-diamcter h_lcs. Additional inl'(_rnlali(m ¢_nB&W h_wer plenum
structures can he I'(mnd in Secli(m 4.2. I.

In Rel'erencc 3-42, the mass of material that could enter the h_wer head during a complete

core meitdt_wn accident I_r the TMI-2 plant was estimated. Appendix F.2 cemlpares the values
oblained l'_r the TMI-2 plant with other vend_r plant results. The TMI-2 vessel meltd_wn masses
included the thermal shield, the c_rc barrel, baflle wall and former plates, suplxm ring, end

l'iltings, distributor and grid plates, suplx_rl columns, fuel, cladding, control r(xl IXfis(m, and
lnconel spacer grids.

3.2.1.2 Combustion Engineering Lower Head Design. The major design Icatures of a
typical CE PWR reactor vessel _lre also summarized in Aplx.',ndix F.2. The constructitm and
material c(mlp(_siti(m o1' this vessel are similar to th¢_se described above t'(_r the TMI-2 vessel.
Figure 3-6 illustrates the arrangement o1' structures in the reactor vessel, N(_ticeable dilTerences
between the B&W design and the internal structure of a CE vessel are the lack ¢_t"a thermal
shield and lower head n¢_zzles for instrumentatic_n tubes in the CE vessel. Reference 3-42

indicates that although most CE vessel designs are similar to this vessel design, certain wlriations
exist. For example, the Maine Yankee vessel includes a thermal shield and instrumentation
guide tubes that penetrate the vessel I_wer head. Water invent_rics required t_ reach heights (_1'
interest within a typical CE reactt_r vessel laave been estimated, using informatitm Ir(ma
References 3-42 and 3-45. Results in Appendix F-2 indicate that the estimated vt}lumes of water
are similar to those values estimated I'(_rthe TMI-2 vessel.

The comlxments _1' the l'eactt}r ir_tetnais are divided intt_ twt_ tnaj_r parts:' the upper guide
structures assembly and the ct_rc suppc)rt structure. The flow skirt, althtmgh functioning as an
integral part of the co_lant Iq(_wpath, is separate from the internals and is alTixed to tim bottom

hcad of thc pressure vessel.

The core support structure ctmsists of the c(_re supp(_rt barrel and the lower support

structure. The {).(lg-m (3-in.)-thick core supp(_rt barrel rests on a ledge within the pressure vessel.
In turn, the core support barrel suPlx_rts thc lower support structure upon which the fucl
assemblies rest. The lower support structurc supports the corc by means of a 0.()5-rn (2-in.)-thick

stainless steel c(_re suplx_rt plate, which rests on columns mounted on surw_rt beams that transmit
the hind t(_ the c(_rc support barrel lower flange. The core support plate supp(ms and orients the
h_wer ends of the l'ucl assemblies and ctmtains tl_w distribution h(_les. The core shroud, which

provides a flow path l'_r the coolant and lateral support for the fuel assemblies, is also supported
and posititmed by the ct_re support plate. The ic_wcr end of thc core supp(_rt barrel is rcstrictcd
from cxccssivc radial and torsional movement by six snubbcrs that interface with the pressure
vessel w_{ll. Additi_mal inr(_rmation on CE h_wer plenum sup[x_rt structures can be t'uund in
Scctkm 4.2.1.

The flow skirt is a right-circular, lnconel cylinder, perl'orated with flow htfles and reinl'_rced
at the t(_p and bott(_m with stil'l'ening rings. Tile skirt is suprx_rted by nine equally spaced
machined sectkms that are welded t_ the I'u_tt(_mhead of the pressure vessel.
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Figure 3-6. Arrangement of reactor vesselcomponentsin a typical CE PWR.

Masses ot"vessel materials that may bc included in a major meltdown ot' a typical CE plant
are listed in Appendix F-2.342 Included in this estimate are masses of the fuel, cladding, c()ntr¢)l
rod material, guklc tubes, llow skirt, and the structural support steel, including the core barrel,
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lower cylinder, and lower support plates (Table F-2.1 includes the masses of all structural items
below the upper core support plate).

3.2.1.3 General Electric Lower Head Design. Major design parameters for two reactor
vessels l'rom GE-designed BWR nuclear power stations are listed in Appendix F-2. The
construction and material cc_mposition of these vessels are similar to those described above tor the
TMI-2 vessel. Howcvcr, the BWR vessels arc larger than the PWR vessels listed in Appendix F-2
because BWR vessels must accommodate steam separators, dryers, and (in the case of most

BWRs) jet pumps, in addition to the reactor core. Thc inventories required to reach heights of
interest in both BWR plants have been estimated from information iimnd in References 3-42,
3-46, 3-47, and 3-48. Thc water volumes listed in Appendix F-2 indicate that the water required
to cover the cc_rc in BWR reactor vessels is at least four times that required for the reference
PWR designs.

The BWR vessel cylindrical wall 10.13 m (-5 in.)] is generally thinner than a PWR wall
10.23 m (-9 in.)] because a BWR operates at a lower pressure [typically 6.9 MPa (10t_) psia)]
than a PWR ltypically 15.5 MPa (2250 psia)]. :l-lowcvcr, a BV. R lower head thickness is greater
[0.2 m (-8 in.)] bccausc thc lower head must accommodate over 200 penetrations, some of which
arc significantly iargcr than the penetrations fcmnd in a PWR vessel (scc Section 3.2.2).

The different BWR dcsigns arc classified into product lines, designated BWR/i through
z BWR/6. The differences in the product lines arc basically ih the nuclear steam supply system

(NSSS) and engineered safety features (ESFs) and include variations in water volumes, coolant
flow, rcactor vessel dimcnsicms, and cmcrgcncy core cooling systems (ECCS). However, there are
different, sizes of reactors and vcsscls within thc same class. For example, Dua_,_c Arnold (a
538-MWc plant with a 4.65-m-ID reactor vessel), HATCH 1 (a 753-MWe plant with a 5.54-m-lD
vessel), and Peach Bottom 2 (a 1051-MWc plant with a 6.38-m-lD vessel) arc all of the BWR/4
design. A major dit'fc_'cnce between the BWR/4 and later plant designs is the additicm of
rccirculation valve t'i_w cCmtrol. The majority of operating BWRs arc BWR/4 designs. The
newest generation of BWRs is the BWR/6, which was introduced in 1972. There arc two
standard BWR/6 designs, 238 and 251, where the number reli .s to the reactor vessel diameter in
inches. The BWR/6 incorporates numcrcms changes in design, including improved ECCS
performance and solid-state electronics in protection systems. The BWR,'I and BWR/2 reactors
arc similar to the BWR/3, except that they have rccirculation loops instead of jet pumps.

Internal structures in the reactor vessel arc shown in Figures 3-7 and 3-8. Thc BWR core
support structure consists of the shroud, shroud support, core support, fuel support pieces, and
control rod guide tubcs. Thc 0.05-m (2-in.)-thick corc shroud is a stainless steel, cylindrical
assembly that provides a partition to separate thc upward llow of coc_lant through the core from
,'he downward rccirculatiolv flow. The lower shroud is welded to the reactor pressure vessel
shroud support, which is a circular plate welded to the vessel wail. Thc shroud support is
designed to carry the weight of the shroud, shroud head, peripheral I'ucl elements, ncutrcm
sources, core support plate, top guide, steam separators, and jet pump diffusers; it al';o laterally
supports the fucl assemblies.

The core plate consist of a 0.05-m (2-in.)-thick, stainless steel plate with 185 large holes
[0.28-m (1 l-in.) ID] to accommodate the rmssagc of the control rod guide tubes and 55 smaller
holes I0.05 m (2 in.)] to accomrr_odatc thc in-corc instrument guide tubes. Unlike PWRs, a BWR
core plate prcwidcs only vertical support t, thc 24 outermost l'ucl assemblies (of thc
764 assemblies that make up the cc:,rc). Fc_ur-lc_bcd and ,_rificcd fucl support pieces arc used by
c_tch c_l"the 185 control rod guide tubes to suppcm most of the fucl assemblies (tbur fuel
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Figure 3-7. Arrangement ot" reactor vessel components in typical GE BWR/4, BWR/5, and
BWR/6 phmts.
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assemblies are suppc_rted by each control rod guide tube). In contrast, the peripheral fuel support
pieces are seated in the core plate. S. A. Hodgc f at Oak Ridge National Laboratory investigated
the roic of a BWR core plate during normal and accident conditions.

The core plate is supportcd around the outer periphery (bolted to a ledge on the core
shroud)., In addition, significant central support is provided by the stiffener plates and stiffener
rods (see Figure 3-8). Additional information on GE lower plenum configuration is found in
Section 4.2.1.

Shroud

Support columns =!,I_,;

Control rod ,_
stub tubes -.,-

li

Incore instrument ,,_
housings

Figure 3-8. Structures in a typical GE BWR.

f. Unpublished research, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 199().
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Masses o1' material that may melt during a complete core meltdown accident in BWR plants
are compiled in Appendix F-2. 31<:_42 Major components included in this estimate are the UO 2
l'uel, zircaloy cladding and channel enclosures, Inconel springs and clips, control rod poisons, and
steel materials below the active fuel height, such as support plates; control rod structures (guide
tubes, drive housings, etc.); supports for the fuel, core, and shroud; jet pumps; and the shroud
below the top of the active fuel. As shown in Appendix F-2, approximately twice as much
zircaloy is'available for relocation in a GE BWR than in a PWR. This increase is from the
zircaloy associated with the BWR fuel assembly channel enclosures.

3.2.1.4 Westinghouse Lower Head Design. Appendix F-2 lists the major design
parameters lk)r the vessel of a typical Westinghouse lkmr-loop PWR plant. The construction and
material composition of this vessel tire similar to those described above for the TMI-2 vessel.

Figure 3-9 illustrates the lower core support structures found in this reactor vessel. Comparisons
of Westinghouse plants in References 3-42, 3-43, 3-49, and 3-50 indicate that most of the reactor
vessels are similar in design, although the size of the vessel increases with the number of coolant
loops, and some earlier Westinghouse plants do not have instrumentation guide tubes penetrating
the bottom head. The inventories of water required to reach heights o1"interest in this
Westinghouse vessel have been estimated from information found in References 3-42, 3-49, and
3-50. As shown in Appendix F, the estimated inventories are similar to the wflues estimated for
the other reference PWR vessels.

The major components of the Westinghouse vessel's lower core support structure are
neutron shield pads, the core barrel, the core baffle, the lower core plate and support columns,
and the core support, which is welded to the core barrel. These structures are primarily
composed of 304 stainless steel. The thermal shield pad assembly cc)nsists of four pads that are
bolted and pinned to the outside of the core barrel. These pads are approximately 1.23 m (48 in.)
wide by 3.79 m (148 in.) long by I).07 m (2.8 in.) thick. Within the core barrel are an axial baffle
and a lower core plate, both of which are attached to the core barrel wall and lk)rm the enclosure
periphery of the assembled core. The 0.05-m (2-in.)-thick lower core plate, through which flow
distribution holes for each fuel assembly are machined, is positioned at the bottom level of the
core below the baffle plates and supports, and orients the fuel assemblies. The lower core
support structure is supported at its flange by a ledge in the reactor vessel head llange, and its
lower end is restrained in its traverse movement by a radial support system attached to the vessel
wail.

The in-core instrumentation suppc_rt structures consist of an upper system to convey and
support thermocouples penetrating the vessel through the head and a lower system to convey and
support llux thim_:_cs penetJating the vessel through the bottom. Reactor vessel bottom port
columns carry the retractable, cold-worked, stainless steel llux thimbles that are pushed upward
into the reactor core. Section 4.2.1 provides additional inlk_rmation on Westinghouse lower
plenum structures.

Masses of material (including fuel, cladding, control rod material, burnable poisons, guide
tubes, in-core and lower core support structures) that could melt during a complete meltdown
accident in the Westinghouse reactor are also listed in Appendix F_-2.3"'2

3.2.2 Reactor Vessel Lower Head Penetrations

The size, type, and number c)l' penetrations may also impact the probability of vessel failure
during a core melt accident. The parameters for penetrations in the vessel lower heads vary from
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Figure 3-9. Arrangement of reactor vessel components in a typical Westinghouse PWR.
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vendor design to design. For example, thc number of bottom head penetrations varies from none

in typical CE PWRs to cwcr 200 pcnctrations in typical GE BWRs. Penetrations for each
vendor's vessel lower head arc discussed in the following sections. A dctailcd list of penetration
dimensions is located in Appcndix F-2.

3.2.2.1 B&W Vessel Penetrations. All vcssels in B&W plants have instrumentation tubc
penetration nozzles that penetrate the vessel through the lower head. Figure 3-10 illustratcs the
general arrangement of an instrumentation tube nozzlc pcnctrating the B&W TMI-2 vesscl.
Made of lnconci-6(}0, 52 in-core tube instrumentation nozzlcs 0.02 m (0.75 in.) in diameter
penetrate this reactor vessel.

Instrument guide tube penetrations arc made by bearing vertical holes into the vessel lower
head, inserting a tube through thc hole, and welding a nozzle to the tube and vessel inner surface.
To facilitate the insertion o1"the tubes into tile holes in the vessel head, tolerances l'¢_rthe outer

diamctcr of each penetration tube and the diameter c_l'each hole in the vessel head arc set by
design. These dimcnsicms result in a radial gap range that must bc con_ "dcrcd in penetration
failure analyses. Typically, instrument tubes are mounted between 2 to 3 m below the exterior of
the vessel. Then, these tubes are curved along their horizcmtal run toward the seal table in the
containment cavity.

An instrumentatic_n string, whose cross section is shown in Figure 3-1(), is inserted into
instrumentation tubes. The inner channel of this string through which a thcrnloluminescent
dosimeter probc or miniature iconchamber is inserted, is filled with containment air at
atmospheric pressure. The outer diametcr o1"this string is approximately 0.7 cm smaller than the
inner diameter of the instrument tube. Thus, in addition to the air-filled channel within tile

string, there is also an annulus filled with RCS water at system pressure available for melt flow il"
an in-vessel tube failure occurs during a severe accident.

3,2,2.2 CE Vessel Penetrations. Although some c_l'the operating CE plants (such as the

Maine Yankec plant) and the ncw CE APWR System 80 design use bottc_m-entry instrumentation
tubes, most CE reactor vessels have in-core detector assemblies that pass through the upper
reactor vessel head. Hence, there are n¢_vessel lower head penetrations in most operating CE
plants.

3.2.2.3 GE Vessel Penetrations. The BWR is the only LWR system that employs
bottom-entry control rods. AGE BWR vessel is also penetrated by guide tubes for in-co)re llux

monitors and a drain nc_zzle. Both reference GE plants have vessel lower heads with 185 stainless
steel control rod penetrations O.15 m (6 in.) in diameter, 55 stainless steel in-core guide tube
penetrations 0.()5 m (2.0 in.) in diameter, and one carbon steel drain nozzle ().05 m (2.()in.) in
diameter. Figure 3-11 illustrates the arrangement of typical BWR penetrations.

A BWR instrument tube, whose cross section is shown in Figure 3-11, is inserted in each 3()4

stainless steel BWR instrument guide tube. Similar to a PWR instrument tube penctraticm, RCS
coc_lant fills the 2.0 cm gap between the outer.diameter cff a BWR instrument tube and the inner
diameter of a BWR instrument guide tube, and air at atmc_spheric pressure surrounds rn¢)nitors
within the instrument tube.

The drain penetration, which is located in the bottom o1"the reactor vessel 15.24 cm off the
centerline, directs lqc_wto the reactor water cleanup system to aid in the removal c,f suspended
solids, to provide a temperature measurement of water in the bottom head area and to minimize
couldwater stratification in tile bottom head area. It consists t)t' a SAlt)5 Clas'; il carbon steel
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Figure 3-10. Arrangementol' instrumentpenetration tube in a typical B&W reactor vessel.
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nozzle and SAI06 mating pipe. Unlike BWR control rod anti instrument guide tube penetrations,
the drain line th_es not have any in-vessel structures near contain any internal structures.

The 3{)4 stainless steel BWR control rod guide tube penetrations are formed by boring the

hole for the guide tube, drilling a ccmntersink lk_ra stub tube that surrounds the guide tube on
lhe vessel inner surface, inserting the guide and stub tubes, and welding the guide tube to the
stub tube. The control rod drive system within each guide tube consists of a cylinder containing
several tubes. As illustrated in Figure 3-11, cooling water flows between these tubes.

3.2.2.4 Westinghouse Vessel Penetrations. Most Westinghcmse vessel lower heads are
penetrated by instrumentation tubes. The type, size, manufacturer, and number of
h¢_ttom-nlounted instrumcntaticm tubes round in Wcstinghcmse plants are compared in
Reference 3-51. As discussed in this rel'erence, the number of bc+ttom instrumentation tube

pcnctrati_ms in the Westinghouse reaclc+r vessels, which were produced by five different vendors,
varied from n(mc (in the Yankee Rowe and San Onofre Unit 1 plants) t¢_55 (which is typical o1'
more recently designed plants).

F()r the reference Westinghcmse plant, there are 55 instrumentation tube penetrations
through the h_wer vessel head, which are 0.05 m (2.()in.) in diameter. These penetrations tire for
port columns that carry the retractable, cold-worked stainics,,: steel flux thimbles. (Thermc_couples
are routed through port columns tm the upper head of the rcact_r vessel.) Each penetration
nozzle consists {H"a tubular member made _)t"Inccmel. Each tube is attached to the inside of the

bottc_m head by a partial penetrati_m weld. Figure 3-12 illustrates the general arrangement of a

typical Westinghouse in-c_re penctraticm tube. As shown in the figure, an Inccmel pad is
sometimes placed along the vessel _uter surface to aid in instrument guide tube repair. However,
this pad is n¢_t attached to the instrument guide tube. lnstrumenl strings, similar to the geometry
shown in Figure 3-1(1 and described in Secticm 3.2.2.1, tire inserted in these instrument guide tube
pc ne tra t i¢_ns.

3.2.3 Radiative/Convective Boundary Conditions

This section clcscribcs structures and conditions exterit_r, to the vessel that may influence
heat transfer t'rom the reactor vessel during a cc_lc meltdc)wn accident. The gc(_metry o1"the
containment and reactt_r vessel cavity is described to provide an estimate _1' the heat transfer
conditi()ns'that w(_uld be present ()utsidc the vessel during a c¢)re melt accident. Parameters
imp_rtant for predicting heat transfer rates I'rc_mthe vessel, such as the insulation thickness and
distance between the insulation and the reactor vessel, are summarized in Appendix F-2.
Descriptions _1"the reactc_r vessel clwity gctmlctries and surfaces within the cavity are l'c)und in the
following sections.

3.2.3,1 B&W Boundary Conditions. The containment building used l'c_rthe B&W
rcl'crence plant, TMI-2, is a reinli_rccd concrete structure lined with carbcm steel designed by the
plant's architect-engineer, Bechtel Grcmp Incorporated. Below the react(_r vessel is a 3.69-m
(12-ft)-diametcr cylindrical w_lume with a height of 3.23 m (10.5 ft). The net free volume of the
lower i'eact¢_r cavity (i.e., the net free volume l'mm the cavity floor up to the basemat floor) is
estimated as approximately 124.52 rn3 (4400 ft3). The in-core instrumentation tubes pass through
sleeves consisting of steel tubes that penetrate through the primary shield wall (the concrete
cylinder that summnds the react_r vessel). ,Annular openings in the primary shield wall between
each guide tube and its sleeve all(_w seepage o1'water into the cavity. These openings would
alh_w water t{_enter the cavity if the c:mtainment Ill,or were flooded.
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Figure 3-12. Arrangement of instrument penetrati_mtube in a typical Westinghousereactor
vessel.

The majority of the B&W planis examined had cavity designs similar to that o1' the TMI-2
plant with the cavity floor levels being close 1o the same elevation as the bllsemat lloor. This
similarity was attributed to the l'act that Bechtel was the architect-engineer for many c_fthe B&W
plants. However, some of the B&W plant containment tmildings were designed to prevent water
tlow into the cavity.

The TMI-2 reactor pressure vessel is _lskirt-supported vessel. The skirt, located arcmnd the
bottom head, is ().{)5m (2 in.) thick. The vessel-skirt juncticm is constructed of SA508-64 Class 2
material. Reactor ccx_lant system c¢_mpc_nentsare insulaied with 0.()8-m (3-in.)-thick, stainless
steel, metal relleciivc type insulation units.

3.2.3,2 CE Boundary Conditions, The containment systemof the reference CE plant was
designedby the plant's architect-engineer,EbascoServicesIncc_rlx_ratcd.The reactor building for
this plant was designed so that water will enter the vessel cavity during accident conditions. The
lack ot' instrumentati_n tunes penetrating the lower vessel head (see Section 3.2.2.2) affects the
way in which lower cavities of plants are designed. The reactor vessel resls elmer lo the lloor
than in designs with in-core instrumentation through the reactor vessel.lowcr head because
clearance lk_rthe betiding instrurnentaticm tubes is not required. For example, the reactor vessel
rests about 1.83 m (6 fl) above lhc cavity llc)c_r;whereas in CE designs with lower head in-core
instrumentation penetrations the vessel is located approximately 4..':;8m (15 1i) above the cavity
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floor. Consequently, the net free w+lume o1' the reference plant reactor cavity, estimated as
45.10 rn3 (I,614 ft3) in Reference 3-42, is 2(1% srnaller than the cavity _1"a CE plant with lower
head in-co,re instrumer_tation penetraticms. Furthermore, most CE reactor buiMings do not have
the instrumentation tunnels that are included in designs with lower head instrumentati_m.

"Fhd CE reference plant reactor vessel uses suplx_rts under each c_l'the four reactor cold leg
m_zzles. However, newer CE System 8() vessel designs use keys at the bottom of the vessel, as
well as supports under the cold leg nozzles.

Rellective insulation, built of stainless steel panels, surrounds the reactor vessel. The
reference plant FSAR 345 provides an estimate of 213.9 mz (2,300 l't2) for the surface area of
insulation surrounding the reactor vessel, including the head and supports.

3.2.3.3 GE Boundary Conditions. BWRs arc als_ characterized by the containments.
Most operating BWR plants use rnultibarrier pressure suppression type ccmtainments, designated
Mark I, II,' III. g All three types have dual barrier systems that arc designated as the primary and
secondary containn]cnts, q'hc r)rimary ctmtainmerlt, which is t_l"concern in analyzing lower head
boundary conditions, includes the drywcll that encloses the rcaci_r vessel arid recirculation system,

a pressure suppression chamber that stores a large vt_lume _.fl'water, and a connecting vent system
between the drywell and the suppressit_n chamber. The reference BWR/4 plant in this section
uses a Mark I design, and the reference BWR/5 uses a Mark II design. The Mark III
containment design is the most recent GE product line and is used only in conjunction with
BWR/6 reactors.

All BWR/2, BWR/3, and most BWR./4 plants use a Mark I ccmtainment design. This design

is shaped like an inverted light bulb with a torus-shaped suppression Dx)l. F_r the reference
BWR/4 Mark I design, the in-pedestal region has an inside diameter o1'6.2 m. The reactor
pressure vessel sits apprc_ximately 8.6 m above the lloor, giving the in-pedestal region a volume _t'

~260 m3. The in-pedestal region is connected to the drywcli by a 2-m-high doorway. During a
severe accident it is possible l't_r the in-pedes'tai region to fill with water up against the trapped air
pockets within the vessel suppt_rt skirt. The drywell (portion outside the reactor pedestal) can be
filled to the level of the vent lines.

The Mark II primary containment is an over-and-under, steel-lined, post-tensioned pressure
suppression system. The M_:rk II containment re':ctc_r cavity is designed to remain dry during
normal operation. However. it is possible for water to enter tim dryweli during a pipe break
accident. The area beneath the reactor is separated into twt_ areas: (a) the corltrol rod drive

(CRD) area, which is in direct contact with the ().()8-m (3-in.)-thick pressure vessel insulation
plate, and (b) the pedestal area, which is the area inside the reactor pedestal in the suppression
pool. A concrete t'lo_r about 1.2 m (4 l't) thick separates the CRD area from the pedestal area.
The tact free volume within the CRD area of the BWR/5 Mark I1 reference plant containment is

estimated to be ~ 129 tn3 (~32()()ft3).

The Mark III containment systems are the only BWR containments that are not inerted.
Although two types of secondary containment designs arc ftmnd in the Mar{ III systems, the
primary containment designs of these plants arc similar. The Mark III dryweli is a cylindrical shell
of reinforced concrete. Large-diameter horizontal vent of)enings penetrate through the lower

section of the drywell, These openings arc used to conduct steam during a h)ss-of-eoolant

g. The one cxccption is Big Rock Point (BWR/I, 67 MWc).
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accident to the suppression pool. The reactor pressure vessel is ~0.71 m above the cavity, which
has a net free volume of 249 m3. CRD openings and a CRD access doorway arc located in this
cavity at a lower elevation than the weir wall. Hence, it is likely that the cavity will fill with waler
during a pipe break accident.

Each of the BWR reference plant reactor vessels is mounted on a support skirt. As shown
in Figure 3-7, this skirt is bolted to a concrete-and-steel cylindrical vessel pedestal that is integral
with the reactor building foundation. Hence, only the portion of the BWR bottom head that is
below the support skirt would he ill tension (and subject to creep rupture) during a dcprcssurizcd
severe accident.

All lower head BWR reactor vessel insulatkm is o1"the stainless steel reflective type.
According to plant personnel from the BWR/4 Mark I plant, there is a minimum of 0.038-m
(1.5-in.) annular clearance between the reactor vessel and the insulatitm. The bottom head
insulation, which cnch_scs the w)lume immediately below the reactor vessel, is boundcd by flat
horizontal panels 10.076 m (3.1) in.) thick I that are connected to a cylindrical shell 10.076 m
(3.0 in.) thick] covering the inside ¢_1'the reactor suPl_Ort skirt.

3.2.3.4 Westinghouse Boundary Conditions. A cartxm-steel-lined, prestressed concrete
containment designed by the plant's architect-engineer, Sargent & Lundy, is used in the reference
Westinghouse plant. "l'hc vessel is located about 4.27 m (14 ft) ahove the cavity llo_,r. The
reactor vessel cavity leads to an instrumentation tunnel. The net free volume in the reactor cavity
and instrumentaticm tunnel (l'nml the cavity flt_or to the containment basemat) is estimated to be

254.7 m3 (9,(11_)l't_) for this plant. 3-'_2

The primary shield wall, which is the circular cylindrical structure surrounding the reactor
vessel, tk_rms the reactor vessel cavity. The reactor vessel is supported at the coolant nozzles by
steel pads that rest _n steel base plates in the primary shield. Above the reactor support, the
shield wall is 1.37 m (4.5 ft) thick; and bck_w the reactor support, the shield wall is 2.57 m (8.5 l't)
thick.

A review (_t"ctmtainmcnt and cavity designs :_42identified several other designs used in
Westinghouse l_lants; for examf_lc, a lqat-bottom, steel-lined, prestressed concrete containment was
used in the South Texas Project (STP) plant. This tqat-bottom containment ir similar to thc
TMI-2 c_mtainmcnt, except that the STP c_mtainment was designed tt_ prevent water contacting
the bottom of the reactor Vessel during an accident.

Reactor coolant system components arc insulated with a minimum o1'1).()76-m (3-in.)-thick
stainless steel, metal-reflective-type insulatitm ccmsisting t_l"twt_ l).()3N-rn (1.5-in.) layers. The
insulation is self-supporting from the reactor vessel nozzles. Discussions with Westinghou:;c plant
personnel indicate that insulation panels arc placed at angles that follow the curvature o1' the
lower head, with a nlininaum distance ¢_1'().()24 m (().94 in.) between the lower head and the
insulation.

3.2.4 Summary

In summary, a BWR vessel is larger and heavier than a PWR vessel because a BWR vessel
must accommodate steam separators, dryers, and, in most cases, jet pumps, in addition to the

reactor core. Data for the reference plants indicate that more water is requircd to reach heights
of interest (e.g., the top of the core) in a BWR Vessel. A PWR wall [.-(I.23 m (-9 in.)] is typically
thicker than a BWR wall [0.13 m (--5 in.)] because a PWR operates at a higher pressure [typically
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15.2 MPll (225(t psia)] Ihan a BWR [typically 6.Y,MPa (I,(l(X) psia)]. However, the lower head for
a BWR vessel is thicker hccausc it must accc)mmodatc (wcr 2(X) penetrations, some of which arc

significantly l_rger than the pcnctraticms l'¢mnd in the PWR vessels.

Support structures in the lower vessel varied between vendor designs as well as within the
dil'fcrent plants c)l'l'cred by a vendor. These dilTercnccs may impact rncl! progresskm, as illustrated
by results t'mm jet impingement cMculations documented in Section 4.2. I.

"1"¢)illustrate the maximum amount ¢_t'mass that could relc)cate during a severe accident,

scoping caleulati¢ms were perfornled using characteristics ¢_1"each vendor's design. Results
indicate that the material c_mlpositit_n entering the I¢_werplenum wcmld he similar I'_r the
reference plants il"the maximum amcmnt ¢_1'mass were t_ relocate during a severe accident
(indicating that the C(}l-jUlllwill contain approximately 4()-5()% UO 2, 30-40c_ 304 stainless steel,
10-20% zirc_loy, and less than 2% Inconei). h Higher quantities of zircalc_y were l'_mnd in the
BWR design because _1"the fuel assembly channel enclosures. The amount and type ot"control

rod and burnable poiscms were f¢mnd to he dependent upcm reactc_r design, although they were
estimated as .<4%.

The number and type _1' penetraticms of the lower head also varied significantly between and
within vender vessel designs, l-l¢_wever, the penetraticms ¢_1"the BWR vessel are generally larger
and nmre numerous because there are c_mtr¢_l rod drive tubes and a drain m_zzlc in addition tc_

penetrations for in-ochre m_mitc_ring guide tubes.

The geometry ot" the reactor containment cavities also w_ried. Although many plant-specific
dit'ferences exist umong containment cavity designs, there are three maj{)r types o1"PWR reactor
cavities: tlat-bott_mled, sunken cavities, and sunken cavities with an instrumentation tunnel.

Likewise, three types of BWR reactor vcssel cavities were identified, c¢_rrespCmding to the Mark I,
II, and III types {_t'containments, althougt_ many variations exist within each _1"these types. "l'w¢_
additi_mal design fcaturcs, which were found to differ between the plants and may impact heal
removal l'mm the vessel during a severe react_r accident, are the ability _1"a vessel cavity to
become tl(_¢_dcdand the close pr¢_ximity t_l'steel supp¢_rt structures and stainless steel insulation
material to the react¢}r vessel.

In conclusion, various r_h|nt-specific features will impact heat transl'er during a severe reactor
accident. To simulate phen¢mmna properly, such as heal transport ¢_ccurring within the vessel and
from the vessel to the containment surroundings and the likelihood of vessel failure at a
penetration, design-specil'ic I'catures must he ccmsidercd. Secti¢m 4 presents results obtained by
applying the approach described in Secticm 1.2 to reduce the largc number ¢_1"paranlcters
characterizing these design-specific features and the range of heat-transfer conditicms into a
workable set of parameters that can hc incorp_rated into a simplified apprcmch l'¢_rmodelir_g the
vessel lower head during a core melt accident.
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4. CLOSED-FORM AND LESS-DETAILED NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES
FOR PREDICTING LOWER HEAD FAILURE

The procedure used in this study for determining which failure mode will occur first during a
severe accident is depicted in Figure 1-2. Questions related to debris relocation and vessel
response in Figure 1-2 may be answered by applying methods described in this section. A brief
description ot" these models, along with key assumptions used in the models, is provided in
Table 4-l. Note that models consider both the thermal and structural response of the vessel and
lower head penetrations. In addition to describing these simpler methods, this secticm also
presents results obtained from these methods and summarizes general insights into vessel failure
that have been gained from applying these models.

/ks discussed in Section 1, these methods use closed-form and less-detailed numerical

solution techniques because of the large number of reactor design and severe accident parameter
combinations that can result in lower head failure. Thus, a major uncertainty in model results is

duc to some of the simplifying assumptions required to obtain solutions for these models. Other
uncertainties in model results are discussed in Table 4-1.

Models are discussed this scctitm based on their solution technique. Models that use closed-
form solution techniques arc discussed in Section 4.1, and modcl_ that use simplified numerical
solution techniques arc discussed in Section 4.2. Within each of these categoric's, models that
consider thermal response arc discussed first. General insights obtained from applying the models
arc summarized in Section 4.3.

4.1 Models Using Closed-form Solution Techniques

Because of the large number of reactor design and ,;evere accident parameter combinations
that can lead to lower head failure, this study has relied heavily on models that use closed-form
solution techniques. /ks illustrated in this section, these models allow a larger number of cases to
be considered more rapidly and prcwide general insights into how different reactor designs

respond to different accident conditions.

4.1.1 Event Timing and Vessel Heatup

Thermal analyses provide boundary conditions, such as event timing and temperature
distributions, 12_rlower head failure analyses. By applying mass and energy equations to simplified
geometries, closed form soluticms have bccn obtained in this section to predict event timing and
one-dimensional vessel temperature distributions.

4.1.1.1 Application of Energy and Mass Conservation Equations to Predict Event
Timing. A nondcformable control volume, representing the cerium and coolant in the reactor
vessel at the calculation initiation, is shown in Figure 4-1. Conservation of energy and mass were
applied to this control volume from an arbitrary beginning state (denoted by the superscript b) to
an end state (done)ted by the superscript e) to)obtain the l'c_llowing equations:

e t, (4-1)M,j - Md = AM,j
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Figure 4-1. General control volume for modeling conditions prior to vessel failure.

e b feMe - Me = b ( rhin - ria°ut)dt (4-2)

e e b b e c b b

Mdlld - MdUd + Mcuc - M cuc =

e 12

ft,(Od + 0ox - Q_)dt + .It,(rhi"hin - rh, ho_,)dt (4-3)

Each of the variables in the above equations, which are identified in Table 4-2,a is a function
of one or more accident and/or reactor design parameters, as indicated in Table 4-2. b Because of

this complexity, it is not possible to directly obtain an analytical solution to these equations for the
severe accident scenarios reviewed in Section 3. However, by identifying all possible variables and
eliminating variables based on assumptions for specific accident scenario conditions, it is possible
to reduce these equations into a series of parametric curves, as illustrated in the following
examples. Results from these analyses should be viewed as order-of-magnitude estimates, and
assumptions used in the analyses should be reviewed before assuming that the results are
applicable to a particular accident scenario.

4.1.1.1.1 Time Until Corium Relocation During a Dry Adiabatic Heatup--To
illustrate the application of the process described, a simple case was considered in which a reactor,
initially operating at full power, has depressurized such that the core region is dry and the decay
heat goes entirely toward structure heatup. The control volume and assumptions used for this
case are illustrated in Figure 4-2. Makeup water is assumed to be unavailable, and the mass

a. A complete nomenclature list is provided in Appendix A.

b. Note that enthalpy is used in describing the energy from mass entering and leaving the system, but
internal energy is'used in describing initial and final system states. This simplification is allowed because
the control volume has a constant volume (see Reference 4-1).
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Table 4-2. Parameters impacting variables within system energy balance.

Symbol Description" Parameters impacting value

0d(t ) Power produced by debris Material composition of corium debris (melt fuel
fuel decay heat (J/s) fraction), initial core power level, fraction of

fission products released from debris, debris
geometry

0ox(t) Energy production rate Transient system temperature, pressure, water
from oxidation (JA) inventory

Qs(t ) Energy loss rate from the Transient ability of steam generator to remove
vessel (J/s) heat, vessel exterior structural geometry

(floodable cavity configuration, insulation location
and thickness )

ud Corium internal energy Initial reactor power (for beginning conditions);
(J/kg) debris composition and temperature (for end

conditions)

uc Coolant internal energy Initial reactor power (for beginning conditions);
(J/kg) system temperature and pressure (for end

conditions)

hin Coolant inlet enthalpy Initial reactor conditions, design specifications
(J/kg)

hout Coolant exit enthalpy Transient system pressure and temperature
(J/kg)

Ma Debris mass (kg) Reactor design specifications, vessel internal
structure geometry

Mc Coolant mass (kg) Reactor design specifications (for beginning
conditions); transient loss of coolant (for end
conditions)

rflin Coolant inlet mass flowrate Ability of emergency systems to provide coolant,
(kg/s) RCS makeup

mout Coolant exit mass flowrate Depressurization area, transient system pressure,
(kg/s) RCS letdown

a. A complete list of nomenclature is provided in Appendix A.
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Figure 4-2. Control volume for modeling adiabatic heatup.

loss from the vessel is ncgligible (i.e., rain = mout = 0.0). F'ui'thermore, the cncrgy from fuel

oxidation and the energy loss from thc vesscl arc ncgligiblc (i.e., Qox = Qs = 0.0). For the

duration of the analysis, the ratc of decay heat production is assumed constant and equal to 1%

of the initial reactor power level (i.e., Qo = 0.01 Qo). c The fraction, 0.01, was obtaincd by

iterating between thc calculated timcs until rclocation and a time versus decay power level curve
from Reference 4-2.

Given the above conditions, Equation (4-3) reduces to

[c O.Ol Qodt (4-4)Md(U _ - u_) :.,,

and the time until cerium debris relocation, trcI, can bc estimated using

- %au,,
treI = =

0.01 0 o 0.01Qo ' (4-5)

which is simply a ratio of the change in cerium (fuel and structure) intcrnal energy to the decay
power produced in the system.

The initial average cerium temperature was assumed as 825 K. Because the temperature at
which relocation of cerium occurs is not known prccisely, Equation (4-5) was evaluated for a
range of cerium end-state temperatures using material property data and design information from
Appendix F. Results, which arc shown in Figure 4-3, indicate that the timc until cerium
relocation for the refercncc BWRs is nearly a factor of two iongcr than for the reference PWRs.

c. Allhough the decay power varies somewhat over the solution times predicted, a constant value was
assumed so that an order-of-magnitude answer could be obtained using a closed-form solution technique.
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Figure 4-3. Time until melt rclocation, assuming a dry adiabatic hcatup.

This time difference results from the higher ratio of the structural mass to the initial power level
of the reference BWRs (typically over 100 kg/MWt for the reference BWRs versus less than
76 kg/MWt tbr the reference PWRs).

4.1.1.1.2 Boiloff Time Assuming Relocated and Quenched Debris--As a second
example, this process was applied to determine the impact of transient and design parameters on
vessel dryout times. The control volume and assumptions used for thiscase are illustrated in

Figure 4-4. As in the first example, the reactor is assumed to be initially operating at full power.
Makeup water is assumed to bc unavailable (i.e., rain = 0.0). However, mass loss from the vessel
is unrestricted. As in the previous example, the energy from fuel oxidation and the energy loss

from the vessel are neglected (i.e., Qox = Qs = 0.0). Because the analysis is concentrating on

the effects of transient thermal hydraulic conditions and reactor design parameters on coolant
boiloff time predictions, the debris and coolant are assumed to be in perfect therma! contact for

all cases. The debris is assumed to quench during relocation; and for the duration of the analysis,
the rate of decay heat production is assumed to be a constant value equal to 1% of the initial

power level (i.e., Qd = 0.01 Oo). d The fraction, 0.01, was obtained by iterating between the

calculated boilolT times and a time versus decay power level curve from Reference 4-2.

d. Although the decay power varies somewhat over the solution times predicted, a constant value was
assumed so that an order-of-magnitude answer could be obtained using a closed-form solution technique.
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Figure 4,-4. Control volume and Pv diagram for modeling boiloff times, assuming debris has
initially relocated to the lower plenum.

Given the above conditions, Equation (4-2) reduces to

e b -e -0.01 0,,dt

Mc - Mc = J b hrg(t) (4-6)

where hfg represents the enthalpy change as coolant transfers t'rom a fluid to a gaseous state.
From the above relationship, it can bc deduced that the coolant boikfff time, tt×,, is dependent on
the change in coolant mass, the change in coolant thermodynamic conditions, and the decay
energy produced by the t'ucl. Although the actual depressurization time is dependent on the
initial and t'inal pressures within the system (see Figure 4-4), if an isothermal and isobaric process
is assumed in Equation (4-6), the following equation for estimating boiloff can bc obtained

-(M;- M_)h,.g _ c _. - hrg
[bo =

(I.()1Q,, 0.01Q,, (4-7)
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where the ratio of the coolant v_lume t() the coolant fluid or vapor-specific volume, Vc/v r or

VJvg, has bccn substiluted for the initial liquid mass and t'inal steam mass, respectively.

Results for Equation (4-7) are plotted in Figure 4-5, assuming the reference BWR/4 and
B&W PWR coolant inventories t'rc}mAppendix F and an initial pressure equal to cach reference
plant's relict" valve setp()int pressure. In additicm, Equation (4-6) was cvaluatcd for cases in which
the final pressure was lower than the initial pressure. Results for all cases indicate that the

BWR/4 boiloff times arc longer, which is primarily a result of the lar_cr initial water inventory in
the BWR/4 plant (416.6 m3 of liquid is in thc BWR/4 versus 335.4 m-' in the B&W PWR). e
However, the lower operating BWR coolant temperatures and pressures in BWRs (typically,
550 K/6.9 MPa for the BWRs versus 580 K/15.5 MPa for the PWRs) also}impact the results

shown in Figure ,-5, since more energy is required tc_w_porize water at lower temperatures and
pressures. Shorter dryout times arc predicted for transients approaching isothermal conditions at
full pressure because less energy is required to vaporize water at higher temperatures and
pressures.

4.1.1.2 Transient Vessel Temperature DistributionAssuming Constant Debris Heat
Flux. Although more complex methods arc required to determine detailed transient temperature
distributions, an analytical solution to the one-dimensional form of the conduction equation can
be used _c)compare the effect of parameters, such as debris heat flux to the vessel and lhe he,it

T

6

_- __pa._. _ Total BWR
_: _t- p_ coolant inventory

"- Total
0 PWR_

"_ coolant p _
133 nventory

2 /

O J

300 400 500

Volume (ma)
M199-WHT-1190-b7

Figure 4-5. Boil-olT time, assuming rel¢_cateddebris.

e. Reactor system coolant inventories neglect water awlilable in plant emergency core coolant systems.
For example, if PWR accumulator inventories arc included, PWR boihfff times could increase by 20 to
3()% (see Refercncc 4-3).
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transfer coefficient from the vessel to the containment. The method lbr obtaining this solution is
documented in this section and several sample temperature distributions are provided. These
temperature distributions arc input to failure analyses in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4.

For the vessel geometries shown in Figure 4-6, the applicable form of the one-dimensional
transient heat conduction equation for predicting the vessel temperature, Tv(X,t), at distance, x,
and time, t, is

atv°_Tv _ ffl-'v (4-8)
dx2 , dt

where _ttv is the vessel thermal diffusivity. To obtain analytical solutions to the one-dimensional
transient heat conduction equation for the vessel geometries shown in Figure 4-6, the transient
was divided into two regimes: (a) the period required for the temperature front to penetrate
through the vessel and (b) the period required for the vessel temperatures to reach steady-state. 44
Solutions to each regime are described in the following sections.

4.1.1.2.1 Period Prior to Temperature Front Penetrating Vessel--Using Leibnitz's
Rule 45 and integral solution techniques with appropriate boundary conditicms, the lbllowing
vessel temperature distribution, Tv(x,t ), at distance, x, and time, t, is obtained from Equation (4-8)

qd(0) - x)2
T,,(x,t) = Tvo (0) + (4-9)

2 kv8

where Tvo(0) is the initial outer vessel wall temperature, I%is the vessel conductivity, qd is the
debris heat flux, and 8 is the thermal frcmt penetration distance. The temperature distribution
becomes directly dependent upon time when the tbilowing relationship between time, vessel
thermal diffusivity, atv, and thermal front penetration distance 44 is applied:

8 = V/-6mtvt . (4-10)

Equations (4-9) and (4-10) are used to obtain representativc PWR and BWR temperature
distributions in Section 4.1.1.2.3.

Using the tbilowing dimensicmless groups

TvI Tv(O't) - Tvi ,= and t I = 6t_tv/t v ,
qa(O)tv/2kv

a dimensionless vessel temperature distribution can be obtained. At x = O, this distribution is

' t_- (4-11)Tvt =
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qd

X=tv

(a) Configuration for predicting time for temperature
front to reach vessel outer wall.

x=O

(b) Configuration for predicting time for vessel wall
temperature to reach a steady-state distribution.

M577-WHT-492-04

Figure 4-6. Vessel and debris configurations for analytically predicting vessel transient
temperature distributions.
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As shown in Figure 4-7, remcwal el" plant-specific material and geometrical parameters from
Equation ('4-11) allows multiple plant vesscl distributions to be collapsed into one curve. By
inputting appropriate parameters for a specific plant, this curve can be used to estimate a
parameter, such as the time required for a thermal front to penetrate a vessel, the maximum
temperature difference through a vessel, or the decay heat flux, when all the remaining
parameters are known.

4.1.1.2.2 Period Prior to Steady-State Temperature Distribution--Applying
Leibnitz's Rule 4-5and integral solution techniques with appropriate boundary conditions, the
following temperature distribution is obtained from Equation (4-8)

Tv(x,t ) - T_ = x 1 - x 1 (t -_ .tvP + 1 x (4-12)

where tv is the vessel thickness, T, is the containment temperature, Biv is the vessel Bier number

(htvtv/k_), hw is the convective heat transfer coefficient between the vessel outer surface and the

containment atmosphere, tvp !s the thermal front penetration line [(Equation (4-10) with 5 = tv],
and % is the lime constant, gwen by

1.00 , ,- . .... , , ..... , , ,- , , .

0.75

-k

1.2; 0.50
./"
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0.00 0,25 0.50 0.75 1.00

t+*
M129 Wl'l [- 1092.10

Figure 4-7. Normalized difl'ercnce between the vessel inner and outer wall temperatures bel'_re
the thermal front reaches the vessel outer surface.
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1 + Bi,,/3
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Equation (4-12) is used to obtain representative PWR and BWR temperature distributions in
Section 4.1.1.2.3.

A dimensionless temperature distribution can also be obtained from Equation (4-12), using
the following dimensionless groups:

Tv(0,t) - T_,
= and tz = (t - tvp)/%T, 2 qd(0)/h,,,

At x = O, this distribution is

*--[1-exp(-t_)] (4-13)Tv2

Equation (4-13) has been used to obtain the dimensionless plot shown in Figure 4-8, that may be
applied to a wide range of vessel geometries and debris conditions to obtain quick estimates for a
parameter, such as the time required for a steady-state temperature distribution, the maximum
temperature difference in a vesscl, the debris decay heat flux, or the heat transfer coefficient,
when all the remaining parameters are known.
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Figure 4-8. Norma!ized difference between the vessel inner and outer wall temperatures before
steady-state vessel wall temperatures occur.
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4.1.1.2.3 Comparison of Vessel Thermal Response--Sample temperature
distributions are provided in this section using the equations derived in Sections 4.1.1.2.1 and

4.1.1.2.2. In these examples, melt is assumed to relocate to the lower head as a noncoherent jet
and tbrm a hotnogene_ms debris bed. The thermal responses ot" a B&W PWR and a GE BWR/4
are compared for three postulated debris conditions. Case I debris properties were selected to
represent material that is a primarily metallic slurry; Case II debris properties were selected to
represent material that is a primarily ceramic slurry; and Case Ill debris properties were selected
to represent a mt_lten pool of primarily ceramic debris. Typical debris heat tluxes for each ot"
these cases were estimated based upon SCDAP/RELAP5 results t'rom Section 5 and
Reference 4-6. Initial calculations were pert'ormed assuming a vessel-to-containment heat transfer
coefficient ot' 50 W/m2K, which is representative of the combined convective and radiative heat
transt'cr expected to (_ccur l'or cases in which the containment cavity is not flooded. However,
sensitivity calculations were performed to consider upper and lower bound estimate; namely, heat
transfer coefficients of I W/m2K and 100 W/m2K.

Results lbr Cases l through Ill, shown in Figures 4-9 through 4-11, indicate that the time for
thermal front penetration and the time for a steady-state temperature distribution to occur is
shorter in the PWR than in the BWR. BWR vessel response time predictions, which are typically

twice as long as values predicted for the PWR vessel, arc primarily a result of the larger BWR
lower head thickness. As indicated in Figures 4-9 through 4-11, the magnitude ot" the heat flux

l'rom the debris also impacts vessel response time. For example, the t'actc_r ot' lbur increase in the
heat flux between Case I1 and Case Ill is predicted to cause more than an order _)1"magnitude
decrease in the time l't_r the vessel inner surface to reach melting. Figure 4-12 illustrates that
assumptions related tt_ heat removal from the vessel to the containment significantly impact vessel
thermal response, because melting temperatures are predicted l'_r Case II within 4 hours for the
nearly adiabatic I W/reeK case (Figure 4-12a); whereas vessel temperatures arc predicted to
remain below 1200 K for the 10() W/m2K case where high heat losses arc assumed

(Figures 4-12c).

,1.1.1.3 Summary. Section 4.1.1 discusses analytical models that can be used for estimating
the thermal rcspemsc of the vessel during a severe accident. These models were developed by
applying mass and energy equations m simplified geometries for which analytical closed-form
solutions may be obtained to predict the relative timing for PWR and BWR scvcrc accident

progression. Mc_dcls wcrc applied to obtain ordcr-¢_f-magnitudc cstinlatcs for PWR and BWR
vessels using values typical of dcprcssurizcd scvcrc accident conditions. Results from these
models, which arc summarized in Table 4-3, indicate that a PWR transient will proceed more

rapidly (by as much as a [actor of two) than a BWR transient. These results were attributed to
higher ratios of BWR structural mass per heat generation rate, larger initial BWR water
inventories, and.thicker BWR lower heads. When results from analytical solutions were plotted in
terms of nondimcnsitmal groups, curves wcrc _btaincd that can bc applied to any PWR or BWR,
given that the appropriate reactor- and accident-specific parameters within the dimensionless
groups are spccil'icd.

4.1.2 Penetration Tube Heatup and Failure

Analyses have bccn pcrf_rmed to calculate characteristic tube hcatup times, melt velocity and
penctratkm distance, and in-vessel and ex-vcsscl tube l'ailurc. The results represent a range of
melt compositions (bounded by a metallic melt based on stainless-steel properties and a ceramic
melt based on UOe properties) and pcnctratk_n gccmactrical parameters (based upon PWR and
BWR penetratkms described in Section 3). Material properties and penetration dimensions used
for these calculations are given in Appendix F.
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Figure 4-9. Ca_c I ttlcrmal analysisresults.
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Figure 4-11. CaseIll{hcrmal analysisresults.
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Figure 4-12. Sensitivity of Case II thermal analysis results to vessel outer surface heat transfer
assumptions.
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Table 4-3. Summary ol' Section 4.1 analyses results.

Incremental time required
for event to occur

(hours)

Event PWR BWR

Melt relocation

(assuming Trct = 2400 K 1.0-1.4 1.9-2.1

Coolant boiloff

(assuming Pf = 0.1013 MPa and all RCS coolant is released)
4.4 5.5

Tempcraturc front penetrates vcsseP
0.1 0.3

Steady-state vessel temperature distribution _ 11.0 18.0

a. Values are quoted for a case in which it is assumed that a ceramic slurry relocates to the lower head
with a debris decay heat flux of 0.05 MW/m2 and that the vessel-to-containment heat transfer coefficient is
50 W/m2K.

4.1.2.1 Tube Thermal Heafup Time. An order-of-magnitude estimate for in-vessel tube
hcatup time can bc obtained by applying the expression for thermal relaxation time. f For
conditions of good debris-tube surface contact and conduction heat transfer, the time tbr thermal

front pcnctration (tip) through the tube wall thickness (tt) is given by47

t_ (4-14)
tip =

4 _ll

where 0_ttis the thermal dilTusivity (kt/OtCpt) or the penetration tube. In cases where the
instantaneous debris-to-tune contact temperature exceeds the tube materiars melting temperature,

the tube latent heat of fusion (Lt) must bc taken into account. The thermal relaxation time for
tube melting (ttm) is approximated using a solution for two semi-infinite regions, 47

2
t t

ttm = (4-15)"3

4 0_tt/_'t

where k.t is the tube phase change constant, which is dependent upon the material properties and
initial temperatures o1"the debris and the tube. The solution for _-t largely depends on system

f. Thermal relaxation time, lip , is defined as the time required to transmit a temperature-forcing function
at lhe surface of a heat-conducting body through the tube wall thickness, t r
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boundary conditions and the number of regions that may experience phase change. A system of
transcendental equations was developed in Reference 4-8 to determine the melting and
solidification constants for a solid in contact with a molten material. Applying the material data
for either ceramic or metallic melt in contact with PWR Inconel-600 and BWR stainless steel

penetrations, tube melting constants for both materials are nearly identical, although assumptions
related to melt conditions cause the tube melting constants to range from 0.05 to 0.2.

Assuming an average tube melting constant of 0.1, Figure 4-13 illustrates relaxation times for
thermal front penetration and for tube melting calculated for debris in contact with the range of
lower head penetrations with in-vessel structures: a GE instrument tube (GE IT); a GE control
rod guide tube (GE C/R); a B&W instrument tube (BW IT); and an instrument tube from two
Westinghouse plants, W IT I and W IT 2). As shown in Figure 4-12, all thermal front
penetration times are short, ranging from 1 second for GE BWR stainless steel instrumentation
penetrations to 17 seconds for the thicker portion of a B&W Inconel instrumentation tube nozzle
(see Figures 3-10 through 3-12 for penetration tube diagrams). Tube melting times are longer,

104 i _ _

-- Relaxation Times
C__Thermal Front Penetration

..... Inconel

....... Stainless steel
Tube melting

10 3 __ Inconel .......... _----_--_-_------"--
Stainless steel _ :_:....________--__z__-:-- =

_. ._-_.,..._ _ _ --
_ _...._ ...---..

__.._%,......_•

-- ..._._S_/'-'1

t,./) 'S:......v -- --_:-s'_j

• 10 2
E -: _=

• _ --

- . _55. "_ ," .... -

-- . //S "1'

10 0
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Tube thickness (cm)

GE IT B&W IT (thick portion)

WIT2 W IT 1 &GE C/R

, f v , ,v , v ,
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Tube thickness (cm)
M845-WHT-493-23

Figure 4-13. Estimatedthermal rcspcmsctime for Iowcr head penetrations in contact with
dcbris.
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ranging from 3 minutes for a GE BWR stainless steel instrumentation tube to 25 minutes for the
thicker portion of a B&W lnconel penetraticm tube. The resp_msc times for lnconel tubes are
somewhat longer than those for stainless steel tubes because ¢_t"lnc_nel's Mwer conductivity and
thermal diffusivity.

4.1.2.2 Debris Thermal Requirements to Induce In.vessel Tube Melting. The short
time constants estimated in Section 4. !.2. i indicate that rapid tube heatup can be expected when
lower head penetrations are in contact with corium melt. However, these analyses rio not
consider the thermal requirements necessary for tube melting. A detailed calculation for
predicting tube melting requires knowledge of convective heat transfer as melt travels past a
penetration, conduction heat transfer through any solidified debris that forms outside the
penetration, and the magnitude ¢5t"decay heat within the debris. However, an order-ol'-magnitudc
estimate of the minimum debris thermal requirements to induce tube melting may he obtained by
neglecting the presence ¢5t'coolant in the lower head and applying a heat balance to a penetration
tube surrounded by a constant temperature, nonporous debris using the idealized geometry shown
in Figure 4-14, as follows:

Ad Pd Cpd 0d = At Pt opt 0t (4-16)

In this equation the wlriables 0d and 0_ represent effective temperatures for the debris and tube,
which are given by

0d = Td(0 ) - Tmp/t for solid debris with Tmp/t _ T j(()) < Tml,/d • or

Ld
0 d = Td(0 ) -Tmp/t +- t2)r molten debris with Td(()) z T,,,I,/d and

Cpd

L t

0 t = Tmp/t - Tt(0 ) + .
Cpt

A d

M?92-WHT-293-13

Figure 4-14. Idealized geometry of penetration surrc_uncled by corium for predicting minimum
debris temperature requirements tt_ induce tube melting.

I
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where Cp represcnts the specific heat capacity, p represents the density, A represents the area, L
represents the latent heat of fusion, and Trap represents the tube melting point of the debris or
tube (denoted by the subscript d or t).

Equation (4-16) may be rewritten as follows:

0d = cpt PtAt = cot Mt

0l Clxl Pd AO Cp_jMd (4-17)

where Mt represents the mass oi" tube material buried in debris of mass, Md. The above
relationship indicates that lower temperature dcbris is capable of causing tube melting when the
ratio of tube-to-debris mass per unit length is low. Although the presence of coolant was
neglected in this analysis, the debris temperatures required to induce tube melting for cases with
coolant would increase because heat would bc lost to the coohmt.

Curves in Figure 4-15 represent Equation (4-17) evaluated for several debris and tube
material combinations. The region abcwc the boundary lines separating the failure and intact
regions corresponds to cases where the effective debris-to-tube temperature ratio can induce tube
melting. Mass ratios arc plotted on the lower x-axis for reference PWR and BWR lower heads.
These ratios were calculated using _lunit cell apprc)ach, where the area without penetrations is
assumed to bc full c)l"debris. A range is specified because the penetration pattern is irregular in
lower heads. Because the length of the debris is equal to the length of the tube surrounded by
the debris, mass ratios wcrc then obtained by multiplying the area ratios by appropriate densities

for the debris and tubes. Bounding wllucs for the mass ratios, Mt/M d, wcrc found to range from
(1.0()39 to 0.053 for a PWR and from ().!5 to 0.30 for a BWR. BWR values arc significantly
higher because BWR lower heads are penetrated by instrument tubes and control rod guide
tubes; whereas PWR lower heads arc penetrated only by instrument tubes.

As shown in Figure 4-15, relatively low debris temperatures may cause tube melting in

PWRs, such as the B&W plant, which have only instrument tube iowcr head penctrations. For
example, ceramic debris temperatures in excess of 1700 K arc required to induce melting o1' the
B&W Inconcl penetration tubes, whereas ceramic debris temperatures in excess of 2000 K arc
required to induce tube melting in GE stainless steel penetration tubes. The curves in
Figure 4-15 _)lsoshow that somewhat lower debris temperatures can cause melting if the melt is
primarily metallic material or it"the l,enctratk,ns are stainless slcel.

Figure 4-15 was generated _lssuming a debris that is either ceramic or metallic with zero
porosity. Temperature independent wducs for tube and debris thermal properties were assumed

(the debris is at its solidus temperature and the tube is initially at 56() K) using data in
Appendix F. However, similar failure maps could bc generated for other initial reactor thermal
hydraulic conditions and for porous debris beds by appropriately modifying the tube and debris
thermal properties. Figure 4-15 considers Inconel and stainless steel tube materials because these
materials arc the only ones present in LWR penetrations with in-vessel structures (i.e., the BWR
carbon steel drain line does not have any in-vessel structures).

Horizontal cross-hatched bands corresponding to 0d/0 t for an initial tube temperature ol"
560 K and initial debris tcvnpcraturcs o1'3113 K (the melting temperature of UO2) and 24(_) K
(the average of UO z and stainless steel melting temperatures) arc included in Figure 4-15. Bars
are required, rather than individual lines because the bars consider both Inconcl and stainless
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.0 I I 1 I
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M199-WHT-1290-22

Figure 4-15. Debris thermal requirements to induce penetration melting.

steel tube material properties. As shown in Figure 4-15, both reactors' penetrations are predicted
to melt at these temperatures for cases where coolant or voids arc absent from the lower head
debris bed.

4.1.2.3 Melt Velocities for Gravity and Pressure Driven Flow, The preceding
calculations indicate that in-vessel tube melting is possible if bottom entry penetrations are in
thermal contact with cerium debris. Penetration tube failure can create an open pathway for melt
relocation through the lower head via the breached penetration tubes. A governing parameter
that alTccts cx-vesscl tacit/tube interaction is melt llow velocity. The section provides estimates
for characteristic values for terminal melt velocities.

Figure 4-16 illustrates the geometry used to model viscous melt drainage in an open channel.
As discussed in Section 3.2.2, most flow paths through LWR penetrations contain RCS coolant at
system pressure, so there is no pressure difference between locations 1 and 2 affecting melt flow.
However, the inner channel within LWR instrument tubes contains air at containment pressure.

Hence, there arc some melt pathways through LWR penetrations where a pressure gradient will
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Failed tube

P1

h _

de
M729-WHT-1092-03

Figure 4-16. Illustration of melt flow through a penetration.

exist. Neglecting any decay heat that may be present in molten debris traveling through a lower
head penetration, the energy equation t'c_rsteady, adiabatic Ilow in a tube gives

2 2

PI + Vdl P2 Vd2 (4-18)-- + gYl = hi. + _ + _ + gY2
Pd 2 Pd 2

where P represents the pressure, vd represents the velocity, and y represents the vertical location
of the debris at the tube entrance and exit (denoted by a subscript 1 and 2, respectively). The

loss due to friction, hi, is calculated by applying

]41] it ] 2

Vd vg

h_. = ._ + K 2 (4-19)

where tf represents the Fanning friction factor, It represents the distance required for melt to
travel to locations within the tube below the vessel lower head (i.e., the distance from the break

location to the vessel outer surl'acc), K represents the entrance loss coefficient,, and vw,v,
represents the average velocity across the tube area at the exit. Note that an effective l_ow
diameter for melt, dc, is used in Equati_m (4-19) so that annular tlow paths within penetrations,
such as the ilow path between LWR instrument guide tubes and instrument strings (sec

Figures 3-10 and 3-11), can be considered. Recognizing that Vd2 > > Vdl, and that Yt - Yz = It,
Equation (4-18) can be simplified to

fl I 2

&P Vd2 (4-20)_ +glt = 4 +K + 1
Pd rd--_e 2
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which can be solved lbr Vd2to obtain

2 AP/pd + 2 g I, (4-21)

The Fanning friction factor and cntrancc loss coefficient are depcndcnt on Reynolds number.
Thc solution to Equation (4-21) requires itcratkm bctwccn ff and vd2; a friction factor must be
assumed to calculate the velocity, and then the Reynolds number is calculated to confirm that the
appropriate friction factor and loss cocfficicnt were selected using a Moc_tly diagram 49 and an
entrance loss cocl'l'icicnt diagram, 41°

Figure 4-17 compares terminal tacit velocities for the range of pressure gradients possible in
BWR and PWR reactor vessels. Pressure gradients were selected to compare maximum melt
velocities

70 ........ , .... ,..... , ....... , ,... , , ....... _.....• . - , .... -.

60 _AP = 17 MPa

50

__

40 ------------

AP = 8.6 MPa

2O

10 _,SP = 0.0 MPa

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

It/de

t-91-_ B&W IT ---I_

GE CR

-GE DN

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Ii/d e M792-WHT'293-07

Figure 4-17. Vck_cities for melts driven by gravity and pressure.
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thn_ugh penetrations ¢_1'dcprcssurized react¢_rs (ll MPa) and the vessel design pressure l'c_rBWRs
(8.6 MPa) and PWRs (17 MPa). Ceramic and metallic melt c_mmp_sitioris were bounded by usirlg
thermal properties tbr LJO2 arid stainless steel evaluated fit the liquidus temperature Ibr each
material (see Appendix F).

The lower x-axis in Figure 4-17 displays apprt_priate ranges Ibr the tube length _ver the tube
effective diameter of the LWR r_enetratitms listed in Al_perldix F: a GE instrument tube
(GE IT), a GE control rt_l.!guide tube (GE C/R), a GE drain line ilt_zzle (GE DN), a B&W
Instrument Tube (B&W IT), and instrument tubes I'mln the two Westinghouse vessels (combined
into the range indicated by W IT). A lower bound Ik_r the value of I_in each c_l"tl'lese ratios was
estimated by recognizing that the minimum distance that the melt must travel is the vessel
thickness. Upper bounds were estimated by considering the p_iilt where debris is retire likely tt_
ablate through eacll penetration tube. These estimates were c_btairled by considering p¢_ints
where tube rlarrt_wing t_ccurred (such as wi'lere the B&W irlstrument tube nozzle narrows) and by
c_msidering where the hotter ptu'tion of debris beds would occur (in cases where i'lt_tube
narrowing occurs).g Nc_te that _illy ;! single value is displayed Ibr the drairl lirle because there is
nc_ in-vessel structure assclciated with this pcnetrati¢_n.

Resulls indicate that system r_rcssurc has the m_st inlluence t_rl melt veh_city prcdicti(_ns. At

higl'ler pressures, results are displayed as velocity ranges and melt veh_cities are approximately
I()% higher if the melt is metallic rait'lcr tllan ceramic. At lower pressures, the irllluence of rnelt
c_nlpc_siti_n bec_mcs negligible because tt'lc density ctel_cndcrlcc is tied t_ the pressure difference
term in Equatitm (4-21). in fact, ft_r ;i dcpressurizcd severe accident, melt volt,cities fire i_redicied
t¢_range between 1.8 lind 2.6 m/s l'_r the I.WR h_wer head l_enetratitms listed irl Apl_crldix F'.
ltence, gravity-clriverl melt vek_city prcclicii_ms fire relatively l_u,' It_r all _1 the melt materifll
properties lind llenetrlltit_rl ge_unctries included.

4.1.2.4 Melt Penetration Distance. As discussed in Secti_ua 2.1.2, prcvi_ms I,MI:I:IR

cxperirncntal arlalyscs did n_t pi_wc c_nclusively that melt pcnetrati_m was g_wei'ncd by turbulent
heat transfer (as predicted with the "bulk freezing" m_clel first advanced by Ostcnserl arlcl
.lacks_rfl Il, 41_) _t" c_nducti_n heat transfer through the crust wl'lich l't_rms ah_ng the channel wall

(;is predicted with the "ct_ntluctitm layer" mt_del _1"F.psteirf l._:c,ll.l). l lt_wevcr, experimental data
indicate that melt pcnctrati_m distances arc h_unded by the distances predicted by the hulk
freezing and ct_rlductit_n I;_yer m_dels. Alttu_ugh nu_Ic c_m_plex lm_dels Ilavc been developed ti_
simultane_usly evaluate c_mvectivc and c_nducti_rl heat trarlsrcr l_hcn_m_cn;_ and t_tlacr
pllenomerla affecting melt s_lidil'icaii_n, a m_dil'icd vcrsit_n t_r the bulk freezing m_dcl and an
¢liiginal VClsit)n o1'the c()ncluctil)il ill{}ttcl arc applied in this scctil_n t_l i_l)tiiill upper find lllwel
bt)umls 1_I"llrder-t)l'-mlii_nitud¢ eStilllalCs t_l"tilt.' nlcll l}cnctr;ititln distances, l;igurc 4-Ik4 illustrates
the gct_nlCll-yassunlctl I'(ir ill)plyillt_ c;ich In_clcl.

Alth_ugh the entire area within S(llllC I.WI4 pcnctriltit_ns, such its the FJWRdlHin line, is
available t'_)rmoll l]ll\v, lllally pc:nc'ir;ilil_i_sc_)nl;iin inner sll'tlCltlre.s, such ilS I.WR instrument
tubes (see l:igurc.'s?,-II anti 7-1":)),t:lCliiin_ an allnular area I'llr melt I]l)w. In {)rdcr t{} C_llsidcr
birth types ill' melt I'h_wpliths in these nTtldc'ls,an crl'eciive tliaillClcr has been inc(}rpi)ralcd, which
I'()r an I,WR insirunlcnl tube is given !_7

g. lJlipcr I_l)und.s17>rtlct)ris hod hcil_hls ill llicvi_u.sscvcic ac't:idClllall;ilysc,<,WClChascdui)_)iliill'_)iinali(lll
reviewedin Scclii)ll ."4.
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Figure 4-18. ('Omlmris_mt_l'll_u "hulk freezing"and "ccmduclitmlayer" m(+delsl'_)rthe prediction
<.+fmull licrictrati(+m<,listarlcctlir(_ugh a c(_Itltube.

d<.--+ - d[,,

where di is the inner diameter t+l"the tuhc and d_,,is the t+utcrdiameter t)l' the instrumcrlt string.
Ft+ra channelwitht+ut any internal structures,d,,, is set equal lt+_,crt+,and the effective diameter
reduces it+the tube iilllcr diarnutcl.

A mt+dil'icdversion ¢+1"the bulk freezing m(+dci is used 1(1cstilllatc the pcnctralit)i] distance
¢_1"ll+_()itendebris intt+vcssc[ pcl]ctratk+ns ct+ntairlingc¢)tflant. The model assumes that turbulence
in the fit+wingmelt prevents a stable crust l'n+m Ik)rrningat the channel wall (scc Figure 4-1Sa).

In this study, ]atilt trarlsl'crc(lcl'l]ciC.ilt ctlrrclll t it )n,,,; ft+rturbulent liquid nlctil] ll(+warc used to
mt+cl¢lhoth nlctallic and ccran]icdebris. BCC+ltiSctilt Pralltll] Iltinibcr ft+rtither ill¢la] t)r ceramic
molt is Its+ than ().4and the Rcyntilds i]ulnhcr l'tir ¢ithcr nielallic t)i ccranlic duhris in even the
Itiwur velocity, gravity-drivencases,is well al+(wc731)(),ihcsc c't+rrclaih+nsii1+¢cimsidcrcd to be
apprt)prllit¢, A ct+i'iscrvativc ttirhuict]t liquid inclal heal irailsl'cr ct>¢ll'icicnt ct)rl'clalit)n l't)r i+h)w in

ll+llg circuhlr tuhus l+ .1 i_
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Nu = ht de - 0.625 Pe°'4
k,j

An appropriate correlation for turbulent liquid metal flow in concentric annuli iS4"1

Nu = 5.25 + 0.0188 Pe°'8 .

The Peclet number, Pe, in both of the above equations is defined as

deVdPdCpd (4-22)Pc=
k,j

The penetration distance is conservatively estimated by assuming that the melt stops when
the entire amount of debris in the tube has solidified. The model uses a heat balance to equate
the amount of heat removed as the debris solidifies with the convective heat transfer between the
melt and the tube wall and between the melt and the coolant. Assumptions made in the
derivatioh of the equation include allowing coolant to escape from the tube as vapor upon
heating and limiting heat exchange between the debris and the coolant to the azimuthal direction.
Heat transfer from the leading edge in the axial direction is neglected. A separate heat balance
around the coolant in ccmtact with the debris allows the debris-coolant heat transfer coefficient
in the first heat balance to be replaced by terms accounting for the change of energy stored in the
coolant.

Because several final coolant conditions are possible, three cases arc considered. At the
time of solidification the coolant in radial contact with the debris is modeled as either subcooled

liquid, saturated vapor, or superheated vapor. Letting a lower case x re,present the fraction of the
available effective area containing melt, the dimensionless penetration distances for a case in

which the final coolant temperature is subcooled (i.e., Tit = subcooled, but at a temperature

abcwe the initial tempcraturc, Tli) are givcn by thc following relationships

Circular tubes

Annular Tubes

1

- 0.25 Pc

pdcpd (Td - Tt) 5.25 + 0.0188 Pc°'8

For the case where the coolant in contact with the debris becomes saturated vapor, the relations
are
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Circular tubes

=0.4 Pe°'6

dt-ds° PdC_ (T d - Tt )

Annular tubes

=0.25 Pc -- _

d_-dso ] (4-26)

PdC_ (TO- T t) 5.25+0.0188 peO.8 _d' }0.3J
If the coolant becomes superheated the equations are modified as,

Circular tubes

Xp

di-dso

Pd%0 (Td- Tt ) (4-27)

Annular tubes

Xp =

di -dso

• 0 c
0.25Pe Pd{Cpd(Td-Trnp/d)+Ld}- X PlsatCp' ) Pgsat gsupPg

For the case where no coolant is present, the heat balances yield
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t

Circular tubes

Xr pco,6 (Td - Tmp/d) + Ld= (1.4 CPd (4-29)

d,-dso (Td -T,)

Annular tubes

L d

Xp (Td- Trap/d) + c-"_= 0.25 Pc

ITd - Ttl 5.25 + 0.0188 Pc °'8
dso

In the above equations, changes in the mean temperature of the melt arc neglected as the melt
proceeds down the channel. This assumption is valid provided 413

(T O- Tmo/d)/(Td - T,) < < 1.0 .

Typically, this ratio is around 0.25.

The "conducticm layer" model assumes that transient freezing is gcwerncd by crust buildup at
the channel wall, where conduction heat transfer gcwcrns melt solidification. Once the frozen
layer closes at the channel center, tlow ceases and the remaining melt inside the channel freezes.
The model also assumes a constant penetration melt velocity into a thick-walled channel. Because
the molten material is assumed to bc at t_r near its melting point, nc_convective heat exchange
occurs at the melt-crust interface, and crust solidification is assumed to bc independent ot' melt

flow dynamics. For all times, t, the crust thickness is zero at the Icading edge and maximum at
the channcl inlet (scc Figurc 4-18b).

The conduction model predicts a squarc root dependence for the crust thickness, oc, as a
function o1' time, t, in a semi-int'initc wall channel 413

t)0.5
Oc(t) = 2 _.,:(atd (4-31)

where _'c represents the solidificaticm constant for the debris and atd represents the debris

thermal difl'usivity..As discussed in References 4-8, 4-13, and 4-16, the solidification constant is
found from dilTcrcnt approximalions of boundary conditions and the number of regions that may

experience phase change. Using the mcthc)dology described in Rcl'crcnce 4-8, the sc_lidification
constant for molten ceramic debris in contact with either Inconei-600 or stainless steel

penetrations is estimated to have a value of ~0.75. Likewise, the solidil'icatitm constant for
molten metallic debris in contact with either lnconel-600 or stainless steel penetrations is

estimated to have a value t)l"~0.2. There arc no data lk_rquantifying the solidificaticm constant
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for melt c9ntacting coolant. Hence, it is not currently possible to use the conduction model to
quantify the effect that coolant within a tube has on melt penetration distances.

Substituting the criteria for melt freezing (o c = de/2) and the relationship between time and
penetration distance (t = X,/v,j ) into Equation (4-31), the following relationship is obtained tbr
predicting a dimensionless meelt penetration distance:

Xp = 1 Pc (4-32)2
de 16 _'c

This equation may be rearranged in terms ol"the difference of the diameters in place of the
effective diameter to obtain

Xp _-- Pc Idi +dso

di- dso 16 )t_qdi dso

Figure 4-19 compares the results from the modified bulk freezing and conduction models for
ceramic and metallic debris compositions at their respective liquidus temperatures. Dimensionless
penetration distances arc plotted as a function of Peclet number, which is dependent upon the
melt velocity, the melt thermal diffusivity, and the effective diameter for melt flow. The modified

bulk freezing model takes debris superheat into consideration, along with the state of the coolant,
if present, at the timc of debris solidificaticm. The conduction model curves arc independent of
debris temperature, but account for debris solidification. Debris was assumed to fill the entire
effective area available for melt flow in both models.

The penetration distances predicted by each model arc given as ranges for each model to
account for the various types of penetration tubes. Debris penetration in a GE control rod guide
tube represents the upper bound for the conduction model, and the GE drain line represents the
lower bound. However, the GE drain line represents the upper btmnd for the modified bulk
freezing model, and a GE instrumentation tube produces the lower bound. Conduction model
results indicatc that for a given pcnctration diameter, metallic melts travel further than ceramic
melts; whereas similar pcnctration lengths arc predicted for ceramic and metallic melt with the

modified bulk freezing model. Because of its larger thermal diffusivity (k/pep), mctallic melt has a
smaller Pcclet number for a given velocity and temperature in a given penetration. However, the
smaller Peeler number for the metallic melt is cwershadowed by a much smaller melt solidification
constant in conduction model predictions, and is balanced by superheat eft'cots in modified bulk
freezing model predictions. Hence, the ability of metallic debris to conduct heat more rapidly is
offset by its smaller solidificaticm constant and by its much higher superheat for a given
temperature.

Locations on the secondary hc_rizontal axes of Figure 4-.19 indicate the Pccict number for
various penetrations based on a velocity of 1 m/s. As discussed in Section 4.1.2'.3, this velocity is
an order-of-magnitude prediction t'¢_rmelt traveling through penetrations with no pressure head.
The penetration dist_nccs corresponding to the Pcclet numbers on these grids represent minimum
values; longer distances wc_uld bc predicted t'¢_rpressure-driven cases. The horizontal region
labeled lt/(di-dso) in Figure 4-19 represents the upper and lower bc_und for the distance that must
bc traveled by debris tc_reach the vessel outer surt'acc through a gap of di-dso, based on various
reactor lower head thicknesses and possible ablation heights c_flower head penetrations. The
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Figure 4-19. Compariscm of dimensionless penetration distancc [Xp/(di-dso)] versus Pcclct

, number (deVdPdCpd/kd)predicted by the modified bulk freezing and conduction layer models.
(Locations on lower x-axes assume a melt velocity of 1.0 m/s and an initial melt relocation

temperature of 24(X) K.)

minimum for this range corresponds to a GE drain line nozzle, which has no in-vessel structure,
and the BWR vessel thickness: whereas the maximum for this range corresponds to the maximum

debris height expected in a lower head during a severe accident and a Westinghouse instrument
tube gap thickness.

Results from the conducticm model calculations show that for a Pcclct number range of 103
to 1(15,debris will flow out of the lower head regardless of the penetration type. However, debris

modeled with the modified bulk freezing equations is predicted to flow out of the lower head only
for cases where the tube is ablated near the vcsscl/tubc interface and where the tube has a

relatively large effective diameter for melt flow. For example, tacit is predicted to travel below
the lower head through a GE drain line penetration that has no in-vessel structures and a
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relatively large cffcctive diamcter for mclt llow. Note that Figure 4-19 results wcre obtained
assuming that there was no prcssurc head driving the melt llow. Higher velocity melts would be
predicted to travel to distances bclow the lower head through more of thcse penetrations.

As discussed above, Figure 4-19 shows that distances predicted with the conduction model
are orders of magnitude greater than distances predicted with the modified bulk freezing model,
even without considering thc effects of coolant. The presence ()f coolant within a tube, coupled
with a reduced tlow area, would lower the pcnctration distances predicted by both models. The
effect of coolant in the conduction model would bc incorporated through differences in values for

4-8
the solidification constant. However, the solidification constant, which typically has a value < 1,
would have to increase by an order of magnitude bcfore the conduction model would predict
distances comparable to results of the modified bulk frcczing modcl.

The effcct ol"coolant on modificd bulk l'rcczing model predictions is illustrated in

Figure 4-20. This figure prcscnts dimcnsionlcss penctration distance predictions for thc modified
bulk freezing model as a function ()t"the ratio of the Pcclct nunlbcr t() the Nusselt number.
Calculating pcnetration distance based ()n a Pc/Nu ratio enables both annular and non-annular
types of penetrations to be analyzed with one set ol" curves. Both ceramic and metallic debris arc
represented in Figurc 4-20. For the cases that involved coolant, debris was assumed to fill onc-
quartcr of thc clTcctivc area available for melt llow in the tube.

The initial tcmperaturc of both melt compositic)ns was assumed to bc 200 K above their
respective solidification temperatures. The tubc wall temperature was assumcd to) equal the initial
temperature of the coolant. The final temperature ()f the coolant in the subc()()icd state was set
50 K above the initial temperature, which would allow the temperature to) remain below
saturation. A superheated temperature 2()() K above saturation was selected because this
temperature diffcrcncc allowed results t() bc distinguished l'rt)na the penetration distances
predicted with saturated vapor in the tube. The curves in Figure 4-2() show that debris travels
farthest if thc tube is void ()t"coolant. The presence ()f coolant decreases the penetration distance
because of the heat transferred from the debris tc) the coolant.

A range of Pc/Nu for cach tube is given on the secondary x-axes ol" Figure 4-20. The low
end ot"each range corresponds to dcbris filling one-quarter of the effective area. The high end

corresponds to a cross section filled with debris. A velocity of 1 m/s is used t() determine the ratio
of Peclet number t() Nussclt number for each penetration tube. The upper and lower bounds for
the distance that the debris mus_ travel t() cxit the vessel lower head are also) represented in

Figure 4-20 by the horizontal region labeled lt/(di-d_,,). Thus, modified bulk freezing model results
indicate that debris inside both Westinghouse instrument tubes and the GE control rod guide
tube will remain within the lower head for the two debris comp()sitit)ns considcrcd in Figure 4-20.
Tubes with larger cffcctive diameters for melt flow will allow debris t() flow out of the lower head
if thc tubes arc ablated closc to the surface of the vessel.

A number of parameters affect the penetration distance, including the coolant condition, the
melt composition, etTcctivc area, initial temperature, and vole)city. The debris composition
appears to have the greatcst impact on penetration depth, as sh_)wn in Figures 4-19 and 4-20. As
the area of debris increases, effects ()f c()()lant state decrease. The initial temperature of the

debris greatly influences the distance predicted if c()()lant is absent frc)m the tube. However,
debris temperature effects decrease with the introductic)n of c()c)lant arid as more heat is
transl'erred to the coolant. A ch_lnge in c(_c)lant state l'rcmasuhc(_(_led to superheated for debris
encompassing one quarter of the effective area has less effect t)n penetration distance than
changing the debris effective area I'rcmac_nc-half to) ¢_nc-tluartcr.
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Figure 4-20. Modified bulk freezing model results illustrating the cl'fccts ot"coolant on the

dimensionless penetration distance [Xlc'(di-ds,,)] predictions as a function of the ratio of Peclet to
Nusselt number (vdpdCpd/ht). (Locations on lower x-axcs assumc a melt velocity of 1.0 m/s and an
initial melt relocation temperature of 2400 K.)

As discussed in Section 2.1, prcvious LMFBR work did not prove conclusively which ot'
these two models is more appropriate. However, previous work did show that penetration
distances wcrc bounded by these two models. Thcrc are large discrepancies between the two
models' prcdicti0ns. For the low pressure cases considered in Figure 4-19, melt is predicted to
travel below the lower head if the conduction modcl is applied; whereas, if the modified bulk
freezing model is applied, melt is predicted to travcl below the lower head only for penetrations
having larger effective areas for melt flow and/or pcnctrations that are ablated near the vessel
inner surface. Experimental data arc needed to determine which of these models is appropriate
for severe accident analysis.
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4.1.2.5 Thermal.Induced Ex.vessel Tube Mechanical Failure. Using the geometry
shown in Figure 4-21, two methods were applied to assess the potential of cx-vesscl thermal-
induced tube failure:

1. A heat balance between melt heat loss and melt/tube wall heat transfer

2. A steady-state heat transfer model that considers melt decay heat and tube wall
radiative heat loss.

These methods are examined to define the heat transfer parameters influencing thermal-induced
mechanical failure in cx-vcssei tubes. Both methods assume one-dimensional heat transfer from

the melt, which is assumed to fill the entirc effective flow area, to the tube. Thermal properties
are evaluated at the initial temperatures assumed for the debris and tube. An infinite time is
assumed to be available lbr heat transfer. Thus, these analyses provide a lower bound for
conditions, such as debris relocation temperature and 'debris heat flux, necessary to induce
cx-vessel tube failure. The appropriateness t)f assumptions utilized in these analyses is evaluated
using finite element techniques in Section 5.

To determine if tube failure by thermal means is possible, a simple heat balance was written
for the geometry illustrated in Figure 4-21, where the sensible and latent heat transferred from a
molten melt plug is equated to the heat gained by the tube wall

0d = Atx Ptcpt (4-33)
"_t Aerf PdCpd

Aett= d 2/

Atx=  (do2-

M845-WHT-493-17

Figure 4-21. Melt flow and refreczing through lower head via breached penetration tube.
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where 0d is equal to the effective debris temperature, which is det'ined as

0d = Td(0) - Tt/r for solid debris with Tt/f < Td(0) < Trap/d; or

0 d = Td(0 ) - Tt/f+ Ld/Clx 1 for molten debris with T d >_Tmp/d

and 0t designates the temperature increase from the initial tube temperature to the tube failure
temperature, TI/r, which for ex-vessel lililure calculations is assumed to occur when the
temperature o1"the tube reaches the point at which the tube's ultimate strength is less than the
average stress in the tube from the system pressure. Ultimate strength behavior of penetration
tube material (Inccmel, stainless steel, and SAI05/SAI(X_ carbon steel) is not well defined at high

temperatures, in fact, before the NRC Lower Head Failure Program, high-temperature data tbr
these materials were limited, il"nonexistent, tier temperatures above I(XX)K. As discussed in
Appendix B, a small number o1"high-tenlperature tests for penetration tube materials were
completed. Although results from these tests are limited, cal.culations were performed using the
new data to estimate ultimate strength behavic_r at high temperatures. Curves illustrating the
ultimate strength behavior assumed in these calculations are found in Appendix F.

Eqdation (4-33) was ewduated for metallic (stainless steel) and ceramic (UO2) based melt
debris in contact with the reference plant penetrations. Figure 4-22 presents results obtained
when the initial tube temperature is assumed at 55t) K and the final tube temperature is assumed
equal to the temperature where the ultimate strength of the tube material is less than the stress
in the tube from system pressure. Results in Figure 4-22 illustrate that a higher debris
temperature is required to induce failure if the debris is metallic. This phenomenon may be
understood by noting that for the temperatures o1"interest, UO 2 has a higher heat capacitance

(for example, 24(X) K values in Appendix F indicate that pep for UO 2 is 4.2 MJ/m3K; whereas pep
for stainless steel is 3.9 MJ/m3K).

HoriZontal bands corresponding to 0d/0 t for debris temperatures of 3113 K (the melting
temperature o1"UO2) and 24(X) K (the average of UO 2 and stainless steel melting temperatures)
are included in Figure 4-22. As shc_wn in Figure 4-22, ex-vessel tube failure is predicted l'¢_ronly
the BWR drain line and some o1"the instrument tube penelraticms because of their largel
effective diameters l't_r melt I'h_w and their relatively thin walls.

To determine an order-eft-magnitude estimate _1"the debris heat flux required to induce tube
failure, a heat balance can be applied between the containment at temperature, T,,, and the tube
with exterior surt'acc area, _d,,I,,, containing debris with ex-vcssel length, I,,, equivalent diameter,
de, and heat flux, ¢id- Writing the resulting expression in ncmdimensional terms yields

(4-34)

Assuming a containment temperature of 4()() K and using tube material l'_ropcrties in Appendix F,
Equation (4-34) was evaluated to construct the failure map shown in Figure 4-23. The failure
region is separated t'mm the intact region in Figure 4-23 by bcmndarics that arc dependent upon
tube material cmnposition. As previously discussed, there are limited data liar predicting tube
material ultimate slrength at high temperatures. Hence, subregions in Figure 4-23 indicate
possible lower bcmndarics li)r each tube material's failure regicm. Note that uncertainty related to
the bcmndary li)r SAI()5/SAI()6 is largest in this figure because there are no data tier this material
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Figure 4-22. Dimensi_nless tempcrature picotfrom heal balance between penetration and debris.

above 1150 K. h Hence, there is m{_rc uncertainty in predicting the ultimate strength ot" this
material at high lemiJeratures than I_)i stainless steel and lnconel, for which tests fit 1373 K were
pcrf_)rmed. Upper b(lunds fc)r estimaling failure boundaries arc based im tune material melting

temperatures. On the lower x-axis, the ratio, de/d,,, has hecn evaluated using the penelration
dimcnsi{ms from Appendix F. As shown in Figure 4-23, larger heat fluxes are required to fail
thicker walled tubcs with smaller cfl'cctivc diameters l'_r melt 11¢_w,such as instrument guide tunes
in Westinghouse plants and the BWR control md guide tune. Furthermore, results in Figure 4-23
indicate thal the BWR drain line may bc more susceptible tc_ex-vessel tune failure because ¢_1"its
relatively high de/d,, ratio and because {fl'unccrlainty related l() ultimate strength behavior t'_r the
drain line SAI()5/SAi()(_ carb{m steel.

h. INEL SAI()h Icsts wcrc n_)l pcrl_rmed t_r temperatures ab{we 115() K. This temperature was well
above the 1()()()K value where previc_usdata indicaled lhal Ihc ullimale strength o1"this material becomes
negligible. However, test results (see Appendix B) indicate lhat the ultimale strenglh of SAI()5/SA106
malerial is 6() MPa at 115() K. Although there was no higher lemperature data available for the
SAI(IS/SAI{)6 sleel, ils ullimalc slrcnglh was exlrap_laled based on some data for SA533B steel.
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Figure 4-23. Dirncnsionlcss plot illustrating melt heal rluxcs required It) induce tube failure.

Horizontal lincs arc plotted in Figure 4-23 that correspond to the three postulated debris
conditions considcrcd in Scction 4.1.1.2.3: (a) Case 1 debris propcrtics wcrc sclcctcd to rcprcscnt
material that is a primarily metallic slurry; (b) Case II debris properties were selected t() represent
material that is a primarily ccramic slurry; and (c) Casc III dcbris propcrtics wcrc sclcctcd to
reprcscnt a m()ltcn pool of primarily ccramic debris. Typical dcbris heat t]uxcs for each of these
cases wcrc estimated bascd upon SCDAP/RELAP5 results from Section 5 and Reference 4-6.
Results in the failure map indicatc that penetration failure is predicted only for the GE drain line
penetration and li)r cases with heat tluxcs higher than Case I1 (i.e., heat Iluxcs must cxcccd
5 x 104 W/m2).

4.1.2.6 Penetration Tube Heatup and Failure Analysis Summary. The thermal
response o1"lower head penetrations in contact with molten corium debris has bccn characterized
using simplified models and cl()scd-form solutions t()asscss governing thermal conditions.
Analyses wcrc performed to identify impt_rtant trends and governing conditions leading to
in-vcsscl tubc failurc. Although rcsults arc prcliminary, they do provide insight into the timing of
in-vesscl tubc failure, melt velocity, penetration distance through a failed tube, and requirements
for ex-vessel tube failure. Rcactor-spccific diffcrcnccs in thc potential for tubc failure have been
idcntificd, whcrc possible.
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Based upon these ;inalyses, the ic_ll¢_wingconclusicms can be drawn:

• Themml Relaxation and "l)dw Melting Times. The time required l'c_rthe thermal I'rcmt
from lhe hc_ldebris in a tube tc_ penetrate Ic_wer head tube walls is less than
•---20 seconds. Tube melting limes are st_mewhat longer, ranging I'mm 3 to 25 minutes,

depending c_n lubc thickness.

° In-Vessel 7"ube Melting. 'l'he ratio of the tube-try-debris mass in the l_wer head governs
in-vessel tube melting. Since BWR vessels have a larger number c_l'penetrations,
higher temperature debris is needed tc_cause in-vessel tube failure. Fc_r example, in
cases where no coc)l;_nt is present in the reactc_r vessel k_wer head, ceramic debris
temperatures greater than 171X)K are required tc_induce tube melting in a PWR,
where only inslrumenl;llicm tubes penetrate the lower head; whereas ceramic debris
temperalures in excess _)1'2(_1 K are required tc_induce tube melting in a BWR lower
head.

• Gravity- and Pressure-Dpqven Melt Velocities. For cases in which c_nlygravity lk_rces act
UlXm melt in ;_penetration tube, melt vel_cities between 1 and 3 m/s are predicted,
with higher velc)city melts being predicted I'c_ra BWR drain line penetratic_n tube
because c)t"its larger el'l'ective diameter available l'c_rmelt llc_w, l:c_rcases where a
pressure gr;idient exists such as in the air-filled channel at atrnc_spheric pressure within
_l BWR inslrumenl tube, velc_cities c_l'nearly 45 m/s are predicted tc_occur.

• Melt t'enetratirm Di.stanct'. "l'w_ models were uscd t_ predict melt penetration distance:
a mc)dil'icd bulk freezing mc_clel,which assumes that melt tl_w is sufficiently turbulent to
preclude crust fc_rn_atic_nsc_that c_nvectkm heat transfer d_minates; and a conducticm
model, which assumes crust l't_rmati_m c_ccurs along the tube outer wall sc_that
conducticm heat transfer dc)minates. Model results differ l'c_rcertain cases. For cases

where melt veic)citics are affected c_nly by gravity, the c_)nduction mendel predicts that
melt will tr;wcl below the Ic_werhead l'c)r all LWR ic)wer head penetraticms; whereas

the mcxtified bulk l'rcezing rnc)del predicts that melt will nc_t travel below the I_wcr
head unless the lube has a I'airly large effective diameter l'c_rmelt ll_w and/or the tube

has been nblaled within the vessel at the point near the vessel inner surl'ace. Hc_wever,
both models predict thai melt will travel belc_w the It_wer head Ik_rthe GE drain line
penetratit)n, which has ;1 fi_irly large effective diameter tk_rmelt Ilow and no in-vessel
structures. Furlhermc_re, bc_th m_dels may predicl that melt travels bcl{_w the lower

head thrc)ugh c_ther penetraticms if the tubes are ablated near the vessel and if the melt
is driven by a l;_rge pressure gradient, such as the pressure dilTerence between RCS
c_perating pressure and the inner channel within instrument tubes.

• Ex-Vessel "l)_be Failure. For depressurized ccmditicms, thermal equilibrium calculations
indicate that lhin-walled penetrations with larger effective diameters tc_r melt tlow, such
as the GE BWR drain line penetration, are mc_re susceptible tc_failure after melt
penetrates beytmd the vessel c_uter wall. Higher debris teml_eratures are required t(_
induce tube failure if the debris is metallic rather than ceramic. Althc_ugh additional

t.lat_ are needed to quantify ultimate strength hehavic_r t'_r the SAI05/SAI06 material
used in BWR dr;_in lines, longer term steady-state temperature estimates indicate that

this lower head penetrati_m is more susceptible to ex-vesscl tube rupture than other
LWR penetmtic_ns. Results indicate that heat tluxes characteristic of primarily ceramic
debris (i.e., in excess of 0.05 MW/m 2) are needed to induce failure in a BWR drain line
tube, which is composed c)f SAIfl5/SA106 steel and has a relatively large crc_ss-sectional
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area for melt t]c,w. Heat I]uxes characteristic o1' molten ceramic debris (i.e., as high as
0.2 MW/m 2) were n¢,! predicted to fail any of the other LWR penetrations.

In summary, models with closed-fc_rm analytical soluti¢,ns have proved successl'ul in
predicting trends for melt progression and tube hcatup. Section 5 presents results from finite
element calculations, that were performed to determine il"simplifying assumptions used in these
analytical models are adequate for predicting penetration response. Examples illustrating the

application o1"these failure maps are also, presented in Secti,m 5.

4.1.3 Penetration Tube Ejection and Rupture

Penetration tube l'ailurc can be divided into the two categories: tube ejection out ¢)1"the
vess,.z'llower head and rupture o1' the l_enetraticm tube outside the vessel. Tube ejection (see
Figure 4-24) begins with degrading the pcnctratit,n tube weld strength t¢_zero as the weld is
exposed to temperatures that range up to melting and then overcoming any binding in the hole in
the vessel wall that results from differential thermal expansion of the tube and vessel wall. Tube

rupture, (scc Figure 4-25) assumes the debris bed has melted the instrument tube inside the
reactor and melt migrates down inlt) the tube to a location outside the vessel wall where a
pressure rupture can occur, thus breaching the pressurc boundary.

Failed weld Inaterial __ P,

V .,,_. p,. V

.,,I _ Iv

•'41 -IP-

•,11.. -p,.

.........Solidified
.,_ .... debris

_1 .......di .....IP-
/"q...........do, .......

M199 WIll 1190109

Figure 4-24. Penetration tube ejection mechanism.
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Figure 4-25. Penetration tube rupture mechanism.

This section looks at the conditions required to achieve these l'ailure modes based on the
temperature-dependent degradation of the tube material's ultimate strength. Both of these failure
modes are caused by exposure of the penetration tube concurrently to molten debris bed
temperatures and reactor system pressure. Since consideration ot" material creep under these
conditions can result in lower t'ailure capacities that arc dependent on particular scenarios of time
duration at elevated temperature levels, this analysis should be considered an upper bound cm
component failure capacity and should be used to ol'fcr general insight into the relative
pressure/temperature failure levels of these penetrations and the vessel itself. '

4.1.3.1 Methodology. Most reactor pressure vessels (RPVs) designe d by three major
nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendors (Westinghouse, B&W, and GE)' have penetrations
in their lower heads. All three designs have in-core instrument guide tube penetrations, while
GE's BWR vessels also have control rod guide tube penetrations and a small external nozzle that
is attached to a drain line outside the vessel. Figures 3-10 through 3-12 show sections of lower

head penetrations.

Tyfiically, the instrument guide tube penetrations consist of a tube inserted through a
vertical hole in the lower head and welded to the vessel at the inner surface of the RPV. In the

i. As discussed in Section 3, most CE reactor vessels have no lower head penetrations.
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case of B&W plants, a thickened internal nt_zzlc is welded to the penctration tube at !his weld
Iocaticm while the other plant designs havc a c¢_ntinuous tubc extending up into the lower plenum
region ot' the vessel.

Control rod guide tube penetrations in BWRs arc typically formed by boring the hole for the
guide tube, drilling a countersink tbr a stub tube that surrounds the guide tube on the inner
surface of the vessel, inserting the guide and stub tubes, and welding the guide tube to the upper
end of the stub tube. Control rod guide tubes provide much of the support of the BWR reactor
core. Ejection of these tubes is precluded by a support system below the reactor that is engaged
once the tube has displaced about 3 cm. Thus, ex-vessel tube rupture is the only failure mode to
be considered for the control rod guide tubes.

A BWR drain line nozzle is welded on the outside of the vessel. Hence, ex-vessel tube

rupture is also the only failure mode to bc considered for the drain line nozzle.

To facilitate the insertion of the tubes into the holes in the vessel head, tolerances are set by
design for the outer diameter of each penetration tube and the diameter o1"each hole in the
vessel head. The rcsultnng'' radial' gap range must, therefore, be considered in tube ejection
analyses. Typically, the instrument guide tubes for PWRs are Inconel, while those of BWRs are
stainless steel. The BWR control rod guide tubes are also stainless steel, and the drain line is
SAI05/SAI06 carbon steel. Geometric and material data uscd in the model arc included in

Appendix F.

Figure 4-26 illustrates thc thcrmal and mechanical loading and the generalized gcomctry of
the tube and vessel wall. It is _ssumcd th_lt the tubc is breached and that internal pressure acts
on the tube walls. Downward axial Ic_atlsarc impc_scd from prcssurc acting on solidified debris, a
tube elbow or tube end. In ¢_rder for the tube to cject, this d¢_wnward Ibrcc must first overcome
the resistance c_l"the weld ccmnecting the pcnctration to the vessel. Assuming the weld fails, the
downward t'orce must then ovcrcc_mc frictional resistance I'rc_m the interfcrencc fit bctwcen the

tube and thc vessel for ejccticm to takc place.

Instantaneous weld t'ailurc occurs when thc weld effective stress exceeds its ultim_lte

strength. It should bc noted that time-depcndcnt creep rupture can occur at lower loads than
ultimate strength. Bccausc the pressure area for a downward tube load is small and the tube weld
is relatively large, low strcsscs arc expcctcd in thc weld, making instantancous failurc most likely
at very high temperatures in a region where structural material data must be extrapolated.

l,

Initially, resistance to tube cjection arises t'rc_mthc pcnetration weld. It is assumed that the
wcld carrics this d¢_wnward load in shc_r. Figure 4-27 shows a schcmatic of the weld gcometry,
applied loads, and rcsuitant shear strcsses in thc wcld. Hcrc_ it is conscrv_ltivcly _lssumcd that the
tube melts off _lt the inside surl'acc o1"thc vesscl inside cladding. As such, pressure arca
calculations use the c_utcr diameter c_t"thc tube, and shear areal calculations neglect the material
associated with the weld buiklup abcwc thc vessel cladding surface. Weld dimensions in the axial

direction, which arc t_mkcnfrom pl_nt drawingsJ or from ASME code minimums, 417 arc listed in
Appendix F.

j. Babcock & Wilcox drawing, October 4, IC_)I.
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Figure 4-26. Idealized penetration tubc and RPV wall with tcmpcraturc.

In Table 4-4, Equations (1) through (3) arc applicablc to the weld failure analysis. Shcar
stress is calculated from the pressurc, prcssurc area, and shear arca. Effective, or Mists, stress

(oe) is calculated assuming pure shcar and compared with the tcmpcraturc-dcpendcnt ultimatc
strength. If weld failure does not occur, penetration cjcction is prccludcd. However, if it is

concluded that thc weld fails, thcn the only mechanism rcsisting thc cjcction is the cxpansion of
the tube in the holc, which causcs a friction force buildup through thc vessel wall.

Figure 4-28 illustrates thc l'rcc body diagram of the cjcction forces acting on the tube. The

resulting equilibrium equation provides a mcans (_1'mcasuring cjcction, which is achieved when
the following inequality is true:

2 (4-35)
Pi n ro > V t
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Figure 4-27. Schematic _1"instrument tube penetration showing applied loads, shear stress and
weld buih.lup material.

Table 4-4. Equations of the tube ejection/rupture and lower head global rupture models.

Weh.I Failure Equations

1. Shear stress t_n the weld

pi'rtr,, pil'.
'_w =

2_r,,L w 2L w

2. Erfcctivc stress

3. Weld Failure

o: __ou (l'ailurc)
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Table 4-4. (continued).

TubeEjection Equations

4. Free thermal expansion of tube and hole"

T
a. ._ ro = ro . 0q . (T t - Trcr ) Trer - 294 K (70°F)

b. A rh = rh • a h '(T h - Tref) Tret = 294 K (70°F)

5. Pressure expansion of tube a

2(2-vt)p Pi ro ir.__ _

6. Total expansion of tube

Z_rc,- _ r_'+ A r_

7. Tube-hole radial gap at temperature and pressure

8t= (rh+ Arh)-(ro+ ZXr,,)

where + =, gap

- =, interference

8. Tube-hole interface pressure a

8 i _> 0 Pth = 0

9. Incremental thermal binding shcaP _

(4 V)n : (t'f • Pth " 2 n r,, . Air) n
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Table 4-4. (continued).

10. Total thermal binding shear

2O

VT= E (AV)n
n=l

11. Ejecting pressure force

Fp = Pi 7t r2o

12. Ejection

Fp > V T

Tube rupture equation

13. Tube rupture b

Pi > m o u In

Global head rupture equations

14. Ultimate membrane capacity for vessel wall

20

Nc = E(Ou Nv)n
n=l

15. Membrane load on vessel wall caused by internal pressure, Pi

R m

Np =Pi -T

16. I.x)wer head global rupture

Np > Nc

a. Material properties are evaluated for the temperature of the component (tube or vessel head) at the
radial location of the increment, n. The incremental in-vessel length of the penetration tube is AIr

b. Ultimate strength evaluated at the extreme outer increment of the vessel wall, n = 20.
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Figure 4-28. Ejection model free body diagram.

Here the frictional shear, v, is a l'unction of internal pressure, hole and tube temperalure,
hole radius, tube inner and outer radius, friction coefficient between the tube and hole,
coefficients of thermal expansion, Poisson's ratios, and elastic moduli of the head and tube
materials. Some of these parameters vary significantly with temperature, which varies radially
through the vessel wall and, therefore, causes the frictional shear function to vary radially.
Because instrument guide tubes are quite long and flexible outside the reactor vessel, no support
of the tube outside the vessel wall is assumed to resist nozzle ejection. Control rod guide tubes,
which cannot totally eject, are not considered for this mechanism. The total frictional shear force
available to resist tube ejection, Vt (MPa) in Figure 4-28, is the integral of differential shear
forces, vdx, across the vessel wall thickness.

This differential shear force is simplistically assumed to be the result of an interference
pressure developed between a short length of thick-walled cylinder (the tube) and a surrounding
rigid jacket (the vessel wall). Each expands separately because of the local temperature and, for
the tube, pressure loads. Penetration hole dilation resulting from pressurization of the lower head
is not considered here because its effect on the results, as will be seen, is small. Closed-form
solutions 4-18are then use,__to calculate interface pressures required to force the outer diameter of
the tube to conform to the diameter of the hole in the vessel wall after free expansion. However,
this pressure is limited to the pressure required to cause compression failure of the tube material
throughout its wall thickness.419 When this pressure limit is reached in a given segment of the
tube (calculations are made at 20 segment locations along the axis of the tube in this model), that
segment is no longer assumed to contribute to the tube's resistance to the ejection force.
Pertinent equations used in the model are listed in Table 4-4.
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Ambient temperature (294 K) dimensions are used as reference values for calculations of
thermal expansion on each increment. This assumption is equivalent to slicing the tube into
20 short segments, or rings, and determining the total lbrce required to push those rings out
through the hole in the vessel wall. Expansion calculations at each increment are based on mean
wall temperatures in the tube and the local vessel temperature at the corresponding wall depth.
Although the model will allow these two component temperatures to be distributed in any fashion
along the axis of the tube, the calculations for developing the failure maps in this section used a
linear distribution for the tube temperatures, T t, and a radial distribution representative of steady-
state heat transfer out of the head, Th, for the vessel wall material. From the thermal analyses
described in Section 4.1.1 for the anticipated range of accident conditions, it is seen that the ratio
of the inner wall to the outer wall temperature of the vessel, Tho/Thi, remains somewhat constant
over the duration of the accident history. With this in mind, this analysis varies the inside vessel

wall temperature and defines an outside wall temperature such that Thtfl"hi remains constant and
characteristic for the given accident addressed. Failure maps in this section were developed using

Tho/q"hicharacteristic of the molten pool, ceramic slurry, and metallic debris bed temperature
distributions obtained in Section 4.1.1. Those ratios arc listed in Table 4-5.

The ultimate strength and elastic modulus ol" the tube material and coefficients ot" thermal
expansion of the tube and vessel arc temperature-dependent material properties. These material

properties are not always available for elevated temperatures. The model linearly ex!rapolates
from known property values, when necessary, to estimate those at elevated temperatures. For
example, the ultimate strength data arc extrapolated lincarly to zero strength at melting from
highest known temperature data points. The frictional coefficient is not a function of
temperature, but is related to the roughness of the sliding surface. This parameter is highly
variable, but one source 42° indicates that it could bc about 0.27 for high-temperature, oxidized
conditions.

The model calculates any radial gap (+) or interference (-) between the outer radius ot" thc
tube and the hole radius, calculates the pressure at the interface required to make the tube
conform to the final hole radius, and multiplies that pressure by the incremental surl'acc area of

the interface and the assigned friction coefficient for that increment to arrive at an incremental
friction force. Checks made _t each increment show it"the compressive interface pressure is

greater than that required to cause complete plasticity throughout the tube wall. Interface
pressures are not allowed to exceed that value. Finally, all 20 inciemcntal forces arc summed and
compared with the force resulting from internal pressure acting on the outside surface ot" the
tube.

The tube rupture equation is Equation (13) in Table 4-4. The model calculates the internal
pressure required to rupture a cylinder, the tube with end effects ignored, whose material ultimate
strength is evaluated at the local tube temperature near the outer radius c_l"the vessel lower head,

Table 4-5. Thcfl"hi ratios used to develop failure maps.

Debris bed PWR BWR

Molten pool 0.73 0.63

Ceramic slurry 0.88 0.83

Metallic 0.94 0.91
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Tto, in Figure 4-26. This rupture pressure is then compared with the system operating pressure,
which is an input parameter tbr the model, to determine whether conditions are sufficient to
rupture the tube outside the vessel wall.

4.1.3.2 Tube EjectionRupture Failure Map Development. Penetration failure modes
can be subdividcd into two categories: (a) penetration tube ejection and (b) ex-vessel rupture of
the penetration tube. Because the tube ejection failure mode requires that the penetration weld
fail first, an evaluation of that wcld's capacity was performed first. Weld failure curves were
developed for typical instrument guide tubes designed by B&W, Westinghouse, and GE. Because
drawings were readily available for TMI-2, the specified weld length was used on the B&W weld

analysis, while minimum ASME code weld len_;ths, which are listed in Appendix F, were used for
the Westinghouse and GE plant calculations. 4j7 Calculations for constructing weld failure curves
were pcrtbrmed using the equations listed in Table 4-4 and temperature-dependent ultimate
strength data listcd in Appendix B of this report. The entire weld was conservatively assumed to
bc at the inner vessel wall temperature.

Once weld failure bounds wcrc evaluatcd, the ability of the tube to bind in the vessel
penetration hole was considered to see if ejection could bc restrained beyond those limits.
Failure curves wcrc developed using the equations in Tablc 4-4 and the methodology discussed in
the previous subsection for typical in-core instrument guide tubes designed by B&W,
Westinghouse, and GE. Thc weld failure curve and the tube binding curve were then compared
to determine thc upper cnvciopc of the two. This upper envelope, which composes the
instrument tube ejection curve, was then compared with the failure curve of instrument tube

rupture. The lower envelope of tube ejection and tube rupture then became the instrument
guide tube failure curve that is compared with vessel global rupture in the following section.

The failure maps wcrc dcvclopcd by assuming a radial temperaturc distribution (with respect
to the vessel head) in the vessel head just outside the tube that represents a steady-state heat
transfer distribution through the head for the metallic melt and the ceramic slurry debris bed
conditions and a transient distribution for the molten pool condition, given some wall inner
surface temperature. Concurrently, that same inner surface temperature was assumed to be the

average radial temperature of the penetration tube wall at the inner radius of the vcssel, Tti

(Figure 4-26). A linear distribution along thc lcngth of thc tubc through the vessel wall was
assumed with the temperature in the tube at the outside radius of the head being 30 K lower (see
Figure 4-26). Given this combination c_f temperature profiles, operating systcm pressure and
temperature at the vessel inner wall were varied until the tube was ejected according to the
inequality in Equation (4-35) and the tube ruptured according to Equation (13) in Table 4-4.
Tube rupture was evaluated at temperatures corresponding to those in the tube at the outer
radius of the vessel head. Instrument guide tube failure curves have bccn plotted with lower head
global rupture curves for each corresponding reactor type and, tbr the BWR vessel, the drain line
and the control rod guide tube failure curves. As discusscd in Section 4.1.3.1, failure will occur
only via tube rupture for these latter two penetrations. This comparison of failure curves maps
the failure and safety rcgic_ns in terms c_t"the vessel wall inner surface temperatures and the
operating system pressure, which arc the critical parameters affecting all these failure modes.

Further _iscussion for these failure maps is deferred to the following section on global rupture.

During the course of this analysis, several observations from parameter studies indicate the
_cnsitivity of the problem to various parameters involved in the calculation. Bct'ore this exercise,

tube ejection was expected to be highly sensitive to the coefficient of t'riction used in the analysis.
However, variation of this parameter t'rc_m0.27 to 0.6 typically changed thc positions of ejection
failure curves less than 5% along thc temperature axis of the failure map. All tube failure modes
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are insensitive to vessel head thickness. Tube weld failure has little or no dependence on head
thickness because the tempera!ures in the weld analysis were those of the inner surface of the
vessel wall only. Because of the small axial temperature differential assumed in the tube for the
ejection analysis (30 K), temperatures in the tube closely tracked the inner vessel wall surface
temperature, no matter what the vessel thickness. For the same reason, tube rupture analysis
temperatures also closely tracked the vessel inner surface temperatures and desensitized vessel
thickness effects on the failure curve.

Tube failures occur as a result of the ultimate strength reducing, because of the higher

temperatures, to a point at which it is exceeded by the, albeit low, pressure-induced stresses.
There is some uncertainty in the actual ultimate strength values to be used at these high
temperatures. It is estimated that strength data could vary enough to result in an uncertainty
band of 200 K about the tube failure curves developed. The GE tubes show the most sensitivity
to pressure, which can be attributed to their lower r,,/ri (values for this parameter arc listed in
Table 4-6). Variation of the gap size within the tolerance ranges affects only the temperature at
which tubes can wedge in the vessel. Because the weld has to melt before binding need bc
considered, the relevant tube binding analysis temperatures arc very high. Small gaps arc closed,
but tube strength is degraded by temperature so severely by then that very little margin is gained
by considering binding in the hole.

Tube ejection does not seem to vary with respect to the shape of the radial temperature
distribution in the vessel wall. Figure 4-29 indicates the shape of the temperature distributions for
the vessel wail, or hole. The profile was modified to that shown in Figure 4-30 to reflect the
shape expected in the wall at some time bclbre steady-state heat transfer conditions arc rc_tched
in the lower head. Comparison of failures developed with these two sets of conditic)ns indicated
little change in the tube failure curves. This is because the binding t'c_rcc is caused primarily by
the thermal and pressure expansion of the tube. Axial tube temperature was assumed to vary
little because the debris temperature inside the tube was not expected to vary significantly cwcr

the length of tube penetrating the vessel wall. The most sensitive parameters in these tube
ejection calculations arc the lower head inner wall temperature and the ultimate strength of the
tube material, which limits the binding force between the tube and vessel head.

For this analysis, Young's modulus and ultimate strength values (which arc temperature
dependent) were linearly extrapolated beyond existing test data tc) zero) at material melting
temperatures. Plots of these data are included in Appendix F. The tube cjecticm curves and the
tube rupture curves tended to form near the tube material melting temperatures.

Table 4-6. Dimensionless parameters for penetration tubes analyzed.

Vendor Material r,,/ri

In-core instrument guide tube B&W Inconcl 1.71

W lnct_nci 4.16

GE Stainless steel 1.32

Control rod guide tube GE Stainless steel 1.23

Drain line nozzle at safe end GE Carbtm steel 1.41
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Figure 4-29. Penetration tube and vessel hole temperature profiles for steady-state heat transfer
conditions.
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Figure 4-30. Penetration tube and vessel hole temperature prol'ilc representative o1"transient
heat transfer conditions in the head.
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4.1.4 Lower Head Global Rupture

Previous severe accident analyses for lower heads, in which plastic and creep response ol'
vessel lower heads were calculated with finite element models, have suggested a simpler approach
to calculate vessel rupture based solely on radial temperature distribution in the vessel wall and
the ultimate strength of the head material at temperature. This simplil'icd approach, discussed in
Section 2.3, is incorporated into a model of global head failure to provide some means of
comparison between the penetration tube ejection/rupture failure modes and the global head
failure mode.

4.1.4.1 Methodology and Failure Map Development. Chambers performed a finite
element calculation 421 of the vessel lower head to assess the effects of thermal stresses on global
head rupture. This calculation did not include creep effects that would affect vessel rupture
times. However, Chambers concluded that the failure from sagging and rupture of the lower head
could be characterized as a progressive degradation of the hotter inner portions of the vessel wall
until the cooler outer portions could no longer withstand the operating system pressure. An
EPRI creep rupturc study 42z discussed in Section 2.3, made this same observation when a creep
law was included in its finite element analysis. The EPRI study also suggested a simple approach
to estimating time-to-rupture based solely on radial temperature distribution in the vessel wall and

the ultimate strength of the head material at temperature. This simplified approach was discussed
in Section 2.3 and incorporated into this model of global head failure to compare the penetration
tube ejection/rupture failure modes and the global head failure mode.

Three debris configurations are analyzed with parameters from Table 4-5. Because the
molten pool reaches temperatures beyond the failure levels t'c)r the penetrations in the transient
phase of the accident scenario, transient temperature distributions are used in the molten pool
calculations. Steady-state heat transfer temperature distributions arc used in the other two debris
bed configuration analyses. The ultimate strength for SA533BI, as a function of temperature, and
the radial temperature profile arc used to determine the ultimate membrane load capacity of each
of 20 increments of the wall thickness. All incremental ultimate load capacities are then summed

to develop a total membrane load capacity tbr the vessel. This load capacity is then compared
with the membrane load generated by the internal pressure, which is an input parameter for the
tube ejection/rupture calculation.

The ultimate strength curve tk)r the SA533B1 material comes from an ASTM test 423 with

additional INEL high-temperature data reported in Appendix B and a linear extrapolation beyond
that data to a wdue of zero at the melting point. Figure 4-31 compares these ultimate strength
data with extrapolations used in an IDCOR RPV analysis. 422 Note that the ASTM data show
highcr material ultimate strengths at temperatures below 800 K than assumed in the IDCOR

analysis. However, the INEL high-tempcratu.re (950-1473 K) ultimate strength drops off much
faster than the IDCOR assumptions. Therefore, at high temperatures the RPV lower head has a

lower membrane ultimate load capacity than calculated in the IDCOR analysis.

4.1.4.2 Comparison of Global Rupture and Penetration Tube Failure Maps. Global

rupture t'ailure curves are compared with the tube ejection/rupture t'ailure curves in Figures 4-32
through 4-34. Three failure curves are plotted lk_reach vessel considered, using the temperature
distribution parameters outlined in Table 4-5 that simulate conditions tbr a molten pool, ceramic
slurry, and a metallic based debris bed. Global failure is predicted by this model in the
temperature region above each failure curve.
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Figure 4-31. Comparisonof SA533 ultimate strengthdata.
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Figure 4-32. Comparison of B&W global rupture and instrument guide tube l'ailure maps.
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Figure 4-33. Comparison o1"Westinghouse global rupture and instrument guide tube failure
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Figure 4-34. Comparison of GE BWR global rupture and instrument guide tube failure maps.
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For the PWRs the global rupture failure mode dominates for all but the lowest of system

pressures (2 MPa or less), as can be seen in the B&W and Westinghouse failure maps in
Figures 4-32 and 4-33. At higher pressures, all three postulated debris conditions result in global
rupture of the vessel head. At failure, steady-state wall temperatures, of the inner vessel wall at
failure range from about 16(X)K at 2 MPa to 11)50 K at 14 MPa. To otTer a time frame for
achieving these inner vessel wall temperatures during the three accidents considered, the molten
pool thermal analysis predicted a temperature of 16(X)K within 0.7 hour, the ceramic slurry
analy_,;is, 10(X)K at 1.5 hours and 16(X)K within 8 hours, and the metallic dcbris bed analysis
reached a maximum of 9(X) K at 11 hours.

Instrument tube rupture and ejectitm t'ailurcs tended to occur within a I(X) K range at low

temperatures and to bc dominated by the material strength near the tube material melting
temperature. However, it should be noted that the estimated uncertainty b_tnd in this analysis
indicates that no failure mode clearly dominate at the lower pressures.

C¢)mparison ot' the penetration tube and global I'ailure curves for the three different debris
conditions in the GE BWR indicates a different picture c)l"the dominant failure mode. Control

rod guide tube and drain nozzle failures map quite closely to one anothcr throughout the system
pressure range. Therefore, a mean ¢_t"those two curves is plotted here for map simplicity. Except
f(_r a slightly lower level at the I(_wcst pressures (less than 2 MPa), failure or the penetrations
does not control for the ceramic slurry and the mctallic dcbris bed conditions. Weld I'ailurc of the
instrument tube controls at the low pressures; hc)wever, the uncertainty in the analysis would
indicate no)clear dominant tube failure mode here. For the m(_lten pool debris bed condition,
failure is controlled by pcnctraticms throughc}ut the prcssurc range, l-towevcr, t'¢)rthe other two
debris bed conditions, global rupture of the vessel would dominate.

To olTcr some sense of timing of the temperature levels reached at the inner surfi_cc ()t"the
vessel, the molten pool thermal analysis predicted a temperature of IO(X)K within 1 hour; the
ccramic slurry analysis, 12(XIK at 4 hours and I(XX)K at 9 hours; and the metallic debris bed
analysis reached a maximum of 950 K at 30 hours.

4.1.4.3 Conclusions and Recommendations from Failure Map Analysis. Simple
models for global failure of the lower head and penetration tube I'ailurc have bccn analyzed t(_
offer an estimate of vessel and tube capacity in terms of anticipated accident temperature
distributions. The failurc maps for tube ejection/rupture and global rupture of the lower head
providc insight into predicting lower head failure in sevcrc accidents. From analysis (_1"these maps
the following conclusions can bc madc:

1. The failure maps indicate relative pressure-bearing capacities of vessel heads and their
penctr_:tions based on ultimate strength. These are expressed as safe operation regions
based on reactor system prcssurc and the inner wall temperature to which a lower head
can be exposed in an accident.

2. Except for the molten pool debris bed configuraticm in a BWR vessel head, global
rupture is thc controlling failure mode for accidents c)f higher system pressures (above
2 MPa) in both PWRs and BWRs. While the analyses indicate that pcnctraticm tube
l'ailurc c()ntrc)ls below 2 MPa, uncertainties in the an_llyscs cto not allow a clear
distinction or the controlling failure mode in this pressure range.

3. 'Tube rupture and tube ejection arc highly dependent on the temperature at which the
ultimate strength of the tube material reduces tt_ zero, or at least a very small strength
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value. The maximum safe temperature for the inner surl'ace c_t"the vessel wall ranges
from 15(_) to 1700 K l'c_rvessel penetraticm tubes.

4.2 Models Using Simplified Numerical Solution Technique

The phem_mena (_1"melt relocati_m through lower plenum structures and ot' localized creep
rupture have been c_msidcrcd in this study using models with simplified numerical solution
techniques. Although these phenomena wcrc considered too cc_mplcx to consider using closcd-
t'_rm solution techniques, the models described in this section are sufficiently simple that a large
number of plant design and reactor thermal condition combinations c_uld bc rapidly evaluated.

4.2.1 Jet Impingement

Molten corium is ot'tcn cnvisi_mcd to bc released l'rtml the core region in the form of a
cylindrical jet. Melt draining from the core region in a jet mt_de will break up, disperse, and
quench because o1"intcractitms with water and the structure present inside the lower plenum. As
a jet penetrates thr_ugh water, it will prc_gressively break up into droplets as a result of
hydrodynamic instabilities arising I'rc_mmelt interactions with the surrcmnding water. This change
in form will dccrcasc the amount of melt relc_cating in a jet mode. In specific instances, the jets
may break up completely. The drt)plcts formed by the breakup processes Ic_scenergy as they t'all
through the water and may I'reczc to bccc_mc solid particles.

In additicm to melt/water intcracticms, the state and ctmditions of rch_cating melt are
dependent on melt interactions with the structures I'_und ill the I_w'er plcnuni. The h_wcr plenum
region of a light water reactor contains steel structures that distribute the coolant flow, SUplX_rt

the weight of the ct_rc, and pr_tcct in-c_re instrument lines t)r ctmtroi rod drive lines. Pressurized
water reactors incorp_ratc perl'_ratcd hc_riz_mtal plates that span acr_ss all ¢_ra significant fraction
of the width of the c_rc. Depending on the particular plate ht_lc size, melt will bc intercepted
and collected hy the plate. As the It)t:al depth o1' melt _n the plate builds up, melt may spread
horizontally and drain thr_ugh nearby I]t_w ht_lcs in the plate thickness (sec CCM test results
discussed in Sccti_m 2.4.2.6). As a ctmscqucnce, melt that is c_llcctcd by a plate largely as a
single jet can drain from the plate in the form _l'scvcral jets. The l'orm_tion of multiple jets in
this manner can further enhance the breakup of melt as a result t_l"the l_rmatkm of greater jet
surface area. This process will also modify the jet diameter. Boiling water reactors do not use
plates inside the lower plenum, but ctmtain numcr_us vertical c_mtr_)l r_xl guide tubes and control
md drive housings. Thus, it is possible for melt tt_ relocate I'rt_m the core lxx_l to the lower head
without directly interacting with the guide tubes and h_)usings. However, their presence might still
intluence arrival conditions by restricting the lateral Ilow _t"c(_olant into the interaction region

immediately surr(_un¢ling the melt and by lmwiding surface area tk_t melt I'rcczing.

Ot' special interest arc situations in which a portion of the released melt impinges upon the
lower head in a jet mode. The high t'orccd-convcction heat tquxes realized in the impingement
zone o1"a melt jet could pt_tentially result in heatup and melting-induced erosion t_l"weld _r lower
head wall material located b.eneath the impingement zone. The impingement heat tlux is
dependent _n the impinging melt jet temperature, diameter, velocity, and ct_mpositkm. Thcse
conditkms, in turn, rellect the effects t_l'the various melt/water and melt/structure interactions

undcrg_mc by the melt in the process _1' rck_cating I'rt_m the core rcgitm t_) the lower head.

As discussed in Section 2.4, the strong inlluencc _1' lower plc'num melt/water and

melt/structure interactitms in mitigating tlae effects _1"melt impingement on the lower head were
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first demonstr_lted by analyses ot' the TMI-2 accident. "12'_That analysis was carried out using the
TItlRMAL/() melt/water interaction code developed at Argonne Nation_ll L,ab¢_rat¢lry.425'42_'The
TMI-2 THIRMAL/() analysis was performed tk,r melt release conditions representative ¢11"the
TMI-2 core relocation event as determined from plant data recorded during the accident and
subsequent modeling ¢,1'the accident. However, the analyses d¢,cumented in this secti,m ctmsider
a broader range ot' potential melt releaseccmditions. The lower plenum interactMnsare als¢_
dependenton the particular lower plenum eonl'iguralion,which is a reactor design-specific
feature. Given the multiplicity ¢)1'LWR designsemployed in the U.S., the effects of lower plenum
melt/water and melt/structureinteractionsmust be investigatedfor specific reactor systemdesigns.
1"oanalyzeIhe Mwer head thermal and mechanicalresponseto jet impingement, it is necessaryto
h_wea hasisfor the selection _1'impingemen! conditions to determine the thermal loading applied
to the lower head wall. The TIIIRMAIJ() code,which hasbeen further imprcwedsince its
original application to the TMI-2 accident,can calculatemelt arrival conditicmsand jet
impingement conditicms that acc¢_unt I'_r lower plenum interacticms in the wlri_ms reactor systems,
given the c_mc.litionsc_l'melt releasefrom the core asa coherent jet.

Sc¢_pingcalculationswere perl'¢_rmed1¢1investigatemelt arriwtl c¢)nditi(msl'¢_rsituations
inv¢_lvinga h_calizedreleaseof melt I'r¢m_a crust-c¢ml'inedmolten pencilin the c¢lreregion. There
arc severalcomputer c¢_desavailable I'¢_rpredicting melt/water interacticms, th_wever,there is
considerableuncertainty in code resultsbecauseof limited data I'_r validating thesemodels (see
Section 21). In light o1"this uncerlainly, calculationsdocumented in this section usedthe
TtlIRMAI./() cc_deto investigalethe effects o1'plant Ic_werplenum geometryrather than tc_study
differences in m_,c.lelsfor predicting jet/water interactions.

The ¢_bjectives_i' this w_rk are m

I. PrtMde calculatkms o1"melt arrival conditions _n the I_wer head that acc_unts t'¢_rmelt

breakup and quenchingresulting I'rcm_melt interactions with water and structure inside
the Mwer l_ienac_frepresentativeU.S. LWRs

2. Investigate the dependencyof the melt arrival conditions on the conditionsof melt
assumedm he releasedI'r_m_the core region

3. Idenlify thosec_mdi_kmso1'melt releasel'_r which a portion of the melt is calculaled to
impingeon the k_werheadsurface in a jet n_oc.leand characterizethe conditionsof the
impinging jets

4. For th_se casesinw_lvingjet iml_ingen_ent,estimate the heat flux and energydelivered
to the l_wer head surface insidethe impingementzone

5. Pr_wideresults in a non-dimensionall'ashit_n,where p¢_ssible,rec_gnizing the inherent
ct_mplexityo1"the l¢_werplenum interaction processes.

The ealculatit_ns investigated the efl'ectiveness o1'water in the lower plenum together with
the lower internal structures in breaking up and quenching the melt such that coriurn typically
collects at the head as a high-s_lid l'raction slurry or particle bed. The potential l'¢_rthe lower
plenum water and structures to avert the threat of a melt stream's impinging directly on the lower
head or, it' impingement occurs, decreasing the impingement !iquid mass, was also investigated.
Calculations dM not investigate phenomena such as steam expMsi¢ms,debris crust t'¢_rmationupon
contact with the lower head, or the heatup and rel_elting ¢!1"debris particles upon the lower head.
Although results from thesecalculationsc¢_ulclbe used to estimate the p¢_tentiallhr vessel
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ablation, which may subsequently enhance the potential for vessel failure, the relatively large
upper bound of relocation masses assumed (l(X)% of the corium material) in these scoping
calculations in ccmjunction with the emlission of investigating debris bed behavior after relocation
would make the results from such calculations somewhat unrealistic.

4.2.1.1 Methodology. The THIRMAL/0 code was applied to calculate lower plenum
melt/water and melt/structure intcractkms and to predict melt arrival conditions on the lower head
¢wer a broad range of ochre release conditions. "lk, assist the rcader in understanding the scope o1'
THIRMAL/0 and the me,doling incorpt_ratcd thcrcin, a description of the c¢)dc is provided in
Appendix C.

Four reference plants were selected as representative ol' the various It_wer plenum
configurations used in U.S. reactor designs. For each individual rcl'crcncc system, melt release
conditions t'rc_mthe core region wcrc dcl'incd. Although a broad range of melt relocation paths
and compositions were considered, most analyses concentrated on conditions that enhanced the

likelihood that melt would impinge on the lower head as one or more jets. These c_mditions wcrc
generally dcl'incd tc_enhance the likclihood that melt would hc calculated to impinge on the lower
head as one or more jets. In particular, in all cases, melt is assumed released as a single coherent
jet. This would apply to situations where a molten pool surrounded and insulated by a solid crust
forms in the core region followed by localized crust failure or melt through, giving rise to release
of melt intc_ the Ic_werplenum as a single jet. The present analysis does n¢_tccmsider other melt
release modes. As noted earlier, during the TMI-2 accident the melt has also bccn assumed to
subsequently enter the former core region and drain into the lower plenum as a large number of
small diameter jets t'rc_m flow holes in the former lowermost core plate. Although less likely
because of its multiple supports, the structure immediatelybelow the core pool might also be
envisioned to fail and allow the molten pool mass to fall downward suddenly in a global sense
over its lateral extent rather than drain by means o1"a localized release. Failure of the structure
immediately below the cc_rc po¢_lmight also bc cnvisicmcd to allc_w the mc_iten pool mass to
suddenly fall downward in a global sense over its lateral extent rather than drain by means of a
localized release. H¢_wcvcr, the analysis of these other release modes lies beyond the scope ¢_f
the current work, which is I'ocuscd on jet impingement.

Because of the uncertainty associ_lted with the size _f the stream draining l'rom the core
pool, it has been postulated in the analyses performed here that this draining stream size may be
represented by an equivalent circular stream with a l()-cm diameter, This 10-cm diameter is

considered rcprcscntativc. Obviously, in cases where impingement is predicted for a l()-cm jet,
impingement would als¢_bc predicted l'¢_rlarger diameter jets. Furthermore, if it is pc)ssible for
smaller diameter jets of a given superheat to impinge on the lower head coherently, the heat flux

t'c)r the smaller diameter jet will be higher than the heat flux t'rc_ma jet with an initial diameter ot'
l()-cm. Thus, thc energy transl'crrcd to the vessel l'rom a l()-cm jet is expected tc_bc
representative c_t'the energy transferred from a brc_ader range ot' jet diameters.

A reference melt mass equal to the total massof molten c_re material was assumed tc_be
distributed over the core cross-sectional area. The resulting melt depth was used to define the

reference jet initial velocity as the velocity corresponding to the initial gravity head. The velocity
was assumed to renl_in ccmstant without decrease throughout the calculation. Most cases wcrc

carried out lbr melt having the reference proportions, 80 wt% UO2 - 20 wt% ZrO 2. This pure
oxide composition has a high liquidus temperature c)l'2860 K. A reference initial molten
superheat t_l' 250 K was assumed representative of the magnitude of superheat nominally
predicted l'c_rreleased melt during the TMI-2 cc_rc rek_catitm event. In the reference melt
release, melt was assumed released I'rc_mthe periphery t_l' the ct)rc regitm where the total water
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depth to the lower head is lowest relative to central release locations. The reference water state

was also assumed saturated, thereby minimizing the cnhanccd quenching effects associated with
water subcooling. Finally, the reference primary system pressure was taken equal to the nominal
operating value. Melt therm_physical properties were based on data found in Appendix F.

For the GE and B&W rel_'.rence systems, a large number of cases were calculated
investigating the sensitivities to the initial jet diameter, jet velocity, melt composition, melt
superheat, water depth (i.e., release location), water subcooling, and system pressure. In

particular, the consequences were determined for: reducing the jet diameter from 10 to 5 cm;
reducing the jet velocity to values representative of a molten pool height reduced to 50 and 10%
o1"a total core pool; changing the melt composition to successively 21)wt% UO 2 - 80 wt%
stainless steel and l(X)% stainless steel', raising the melt superheat to 4(R) K; moving the melt
release lucation from the core periphery to the core centerline', increasing the water subcooling to
a value equivalent to the nominal operating couldleg inlet value', and de.creasing the primary
system pressure dc_wn tc_one atmosphere. In specific instances, the effects of varying two
variables, such as release h_caticm and melt composition, were examined. In addition, consistent
with the approach of defining ctmditions that would enhance the likelihood of impingement, a
case was del'ined that combined all of the single variations c_t'conditions that were tkmnd to

enhance the pmential t'c_rimpingement.

For the Westinghouse and CE reference systems, few caseswere calculated. The conditions
liar these cases were defined as ttu_seexpected tc_nu_st likely result in impingement based on lhe
results c_t"the B&W system calculations.

Key results from these analyses ccmsisl _1"the proportions of melt arriving t_n the k_wer head
as molten jets, molten droplets, and scdid particles, as well as the temperature of each of these
phases. For cases inw_lving jet impingement, the number o1' inlpinging jets, jet temperature,
diameter, and veh_city were determined. Addititmally, the local imf_ingement heat llux
correspcmding to the jet impingement conditions was calculated using an appropriate impingement
heat transfer correlatk_n. In calculating the heat flux, l'rc_zenochrematerial was assumed to be
presentas a solid crust layerbetweenthe impinging melt and underlying h_wer head substratc.
Plots showing the disp_sithm c_l"melt at successive times as it rek_cates through the water and
ct_llects upon the k_wer head were als_ lm_duced.

An attempt was made to display selected results in a non-dimensi_mal I'_rmat. A rough
preliminary c_rrclation fur the jet breakup length non-dimcnsicmalized by the initial jet diameter
was studied and ctmlpared with the results ()1 the THIRMAIJ() calculations. Results tier the

impingement zcme heal flux and energy dep_sition were als_ presented in a n_m-climensional
fashion.

3"he rcnminder _1"this section is organized as follows. Sectk_n 4.2.1.2 presents detailed
TttlRMAI./0 calculatkm results I't_rtwo sc_ping cases. Secti_n 4.2.1.3 summarizes the maj{_r
conclusi_ms l'rt_m sensitivity studies. Non-dimensitmal studies of the jet breakup length and
impinging heat Ilux are presented in Section 4.2.1.4. Appendix C prtwides a descriptit_n of the
THI RMAL/() ct_de.

4.2.1.2 Results for Scoping Cases. "l'w(_sc(_ping cases based tm the GE and B&W

reactor ctmt'igurati_ms were first defined and carried t_ut aSSUllling the ctmditions sltt_wn in
Table 4-7. The dinlCllSJ_}ns_'_1"the It_wer plenum c_nt'igurati_ns ;.issunlcd l't'_rthese two plants :ire
found in Appendix F.
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4.2.1.2.1 Scoping Case GEl--The arrangemento1"the lower head structuresfor the
reference GE BWR/4 reactor vessel is shown in Figure 4-35. A large portion of the flow area in
the lower head rcgicm is occupied by control rod guide tubes and control rod drive housings, as
shown in Figures 4-35 and 4-36. An effect of the closely-packed control rod guide tubes is to
limit the lateral propagation of the dispersed melt droplets and particles during the melt jet/water
interaction. As a result, the water region in the midst of the control rod guide tubes is more
likely to become void because of a higher melt droplet concentration. When the void fraction in
this region becomes large enough, a continuous liquid coolant phase may not exist near the jet
and the jet surface erosion could bc reduced. Thus, a longer jet penetration distance and,
possibly, jet impingement could occur. The effects of the instrument tubes on the jet/water
interaction are neglected because of their smaller diameter.

In the THIRMAL/0 code, the lateral inhomogencity of the Ilow conditions, such as the
radial void distribution, is accounted for by using a mixing zone representation (scc Appendix C).
The mixing zone is roughly a cylindrical volume that contains the jet column, dispersed droplets,

f
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Figure 4-35. Arrangement of BWR/4 core, core plate, control rod guide tubes, and supporting
components.
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Figure 4-36. Cross-sectional llow area beneath BWR/4 core. 427

steam, and watcr. Outside the mixing zone, the tlow is assumed to consist ()1"single-phase water
without any melt or steam. The volumc of the mixing zone is determined based upon the lateral
migration of the dispersed droplets/particles. In Scoping Case GEl, the crc)ss-scctional area of
the water region in thc middle of the control rod guide tubes (and the control rod drive housing)
is treated as a circular area with an equivalent diameter that yields the same cross-sectional area.
During the interaction, the mixing zone may expand or shrink depending on the variation (,,1'the

steam generation rate. The code allows water to tlow into the region bctween the control rod
guide tubes through thc gaps bctwecn thc guide tubcs and housings when the steam gcncration
decreases and the pressure drops as a result of the different gravity heads that cause the mixing
zone to shrink.

In the THIRMAL/0 code, a correlation based on the experiment data ()1"Sato et al.428 is
applied to evaluate thc heat llux when jct impingcmcnt occurs. As shown by Sato ct al., the
Nusselt number for a turbulent jet impinging upon a reciting substratc surface can be rcprescntcd
by

Nu = 0.0155 Re 0'917 Pr °'_. (4-36)

This correlation was obtained using data valid tbr 0.095 < Pr < 0.20 and 4.1 x 104 < Rc
< 4.9x 105.

The results of the melt/water interaction calculations o1"Scoping Case GEl, as predicted by
the TH[RMAL/0 codc, are shown in Table 4-8. The following is a brief discussion of the results.

The jet breakup length is det'ined as the depth at which a coherent jet column ceases to exist
as a result of dispersion or fragmentation c)l"the corium stream. Jet breakup length is usually
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expressed in terms of the jcl diameter. The volume fractions ¢51"the jet column and the melt
droplets/particles in the mixing zone during the interaction are shcswn in Figure 4-37. Thus, the
physical state ¢51"the accumulated melt on the vessel b¢_ttonl can be predicted. As sht_wn in
Figure 4-3"7, the deepest distance that the jet can penetrate without being completely fragmented
is predicted to he around 45 initial jet diameters (i.e., 4.5 m) below the core supp¢)rt plate, which
occurs -2 seconds al'tcr the commencement or jet Ilow. After -2 seconds, a quasi-steady breakup
behavior is attained when a roughly constant melt dispersion rate, as well as a coherent jet
column ot"a constant length, is achieved. For the reference Case GEl, jet impingement is not
predicted to occur because the depth of the water in the lower head is greater than the predicted
jet breakup length.

Corresponding t¢5Figure 4-37, the variations o1"temperature for each phase in the mixing
zone at successive times are shown in Figure 4-38. The melt superheat of the jet column is

predicted to decrease ~30 K. It is predicted that all the dispersed droplets arc solidified when
they collect on the lower head with an average temperature ¢7t"~I6(X) K. Note that the solid
particle temperatures do not vary linearly with elevation from the lower head (e.g., a temperature
drop in particles occurs al 4.5 m for 0.5 scc¢)nc.lsand at 0.2 m t'¢)r2.0 seconds in Figure 4-38).
These discontinuities result from w_riati¢_ns in heat rcmcwal and particle travel time that are
ass¢sciated with particle size. For cxarnple, a larger particle will rail more rapidly to the lower
head at a higher temperature because such particles have smaller surl'ace area to massratios and
smaller travel times I'c_rheat remcwal. The size c)t"the mixing zone (i.e., the melt/water/steam
mixture) is shown in Figure 4-39. The mixing zone expands radially and vertically until a stahle
size is obtained after ~2 seconds and a quasi-steady state is reached.

The I(_caivoid fraction averaged cwcr the mixing z_me is shc_wnin Figure 4-4()at ditTerent
times. In general, the v_id fraction in the mixing zc_neis high, especially when jet breakup (sccurs.
Acc_srding to the TIIlRMAI./() predictions, flow dispersion always occurs I'r¢smthe core plate to
~3 m below. Thereflsre, the dcsminant breakup mechanism is the melt erosiCm l'mm steam llow in
the mixing zone in the region where water is dispersed.

As predicted hy TIIIRMA[,/(), the melt starts t¢5c¢_llecton the vessel b¢_ttomat
-1.5 seconds, and I()(;% of the accurnulatkm is cc_mpc_sedo1"solid particles. The prediction _51"the
dispersed particle size distribution l'or SccspingCase GEl is sh¢swnin Figure 4-41 cm a I_garithmic
prcshability graph. A I¢_g-n¢srmaldislrihution plots as a straight line Cma log prohal_ility graph. As
shown id Figure 4-41, the dehris ¢_t'Sc¢spingCase GI?;I is predicted t¢5shc_wa rc_ughly long-normal
size distribution with a massmedian lmrticlc size c_l'-3.5 mm. 'l'he standard deviation, a, ¢51"the
particle diameter characterizes the range c_vctwhich the particles arc distrihuted around the
median. In particular, _8c/4:c+l'the tc+taldehris mass is cc_ml+osed_1'particles ranging from

_/o to a_, where _ is the median diameter.

4.2.1.2.2 Scoping Case BWl--'l'hc B&W reference rcact¢_rvessel cCmtainsvari¢sus
oChrestructures in the I¢_werplenum, such as the I'lat distrihut¢sr plate, grid l'¢srging,instrument
support plate, and elliptical I'low distrihut¢_r plate, as st_own in l:igure 4-42. 'l'he effects o1"the
structurcs._m the melt jel breakup arc mainly 1_5c_fllecl lhe mell _m the plates and to li_rm
multiple jets after the accumulated melt drains Ihr¢)ugll each plate. As illustrated in Figures 4-42
and 4-43, the rekscatcd melt jet w_mld inleracl with water in l,_,egi_msI, 11, ili, and IV. A
"straight-sh¢st"jet _51"significant diameter cann¢)texist in this geometry.

During the relocatk_n, melt is ass-imc,l to accumulate _)n the Ilat ll_)w distribut¢_r plate, the
grid 1'_srging,and the elliptical I]_swdistrihut_sr plate. A quasi-steady l]_swsituati¢)n is assumed to
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Figure 4-37. Melt w_lumc t'ractic)ns in mixing zone for rcl'crcnce case GEl at 0.l, 0.5, 2, and
5 seconds (void and water fractions arc not included in figures).
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Figure 4-38. Temperature variatkms o1"melt in mixing zone for reference case GEl at 0.1,05,
2, and 5 seconds.
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Figure 4-40. Local void l'n_ctionin mixing zone l'c_rScopingCaseGEl.
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Figure 4-41 Dispersed particle size distrihutions liar Seeping Case GEl.
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Figure 4-42. Details o1"reference B&W core support assembly.
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M42_4 ilt- log 1 2_Jb

Figure 4-43. Schematic ct_nliu.uratic_n __1melt telt_catic_n and l_rcakul_ inside I(_wer head.

ctevcl_p where the r',ltc' _t' ct_riurn arriwtl Ul_t_neach l_latc ix equal t(; the r.te c;l' drainage thr_)ugh
llIcvari(_uspl_itc"(_l)cniri._,,i.'l'hclrcc'ziri_,(fl'rrlclt(_t-ithe l)latcsteelisneglc.ctcd,as thisix

expected t(_rclIrcscrit_rilyilsmlilll_i-ii_)n_I the icleascdmass. "l'hcl-)_tclItialnlc.ltingarid

cr(_si_)ii(flthe pI,teslcclhy Ifitirrii'lirlgirlttc(_riumix;iIst_ne_lectcd. 'I'hedilimeicrs(It'the jets

dr_lirliri_fr(_irl_tpI,icreflecttIic.,iize_)fthe h_flcsp;msJrlu,thrt_uu,IitIicIIIiltcthickness.I:'()ra

sufficierillysrri;iIII'it_Icsi,,.c',relativeit_tIicarrivinu,rnt:It,the new jetsI_lrllcdwillIlavi.-cli,lmclcrs

irliti_iIIyeqi_lalt_ the I-i_flcsize.IIt_wcvcr,irlrrlarlyinstances,the h_Icsizeexceeds the dialnctcrs

t_I"the urrivingct_riumjets.In iIii.,icase,thesize()I'IIlenc'.wlyI(_rrl-lcdjetsdepends (_nthe nature

(_Itl-lcmelt ll_wsurrt)i.lrldingthc'.vati(_us_q-lcnings.As melt c()llecis(_tithe plates,itwillllow
t(_wardthe nc'arhy_penini4sand IreelyIallint(_thcrrl.Thus, h_w tIIcrrlcltll(_wsover the upper

surface(_I'the plateand freelyI'aIIsirlt_)Ifith(_lesix(_Iinterest.

Assuming that the arriving, spreiMing, and draining melt has rcaclw.d a quasi-steady state, the
drainage c(_nditi(_ns _t the mull i)assirlg thr(iugh ¢acl'l l-ilatc are assumed I(_ satisfy the l'oli(_wii-lg
CClU_itii)rl:

lh " Oi Nl,,,k. _ cti,,,l<.1.J<.h< (4-37)

where
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m = melt relocation rate

NhoJe = numberol' holes covered by the accumulated melt on each plate

dhole = diameter ol' holes

hc - critical depth o1'melt Ilowing horizontally and dranning through hole

= g_ = critical velocity of melt flowing towards the edge of holesUc

p.y = melt density.

Figure 4-43 illustrates the formation of multiple jets on the flow plates. The melt flowing into
each hole is modeled as a l'rcc ovcrrall in open channel flow. The frec overfall Can be described
in terms of the depth at the brink and the subsequent tbrm of the freely falling nappc (see
Figure 4-44). The depth must pass through the critical depth, hc, at which the flow velocity is Uc,
as the flow accelerates into the supcrcritical free fall. From Reference 4-29, the flow depth at the
brink is a fraction (0.715) or the critical depth, hc, for a level channel.

Arriving
core material

Nappe

'l' I .715h \ ,/ / ccumulatedmelt \ /

_,_-Dj-_-_ .... Reagglomerated /
| _ ,-[ ,circular jet |

M577-WHT-492-O 1

Figure 4.44. Illustration of lbrmation of multiple jets through l]ow holes in core support
structure.
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Resulting t'rom the acceleration or the melt llowing to the holes between the location oi'
critical tlow and the rims of the hc)les, the melt jet velocity at the exit o1"the hole increases by a
l'aetor of 1/0.715 such lhat

Uj -- 1.4 (ghc) I/2

, 0 , 'l

1he melt l'lc_wtnginto each hole is assumed to reagglomcrate tc_form Ii circular ict in the center
of each hole. From ccmscrvatitm of" the f'iow rate, the diameter ell the multiple jets formed by
each plate satisfies the 12,11owingcctuatit,n:

= pj Nhoh, n D2 Ufl4 (4-38)

whcrc

Dj = diameter c,l"multiple jets

Uj = jet velocity.

C¢,mbining Equations (4-37) and (4-38), the diameter o1' each jet immediately below the plate can
be cxprcsscd Its

, i Iq, I_1 _ 1I3

= j . (4-39)Dj I. 155 tih,,l e ginP.! Nhcllc

A straight-shot pathway through the central part el" the lower plenum structure does not exist in
the B&W rel'crencc c_ml'iguraticm. Thus, melt draining vertically dc_wnward from the rlat

distributor plate will impinge cm and co,licit c,n the underlying grid forging steel (i.e., melt jets will
not pass directly thrclugh the large hi)lcs in the grid fc,rging). Similarly, jets draining vertically
d¢,wnward from the grid l'c_rgingwill bc intercepted by the steel ¢,1'the elliptical I1¢_wdistributt_r
plate without passing directly thrc_ugh its large holes.

Fc_r the purpc_se ,_f evaluating the pt,tcntial l'c_rjet impingenacnt, it is c, mscrvative tc_assume
that only the holes near the impinging jet are ctwercd by the melt spreading tm thc plate.
Thcrcfc_rc, thur jets arc assumed tt, t'c_rmwhen a single jct impinges cm the first platc (i.c., the flat
flow distributor plate). It is possible that more than 17_urjets cc_uld be t'c_rrncd on the grid tk_rging

Its a result of the impingement o1 four jets from the flow distributc_r plate on the vessel lower
head, but the number is limited t_, four in the current analysis. This chcfice is expected to

represent it conservative assumption with regard to impingement on the l_wcr head. Again, note
that the initial melt accumulation ,_n each plate is ignored, Instead, a quasi-steady melt drainage
is assumcd to occur immediately al'tcr melt rclocaticm starts. Thus, the melt thickness cm each

flow plate is assumed to) have re.ached a ccmstant value, arid the flow rate if the melt mass is
conserved at each plate.

Based c_n the melt release rate (i.e., 440 kg/s in Seeping Case BWI), Equation (4-39) yields it
jet diameter of 0.12 m for the lk_urjets formed from the flat distributor plate. This is larger than
the diameter of the holes ¢,n this plate. Therct'orc, the l'lat distributor plate hole size ot' 0.089 m

(3.5 in.) determines the jet diamcter. Assuming that lk,ur jets drain t'rom the grid forging,
Equatic_n (4-39) again predicts a jet diameter of 0.12 m. However, this is smaller than the h¢_lc
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size such that the jets I'orm with a (1.12 m initial diameter. Similarly, assuming that four jets drain
from the underlying elliptical flow distributor plate, an initial jet diameter o1"(1.12 m is calculated.

Thc rcsults ¢,t' Sc¢sping Case BWI are shown in Table 4-8. In Sccsping Case BWI, the
melt/water intcracticm is assumed to be c¢_mposed of four stages (scc Figure 4-43): (I) a single jet
of 0.1 m diameter relocates from the bottom ¢51'the molten core to the llat flow distributor plate;
(II) four jets of 0.(189-m (3-1/2 in.) diameter relocate from the fiat Ilow distributor plate t¢_thc
grkl forging; (II!) Ibur jets c51"0.12-m diamctcr rclocaOe from the grid I'c_rgingto the clliptical 11c5w
distributor platc; and (IV) femurjets of 0.12-m diameter rch_catc from the elliptical plate t¢_the
vessel lower hcad.

In Stage I, thc melt impinges and starts t¢5collect on the llat 11¢5wdistributc_r plate shortly
al'ter of relocation begins I'rc_ma high initial jet velocity (i.e., 6.1 m/s) and a short travcl distance
¢51"0.32 m through water. As predicted by the THIRMAIJ() codc, the melt jet rcachcs the Ilow

distributor platt: at -(1. i scc. The melt/water interaction quickly reaches a quasi-steady state, as
shown in Figure 4-45 where the melt wslumc fractions (in terms ¢51"c¢shcrcnt jet, moltcn droplcts,
and solid particles) arc plotted after the systcm has reached a quasi-steady state. In general, only
a small fraction of the relocated melt has becn dispersed into molten droplcts, and -79% of the
acct|mulated material on the flat distribut¢_r plate is compc_:4cdc51't'.le melt ¢_1"the impinging jet
c_51umn. Also shown in Figure 4-45 are thc variations c5t"the melt volume l'racticm, void fraction,
and the radius of the mixing zone when a quasi-steady stale is reached. Thc average temperature
of the jet column is predicted to bc 3108 K (-248 K superheat) when it impinges and
accumulates on the flat distributor plate. 'l'hcrefore, an initial tcmpcraturc c5t"3108 K is assumed
for thc multiple jets Iormcd l'r¢sm the bcsttom of the flat distrihuttsr plate.

In Stage il, the initial velocity o1"the four jcts is calculated to be 1.04 m/s based on a critical
tacit thickness of 0.056 m, as predicted by Equation (4-37). The water depth in this rcgicm is
0.133 m, as illustratcd in Figure 4-42. As a result of the short traveling distance between the llat
distributor platc t¢_ the tc_pc_l'the grid l'c_rging(0.133 m), the multiple jets quickly reach and start
to collect on the grid I¢_rging at ~0.2 second. Similar to the interacticm in Stage 1, the melt
dispersion and quenching reach a quasi-steady state after ~1 second. The melt volume fractions,

mclt temperatures, vc_id fraction, and the mixing zone boundary t'_r each c_t'the multiple jets are
shown in, Figure 4-46. Alsc_ similar to Stage I, the pc_rtion c_t"the melt impinging in a jet mode
consists ¢51"-61% o1"the accumulated material on the grid Ibrging. This reflects a shc_rt travel
distance lbr a significant melt jet cn_sicJn pr¢_cess t¢_occur. The average temperature c_l'the jet
columns is 3101 K (241 K superheat) when they impinge and c¢_llcct on the grid forging. Thus,
an initial temperature _1'3101 K is assumed l'c_rthe multiple jets li_rmed l'rom the bottom ¢5t'the

grid tbrging. Here, the heat loss and the melt dispersicm arc neglected when the melt relocates
thrcsugh the (1.165-m (6.5-in.) diameter, ().41-m (16 in.) Icing _pcnings in the grid f_rging to yield
a conscrvativc energy and mass ccmtcnt l'c_rthe multiple jets l_srmcd at the grid forging.

In Stage 1II, the diameter ¢51"the I'¢mrjets t'c_rmed l'rc_mthe hottt_m ¢51"the grid forging is
estimated to bc (1.12 m, as discussed above, and the initial velocity is calculated to be 1.06 m/s

based cm Equaticm (4-38). The water dcpth in this rcgion (i.e., Rcgi¢m I11 of Figure 4-43) is
I).5 m. Compared to Stages I and II, the multiple jets sul'fcr more heat loss and melt dispersion
because ot" a longer vertical distance of travel. The multiple jets are predicted to5 reach and start
to accumulate on the elliptical flow distributor plate at --0.5 scct)nd. After -1 second, the system
reaches a quasi-steady state for melt dispersion and quenching. Figure 4-47 shows the melt

volume fractions, melt tcmpcraturcs, vcfid fraction, and thc mixing zcme radius when a quasi-
steady state is reached. The impinging jct ccmsists ¢51'cmly 36% of the material that coilccts ¢m
the elliptical flow distributor plate because morc breakup and dispersion occurs in the grcatcr
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Figure 4-45. Melt volume, fractions, melt temperatures, and void l'raction in mixing zone and
radius of mixing zone for Stage I of Scoping Case BW1.
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Figure 4-46. Melt volume fractions, melt temperatures, and void fraction in mixing zone and
radius of mixing zone for Stage II of Scoping Case BWl.
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Figure 4-47. Melt volume t'ractions, melt temperatures, and void t'raction in mixing zone and

radius of mixing zone for Stage Ill o1"Scoping Case BW1.
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distance of water. The average temperature ic)ss of the jets is 15 K in this stage. Thus, the initial
temperature of the multiple jets formed from the bottom of the elliptical flow distributor plate is
assumed to be 3084 K.

In St,age IV (i.e., in the region below the elliptical flow distributor plate), the four jets suffer
significant breakup and heat loss because of the greater water depth of 0.74 m. Similar to
Stage III, the initial velocity and diameter of the multiple jets are 1.(16m/s and 0.12 m,
respectively. Jet impingement is predicted to begin at -0.8 second. The melt volume fractions,
melt temperatures, void fraction, and the mixing zone radius when a quasi-steady state is reached
are shown in Figure 4-48. In general, a superheat of 176 K is predicted for the jets when they
impinge on the lower head. The impinging heat transfer coefficient, as correlated by
Equation (4-36), is predicted to have a maximum value of 0.077 MW/m2K. If a melt crust with a
freezing temperature equal to the oxide melting temper_ture is formed on the lower head
immediately after the jet impingement occurs, the impinging heat flux t'rom the jet to the "crust" is
13.6 MW/m 2 in the impinging zone. Over the duration of melt relocation, the integrated heat flux
is predicted to be 5.2 x 103 MJ/m 2.

The accumulated melt on the lower head is predicted to arrive with -10% in the form of
t'our impinging jets, 4.7% as molten droplets; and 85.3% as solid particles with average
temperatures of _,t936 K, 300() K, and 17(X)K, respectively. The particle size distribution is shown
in Figure 4-49. T_he median size is about 3.5 ram. As discussed in Section 3.1.5, TMI-2 debris
contained particles less th_n 1 cm diameter as well as larger pieces of rubble nearly 20 cm in
diameter. However, larger pieces ot"debris may have been generated during refloc)d or defueling
operations.

4,2.1.3 Sensitivity Studies, In order tc_evaluate the etTects of melt release conditic)ns on
the melt arrival and jet impingement conditions, a series of calculaticms with variations in the
release conditions was carried out. Twelve additional cases for the GE and B&W plants were
performed to determine the effects of melt compositicm, melt superheat, jet diameter, release
location (i.e., water depth), jet velocity, water subcooling, and system pressure. The initial and
boundary conditions of Cases GE2 to GEl3 and BW2 to BWI3 are listed in Tables 4-9 and 4-10,
respectively. The results of the melt/water interacticm calculations of Cases GE2 to GEl3 and
BW2 to BW13 are summarized in Tables 4-11 and 4-12. Sections 4.2.1.3.1 and 4.2.1.3.2 contain a

brief discussion of the results for these two plants. The plots of the melt volume fractions, melt
temperatures, void fractions, and mixing zone are presented in Reference 4-30. Selected
calculations were also performed ['¢_rplants designed by the ¢)ther U.S. LWR vendors:
Westinghouse ;_nd Combustion Engineering. Results arc discussed in Sections 4.2.1.3.3 and
4.2.1.3.4.

4.2.1.3.1 Results for General Electric Cases--Results from sensitivity studies for the
GE plant design are summarized below. Since no jet impingement is predicted to occur for
scoping case GEl, in which it is assumed that corium relocates through the central core region,
Cases GE2 through GEl3 are compared to a case with melt and reactor conditions similar to
GEl, but with relc_cation occurring thrc_ugh a peripheral core region (Case GE6).

Mixed Oxide Melt Cc_mpositic,n (Case GE2)

In Case GE2, a mctai-c)xidc melt mixture material is assumed using materi_! thermophysical
properties l'rc_mAppendix F. Tb;s material represents a melt that is at a higher temperature than
pure metal because it c¢_ntains some ceramic fuel and a melt that is able to conduct almost as well
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Figure 4-48. Melt volume t'ractions, melt temperatures, and void fraction in mixing zone and
radius of mixing'zone for Stage IV of Seeping Case BWI.
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Figure 4.49. Dispersed particle size distribution for Scoping Case BWI.

Table 4-9. Melt release conditions of General Electric reference system cases.

Case no. Initial and boundary conditions different from scoping Case GE 1

GE2 Melt composition = eutectic; water depth = 4.0 m

GE3 Melt composition = metallic; water depth = 4.0 m

GE4 Melt superheat = 400 K; water dept h = 4.0 m

GE5 Jet diameter = 5 cm; water depth = 4.0 m

GE6 Peripheral relocation (i.e., water depth = 4.0 m)

GE7 Total melt mass = 50% of total mass; water depth = 4.0 m

GE8 Total melt mass = 10% of tot"_ mass; water depth = 4.0 m

GE9 Water subcooling = 70 K; wate, depth = 4.0 m

GEl0 System pressure = atmospheric; water depth = 4.0 m

GEl 1 Melt composition = eutectic

GEl2 Melt composition = metallic

GEl3 , Melt superheat = 400 K; water depth = 4.0 m; system pressure = atmospheric
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Table 4-10. Melt release conditions of Babcock & Wilcox reference system cases

Case no. Initial and boundary conditions different from scoping Case BWI

BW2 Melt composition = eutectic; water depth = 1.7 m

BW3 Melt compositicm = metallic; water depth = 1.7 m

BW4 Melt superheat = 400 K; water depth = 1.7 m

BW5 Jet diameter = 5 cm; water depth = 1.7 m

BW6 Peripheral relocation (i.e., water depth = 1.7 m)

BW7 Total melt mass = 50% of total mass; water depth = 1.7 m

BW8 Total melt mass = 10% of total mass; water depth = 1.7 m

BW9 Water subcooling = 50 K; water depth = 1.7 m

BW10 System pressure = atmospheric; water depth = 1.7 m

BWll Melt compositicm = eutectic

BW12 Melt composition = metallic

BW13 Melt superheat = 4(X) K; water depth = 1.7 m

as a purely metallic mixture. The melt is assumed to consist of 20% UO2 and 80% stainless steel.
For Case GE2, jet impingement is predicted to occur with a maximum heat tlux of 417)MW/m z.
Compared to Case GE6, the metal-oxide melt material suffers less erosion during melt/water
interaction and results in a higher impinging heat flux than a purely ceramic melt jet.

Metallic Melt Composition (Case GE3)

In Case GE3, a purely metallic melt is assumed in order to represent a low temperature melt
with a high thermal conductivity. The melt is assumed to be composed of 100% stainless steel.
The thermophysical properties assumed for this material were obtained from Appendix F.

For Case GE3, jet impingement is predicted to occur with a maximum heat flux of
38 MW/m z, which is slightly lower than predicted for the metal-oxide melt jet (i.e., Case GE2).

However, the maximum heat flux is still considerably higher than predicted for purely oxidic melt
jet (i.e., Case GE6). Compared to Case GE2, less solid particle formation is predicted for Case
GE3 because the heat of fusion of stainless steel is higher than for the metal-oxide melt. A lower
average temperature of the collected solid particles (i.e., 850 K) reflects the effects of the lower
initial relocation temperature.

Increased Melt Superheat (Case GE4)

In Case GE4, the melt superheat is increasecl to 400 K. The effect ot" the tacit superheat is
to increase the impinging heat llux when jet impingement occurs. For Case GE4, a maximum
heat tlux of 45 MW/m 2 is predicted which is 70% higher than predicted for Case GE6 due to the
higher superheat ot' the impinging jet. Hc_wcver, the state c_l"the accumulated melt is similar to
Case GE6.'
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Decreased Initial Jet Diameter (Case G E5)

In Case GE5, the initial jet diameter is assumed to bc 5 cm. It is predicted that complete jet
breakup occurs after the jet has penetrated a distance of 62 jet diameters in water. Compared to
Case GE6,. the reduction of the jet diameter eliminates the occurrence of jet impingement.

Reduced Water Depth (Casc GE6)

In Case GE6, melt is assumed to relocate through the peripheral region of the core. A
peripheral relocation path differs from a central relocation path (i.c., Cases GEl and GE2)
because there is a reduced water depth on the vessel periphery and because the peripheral
surface upon which the jet impinges is angled. However, the angle at which a jet from the core
would impinge upon the vessel surface is expected to be less than 45 degrees from the horizontal;

and data from several references 431'432 indicate that the differences in impinging jet heat transfer
resulting from surface angle arc less significant for a surface angle less than 45 degrees. Hence,
these THIRMAL/0 calculations have focused on the impact of reduced water depth on impinging
jet heat transfer. As discussed in Section 4.2.1.2.1, the jet breakup length is -45 initial jet
diametcrs (i.e., 4.5 m) for Case GEl and therefore, jet impingement occurs in Case GE6. The
maximum impinging heat llux is predicted to bc 26.9 MW/m 2.

,Fifty Percent Melt Mass (Case GE7)

In Case GE7, only 51)% of lhe total core mass is assumed to melt and relocate to the lower
head. Since the cross-sectional area _t" the molten pool is still assumed to bc the whole cross-
sectional area of the core, the effect of the reduction of the melt mass is to decrease the height
of the molten pool. As a result, the initial jet velocity is reduced. In Case GE7, an initial jet
velocity of 4.33 m/s is estimated. The jet is predicted to break up completely within a distance of
26 jet diameters (i.e., 2.6 m). The accumulated melt is predicted to completely consist, of solid
particles with an average temperature of 20(10 K. The effect of the jet velocity on jet breakup is
further discussed in Section 4.2.1.4.

Ten Percent Melt Mass (Case GE8)

In Case GE8, the relocated melt is further reduced to 11)% of the total core mass and the

corresponding initial jet velocity is reduced to 1.94 m/s. Similar to Case GE7, the jet is predicted
to break up, and the jet breakup length is 17 jet diameters (i.e., 1.7 m). By comparing the
breakup lengths of Cases GEl, GE7, and GES, the jet breakup length found is roughly
proportional to the jet initial velocity. A non-dimensional analysis of the jet breakup length is
given in Section 4.2.1.4. The accumulated melt is predicted to consist of 100% solid particles with
an average temperature of 1600 K. Compared to Case GE7, the lower debris temperature
predicted for Case GE8 is simply due to a hmgcr settling time lbr the droplets and particles to
reach the lower head.

Increased Water Subcooling (Case GEg)

In Case GEg, the water temperature is assumed tt_ be the same as the cold leg inlet
temperature corresponding to a water subcooling of 71) K. The effects of the water subcooling on
the melt/water interaction are: (a) enhancement of heat transfer and quench of the melt,
(b) reduction of the steam generation, and (c) reduction of the wild fraction in the mixing zone.
It is predicted that the jet is more likely to break up completely in subcooled water because in
subcooled water, flow dispersion is lens likely to occur in the mixing zone, at least at the lower
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portion of the jet column. As a result, more surface on thc jet volume would be covered by a
thin vapor film in which the steam velocity could bc much higher than that occurring in the
surrounding mixing zone. 425 Thcrefc_rc, the jet volume cxpcricnccs more erosion in the region
where a thin vapor film exists at the melt/water interface and a shorter jet breakup length is
predicted. For Case GE9, the jct is predicted to break up with a breakup length of 35 jet
diameters (i.e., 3.5 m), which is considerably shorter than predicted for saturated water (i.e., Case
GEl). Compared to Case GE6, more solid particles with a lower average temperature are
predicted for Case GE9 with subcoolcd water.

Reduced System Pressure (Case GEI()I)

In Case GEl(), the system pressure is assumed to bc atmospheric during the melt/water
interaction. It is recognized that the most important effect of the rcduced system pressure is to
cause the specific volume of the steam to bc more than at the elevated pressure conditions
increasing the vapor volume flux flowing through the fuel/coolant mixture. However, the steam
density increases roughly linearly with the pressure. As discussed in Rcfcrenccs 4-25 and 4-26,
the driving force of the melt surface erosion is thc steam inertia, oU 2, and the effects of the
system pressure are thus dependent upon the variation c)t"pU z versus pressure.

For Case GEl() at atmospheric pressure, jet impingement is predicted to occur as for Case
GE6. The maximum impinging jet diameter is predicted to be 0.043 m, which is greater than
predicted for the full system pressure, indicating a lower extent of breakup at lower system
pressure. However, since thc jet is predicted to impinge on the lower head with a lower
temperature than predicted for Case GE6, the resulting impinging heat flux is roughly the same as
predicted for Case GE6.

Mixed Oxide Melt with Increased Water Depth (Case GEl 1)

Case GEl1 is similar to Case GEl except for the melt compositicm. In Case GEll, thc melt
is assumed to consist of 20% UO2 and 80% stainless steel, and the water depth is the same as
Case GEl. The breakup and quench behavior of Case GEl I is similar to Case GEl. No jet
impingement is predicted to occur.

Metallic Melt with Increased Water Depth (Case GEl2)

Case GEl2 is similar to Case GEl except that the melt is completely composed of stainless
steel. Similar to Case GEl, no jct impingcnlent is predicted to occur. However, unlike Case
GEl, some molten droplets are predicted to accumulate on the lower head mainly due to a
relatively greater heat of fusion for stainless steel.

Conservative Estimate for Jet Impingemcnt (Case GEl3)

Based on the calculational results of Cases GEl to GEl2, Case GEl3 was defined so that
the boundary and initial conditions would bc expected to yield a conservative estimate of the
impinging heat flux over the range of the calculational matrix.

In Case GEl3, an impinging,jet 0.06 m in diameter with 362 K superheat is predicted. The
resulting heat flux is 46.1 MW/m', which is not much higher than predicted for Case GE4 because
the only differer_ce between Case GE4 and Case GEl3 is the system pressure. This result further
indicates that the impinging heat flux is not sensitive to the system pressure.
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4.2.1.3.2 Results for B&W Cases--The results ot" the cases run for the B&W

reference system are listed in Table 4-12. In general, the effects of the melt release conditions on

jet breakup, quench, and impingement arc similar to tht,sc predicted for the GE reference system
cases. However, noticeable differences include thc following:

1. The jet breakup lengths predicted for the B&W cases in which jet br_:akup occurs arc
much shorter than predicted for the GE cases. This is because when the jets break up
in Region IV (Region III for BWll and BWI2), the initial jet velocities for the jets
formed from the elliptical plate (grid forging for BWI1 and BWI2) arc too low (i.e.,
~1 m/s) for the jets to penetrate a considerable distance bel'c_re breakup occurs.

2. The maximum impinging jet velocities fire lower for the B&W cases also because of a
slower initial jet velocity for the jets formed from the elliptical plate.

3. The maximum melt superheat Ik.,rthe impinging jet is lower for the B&W cases. This
results from a longer travel time l'c)r the jets bct'orc they impinge on the lower head
cvcn though the water depth in the BW lower plenum is shallower than that for a GE
lower plenum.

4. The resulting impinging heat flux is lower than that predicted for the GE cases. This
shows that the core structure plates have an important elTcct in mitigating the heat flux
on the lower head when jet impingement occurs.

5. Comparing Cases BW6 find BWI(I, the extent of breakup is less significant for a higher
system pressure (i.e., 14.7 MPa), contrary to what was predicted for the GE cases. This
indicates that the THIRMAL/() model predicts a non-monotonic relation between the
steam inertia, p U2, and the pressure.

4.2.1.3.3 Results for Westinghouse cases--For the Westinghouse reference plant
design, the major lower plenum structures arc the lower core plate, core supp¢_rt, upper tic plate,
lower tie plate, and secondary core SUl_port, as shown in Figure 4-50. I1'molten material from a
fuel clement is assumed to drain through the lower core plate, it is likely that the melt could
accumulate on the horizontal plates (i.e., core support, upper tic plate, lower tic plate, and
secondary core support). The core support has a ().4()-m diameter hole in the center, 92 holes
0.24 m in diameter, and 16 holes 0.18 m in diameter. The upper tic plate and the lower tic plate
both havc roughly a ring shape with some irregularly shaped holes. The secondary core support
has a square shape with a square hole 0.57 x 0.57 m. As shown in Figure 4-51, a "straight-shot"
jet relocation is possible if the melt is relocated from the central region of the core. For
peripheral relocation, the melt can either penetrate _nc of.the 0.24-m diameter holes on the core
support or accumulate on the core support and drain from the adjacent h_les. The jet (or jets)
from the core support may not be intercepted by any of the horizontal plates below the core
support for pcriphcral relocation (scc Figure 4-5(}).

I

Based on the configuration of the horizontal plates in the lower plenum, it is assumed that a
0.1 m diameter jet interacts only with water in the lt_wcr plenum for both central relocation and

peripheral relocation because a "straight-shot" jc! can exist in both the central find peripheral
regions. The dimensions o1' the lower plenum configuration used in this work are listed in
Appendix F.

Based on the calculational results of the B&W cases, jet impingement is predicted to occur
in Cases BWI, BW4, find BW6. Therefore, three c_rrcsponding cases (i.c., W1, W4, and W6)
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were carried out lbr the Westinghouse reference system. In order to evaluate the effects of the
accumulation of the melt and the formation of multiple jets due to a non-straight through
relocation, an additional case, W4a, in which [bur jets were assumed to form from the core
support was also carried out. The melt release conditions for these cases are listed in Table 4-13.

The results of the Westinghouse cases are shown in Table 4-14. Jet impingement is
predicted for all of the Westinghouse cases except tbr Case W4a in which credit is taken tbr
accumulation of the melt and formation of the multiple jets with lower superheat and lower jet
velocity. In general, the impinging jets predicted for the Westinghouse cases have larger
diameters than predicted tbr the B&W cases, in spite of a deeper overall water pool residing in
the Westinghouse lower plenum. This is because the multiple jets formed from various flow
plates in the B&W lower plenum have much smaller initial jet velocities (resulting in relatively
longer travel times for the jet column to shrink and break up). Also, the predicted impinging jet
diameters in the Westinghouse cases are larger than those in the GE cases because of the smaller

water dcpths in the Westinghouse plant lower plenum. However, for Case GE6, a larger
integrated heat flux is predicted than for Case W6 despite the smaller impingement jet diameter.
This is because the larger BWR core mass results in a longer timc for melt relocation and
impingement.

4.2.1.3.4 Results of CE Cases--For the CE reference system, the major lower
plenum structure is the core support assembly as shown in Figure 4-52, The core support
assembly is composed of two horizontal plates (i.e., the core support plate and bottom plate of

Table 4.13. Melt release conditions of Westinghouse cases.
I

WI W4/W4a W6

Melt composition Ceramic Ceramic Ceramic

Melt superheat, K 250 400 250

Melt mass, kg 1.84 x l0 s 1.84 x l0 s 1.84 x l0 s
(100% of total mass)

Jet diameter, m 0.1 ().1 0.1

Initial jet velocity, m/s 5.98 5.98 5.98

Relocation path Central Peripheral Peripheral

Water depth, m 3.09 2.53 2.53

System pressure, MPa 15.3 15.3 15.3
(Full system pressure)

Water subcooling, K () () ()
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the core support assembly). Beneath the core support assembly of this particular CE plant, the

Maine Yankee plant, is the instrumentation guide tube support plate. Although most operating
CE plants have no lower head penetrations, the Maine Yankee plant was analyzed because c)t"
design information availability. The dimensions of the core lower plenum.structures used in this
work are listed in Appendix F. Based on the calculational results of the B&W cases, three
corresponding cases (i.c., CEI, CE4, and CE6) were carried out for the CE reference design.
The melt release conditions for these cases are listed in Table 4-15.

If the melt is assumed to relocate from the bottom of the core (i.e., from the core support
plate), the bottom plate of the core support assembly and the instrumentation guide tube support
are the only plates where the melt can possibly accumulate. However, because the flow holes on
the bottom plate of the core support assembly arc closely spaced and densely packed (e.g.,
25 ().076 diameter holes are located on a 0.49 x 0.49-m area near the center region of the bottom
plate), a much larger l'racticm of the plate cross section corrcspcmds to openings than in the other
plant configuraticm. Thus a 0.l-m diameter jet relocating from the bottom of the molten core
region would bc expected to penetrate the bottom plate withc_ut undergoing significant dispersion
by the plate structures. Thcrefc)rc, corium emerging from the bottom plate is modeled in a
ditTcrcnt manner than in the previous calculations. In particular, the melt is not assumed to
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Table 4-15. Melt release conditions of Combustion Engineering cases

CE1 CE4 CE6

Melt composition Ceramic Ceramic Ceramic

Melt superheat, K 250 400 250

Melt mass, kg 1.86 x 105 1.86 x 105 1.86 x 105

Jet diameter, m 0.1 0.1 0.1

Initial jet velocity, m/s 6.50 6.50 6.50

Relocation path Central Peripheral Peripheral

Water depth, m 2.81 2.02 2.02

System pressure, MPa 15.3 15.3 15.3

Water subcooling, K 0 0 0

spread along the upper surface of the bottom plate, but to penetrate directly through those
openings in the path of the jet. Since the 0.076-m hole diameter is less than the 0.1-m jet
diameter, it is assumed that the plate transforms the melt into one 0.076-m diameter jet

surrounded by four smaller jets corresponding to the melt passing through the four nearest
adjacent holes.

The next horizontal plate below the bottom plate is the instrumentation guide tube support

plate. On this plate, 82 flow holes 0.254-m in diameter are also closely spaced. Therefore, it is
reasonable and conservative to assume that the multiple jets formed from the bottom plate would

make a "straight-shot" penetration without being significantly impeded on the instrumentation
guide tube support plate.

The THIRMAL/0 calculation results for the CE cases are listed in Table 4-16. Jet

impingement is predicted for all cases. Only the middle jet of Case CE1 impinges on the lower
head, while all five jets of Cases CE4 and CE6 impinge on the peripheral region of the lower
head.

4.2.1.4 Non.dimensional Analysis of Jet Breakup and Jet Impingement. In this
section the important combinations of variables that characterize the behavior of jet breakup and

jet impingement are investigated using dimensionless groups in order to enhance the utility of the
calculational results.

4.2.1.4.1 Jet Breakup Length--A liquid mass moving in a different ambient fluid will

break up into drops. The jet breakup length is the distance the jet can penetrate before complete
fragmentation occurs and can be expressed as
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L - Uj _: (4-40)

where

L = jet breakup length

Uj = jet velocity

_: = breakup time.

The breakup time, x, is approximated by

Dj
1: - -- (4-41)

UE

where

Dj = jet diameter

U E = erosion velocity on jet surface.

As discussed in References 4-25 and 4-26, the erosion velocity is the perpendicular component of
the velocity of the eroded material with respect to the jet surface. For a high-temperature melt
surface in a film boiling regime, the erosion velocity has been shown to be a function of the jet

density, pj, jet velocity, Uj, coolant vapor density, Ocg, and coolant vapor velocity, Uv, as given
below. 4-26

= (4-42)

KPcg + pj

where K 1 = (1 + cosh kp bv)/sinh kp 8v; and the most probable wave number, kp, is

2

kp " 2peg Uv K1 (4-43)
3oj

where

oj = surface tension of jet material

5v = vapor film thickness.

When the void fraction is high enough tbr. a dispersed ltow regime to occur, the thin vapor
film would not exist and the jet surface would be subjected to a global steam flow in the vicinity
of the jet. The erosion velocity, as express in Equation (4-42), is obtained simply by setting the
vapor film thickness to a large number under this condition.

Thus, Equation (4-42) becomes
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2 ]1/Z
..,I1E-_. Peg U v _- oj kp (4-44)

and

2

2peg Uv (4-45)
kp s

3oj

It is interesting to note that Equations (4-44) and (4-45) are the same as obtained by Levich TM
for the erosion at the boundary between the media with nonzero relative velocity.

Combining Equations (4-40), (4-43), (4-46), and (4-47), the jet breakup length expressed in
terms of the jet diameter, Dj, can be approximated by

L _ (4-46)

where

Weu = uzj pj Dj/oj, the jet Weber number

C = a constant.

Based on Equation (4-46), the jet breakup lengths predicted by THIRMAL/0 in the present
investigation are plotted in Figure 4-53. As shown in Figure 4-53, the predicted breakup lengths
are very roughly correlated by the Weber number. The value of the constant, C, is very roughly
equal to unity.

The correlations of jet breakup length predicted by some of the previous investigators are
also shown in Figure 4-53 for comparison. These previous correlations will also be briefly
discussed. Taylor 435 predicted that the breakup length of a low-melting-point metal jet (implicitly
assumed to be atomizing) in water obtained using a linear analysis of the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability should depend on the jet-ambient fluid density ratio,

L lap__,j (4-47)b-_j -5

where a denotes the ambient fluid (i.e., water). This relation was later derived by [.x.wich. TM In

general, Equation (4-47) agrees Well with experiment data for liquid jets in immiscible liquids
without s_gnit'icantvapor generation.

Another extreme breakup mechanism results from the capillary stresses on the jet column.
The capillary instability of an inviscid liquid thread was_first•analyzed by Rayleig,h and the j'et
breakup due to capillarity is often called "Rayleigh breakup." It has been shownTM that the drops
generated by capillary breakup will have a diameter of 1.89 Dj (i.e., nearly twice that'of the
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Figure 4-53, Non-dimensional jet breakup lengths calculated in current investigation versus
various simple correlations.

undistu :_,edjet). According to Weber's analysis,437 the breakup length of a viscous liquid jet in a
gas atmosphere can be expressed as

3Wej
L -.. 13 W_j +_ (4-48)

_jj Rej

where

Wej --- jet Weber number

Rej = jet Reynolds number.

Epstein and Fauske 4_ analyzed the Kclvin-Hclmholtz instability on two parallel interfaces
of the vapor film between a melt jet and the ambient water. By ignoring the steam velocity in the
vapor film, they suggested that the jet breakup length is given by

J

___ (4-49)

where the subscript, g, denotes steam in the vapor film.
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Although not compared in Figure 4-53, it should be noted that Epstein and Fauske 439 also
suggest that data for water jets in air or water can be correlated using

/ _l_

Dj

where the subscxipts J and 1dcnote thc jct and the continuous phase (air or water), respectively.

From experiments with water jets penetrating Freon-11 and liquid nitrogen, Saito et al.,44°
obtained the following correlation for the steady state jet penetration length:

v--"-

L (2.1) Fr lzz Pl_ (4-50)
Dj qp,

where the Froude number, Fr =- U_/g D j, and the subscripts J and 1 denote jet and continuous

phase (i.e., liquid), respectively.

Based upon THIRMAL/0 prcdictions, many factors can affect the jet breakup length, such
as the initial jet velocity, melt tcmpcrature, water subcooling, system pressure, and vessel
configuration. Equation (4-46) only suggests a qualitative estimate of the jet breakup length. An
accurate estimate can be obtaincd only when all the factors mentioned above are considered.

4.2.1.4.2 Impinging Heat Flux and Energy Deposition--In order to evaluate the
effects o12the coolant and the lower plenum structures on mitigating the thermal loading from the

impinging jets, the extcnt of rcduction of the impinging heat flux and the local energy deposition
on the impinging zone are exprcsscd in tcrms of Q/Q,, and Et/Eto, respectively. Q/Qo is the
ratio of the impinging heat flux to that which would be calculated for the initial coherent jet
without any melt/water and melt/structure interactions. Et/Eto is the ratio of the total energy

deposited on the impinging zone by any of the impinging jets to that which would be,deposited by
the initial coherent jet without any melt/water and melt/structure interactions. Therefore, the

ratio Et/Eto wcmld give an estimate of how the local thermal load is reduced by the coolant and
thc lower plenum structures. Spccifically, thc ratio c_l"thc impinging hcat flux is defined as

Q h t 'z_T
- (4-51)

Qo hto AWo

where the subscript o denotes the impingement without the effects of coolant and structures.
The acceleration of a t'rec fall jct is considcrcd in evaluating ho when the coolant and structures
are assumcd to be absent in the lower plcnum. Similarly, the ratio c)f the energy deposited by a

single impinging jet to thc total cncrgy which would bc deposited by thc initial jet impinging on
the lower head without the melt-water and tacit-structure interactions can be expressed as

Et = h z_T A At = Q D.j " (4-52)
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where A and D are the impinging area and impinging jet diameter, respectively, and z_t is the
duration of the jet impingement.

Table 4-17 lists the predicted values of Q/Qo and Et/Eto for those cases with the occurrence
of jet impingement. This prediction is further illustrated in Figure 4-54. In general, the
impinging heat flux is reduced by a factor of two for Cases GE4 and GE6 and by approximately a
factor of four for cases BW4 and BW6. However, the total energy deposited by any one of the
impinging jets accounts for only a small fraction (i.e., 3 to 5% for Cases BW4 aud BW6, and 4 to
11% for Cases QE4 and GE6) of the total energy that would be deposited by the initial jet if it
were to impinge on the lower head without the obstacles imposed by coolant and structures. This
also indicates that the formation of multiplc jets resulting from various horizontal flow plates in
the B&W vessel has a significant effect in reducing the thermal loading on the lower head.

However, this effect is less significant for the Westinghouse and CE rcfercncc systems because of
the specific configuration of the flow holes in the horizontal plates incorporated in these two
designs.

Table 4-17. Non-dimensional thermal loading on lower head for cases with prediction of jet
impingement.

Ratio of impinging heat flux Ratio of local energy deposition

Case number (Q/Qo) (Et/Eto)

GE2 0.56 0.09

GE3 0.53 0.07

GE4 0.57 0.11

GE6 0.44 0,04

GEl 0 0.54 0.17

GEl3 0.53 0,33

BW1 0.22 0,02

BW4 0.28 0,03

BW6 0.25 0,05

W 1 0.44 0,15

W4 0,49 0,40

W6 (t.47 0.30

CEI 0.38 0.20

CE4 0.43 0.33

CE6 0.43 0.24
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Figure 4-54. Non-dimensional impinging energy tor depc_sition cases with impingement.

4.2.1.5 Summary and Conclusions. The following conclusions may be drawn fromthe
results of the various THIRMAL/0 calculations of melt/water interactions and the conditions of
arriving melt in the tbur reference LWR systems:

1. The occurrence of jet breakup and jet impingement on the lower head are calculated
to bc sensitwe to many factors. The behavior of jet breakup depends on the conditions
of the melt (i.e., material composition, initial melt tcmperaturcs, and initial jet
geometry), water subcooling, water depth, and system pressure.

2. The presence o1'tlow plates in the lower plena and the hole configuration within these
llow platcs strongly affect jet impingement for PWR plants. For B&W plants, the flow
plates accumulate the mclt and lbrm multiple jets, reducing the velocity of the jets and
the fraction ot"initial jet cncrgy that can impinge on the vessel lower head. Unlike the
flow plates in a B&W plant, the flow platcs in Westinghouse and CE plants generally
do not accumulate the melt. Rather, "straight shot" jets are more likely to occur in
Westinghouse and CE lower plena, resulting in more significant jet impingement.

3. In the GE reference BWR system, the rcleased melt jet is unimpeded by any horizontal
structural plates. However, the GE lower head is protected by the water pool, which is
deeper than the water pool present within PWR lower plcna.

In the B&W reference plant, melt collection upon and drainage l'rom the various flow
distribution and support plates located inside the lower plenum are calculated to promote
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additional melt breakup and quenching. However, the effects are strongly dependent upon the
number of participating plates, the flow hole size, and the relative orientation of holes in
successive plates. In particular for other LWR reference plants., the presence of nearly concentric
openings enabling relocation through part of the lower plenum in a straight-shot mariner is
important. The state of the arriving melt is also Strongly dependent upon the water depths, which
differ among the PWR reference plants.

In the B&W reference system, melt jet impingement was calculated for' only four of the
thirteen cases calculated. For the assumed peripheral release of the total core mass of oxide
composition with 250 K of initial molten superheat and a 10-cm initial diameter, 77% of the melt
is calculated to arrive on the lower head as frozen particles, 4% as molten droplets, and 19% in
the form Of four impinging jets 3.6 cm in diameter. Any of the following conditions was found to
eliminate the prediction of jet impingement: decreasing the jet diameter from 10 to 5 cm;
decreasing the core pool height and corresponding gravity driving head from a value
representative of 100% of the total core mass to 50%; increasing the water subcooling from zero
to 50 K; decreasing the primary system pressure from the nominal operating pressure to
atmospheric; or increasing the proportion of metal in the melt composition from 0 to 80% or
greater.

For the GE reference system, melt impingement was predicted for less than half of the cases
considered. For a case involving a peripheral release of 100% of the core mass as 80 wt% UO 2 -
20 wt% ZrO 2 oxide having initially 250 K of molten superheat and a diameter of 10 cm, 83% of
the melt would arrive as molten droplets, I3% as particles, and only 4% as a 2.3-cm diameter
impinging jet. Any of the following conditions were calculated to completely eliminate jet
impingement: increasing the water depth from that representative of a release at the core
periphery to one at the core center; decreasing the jet diameter from 10 to 5 cm; decreasing the
core pool height and corresponding gravity driving head from a value representative of 100% of
the core mass to 50% of the mass; increasing the water subcooling from zero to 70 K; or

increasing the proportion of metal in the released melt from zero to 80% or greater.

For those cases in which jet impingement is calculated, the heat flux on the lower head is
less than that which would be predicted if the jet released from the core were imagined to
unrealistically relocate and impinge as a single coherent jet contracting under gravity without any
melt/water or melt/structure interactions. The ratio of the heat flux for each individual jet and
the heat flux corresponding to the idealized noninteracting jet were compared for two cases in
which coherent jet impingement was predicted in all of the four reference plants. For the
particular impingement heat transfer correlation assumed, this ratio is calculated to vary from 0.44
to 0.57 for Cases GE4 and GE6; 0.25 to 0.28 for Cases BW4 and BW6; 0.47 to 0.49 for Cases W4
and W6; and 0.43 for Cases CE4 and CE6.

Another measure of the impingement thermal loading on the lower head wall is the ratio of
the energy deposited into the lower head inside the impingement zone of an individual jet to that
from impingement of an idealized noninteracting single coherent jet. This ratio was also
compared for two cases in which coherent jet impingement was predicted in all four reference
plants: Case 4 and Case 6. The local energy deposition ratio is calculated to vary from 0.04 to
0.11 for the GE reference system, 0.03 to 0.05 for the B&W reference system; 0.3 to 0.4 for the
Westinghouse reference system, and 0.24 to 0.33 for the CE reference system. Hence, the
Westinghouse and CE plants are predicted to be subjected to highcr thermal loading because of
the potential for "straight-shot" relocation in conjunction with the shallower water depths that
exist in PWR lower plena (compared to BWR lower plcna).
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In most cases, a significant portion of the released melt is calculated to collect on the lower
head as frozen particles. In specific instances, the entire melt mass is predicted to accumulate as
a solid debris bed. For example, this is calculated for the GE reference system when a 10-cm
diameter jet of oxide having 250 K of initial molten superheat is released at the center of the core
plate. In the B&W reference system, complete freezing is predicted in six out of the nine cases
involving complete jet breakup. Less solidification was obtained for the Westinghouse and CE
refcrence systems. In particular, no more than 48% of the melt collected as particles in the CE
calculations. For the present investigation, predicted median particle sizes range from 1.5 to
4.5 mm median diameter. Because a distribution of sizes is obtained for each case, individual

particles could be smaller or larger than this range.

For all of the cases in which jet breakup is calculated prior to jet impingement upon any
structural plates or the lower head, the predicted jet breakup distance was found to be roughly
proportional to the square root of the jet Weber numbcr divided by the product of the jet
diameter and the most probable wave number tbr Kclvin-Helmholtz disturbances. The resulting
expression shows better agreement with simulant data on the breakup of a jet of one liquid
penetrating into a second volatile liquid than' thc cxpressions of Taylor, 435 Weber, 437 as well as
Epstein and Fauskc. 43s However, a correlation bascd solely upon this relation still exhibits
significant scatter because effects of variables, such as system pressure or water subcooling, are
not included. Thus, detailed calculatic)ns are still required to obtain more precise predictions of
thc breakup length.

4.2.2 Localized Creep Rupture

This section ibcuses on the potential tbr a localized vessel failure to occur. As discussed in
Section 2, no previous analyses of this vessel failure mode were found in the literature.
Furthermore, this phenomenon was considered too complex to consider using a closed-form
solution technique. Hence, a finite diffcrcncc model was developed for analyzing this
phenomenon. The model was applied to scvcral types of thermal conditions having the potential
to cause a localized vcsscl failure. These thermal conditions are discussed in Section 4.2.2.1. A

description of the model is provided in Section 4.2.2.2. Additional details about the model
development are provided in Appendix D, and results from verification calculations pertbrmed to
compare results from this new model and a finite element structural analysis code are provided in
Appendix E. The criteria used to predict failure are described in Section 4.2.2.3. Model results
for thermal conditions discussed in Section 4.2.2.1 are presented in Section 4.2.2.4, and
conclusions arc summarized in Section 4.2.2.5.

4.2.2.1 Temperature Distributions for Localized Analyses. Calculations consider two

types or sets ot" thermal conditions. The first set of conditions involve contrived, steady-state
temperature profiles, simulating physical loads and illustrating features of an analytical structural
method developed for examining vessel bchavior undcr scvcrc local loads. The second set of
loads are time-dependent temperature distributions generated from finite element solutions to the
vessel conduction problem using boundary conditions based on various debris characteristics.

Two dit'fcrcnt contrived tcmpcraturc profiles arc considered. The I'irst is designated a "line
source" prot'ile, and simulates particulate or molten corium in an instrumentation tube. The
presence of such material creates a localized preferential path for heat transfer out of the vessel.
This is most significant in that the line source creates elevated temperatures through the thickness
of the vessel around the tube. Previous analyses indicated that the consequences of highly
elevated temperatures on the inside of the vessel are mitigated by the presence of cooler material
on the outside; the lower temperature material absorbs the load from weakened material on the
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inside. With elevated temperatures through the thickness, there is no material to provide strength
and stiffness locally, which suggests the possibility of a failure around the tube. Local failure may
also be precipitated by hot spots at certain discrete locations. The relocated core consists of a
mixture of highly dissimilar materials and is not necessarily a homogeneous composition.
?although there would be a pronounced radial temperature gradient underneath such a hot spot,
the magnitude of the temperatures through thickness might again be high enough to weaken the
material to the point where local failure is possible.

Steady-state temperature distributions simulating these local effects are superimposed on a
background temperature distribution. The background distribution is assumed to vary linearly
between an inner temperature, Tin, and an outer temperature, Tout, through the thickness of the
vessel and not to vary along the meridian. The local temperature distributions are characterized

by a peak temperature, AT, and angular spread, A_Oo, about the bottom of the vessel. The
distributions are contrived in that they are not obtained from solutions to a conduction equation
with physical boundary conditions. Instead, they are intended to simulate peak temperature
profiles and illustrate features of the analytical method described in Section 4.2.2.2. The following
functional dependencies of the "line source" and "hot spot" temperature distributions are
expressed in terms of variablcs /_and _ used to describe material points in the vessel:

Line source

1 (Tin + Tout) _ ¢'(Tin _ Tout)
T](_',_) = _ tv

(4-53)

I 1 _v -1[m/h_'
+ AT + - (Tin - Tottt) + (Tin - Tout) e2

Hot spot

-(_ m/h4b)2-1/2-tilt v
1 (Tin + Tout) _ ¢ (T,,- Tout) + ATe (4-54)

T2(¢'_) = 2 _v

Here, AT and A q)o are parameters associated with the peak temperature profile, and Tin and
Tout arc the nominal inncr and outcr temperatures of a vesscl with thickness, tv. The variable
_m is used to describc the mcridian of the lower head parametrically, varying from 0 to 1
betwecn the bottom ot" thc lower head and the junction with the cylindrical pressure vessel. The
length _"mcasures distancc normal to thc meridian; _"= _+tJ2 corresponds to the outer/inner
surface of the vessel. Representative temperature distributions are illustrated in Figure 4-55 for
Tin = 900 K, Tout = 700 K, and AT = 200 K tk)r q0o = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 radians. Results
illustrate that a range of vessel dcformations arc possible, depending on the relative creep rates of
the hot spot and the background portions of the vessel.

i

The second set of thermal conditions is based on transient heat conduction through the
vessel. The pressure vessel is initially assumcd to experience a benign temperature profile
representative of operating conditions. The inner surface temperature is assumed uniform and
equal to 6(X) K. The outer surface tcmpcraturc is assumed unilbrm and equal to 550 K. For a
vessel 12.7 cm thick with thermal conductivity 40 W/mK, the heat flux through the vessel is

approximately 15 kW/m 2. The heat transfer coiffficient to the ambient containment atmosphere
is 100 W/mZK, and the ambient tcmpcraturc is assumed to bc 4(X) K. Therefore, the initial
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Figure 4-55. Representative peaked temperature distributions superimposed on a background
temperature distribution.
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conduction heat llux through the vessel is equal to the tlux removed by convection on the vessel's
outer surface.

The characteristic heat tluxes used in Section 4.1.1, which represent three different debris
-' " -- 5 2 , ,, _ 2

compositions: q"metallic = 15 kW/m", q ceramicslurry - "0 kW/m , and q moltenpool -- 200 kW/m ,
were also applied. Thc metallic heat llux is approximately equal to the steady-state heat flux

associated with the initial temperature distribution. At t = 0, a peak heat llux q"peak in excess o1"
q"metallicis applied to a segment of the lower head, while the balance of the inner surface of the
lower head experiences q"metallic' These boundary conditions are illustrated in Figure 4-56. The
vessel temperature distribution thercl'orc rises from its initial state to an asymptotic distribution

!

I

@ Shell inner surface, peak heat flux
applied in hot spot region

@ Shell inner surface, background heat
flux applied outside hot spot region

@ Nodes at junction with cylindrical
pressure vessel; temperature fixed
at 600 K

Shell outer surface, heat transfercoeffcient to ambient air at 400 K

M939-WHT-893-30

Figure 4-56. Boundary conditions used to obtain transient temperature distributions.
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(approaching q"moltcn e vessel
responds to a hot spot generated from a range of physically plausibl:." boundary conditions.

The commercial finite element code PAFEC 4-41was used to calculate the time-dependent
temperature distributions in the vessel. Representative properties of the SA533B steel were used
as inputs to the thermal analysis; a density of 7,800 kg/m 3, ad heat capacity of 7(X)J/kgK and a
thermal conductivity of 40 W/InK were used. Contour plots are shown in Figure 4-57 for
temperature distributions in the vessel at 1,(100seconds, 1 hour, and 2 hours into the transient

using the boundary conditions ot" Figure 4-56 with q"l.,ak/q"mc_amc= 10. An elapsed time of
4 hours is required before there is negligible change nn the temperature distribution and the vessel
has reached its asymptotic state.

4.2.2.2 Structural Model. Because of the short time find fine length scales associated with
local failure modes, and the desire to generate failure maps over a range of plausiblc conditions, it
is desirable to sclcct fin analytical method that minimizes the number of degrees-of-freedom
modeled per time step. The algorithm used to study this problem is an extension of Reissner's
theory of shells with finite deformations and inclastic strains, as used, for instance, in the problem
of a corrugated tube fit clew_tcd temperature subjected to a constant axial load. 442 To cast the
stress resultant fc)rm of the equilibrium equations in displacement-based form, the stresses in the

resultants are written in terms of the elastic components of strain arc represented through
Hooke's Law and then the elastic strains fire reprcsentcd as the difference between the total and

the sum of the thermal and inelastic strains, % = e - qh - epl - %,-. The displacement-based form
results from writing the tcrms containing the to'tal strains as the product of a iinearized stifl'ness
matrix and a displacement vector, while incorporating the thermal find inelastic components into a
load vector. The through-thickness integration inherent in the resultant-based form leads to
system of equations in which only the degrees-of-freedom along the midphme ot" the shell arc
modeled directly. The parametric representation ot" the midplane is also easily changed to provide
a more dense distribution of nodes near the hot spc_t without adding additional degrees-of-
freedom.

A s_scond advantage of the shell theory is that it permits a natural dcl'inition of a local

failure mode. Strain measures arc written in terms of principal radii of curvature in the meridian,

Rq,, and hoop, R e, directions. An initially hemispherical shell of radius, b, has initial principal

radii of curvature R,_, = Re,, = b. As the shell ge_nnetry changes under load, Rq, and R_ evolve;

a local failure is defined to have occurred when the failure geometry exhibits a change in sign of

Rq, along the meridian. This is illustrated in Figure 4-58a, and is distinctly ditTerent from a failure

geometry in which local thinning occurs around the hot spot, but the shell maintains positive R_,
along the whole meridian as in Figure 4-58b. The latter is described as a locally assisted global
failure, whereas the former, involving the formation of a bulge or cusp, is det'ined as a local
failure.

Modifications to the method provided in Reference 4-42 are needed to treat the pre:¢ent
problem. Conventional shell theory treatments incorporate "thin shell" assumptions; a shell is
assumed to be thin if the ratios of its thickness to its principal radii of curvature are much less
than cme. Although the initial configuration of the lower head may be described as a thin shell,

the configuration late in the transient may contain local regions where tv/R_, and tv/R0 fire not
small. The cuspcd region in Figure 4-58a is such a region. Terms c_l"the order of tv/Rq, and tv/R0
are ordinarily discarded, but have been retained in this analysis. Conventional shell theory
treatments also ccmstrain material away I'_r the shell midplane not to rotate relative to the
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Figure 4-57. Temperature profile in vessel at 1,000 seconds, 1 hour, and 2 hours for

q"pe_ik= lO × q"melallic"
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Figure 4-57. (continued).

midplanc; this is embodied in the assumption that normais to undcl'_rmcd middle surfaces remain
normal to deformed middle surl'aces. The shell material tends to resist the formation o1' a cusp,
a_ld it deles so by sliding or shearing relative to the normal to the deformed middle surface. Finite

material rotations from the deformed normal, denoted _, arc included in the model and permit
the investigation o1"this behavior.

4.2.2.2.1 Model Formulation--Displaccmcnt-bascd horizontal, moment, and vertical

equilibrium equations arc written in terms ot" u/r,,, the hoop strain along the middle surt'acc; 13,the
rotation of the mcridian; and 7, the rotation o1"material away l'rom the deformed normal:

+ A u 13// (4-55)
A l -- + A2 :_- + A 4 + As13/. + A_,13+ A7Y// + Aay / + AO, = G 1

ro r

fo/" [)
Bu--,[,r°) + BZ,R--"['-) + B:,U + Bap// + B.s[3/ + B,,I3 + BTy// + B,y/ + B,,y = G 2 (4-56)
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(h) Locally assisted global or elliptical I'ailurc geometry

Figure 4-58. Dil'fcrcnccs bc(wecn a localized, cuspcd l'ailurc and a locally assisted global t'ailurc.

/,/' /Cl _ + c2U + C313/ + C4_ + Csy +C¢,_, = G:_ (4-57)
re) [_r()

Cocl'l'icicnts A l through A,_,B1 through B,_,and Cl through C_,are dependent on the shell
geometry, resulting in _ non-linear stifrness matrix and necessitating an iterative sc)luti_)nto
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Equations (4-55) through (4-57) within a lc)ad increment. The cc_el'l'icients G l thrc)ugh G 3 contain
both geometric terms and inelastic resultants driving the del'ormation.

These equations are solved subject to the boundary ccmditions u = 13= 1, = 0 tit

= 0,1. The conditions at _ = 0 tire exact for tin axisymmetric shell and are appropriate for hot
spot profiles imposed on a shell withcmt penetrations. The conditions are approximate I'c_rthe
line source profiles because the presence of an instrumentation tube does not provide infinite
resistance to rotation of the shell. The conditions at /_ = 1 correspcmd to a roller boundary

condition imposed tit the juncticm of the hemispherical and cylindrical parts of the pressure vessel.
Negligible rotations D and t, tit { = 1 are consistent with the ic_wcr bead's attachment to a much
stiffer body.

Converting resultant-based equilibrium equations into the displacement-based equations in

Equations (4-55) through (4-57) is discussed in Appendix D; explicit expressions for the
coefficients are given there as well. The salient features o1"the approach tire described here. The
shell is described by r(/_), z({), where _ is a parametric variable lying in the interval () g { _ 1.
The shell is initially hemispherical, with inner radius b = 2.2 m and uniform thickness tv,, =
12.7 cm (dimensions arc basc.d tm the rel'crcncc B&W TMI-2 plant in Appendix F). The initial
distribution of nodes on the meridian is described by

r(/_) /_m (4-58)
b

i=-b 1 - .

The parameter, m, can be varied to nest nodes near the ht)t spot; typically, 1 _ m < 2, wittl larger
values of m producing a more dense distribution c)t"nodes in the elevated temperature region.
Results presented here have been obtained using 1()(),2()0, or 3()0 nodes with a nesting parameter
m of 1, 1.5, or 2, depending on the severity of the local temperature distribution. Ten Gauss
points are used to capture the through-thickness behavior. The outermost Gauss point samples
temperatures 97.4% of the way through the half-thickness, ensuring that extreme temperatures
are adequately incorporated in simulations with steep radial gradients. An indication of the
modeling detail is shc_wn in Figure 4-59, where sc_liti triangles represent h_caticms on the meridian
where degrees-eft-freedom are defined, and open triangles normal tt_ the midplane represent
Gauss points used to cwlluute through-thickness behavior.

At each iteration within a load increnlent, the displ_mcments and n_tatit_ns are used |O

update the coordinates through

r : r + u (4-6())

% + 13
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M845-WHT-493.29

Figure 4-59. Mesh detail ass(_ciated with parametric representation ot"shell.

z = zo + w (4-62)

where the subscript, o, denotes the initial, undeformed surface. Figure 4-60 illustrates the
notation associated with this method. The vertical deflections are calculated from other quantities

through

w = ].1 (% sin % - a sin _)cl_ (4-63)

dS
where a - - _ir/) 2 • (z') 2. The anguh, r variable, q0is related to rz through r'/u -- cos q0.

The normal strains at the middle surl'ace are given by:

dS _ (4-64)E - -1 =_-I

u (4-65)
E8m rc_
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Figure 4.60. Notation ass()ciatedwith shell the()ry.

It is lX)ssibleto obtain a c()ml)atibility equation between these strains that takes the form

)/ (4-66)a,,e ncos _ - (r,,ee,n ---a,(ct)s_,, - c()s_)

Within a load increment, the solution proceeds as follows:

1. Displacements and rotations --u, p, and "f'arc found by solving the simultaneous system
r()

Equations (4-55) through (4-57). The radial coordinate, r, and meridian angle, q0,are
updated from Equations (4-60) and (4-61).

U

is defined as --, the middlc surface hoop strain in known; thc middle
2. Because Eem ro

surface, meridian strain, E0m, is then found from the compatibility equation,

Equation (4-66).

3. With Eemknown, a is updated from Equation (4-64) through ¢z_- ¢z_,(1 + _am).

4. The vertical ttisplacenlent is then calculated fr()m Equation (4-63) and the vertical
ccx)rdinateupdatedfrt)m Equati(m (4-62).
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5. Principal radii ot"curvature are updated:

| + E

R _. _x -__% = a,, 1 + e,_,l = R *nl (4-67)
"-7 -7 13/ / 0,, /

r ro 1 + u/ro Re"c°sl3 1 + Eem (4-68)
R e

sm_ sin% cosp + coto,, sinl3 + cot% sinl3

6. The strain normal to the shell surface is evaluated from the elastic and inelastic

components of the hoop and meridian strain:

+ _ _ u (4-69)
_8 = E% _oin 1 -v (_'_ +Eee)- (E_. +E_i,,,)

and the thickness is then updated from t,,(_)lt_o ._ e_¢.

7. If the convergence criterion is not satisfied, the information generated in Steps 2
through 6 is used to evaluate new coefficients A l through A,_,Bl through Bg, C1
through C_,,and Gn through G3 in Equations (4-55) through (4-57), and the process is
repeated.

When cimvergence is reached, a self-consistent determination of geometry, equilibrium,
and inelastic deformation has been obtained for the current load increment. The
convergence criteria for each degree-of-freedom is

fln+l I

i - [3in

where the tolerance is |0 4 and normalization is with respect to the maximum value ot"
the degrce-of-freedom over the interval. Normalization has been taken with respect to
the maximum value because normalization based on the local value, 13in, results in
unnecessary itcrations spent reaching convergence for degrees-of-freedom two or more
orders of magnitude smaller than peitk values in the field.

8. Having reached convergence in thc current load increment, equivalent strains are
evaluated at every Gauss point. If one of the t'ailure criteria discussed in the next
section is not met, creep strains arc updated at all Gauss points according tc_the local
temperature and stress state. A new time increment is selected based on the highest
creep strain rate, and creep strain increments arc evaluated and added to the
accumulated creep strain. New v_tluesof creep resultants, appearing in G1 through G3

i on the right hand sides of Equations (4-55) through (4-57) and defined _ts

N_°cr "-iv/2 1-_ Oct
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B

= ftv,'2 E(¢,/_ (E + o_S_.r) ([1 +' ( d( (4-71)

with analogous definitions for Nocr, Mocr, and Q_cr' arc evaluated. Coefficients Al

through A9, B1 through B9, and C l through C_,are similarly updated. The algorithm
returns to Step land begins the iterativc proccdurc for the new increment.

4.2.2.2.2 Evaluation of Thermal and Inelastic Strains--Although the creep
resultants, defined by Equations (4-70) and (4-71), play the dominant role in advancing the
deformation of the shell, there also exist plastic and thermal resultants, defined in an analogous
fashion to the creep resultants. The thermal strains play an important role in establishing the
stress state distribution in the shell, while the plastic strains keep the shell on the yield locus

during deformation. This section describes how these strain components are obtained and used to
advance the algorithm.

In the contrived, steady-state problems, it is assumed th_tt the nominal dimensions of the
vessel (b = 2.2 m; tv,, = 0.127 m) apply at 3(_) K, and that the vessel is free of stress at these
conditions. The vcssel response is first calculated at tv = 0 by bringing the vessel up to
temperature and pressure prc_portionally. Thermal strains are calculated at each Gauss point in
Figure 4-59 by integrating a(T) over the appropriatq temperature r_lngc as specified by either
Eqmuion (4-53) and (4-54). The mean a(T) for medium carbon steels riscs initially from room
temperature, reaches a peak o1"about 14.5 x 10 6 K 1 at (X)0 K, and then dccrcases smoothly to

about 13 x 10-6 K-! at 1200 K (see Appendix F). It is modeled as a piecewisc linear fit to the
data, and is taken as const_lnt above 1200 K. A simihlr procedure is used in the transient hot spot
problems, but the thermal strain distribution is updated throughout the transient as the

temperature profile evolves. ..

During the simulation, the equivalent stress is compared at each point with the proporticmal
limit, also taken from information in Appendix F, and also modeled in a piecewise linear fashion.
If the cquiwllent stress exceeds the proporticmal limit, a variation of a radial return algorithm 443
is used to bring the stresses back to the yield locus. Equivalent strains and stresses, designated-_
and _, are evaluated using _lMises criterion. The SA533B steel is assumed to experience isotropic
hardening of the form

/ /TMS = _ (4-72)

where n varies weakly with temperattJre, but has been assumed constant with n = 6 in this study,
again based on the data appearing in Appendix F. A typical value of the hardening exponent is
n = 10. In this exr_rcssion o.. and _ arc the propc_rticmal limit and its corresponding strain.

- ' I_' p
Once the radial return algorithm produces updated stresses, the elastic strains are calculated, and
the plastic strain is calculated from the difference between total _lrid (thermal + chlstic + creep)
strain. The plastic resultants are then updated, and the algorithm proceeds to the next iteration.

The creep strains and their associated resultants drive the delormation and arc evaluated
from d_ta listed in Appendix F. Creep str_lin r_ites are cast in the power I_lwtbrm:
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Ecr = A(T)a n(T) (4-73)

where Ecr and a are equivalent creep strain rates and stresses• The parameters A(T) and n(T)
vary strongly with temperature and are provided in roughly 10() K increments between 9(10 and
1473 K. Below 900 K, the creep strains are evaluated using the relations of Reddy and Ayres. 444
A ferritic-to-austcnitic, transition at 1000 K results in especially high creep strain rates at this

temperature, so that _,:r is not necessarily a monotonically increasing t'unction ot" temperature at

a given stress level. Above 1473 K, the creep strain rate is assumed to have the same form as
that at 1473 K. At temperatures between those R)r which data exists, the creep strain rate is
linearly interpolated from the existing data.

Individual creep strain components are calculated by assuming that components are
proportional to the corresponding deviatoric stress components, as commonly assumed in
association tlow rules:

/_ecr Z_ecr Ay_ <or
= = (4-74)

%-._ (%+%) o,-_(%+ %)

Hcre o¢ does not appear in the hydrostatic stress because it is assumcd to be negligible compared

with membrane stresscs o_ and %. Using e¢cr = - e0c r - _Ocr in Equation (4-73) and
representing each creep strain component in the current time step as the sum of the total creep
strain from the previous lime step plus the increment in the current time step,

p-_l n

e,_.r -- e _'r + z_:r, Equation (4-74) can bc used to obtain a quadratic equation in one of the

c()mp(mehts.

4.2.2.3 Failure Criteria. As the simulations proceed, the vessel experiences increasingly
large strains and accumulates damagc. The question arises as to what kind of failure criterion to
use to hal! the simulation and declare that the vessel has failed. Failure criteria can be either

strain-based, stress-based, or some hybrid of the two. Two different kinds of failure criteria are
used in the results that folh_w.

A strain-based criterion is used l'¢_rthe contrived, steady-state temperature profiles. The
vcsscl is declared t() have failed when the equivalent strain exceeds 2()% at every Gauss point at a
particular through-thickness location. Fc'r s()me combinations of elevated temperature and
pressure, failure occurs as the initial temperature profile is established. This occurs because vessel
sliffness falls dramatically for temperatures approaching the vessel melting temperature, and it is
p()ssible to achieve the required 21)% through-thickness strains without undergoing creep.

A damage-based l'ailurc criterion is used for the transient hot spot calculations. Damage is
defined on the basis of rupture timc calculated using a Larson-Miller Parameter (LMP). At a

particular Gauss p(fint, the [.MP is defined by the stress state, and the rupture time tr is
calculated from thc LMP and temperature..As the transient proceeds in a series of small time

stcps, the damage accumulated during the lime step is defined as di = Ati/tr. The total
accumulated damage t'r(ml the start (_1'thc transient is then
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D = ._ d i (4-7:5)
!

Failure at an individual Gauss point is defined to have occurred when the damage exceeds unity.
The load carrying capacity of that Gauss point is then eliminated by shrinking the yield locus to
zero, tbrcing load redistribution to other, intact Gausg points. This procedure is referred to as
"ligament clipping." Structural failure is defined to have occurred when all Gauss points have
been clipped at a particular through-thickness location. Unlike the contrived steady-state
problems using a strain-based failure criterion, there arc no immediate failures when this criterion
is invokcd, because time intervals at elevated temperature and stress arc required to accumulate
damage.

4.2.2.4 Results. One of thc goals of this research is to undcrstand the influence of
different vav'iablcs in precipitating local failure. Because depressurization may play an important
role in accident managcment stratcgics, 445 primary system pressure is used as onc of the
parametric variables in this study. The size lind severity of the peak tcmperaturc may also vary,
so a normalized temperature difference or heat flux constitutes a second important variable. In
the contrived steady-state profiles, the peak temperature AT is normalized to the difference

bctween the stcel melting tcmpcrature lind thc background inner surt'acc temperature, AT/(Tmp -
Tin ). In thc transient simulations with physically plausible boundary conditions, the peak heat flux

is normalized to the......heat tlux associated"• with' metallic" deigns,' q"tx,ak/q"metallic.With" pressure
normalized" to the initial system pressure (Pio = 15 MPa), Pi/Pi,, lind AT/(Tm._ - Tin) or

q"pcak/q"mctallicprovide dimcnsicmlcss mechanical and thermal load variables [or parametric studies.

4.2.2.4.i Contrived, Steady-State Profiles--Results arc presented for an initially
hcmispherical lower head at a uniform background temperature ('Fin = Tou t = (XX) K) with a peak
temperature distribution characterized by angular spread Aq_,,= 0.2 rad. At a temperature of
900 K, the steel creeps under stress, so it is possible to discern a transition in failure geometry as
the severity of the hot spot is increased. Under severe local loads, the failure mode can bc
understood in terms of mcridional variations in pi/E,, lind creep strain. There is some similarity
between this limit and a punch problem, the latter referring to the pcrforaticm of a plate by a
blunt tool. In such a problem, the plate has a uniform initial stiffness, and a sharp variation in
applied load along the plate arises from application of the punch. Finite dcflecticms and rotations
arisc near the punch, while deformation far from the application is quite modest. In the present
problem, the pressure is uniform along the shell's meridian, but the local stiffness falls and the
creep strain increases dramatically around the hot spot. At the other extreme, a local
temperature perturbation _,roduccs negligible mcridianal gradients in stiffness and creep strain,
and the lower head cxpands ncarly uniformly like a balloon under prcssurc.

The distributions of degrees-eft-freedom and mcridional radius of curvaturc at failure arc
shown in Figure 4-61 for two cases: AT = I(X) K versus AT = 800 K lit Pi = 2.5 MPa for line
source pro)files. These simulations wcrc conducted with m = 2 and 200 nodes, so values of

/_ < 0.5 tend to be nested within or around the hot spot. In comparing plots of degrees-of-
freedom, note the difference in relative magnitude of hc)c)p strain lind meridian rotation at failure.
Peak rotaticms exceed peak hoop strains undlzr the scvcrc hot spot. A second distinction between
the two plots is in the rate of change of quantities with respect to /_. Peak strains and rotations

arc concentrated much more heavily in the hot spot for the case AT = 800 K. A third significant
difference is in the size of the shear distribution _, relative to meridian rotation [_. When the

dcformcd shell geometry is cllipt!cal (AT = 1(_) K), there is relatively little shear. Not that the _,
distribution for the case AT = 1()0 K is amplified by a factor of 1()()in Figure 4-61a to permit a
comparison with the other distributions. When the hot region is punched out of the bottom of
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Figure 4-61. Distribution of degrces-of-freedorn, R,p at failure: AT = 100 K versus AT = 800 K,
Pi = 2.5 MPa, line source profile.

the shell (AT = 800 K), the material resists the motion by sliding against the attempted rotation
of the meridian. Peak material shears for the case .AT = 8(X) K are 10 times the peak values

associated with AT = le0 K. Finally, note from Equation (4-67) that a change in sign in the RI,
distribution is possible only when' 13' is large and negative, which is only possible after the peak m
the 13-distribution has been reached. The plot of R_ for the case AT = 8(X) K illustrates the
characteristic behavior associated with formation of a bulge.

The transition between locally assistcd global failure and cusped failure is shown in
Figure 4-62, which illustrates details of detbrmation around the hot spot as AT is increased from
100 K to 800 K in increments of 100 K. At the lowest peak temperature, AT = 100 K, the creep
strain rate at the bottom of the shell is only slightly higher than that associated with steel outside
the hot spot. The lower head takes on a slightly elliptical shape at failure with very gradual
gradients in thinning at the bottom o1"the shell. As AT is incrcased l'rom 2(X) to 400 K, the
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bottom ot" the shell deforms at a mucla faster rate than the balance of the i¢_wcrhead. The shell

does not sag as dramatically before the bottom fails, so that the axial deflection at failure actually
decreases with increasing temperature over this range of At. The gradient in thinning along the
meridian also becomes more dramatic. Beginning at aNmt 500 K, however, the trend: in maximum
axial deflection reverses directkm, with the bottom of the shell experiencing increasingly greater
deflections as AT rises from 4(R) K to ,q00 K. At the same time, the balance of the shell outside

the hot spot does not have the opportunity to experience large delqections, forcing the formation
of a bulge or cusp.

Repeating these calculations for other combinations of pressure and peak temperature
results in the failure map for line source profiles shown in Figure 4-63. The contour plot is
rough, created from results obtained in coarse increments of 2.5 MPa up to 15 MPa and peak
temperatures in increments c_I"10() K up to 8(R) K; the plot is best used to illustrate trends in
time-to-failure and failure geometry. Times to failure are given in hours. The region in the
upper right corner denotes the locus of peak temperatures and system pressures resulting in
failure without creep. The dashed regitm in the domain indicates the suhspace of temperature
and pressure where cusp formation is observed to occur. There is a slight pressure dependence to
the cusped domain, indicating that lower peak temperatures may precipitate local failure at
elevated pressure. Times to failure are moncmmically decreasing functions of increasing pressure
and temperature.

The l'ailure map t'¢_rthe contrived hm spot profiles differs from that associated with the line
sc_urce pmt'iles. The cusped failure geometry is not observed over as large a subdomain ¢_1"the

1 \
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Figure 4-63. Failure map assc_ciatcdwith line s_)urce profiles.
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pressure and thermal load variables. Figure 4-64 compares the degrees-ol'-l'reed()m and R,p
distribution at failure for hot spot proriles with AT = I(X) K and AT = 8(X)K for Pi = 2.5 MPa.
These are t() he compared with the c()rresp(mding plots in Figure 4-61. The 13-distributi()n in the
AT = 8(X) K hot spot profile has a peak value of comparable to the size of that for the line
source prol'ile, but the distribution has a more gradual dependence ()n _. Even though there is a

region of very large Rq, in the l'ailure geometry, the radius doesn't change sign anywhere along the
meridian and hence is not designated a local failure. The large radial temperature gradient

underneath the hot spot also results in greater retention or stitTness and lower creep strain for the
same AT, so that limes to) failure are considerably longer for the hot spot pr¢)files than for the line
source profiles. The case shown on the right in Figure 4-64 l'ailed in 20 hours; that on the right
of Figure 4-61 reached failure in less than one hour.
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Figure 4-64. Distribution o1"degrees-of-freedom, R.p at failure: AT = I(X) K versus AT = 8(X) K,
Pi = 2.5 MPa, hot spot profile.
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Figure 4-65 illustrates indimensicmlcss failure map of times to failure for the hot spot
profiles to bc compared with Figure 4-63 for the line source profiles. The first significant
difference is the absence of a region under the most scvcrc conditions that results in immediate
failure without creep. This absence can be attributed to the retention of stiffness under the

largest peak temperatures because of the radial gradient beneath the hot spot. Cusped failure
geometries now appear under the most severe combinations ol"pressure and peak temperature,
and times to failure arc both longer and less sensitive to Pi and AT than in the line source case, as
evidenced by the wider spacing between contours in Figure 4-65. Implications of Figures 4-64 and
4-65 are that vessel failure can be signil'icantly delayed and perhaps prevented by lowering system
pressure and keeping the outer surface of the vessel cool.

4.2.2.4.2 Transient Hot Spot Profiles-.Rcsults arc prcscntcd here for I(_wer head

subjected to the sudden application of a peak heat flux characterized by q"peaic/q"mctallic = 2, 4, 6,
8, or 10 at pressures of 5, 10, and 15 MPa. The angular range c)l"the peak heat flux corresponds

to A_0,, = 0.2 rad. Table 4-18 lists the times to failure observed using the damage-based failure
criterion described in Section 4.2.3. Figure 4-66 shows a typical plot cff damage distribution and
Figure 4-67 shows representative vessel deformatic)n and damage distributic)n at failure.

Raising the heat flux suddenly results in a rapid increase in temperature, but does not
produce a thermal shock lind a resulting temperature spike hundreds of degrees C abovc the
initial temperature when the applied hc_it flux is less th;m 150 kW/m z. Given the density, heat
capacity, and thermal conductivity of the SA533B, sudden heat fluxes t)f several thousand kW/m z
are needed to produce a dramatic thermal shc_ck. For this rcascm, damage does not become

1 -_-_ _, _ ,, ,_ll_wR_glon-_.\ \ ".. \ erecos;"-,....
_, \ _ .. \ fo.natio,, ..v,"

\

0

t 0 .... _

0 1
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Figure 4-65. Failure map associated with hot spot profiles.
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Table 4-18. Times to failure for transient hot spot simulations.

Time to failure

(hours)

11 / IIq pe_kq metallic

Pi/Pio 1 2 4 6 8 10

1.00 no failure no failure > 10000 16.8 5.4 2.2

0.67 no failure no failure > 10000 46.7 12.1 3.6

0.33 no failure no failure > 100(}0 345.0 59.3 9.2

significant until the thermal front propagates all the way through the vessel, which takes 20 to
30 minutes. The damage plotted in Figure 4-(_i is a simple, unweighted average of all the
individual damage values at Gauss points throughout the vessel. The damage does not become
important until this propagation time is reached. AS the vessel creeps under load, the stress states
in the most severely loaded regions arc relieved, and the damage drops. /ks the hot spot is
punched out of the vessel, however, thc severity of the damage again increases, and is rising
dramatically at the point of vessel failure.

Figure 4-67 illustrates the evolution of vessel deformation and damage distribution for the

case q"peak/q"mctallic= 6 and Pi = 10 MPa. Each "x" indicates a point which has exceeded 100%
damage. The figure indicates that the hot spot is being sheared off from the remainder of the
vessel. The failure geometry is cuspcd or local. In this scrics of simulations, all failure geometries
are local. This distribution occurs bccausc of the relatively stiff nature of the vessel outside the

hot spot region. The contour plots in Figure 4-57 show that the peak temperature drops rapidly
away from the hot spot back to the benign levels representative of operating conditions.

Achieving the elliptical failure geomctrics would require substantially higher background heat
fluxes.

Finally, Table 4-18 shows the sensitivity of failure times to pressure and peak heat tlux.
Unlike the contrived cases, there are no immediate failurcs, because failure is based on damage
and requires the vessel to exist at elevated temperature and stress for fi,nite time intervals. As
before, failure times arc strong functions of both the pressure and thcrmal loading.

4.2.2.5 Conclusions. This section has described a method l_)r examining local failures and
presented results for two different typcs of thermal loads. The first loads were contrived, steady-
state temperature profiles intended to demonstrate the range of behaviors possible under local
hot spots. This section has demonstratcd that a local hot spot does not always produce a bulge or
cusp as it fails. The failure geometry depends on the creep rate of the balance of the shell

relative to ,the hot spot. If the magnitude of the peak temperature is small, the failure geometry
is ellipticall and the hot spot assists or accclcratcs failure that looks like global failure. If the
magnitude of the peak temperature is large, the peak temperaturc is punched out of a
comparatively stiff vessel, and thc failure geometry is cuspcd.
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Figure 4-66. Representative damage rate and accumulation in transient hot spot problem.
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A second set of problems was examined based on transient thermal loads from applied heat
fluxes associated with different debris characteristics. All failure geometries in these problems
were local because the background heat flux was benign and the balance of the vessel remained
cool. As with the contrived problems, times to failure were _,erystrong functions of applied
pressure and peak heat flux.

4.3 Summary

Models with closed form or simplified numerical solutions were applied to predict
phenomena pertaining to vessel lower head and penetration failure. All ot' the t'_lilure
mechanisms identified in Section 1 have been considered. Analytical models for performing
thermal analyses, which provide boundary conditions for failure analyses, are also described in this
section. Results from these analyses provide insight into which failure mechanisms are possible
during different accident scenarios and in different reactor designs. Major points learned from
these analyses are summarized below.

• Event Timing. Simplc encrgy balances wcrc pcrft_rmcd to predict the time for core
relocation, assuming an adiabatic heatup with ct_olant below the bt_ttom ot'+thc core;
and the time for coolant boiloff, assuming an isothcrmal and isobaric process.

Relocation times for corium (fuel and core structures) varied from ---0.6 to 3.0 hours,
depending on assumed ¢orium composition and reactor design. Coohmt boiioff times
varied from -- 1 to 6 hours, depcnding on assumed RCS pressure and reactor design.
In general, longer rciocatkm timcs and coolant boilotT times are predicted for BWR
designs because of their larger initial coolant inventory, higher ratio of corium
structural mass to initial power lcvcl, and lower operating temperature and pressure.

• Vessel Thermal Re.Tmnse Time. The one-dimensional form ot"the transient heat
conduction equation was applied to predict vessel thermal response times. Resulting
equations were written in terms of dimensionless groups that could be plotted as single
curves.

Although thermal rcsponse times arc dependent upon parametcrs, such as debris to
vessel heat flux, vessel thickness, and debris thermal properties, results were obtained
for a B&W PWR and a GE BWR, assuming a rangc of scvcrc accidcnt condition
parameters. Results indicated that BWR vcsscl response time is ncarly twicc as long as
PWR response time because the BWR vessel is thicker.

• In-vessel Tube Thermal Response Time. An ordcr-of-nmgnitudc estimate for in-vcsscl
tube heatup timcs was obtained by applying expressions for thernml relaxation times to
debris in contact with the outer surl'acc t)l' penetrations. The time required for the
thermal front from the hot debris to penetrate any lower head penetratk)ns is estimated
to be less than --20 seconds. Tube melting times for thinner tubes, such as GE
instrument tubes, arc estimated as -3 minutes. Thicker tubes, such as the thick section
of a B&W instrument guide tube, a GE control rod guide tube, or a Wcstinghouse
guide tube, are predicted to have longer thermal rcsponsc times (as much as
--.25 minutes for tube mclting).

o Jet Impingement. The maximum amount o1'heat that can be transfcrrcd to the lower
head from a coherent jet of debris was estimated by using the THIRMAL/0 code. A
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wide range of debris and vessel system conditicms werc considered l'c_reach c_l"the {our
rel'erence U.S. LWR vessel designs.

In PWR designs, the presence of flow plates in the lower plen_l _nndthe hole
configuraticm within these flow plates strongly affect jet impingement. For B&W
plants, the flow plates accumulate the melt and form multiple jets, reducing the jet
velocity and the fraction o1"initial jet energy that can impinge on the vessel lower head.
Unlike the flow plates in _l B&W plant, flow plates in Westinghouse and CE plants do
not generally accumulate melt, allowing "straight shot" jets to occur in any horizontal
structural plates. The GE BWR lower head is protected by a water pcx_l, which is
deeper than the water pool present within PWR lower picna.

• In-vessel Tube Melting. An t_rdcr-of-magnitude estimate of the debris thermal
requirements t_ induce tube melting was c_btnined by applying a heat balance to a
penetration tube in contact with corium debris. Results indicate that the ratio of the
tube-try-debris mass ratio in the lower head gcwcrns the potential f't_rin-vessel tube
mciting to _ccur. Because BWR vessels have a hnrgcr number c_t"penetrations, higher
tcmpcraturc debris is needed to causc in-vessel tube melting. For example, in cases
where no c_olant is present in the reactt_r vessel lower head, ceramic debris
temperatures greater than 1700 K arc required tc_induce tube melting in a PWR,
where truly instrumentation tubes penetrate the lower head; whereas ceramic debris
temperatures in excess c_l"2(l_g) K arc required tt_ induce tube melting in a BWR lower
head.

• Melt I/ek_city Through Fai&d li_be.s'. Order-ol'-magnitudc estimates for thc vclc_city _t"
viscous melt thrc_ugh I'ailcd tubes w'crc ¢_btaincd by applying lhc cnt:rgy cquati0n Ibr
stcady, adiabatic fh_w. The magnitudc c_l'the mclt's volt,city is dependent up¢_n the

dil'fcrcntial pressure acrc_ss Ihc melt, melt cc_mp¢_siticm,tube et'fcctivc diameter liar melt
Ilc_w,and in-vessel tube length.

Results indicate that the clil'fcrcntial pressure actress the mclt has the mc_st iwilucncc on

melt vclc_city prcdicti_ms, l:t_r cases in which t_nly gravity I'_rccs act on 0uclt in a
pcnetrati_m tube, melt volt,cities between 1 and 3 m/s are predicted, with higher
volt,city melts being predicted l'¢_ra BWR drain line pcnctrati¢_n tube because ¢_1"its
larger effective diameter available I't_rmelt J'it_w. i:¢_rcases where a pressure gradient
exists between the inside and c_utsidc ¢_1"the vessel, such as in the air-I'illcd channel at

atm¢_sphcric pressure within a I3WR instrument tube, vch_cities t_f nearly 45 m/s are
predicted t¢_c_ccur.

• Melt tYnelraliotl Distance. "l'w_ m_tlcls wcrc usctl l(_predict rnclt pcnctraticm distance:
a mt_tlil'icd bulk freezing mt_dcl, which assumes that melt Ilc_wis sul'licicntly turbulent to
preclude crust li_rmalitm s_ that ccmvcctitm heat transfer dominates; and a ccmduction
model, which assumes crust ibrmatic_n c_ccurs alcmg the tube outer wall so that

conduction heat transfer d_minatcs. Pcnctrati_m distances predicted with the
conductitm m_dcl wcrc hmgcr than those predicted with the modil'icd bulk I'rcczing
modch l%r cascs where melt vclt_citics arc alTcctcd only by gravity, the conduction
model predicts that melt will travel bclc_w the lower head l'_r all I.WR h_wcr head
pcnctrati_ns; whereas the modil'icd bulk freezing mc_dcl predicts that melt will not
travel bellow the Ic_wcrhead unless thc tube has a fairly large cl'fcctivc diameter l'_r
melt II_w antlh_r the tube has been ablated within the vessel at the pcfint near the
vessel inner surface, t lowcvcr, bc_th m_tlcis predict that melt will travel bclt_w the
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lower head l'c_rthe GE drain line penetration, which has a fairly large effective
diameter lbr melt llow and no in-vessel structures. Furthermore, both mc)dels may
predict that melt travels below the lower head through other penetrations if the tubes
arc ablated near the vessel and/or if the melt is driven by a large pressure gradient,
such as the pressure difference between RCS operating pressure and the inner channel
within instrument tubes.

• Ex-vessel Tube Failure at Low Pressure. For dcpresssurizcd conditions, thermal
equilibrium calculations wcrc used to provide lower bounds for conditions, such as
debris relocation temperatures and debris heat flux, nccessary to induce ex-vcssel tube

failure. Results indicate that tube geometry and material are important parameters in
predicting tube failure. For example, thin-walled penetrations with larger effective
diameters for melt flow are more susceptible to, l'ailure al'ter melt penetrates below the
lower head. Highcr debris temperatures arc required to induce tube failure if the
dcbris is metallic rather than ceramic. Althc_ugh additional data are needed to quantify
ultimate strength behavior c)l'the SA105/I(X5 material used in BWR drain lines, longer
term steady-state temperature estimates indicate that this lower head penetration is
more susceptible tc_ex-vcsscl tube r,upturc than other LWR pcnetratic)ns. Results
indicate that heat fluxes characteristic of primarily ceramic debris (i.e., in excess c_t"
0.05 MW/m 2) arc nccdcd to inducc l'ailurc in a BWR drain line tube, which is
comprised of SAI05/SAI()6 steel and has a relatively large cross-sectional area lbr melt
flow. Heat fluxes characteristic of molten ceramic debris (i.e., as high as 0.2 MW/m z)
were not predicted to fail any of the other LWR penetrations.

• Tube Failure and Global Vessel Failure at High Pressure. For highcr pressures (bctwccn

--0.1 and 16 MPa), analytical models with cic_sed-form solutions were applied to
compare the potential for tube ejection, tube rupture, and global vessel rupture.
Failure maps were generated that indicate relative pressure bearing capacities of vessel
heads and their penetration based c_n ultimate strength. Failure maps considered three
types of debris beds: tr primarily metallic debris, a primarily ceramic slurry, and
primarily ceramic molten pool. Failure curves for tube ejection and tube rupture were
found to form at the same locaticm, in the vicinity of the tube material's melting
temperature. For the casc of a molten ceramic pool in a BWR vessel, model results

indicate that tube failures will occur at Ic_wcr temperatures than vessel failures for any
system pressure. Except for the BWR case with a molten ceramic pool, m_dei results
indicate that global rupture is the controlling failure mode in BWRs c_r PWRs with
system pressure above approximately 2 MPa. Although model results indicate that
pcnetratit_n tube failures ccmtrol below 2 MPa, uncertainties in penetration material
ultimate strength data at high temperatures do not allow a clear distinctic_n of the
controlling failure mode in this pressure range.

• Localized Vessel Failure. A new model, based on Reissner's theory ol"shclls with finite
dcformatit)n, was applied to thc problem c_l local creep rupture on a corium-loadcd
lower head. This new modcl was applicd to determine how local debris heat sources
impact vessel failure times and what conditicms arc necessary for the t'c_rmaticm and
l'ailurc of a lc_calbulge or cusp to t_ccur. Two types c_l"thermal Ic_adswere investigated.

The first loads wcrc contrived, steady-state temperature profiles intended tc_
demc_nstratc the range c_l"behaviors pc_ssible under l()cal hot spears. It was l'ound that a
I¢)cal h¢_t sp_)t tlc)es n¢)t always pro)duct a bulge _)r cusp as it fails. 'Fhe failure geometry
depends ()n the tree l) rate of the balance of the shell relative to) the hc)t spt)t. If the
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magnitude ot" the peak temperature is small, the failure geonletry is elliptical, and the
hot spot assists or accelerates a failure that i()()ks like global vessel failure. If the
magnitude of the peak temperature is large, the hot spot is punched out ,.Tfa
comparatively stilT vessel, and the failure geometry is cusped.

A second set of problems was examined based on transient thermal loads for applied
heat tluxes associated with different debris characteristics. All failure geometries in
these problems were local because it was assumed that the background heat llux was
benign and that the balance o1"the vessel remained cool. As with the contrived
problems, times to failure were very strong functions of applied pressure and peak heat
tlux.

The thermal and failure analyses documented in this section were performed using analytical
or simplified numerical techniques t¢_ look at a particular phenomenon. Results arc generally
presented as failure maps that have been developed in terms of dimensionless groups so that they
can be applied to a broad range of reactor designs and severe accident conditions. More detailed
calculations, such as the ones documented in Section 5, are needed to verify the simplit'ying

assumptions made in developing these failure maps. ttowcver, once the governing relationships
used to develop these maps are confirmed, these maps are useful I'_r considering a broad range ol'
reactc_r designs and severe accident conditions.
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5. FINITE-ELEMENT ANALYSES OF PENETRATION AND
VESSEL THERMAL AND STRUCTURAL RESPONSE

As discussed in Scctk)n 1.3, a final aspect of this research program is to apply more detailcd
numerical methods to gain insight into the importance of two-dimensional effects and into special
ge._metries where analytical techniques may be insutTicient. This section documents the results
from a study that assessed the two-dimensional thermal and structural response of a BWR
penetration and vessel. Numerical results from this study arc compared with results obtained
using the simpler models documented in Section 4. Then, failure maps are used to consider the
response of penetrations in other LWR geometries.

As discussed in Section 2.3, finite-element analyses of a lower head vessel subjected to
accident conditions have been performed previously. This study diff-rs from previous studies in
that it evaluates an accident scenario where creep plays a dominant relic in the vessel behavior.
Several of the previous studies either did not include creep 51'52 ¢)r did not include thermal or
pressure conditions where creep would d¢_minate the behavior. In the case of the EPRI study, 53
the vessel was heated rapidly and subjected to relatively high pressures, so that creep and ultimate
strength failures should have been very closely timed; the GRS analysis 54 ai_;o had a short creep
failure time (less than 1 hour), indicating that the material was probably close to its ultimate
strength. The ORNL study 5s used very low pressures, so that creep failure and melt should have
been closely timed. The previous INEL study on the TMI-2 accident 54' used a constant average
through-wall temperature and a constant pressure to predict creep failure. Predicted creep failure
times were very short (less than 10 minutes) or very long (I(X) hours), indicating that ultimate
strength or melt failures are eminent. A key c_mtribution of the structural finite-element analysis
performed here is the use _)l' full thermal-hydraulic analysis of accident scenarios in a
two-dimensional elastic-plastic-creep structural analysis where creep behavior plays an important
role.

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Problem Description
i

Detailed calculaticms described in this section center (m a BWR vessel and its drain line

penetration. A sctlcmatic _1 the BWR/4 vessel and drain line is shown in Figure 5-1. Dimensions
for the analysis, which arc primarily based on Peach Bott()m plant drawings, a are summarized in
Appendix F. The vessel is comp(_sed of SA533, Grade B, Class I steel. 5-7 The lower head is

somewhat thicker than the sidewalls so that it can be penetrated by 185 control rod guide tubes,
55 instrument tubes, and the drain line tube. A support skirt, composed of SA302 Grade B steel,
is attached to the lower head. Surrounding the lower head and support shirt is retlective
insulation, which is c()mp()sed o[" layered stainless steel.

Analyses in the first part ()1"this section focus on the drain line because initial studies
indicate that this penetration will fail earlier than other locations in BWR vessels. The drain line
penetration is located in the bottom of the reactor vessel, 15.24 cm (6 in.) off the centerlinc. It

directs flow to the reactor water cleanup system to aid in the removal of suspended solids, to

a. Mosl dimcnsi¢_nswcrc ohlaincd from plant drawings f_)r the Peach Bottom Unit 2, Peach Bottom
Unit 3, and Drcsdcn Unit 3 rcaclors. The drawings wcrc provided by thc Philadclphia Elcctric Company,
Diamond Powcr Spccialty Corporation, and impcll Corp_ration.
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provide a temperature measurement of water in the bottom head _,rea, and to minimize cold
water stratification in the bottom hcad area. 5-s The portion of the drain line analyzed in this
study consists of a SA105 Class II carbon steel nozzle and SA106 Grade B mating pipe. A
schematic of the drain line penetration is shown in Figure 5-1. 59 The pipe extends 0.61 m (2 ft)
vertically below the vessel bcl'orc connecting to an elbow joint.

Preliminary study indicated that drain line penetration failure will occur earlier than other
locations in a BWR for the following reasons:

• System pressures considcrcd in this _inalysis producc very low (below (_0 MPa,
8,7(1{)psi) primary stresses in the vessel and drain line. Thcrcforc, failurc is likely to
occur from the reduction in strength at elevated temperatures.

• Drain line thickness (0.7 cm) is nluch less than the vessel lower head thickness
(20.0 cm). Thus, if debris relocates onto the Iow_2rhead and into the drain line, the
drain line may bc susceptible to reaching failure temperatures more rapidly than the
vessel.

• Once high temperatures arc reached, drain line material is more susceptible to high-
temperature failure than the vessel or other BWR penetration material. The drain
pipe material, SAI(R'_ Grade B, is not recommended for use above 811 K.51° The
ultimate strength of SA106 is 238 MPa at 811 K;TM whereas, the ultimate strength of
the vessel material, SA533B, is over 35(1 MPa at the same temperature (see
Appendix F).

• Although BWR instrt, mcnt tube walls are thinner than the drain line, the drain line has
a larger clTcctivc diameter for melt I]ow. Furthcrmt_rc, the drain nozzle is directly
open to corium melt (thus, no in-vesscl structure melting is rcquired for melt
penetration).

Results from closcd-fl_rm solution models in Section 4.1.3 indicate that it"several types of
dcbris enter a pcnctration at pressures below approximately 2 MPa, failure will occur by tube
ejection or tube rupture bcl'¢_re the vessel ruptures. Two assumptions are inherent in analytical
model predictions that the penetration will fail first at lower pressures: (a) debris must enter the

penetration and (b) failure must bc governed by instantaneous plastic dcft_rmation from pressure
loads (thermal strcsscs and creep arc negligible). For higher pressure cases and in the event that
debris does not enter a penetration, it becomes important to assess the vessel structural response
with thermal stresses and creep included. Analyses in the latter portion of this section assess
time-dependent elastic-plastic-creep response of the vessel lower head to severe accident
temperature histories for a range of constant system pressures.

5.1.2 Objectives

Detailed calculati¢ms described in this section were perl'ornaed to accomplish the tbliowing
objectives:

• Assess the relative timing of BWR vessel and penetration failure for a wide range of
accident conditions

• Estimate the fraction of corium that is molten at the time of vessel I'ailure
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• Interl'ace a commercially available two-dimensional, finite-element structural code with
the thermal-hydraulic code, SCDAP/RELAP5, to perfc)rm the detailed structural
analysis

• Investigate the roles of thermal strcsscs and creep (ncglccted in the simplil'icd
Section 4.1.4 analysis) in vessel failure

° Conl'irm simpler analytical model prcdiction_ with numerical model results.

Although these objectives rcquire morc dctaiicd numerical tcchniqucs than discusscd in Section 4,
results from a limited number of numerical calculations can bc used in conjunction with Section 4
analytical results to obtain general conclusions related to the nature of I(_wcr head failure.

5.1,3 Approach

This section dcscribcs the investigation o1"the thermal and structural response ot"a BWR
vessel and drain line penetration. The impact ()t"debris composititm, porosity, vessel coolant
pressure, heat remtwal ct_nditions, and dcbris-to-vcsscl and debris-to-drain line thermal contact is
assesscd using the SCDAP/RELAP5 code. 5-12 In addition, results arc applied to other LWR
geometries using failure maps, based ¢)n the methodology described in Section 4. The roles of
thermal stresses, plasticity, and creep in these accidcnt scenarios are investigated using the
ABAQUS code. 513

Models used in this analysis arc dcscribcd in Section 5.2. Results from the thermal and
structural analyses are presented in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. Section 5.5 summarizes major results
and conclusions from these calculations.

5.2 Methodology

5.2,1 SCDAP/RELAP5 Thermal Analysis Model

A two-dimensional finitc-clcmcnt analysis was performed using the COUPLE thermal
analysis model in Version 3.0 of the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD2 code. 512 Primary objectives of this
thermal analysis were (a) to assess the relative importance of thermal fronts created by the debris
in the drain line and on the vessel lower head; (b) to assess the sensitivity of thermal response to
debris composition, p()rosity, and heat rcmov_ll from the lower head and drain linc; (¢i:)to provide
input to the mechanical rcspc_nsc analyses; and (d) to provide input to subsequent consequence
analysis codes by specifying the l'racti(_n of the debris that is molten at the time of vessel failure.
Section 5.2.1.1 describes lhe SCDAP/RELAP5 model. Input assumptions and bases for these
assumptions are summarized in Section 5.2.1.2.

5.2.1.1 Model Description. Although analytical closed-form solutions arc available to
evaluate heat transfer from debris to the pcnetratic)n tuhc and the vessel separately, a two-
dimensional numerical solution is needed to simultaneously evaluate thc rclativc importance ot"
the thermal fronts transmitted from the debris through the drain line and through the vessel lower
head. SCDAP/RELAP5 offers a number of advantagesover most two-dimensional heat-transfer
codes because it simulates react()r thermal-hydraulic conditions, fuel liquefaction and relocation,
time- and composition-dependent debris p()()l l'¢)rmati()n, and natural convccti()n from a pool of
molten debris.
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Because a primary _bjective of this analysis was to determine vessel and penetration thermal
response, a simplified RELAP hydrodynamic model was used with a detailed COUPLE model
(the finite-element conduction heat-transfer model in SCDAP/RELAP5) c_l'the debris, vessel, and
drain line configuration. As shown in Figure 5-2, twc_representative RELAP circuits were used
to represdnt the hydrodynamic conditicms through the vessel and through the reactor building
cavity. The first h_op includes an eight subvolume "pipe" coml'ument (w_iumes 70-01 through
70-()8) to model the heat rem_wal from the debris to coolant in the vessel. Liquid in the first
subvolume (volume 704)1) is in contact with the debris, which was assumed in base case
calculatkms to relocate m the lower head and into the penetration at the beginning o1"the
transient. As vapor is generated in this wflume, it travels upward (from vc_lume 7()-01 to volume
70-08) and eventually exits to a time-dependent "sink" component (volume 10). The second loop
is included to model the heat removal from the vessel to the reactor building cavity (w_lume 250).

I
10 1.,_ .... 70-08

Sink 1 70-07

70-06

70-05

70-04

70-03

70-02

.... ¢o-olvessel liquid

'Debris:; , ', ,,,: _',i
• , , , ;;'i,

• , , , ,u , }
.., I

. . ]1

l '.

300 [ 250
Sink -,4 Building cavity

Figure 5-2. REI_AP hydrodynamic model used t'_r modcling BWR vessel and drain line
penetration.
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Figures 5-3 and 5-4 illustrate the COUP/,E models for the debris/vessel and
debris/vessclMrain line configurations. Meshes were generated using the PATRAN 5i4 code,
which has recently been interl'aced to output mesh nodal locations l'or SCDAP/RELAP5 input
and to read COUPLE temperature output for two-dimensional display. Models were constructed
in r-z geometries thai are axisymmctric with respect to the center ot" the vessel or with respect to
the penetration tube. Only a portion of the vessel was modeled in the drain line mesh
(Figure 5-4). The maximum radial width of this mesh was selected to correspond to half the
distancc between the center of the drain line and the center of the nearest penetration in a BWR
lower head (7.62 cm). The axial length was based on the distance traveled by the melt before it
solidified within the drain line pipe (see Section 5.2.1.2) and the maximum expected debris height.

Up to t'our types o1"materials are included in Ihe models. Both meshes contain carbon steel
for the vessel and drain line; a null malerial for the debris-to-vessel and debris-to-drain line gaps;

and a mixture consisting of UO 2, stainless steel, zircaloy or zirconium oxide, and B4C for the
slumped cerium. In addition, the mesh for the drain line contains Inconel for the vessel liner.
Accuracy requirements for mesh nodalization precluded the inclusion of this thin liner in the
global vessel mesh.

Sensitivity studies were used to confirm that the m)dalization scheme and the time steps
chosen for calculations perl'ormcd with b¢)th of these meshes were adequate. Note that sell'-

leveling debris models in the COUPLE model o1"SCDAP/RELAP5 require that quadrilateral
elements with two horizontal sides be used in the vessel debris bed (three nodes are co-linear).

Hence, it was necessary to include triangular-shaped quadrilateral elements in the debris bed.
The large aspect ratio of angles in such quadrilaterals can cause numerical errors, and slight
temperature variations in these triangular quadrilateral debris elements were noted. However,
these elements were r,,_ced in the center o1' the debris bed It) minimize their impact on vessel
temperatures predicted in these calculati_ns.

Boundary conditions for each of the COUPLE meshes are als¢_illustrated in Figures 5-3 and
5-4. Heat is convected away from the top surface of the debris to the coolant in vessel subvolume
7{}-01. For the vessel calculations, heat is convected along the vessel outer surface (along the

surface with nodes 17 through 32) and the vessel support skirt surfaces (surfaces with nodes I
through 16) to the containment building. An adiabatic boundary conditi_m is assumed at the
center ot' the axisymmetric mesh. For the drain line calculations, heat is also convected from the
drain line and vessel outer surl'ace (along the surl'aces with nodes 7, 21, 35, 61 and 87 through 93)
to the containment buikling. Adiabatic boundary conditions are assumed at the outer surl'ace of

the mesh, the lower edge of the drain pipe, and at the center of the axisymmetric mesh.

Sensitivity studies were performed to consider different containment heat removal conditions
(e.g., for dry and llooded containment buiktings). Radiative and convective heat transfer from the
vessel or drain line to structures in a dry containment was modeled by using an effective

conductivity for the steam/air containment atmosphere. As discussed in Reference 5-15, the
insulation present around the outside of the vessel will not impede water from contacting the
vessel if the containment is llooded. Hence, l'loodcd outer boundary conditions for the vessel and
drain line were simulated by applying the _lppropriate convective heat transfer coefficient.

The rate ot" heat transfer from the debris region to the vessel and drain line is a strong
function of the conditions at the intert'ace between the debris and structure. The modeling of this
heat transfer was simulated by including a gap between these nlaterials. The gap heat-transfer
coefficient was divided into two regimes for solidified and liquefied debris. For the solidified
debris regime, the heat-transfer coefficient was based on a user-specified value derived from
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parameters such as the debris and structure surface roughness, sl_' In the liquel'ied debris regime,
a gap heat-transl'er coefficient was based _)n the rate o1"heal transfer thn_ugh the thermal
boundary layer between the liquefied debris e,nd the structure in ctmtact with the liquefied
debris.S 17

Because the ()OUt)LE model in S(_DAP/REI_,AP5 is strictly a heat-conduclicm code,

c_mvective heal tn_nsl'er was modeled at the liquid-solid debris interlhce using an effective
conductivity that includes an empirical convective hetlt-transl'cr coel't'icient, which is calculated
based on data from Mayinger s t_"_lntl Jahn and Reineke. sl_ Although these data were obtained
for molten pop,Is with Rayleigh numbers, Ra, with values of 104 _,;Ra _ 1(I'_, recently obtained
tlata sl'_ from a small scale exl_eriment with higher Ray numbers (l(112 to I{1j_) indicate that the
data by obtained Mayinger and Jahn t_nd Reineke are appropri_te Ihr nuclear reactc_r accident
an_llysis (where Ra numbers as high as 1017 are postulated to occur), A detailed descriptk_n (_1'
thc manner in which this clTcctivc conductivity was calculatcd is provided in Rcl'crcncc 5-20.

5.2.1,2 input Assumptions, Table 5-1 sumrnnrizes input assuml_titms and pan_mctcrs used
in these calculatitms. Three types (_1"debris beds arc ctmsidcrcd: a unil't_rna debris bed that is
primarily metallic (Case I); a urlil'_um debris bed that is primarily ceramic (Case II); and a layered
debris bed with metallic debris near tile vessel and ceramic dcbris on tt_p (Case 1II). These debris

bctl c(_mpt_sitions were selected tt_ enveh_p possible BWR debris bed ccunp(_sitkms during severe
accidents. Sensitivity studies were l_erl't_rmed to c_msider the elTccts of parameters, such as debris
decay heat, debris pt_n)sily, debris partk.lc size, dcbris-to-surl'acc gap resistance, reactor cc_olanl
pressure, and hcat-tr;_nsl'er COlltlitit)ns, on tile (_uter surface t_l'tile drain line and vessel.

In ¢'asc ! calculati_ms, it was assurned that I(t% of the ct_re and structur;_l materi;_ls wt_uld

relocate m the k_wer head. The debris was ;_ssun_ed tt_ ctmtain a relatively I_trge I'racti_m _1'
ctmtrol rt_tl and structural rn_terials _nd t_ have a reh_tively h_w pt_wer tiensity.

In Case II calculatitms, it was assumed that 5(1% _1' the c_riurn mass wt_uld reloc;_te to the

I_wer head. Altht_ugh all the contn_l n_tls and structural materials were assumed t(_ be included
in the core debris, they represent a small fraction t)l' the h_tal corium mixture, which ctmsists

prirnarily of UO:,. ¢'i_sc It's debris composititm is more similar Io the debris found in the TMI-2
vessel and ct_rrcsp_mds I_) the type _1"rch_catitm scenario p_stulated for a Iong-tcrnl SB() event.
During this event, It_ss t_l"control air or tic power normally precludes the t_pening of the safety
reliel" w_lves, st_ that coolant within tile vessel causes molten material tt_ I't_rm bl(_ckages alrwc the
core plate. When tile c_re ph_te fails, the corium reinstates as a fully molten lllilSSint_ tile k_wcr
l_lenum.

In ('asc 111calculatit_ns, it was ;ISSUIIlc.d that twer 5(1%'()l' the c(_rium m;_ss w(_uld rck_c;tte t_

the I_u,,cr hc_tt, l lt_wcvcr, the ctunpt,siti_n _1' the rch_c;_ling debris wt_uld y,ry with time.
('asc 111debris hctl assunaptitms were selected tt) represent BWR severe accident rek_cation
scenarios predicted by l it_tlge et al. using the BWRSAR c_xic _' I'_r a sh_)rt-term SB() sequence.
In this event, tile automatic clcl)rcssurizati_m system (ADS) has i_ctuated t_ dcpressurizc the
re_cmr vessel st_ theft the water level is hclow tile ct_re prit_r t(_ thc. _nscl (_1'rch_c_ti_n. Alth_ugh
the debris was p_stulated tt_ reit_cate tt_ _ dry ct_tc pl_te, n_ I_lockages were. assumed I(_ _ccur s(_
that the debris w(_uld he qucr_chcd when it rch_cated t_ the [t_wer i)lcr_urn altcr ct_rc plate I';_ilurc,
which was assumed t¢__ccur relatively c_lrly. "l't,,_s, the debris ,,;',_scilhcr st_liti ()r ;_l ;t very I¢_w

b. S. A. t h_dgc, J. (L Clcvch_ntl, and "!. S. Krcss, Unl_ublishcdrc.'.;carchon the external ll¢)t_tlin_t)l a BWR
rcacl_)r vessel as a lalc accidcnl miligali()n slralcgy, Oak Ridge Nalionai l,;.tb(_ralory,Augusl lOql.
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superheat at the time it relocated to the lower head. However, decay heat within the ceramic
debris would cause a molten pool to form in the center of this debris bed.

Other assumptions used in these calculations are summarized below:

• Material Themzai Properties. Corium thermal properties, such as specific heat, density,
thermal conductivity, latent heat of fusion, fusion temperature, and viscosity of the
corium, arc calculated in SCDAP/RELAP5 based on the debris composition.

Structural material thermal properties were also calculated in SCDAP/RELAP5 using

temperature-dependent functions. Before these calculations were performed, carbon
steel thermal properties (cnthalpy, conductivity, and density) in SCDAP/RELAP5 were
updated using data from the references indicated on these curves in Appendix F.
However, note that these updated thermal properties of carbon steel were extrapolated
for temperatures above approximately 911t)K.

• Corium Porosity and Particle Size. This study investigated the sensitivity of results to
corium poxc_sity. As a lower bound, a porosity of 0.0 was _ssumcd to simulate cases
where the debris is liquid. An upper bound porosity of 0.7 was chosen based on the
upper wducs observed in debris from the TMI-2 vessel. A particle size of 1 cm was
used in simulations with porosities of 0.7.

• Debris Relocation Time. The debris was assumed to relocate during the first
5,0(11)seconds of the transients simulated in Cases I and II. The relocation time for the

muitilaycr debris simulated in Cases I and II was based on calculations performed by
Hodgc. c

• Melt Plug Distance within the Penetration Tube. In selecting a proper length that the
melt could travel in the drain pipe bcl'ore solidification, or the melt "plug" distance, it
must first be established that the melt could enter the drain pipe, which is filled with
reactor coolant. Applying the Taylor wavelength criteria for two fluids with unequal
densities, s-21it was established that molten debris will penetrate any tube with a
diameter larger than 0.5 cm.

Although detailed numerical calculations may provide an exact distance that the melt
could penetrate a tube filled with water, it was decided to bound possible distances by
neglecting the resistance and cooling from water within the tube. The melt plug
distance selected was 0.66 m. This plug distance was calculated using analytical
expressions for _1condition where conduction heat transfer dominated (using the model
proposed by Epstein in Reference 5-22) and for a condition where turbulent heat
transfer dominated (using a modified version o1"the model proposed by Ostcnsen and
Jackson in Reference 5-23). d Although plug distances for both methods were greater
than 1.(1m, preliminary analyses indicated that hot spots within the drain line occurred

c. S. A. Hodge, J. C. Cleveland, and T. S. Krcss, unpublished research concerning external flooding ol'a
BWR reactor vessel _ls_ I_.lle_ccident mitigati_n stratebw, Oak Ridge National l_tboratory, August lt.Ol.

d. Conduction-dominated and turbulenl-dt_minatcd heal-transfer m¢_delsI'c_rpredicting melt penetration
distance arc discussed in Secti_n 4.1.2.
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nearer t() the vessel/drain line interface. Hence, the mesh was truncated at 0.66 m; and

an adiabatic boundary condition was applied to the lower edge of the tube and debris.

• Debris to Vessel Thermal Contact. When debris relocates to the lower head, the
thermal contact between the debris and the structural material is reduced because of

surface roughness and gas trapped between the debris and the surface of the vessel or
drain line. A debris-to-vessel heat-transfer coefficient of 500 W/m2K was assumed for

all of the base cases considered. Values for this heat transfer coefficient, hgap, were
estimated using the equation below from Reference 5-16:

k
g

hgap =

3.(3 (RI + R2)+ (gl + g2)

where

kg = thermal conductivity of steam in vessel/debris gap (W/m2K)

RI,R 2 = surface roughness of rnaterial on each side of gap; typical debris
roughness is 2 x 11t4' (m)

gl,g2 = temperature jump distance terms t() account for temperature
discontinuity caused by incomplete thermal accommodation of gas
molecules t(_surface temperatures and to account for the inability
of gas molecules leaving the surface to completely exchange their
energy with ncighb¢)ring gas mc_leculcs (m), defined by the
following:

_,0.5

0.1)247 kg l_..,
gl +g2 --

Pg.s gas
Mg.s

where

"I'_,., = gap steam temperature (K)

Pg;,, = gap steam pressure (Pa)

%,, = gap steam accomnlodation c¢)ct'ficient
(typically between 0.4 and 1).8)

Mg,., = steam m()lccular weight (lN k_kg-mt)les).

I..II_pcrand h)wcr bounds liar variables wcrc used tc) estimate an appr()priatc range of

values l'¢)r hg;,t,. For these calculaticms, a value ¢_1"5(1()W/m2K was scleclcd as a lower
bound and a value of IIU)I)() W,,m"K was selected as an upper bound for hgap.

• tteat Remol'al./i'om Vex._clOuter Sttrface. Heat was _ssunlcd t() hc transferred from the
vessel to the containment cavity via convection and radiation. In base case calculations,
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it was assumed that the cavity contains a steam and air environment at atmospheric
pressure. A sensitivity study was performed in which the vessel outer surface was
exposed to water to study the effects of flooding in the reactor building cavity on vessel
temperatures.

• Debris to Coolant Heat "Fran,_fer Heat transfer l'n_m the debris to the coolant is

dependent on the debris porosity and the heat-transfer regime of the reactor vessel
coolant. For zero porosity debris, a boiling curve in SCDAP/RELAP5 was used to
govern the selection of heat-transfer correlations. The various heat-transfer

cc_rrclations used in SCDAP/RELAP5 arc discussed in Reference 5-12. For porous
debris beds, mc_dcls within SCDAP/RELAP5 assume that decay heat from the debris is

transferred to RCS coolant as long as there is liquid present in the vessel. If thc liquid
has been w_porizcd, heat is transferred via conduction and radiation to the reactor
vessel.

5.2.1.3 Application of Numerical Results to Analytically Developed Models. Although
a numerical analysis can provide answers to queslkms that cannot be answered by Section 4
models with closed-form sc_lutic_ns,it is nc_t cost elTcctive to perlk_rm detailed calculations lbr each

type of reactor design. However, several key questions related tt_ the response of other LWR
penetrations can bc answered by applying failure maps, similar to those developed in Section 4.
Using the debris cc_nditions input for the BWR drain line and vessel calculations, t)lilurc maps
were applied tc_answer the follc_wing questions, which are identified in the lower right hand
c¢_rner of Figure I-2:

• Is the temperature ;Jrld mass Of the debris sufficient tc_ induce in-vessel tube melting?

• Will the melt penetrate bclc_w the vessel'?

• Will the tube fail cx-vesscl?

Numerical calculatkm results can bc used tc) verify that the governing relatic_nships used in failure
map development are sufficient Ibr predicting penetratic_n response. Furthcrmc_rc, this
application allows penetratk_ns with gec_metries significantly different than the BWR drain line to
be. considered.

The applicaticm _t Scctic_n 4 mcthc_ds required that the debris conditicms and reactc)r

gecmletries be viewed in terms of key parameters and dimensionless groups. Table 5-2
summ_rizes sc_mc key geometrical dimcnsicmless parameters, and "l'_bl¢ 5-3 summarize:; some
sccnario-dcpcndenl dimcnsic)nless parameters I't_rbase Cases I and II that will be used in
determining the pt_tcntial for vessel and penetratit_n failure. As discussed in Section 4, the
Table 5-2 groups emphasize scenic key geometrical differences between LWR vessel and
penetratk_n designs. Fc)r example, v_tlucs l'c_rthe ratit_ of the vessel radius to the vessel thickness
indicate that the BWR Ic_werhead is relatively thicker than PWR lower heads. Dimensionless
groups comparing tht'. ,uhe cross.-sectk_n area to effective llow area and elTcctive llow diameter to

tube outer diameter indicate that Wcstinghc_use and GE cc_ntn_l rc_dguide tubes are relatively

thick-walled tubes with small effective l]c)w areas and that the GE dn_in line has a relatively high
flow area compared with other LWR penctratk_ns. Table 5-3 pan,meters emphasize differences
between the ceramic and metallic debris compositk)ns ct_nsidercd, such as the higher ceramic melt
temperature and heat llux tc_the tube t'rcmadebris decay heat.
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Table 5-2. Key geometrical LWR dimensionless groups. !

Babcock Combustion Westinghouse Westinghouse
Parameter General Electric & Wilcox Engineering Plant 1 Plant 2

Vessel

Radius/th ickness 13.13 17.48 19.73 15.71 15.00

Penetration a DN IT CR IT NAt' IT IT

Outer radius/inner 1.26 1.31 1.23 1.71 NA 4.13 2.25
radius

Effective flow 0.79 0.67 0.22 0.52 NA 0.14 0.35
diameter/outer
diameter

Tube cross-sectional 0.59 0.93 7.33 2.47 NA 6.72 45.95
area/effective flow
area

a. Penet'rationabbreviationsdesignate
DN - drain linenozzle
IT - instrument tubes
CR - control rod guide tube.

b. RepresentativeCombustionEngineeringplant consideredhas no lowerhead penetrations.

5.2.2 Structural Analysis Model

The structural analysis in this study used the temperature history from SCDAP/RELAP5,
with temperature-dependent material properties, loads, and boundary conditions, to evaluate the
elastic, plastic, and creep behavior of the lower head vessel during a severe accident. A key
contribution of this study is the use ot' time-dependent vessel temperature histories from full

thermal-hydraulic studies of accident scenarios. The thermal history of the vessel plays a crucial
role in this analysis because (a) material properties deteriorate dramatically at high temperatures,
(b) thermal stresses arc typically 5 to 6 times higher than stresses induced from pressure loads,
and (c) creep behavior at accident temperatures can cause failure at stresses below the yield
stress. The two cases analyzed for structural rcsponse, one with primarily metallic debris
(Case I-1) and the other with primarily ccramic dcbris (Case II-1), cncompassed the low- and
high-temperature extremes of the vessel thermal history under accident conditions for this study.

The remainder of this section discusses the structural model and the input assumptions.
Section 5.2.2.1 briefly describes application of the various commcrcially availablc and
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Table 5-3. Key parameters and dimensionless groups tbr base cases?

Parameter Case I Case II

In-vessel tube melting

0d/0t b 0.88--0.93 1.17-1.32

Melt penetration

Peac 173,400 18,500

Ex-vessel tube failure

0d/0td 0.7-2.2 ) 1.1-3.1

ptCpt/PdCpd 1.6 0.8

(Tt/? - Ta4)fl'a 4 4(30 94

_d/et oTa 4 11 36

a. Drain line geometry and material properties were used to estimate dimensionless parameters.

b. Ratio of effective debris temperature change to effective tube temperature change (see
Section 4.1.2.2).

c. Debris Peclet number (Pc = deVd/atd).

d. Ratio of effective debris temperature change to effective tube temperature change (see
Section 4.1.2.5).

NRC-devcloped codes used in this analysis. Section 5.2.2.2 dctails the input assumptions used in
this analysis. Of particular interest are the assumptions used to tabulate the material properties
and to determine the creep failure criterion. Structural results are discussed in Section 5.4,
following the thermal results.

5.2.2.1 Model Description. Figure 5-5 shows the various programs used to complete the
structural analysis. In this diagram rectangles indicate NRC-developcd codes, ellipses indicate
commercially available codes, and octagons are files. As shown in Figure 5-5, SCDAP/RELAP5
first generates a Hie "thermal mesh" containing PATRAN-generatcd nodal locations and time-
dependent temperatures. Independently, a finer structural mesh is created using PATRAN; and
the file, "structural mesh," containing the structural node Iocaticms is written. Temperatures from
the SCDAP/RELAP5 thermal mesh arc interpolated tc) the ABAQUS 513 structural mesh through
a FORTRAN program, CPL2ABQ, developed at the INEL. The intcrpolatcd time-dependent
temperatures are input into ABAQUS, along with the PATRAN generated mesh and all other
parameters needed for a well-defined problem. ABAQUS pcrforms the actual structural analysis,
evaluating elastic-plastic and creep behavior throughout the accident history, up to 24 hours after
debris relocation onto the lower head. Results arc used to calculate creep damage and as input
to PATRAN for graphic display.
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Figure 5-5. Flow chart of codes used in structural analysis.

Structural Mesh--PATRAN

PATRAN, a commercially available code for pre- and post-processing finite-element
analyses, was used for mesh generation. The'vessel mcsh, symmetric about the y axis, is shown in
Figure 5-6. Axisymmctric, four-nodcd isoparametric elements with reduced integration were used
through most of the mesh. The mesh was biased to bc finest where the largest through-thickness
temperature gradients wcrc expected; the aspect ratio in this region is 2:1. Aspect ratios overall
wcrc kept below 4:1, and abrupt changes in clement size were avoided. Thrce-noded
axisymmetric triangular elements wcrc used in the transition region where the vessel thickens.
One triangular clement was used to connect the skirt and the vessel. A_,;will he seen later, the
change in clement type did not cause inconsistencies in the results.

Mesh density was evaluated in a parametric study using a section of a sphere with the same
thickness as the vessel bottom, axisymmctric elements with an aspect ratio of 2:1, and symmetric
boundary conditions at the end sections (Figure 5-7). The most severe temperature gradient
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I ×

Figure 5-6. Structural vessel mesh (axisymmetric model).

observed in sample SCDAP/RELAP5 runs with metallic debris (1050 K inside, 850 K outside) and
ceramic debris (1150 K inside, 950 K outside) were held constant with a 7-MPa constant pressure.
Vessel response was cvaluated aftcr 2 hours (a time that is 50% longer than that predicted by
thermal analyses for peak temperatures to be sustained in severe cascs). The number of elements
through the thickness was doubled until the change in hoop strain was less than 5%. This
occurred between 10 and 20 elements thraugh the thickness. On this basis, it was determined
that with an aspect ratio of 2:1, 10 elements through the vessel thickness wcrc adequate tbr
analysis of problems similar to the metallic and ceramic debris cases.

Temperature lnterpolator.-CPL2ABQ

A FORTRAN program, CPL2ABQ, interpolated temperatures from the COUPLE mesh
used in SCDAP/RELAP5 to the structural mesh (Figure 5-5). Generally, the structural mesh was
specified to be finer than the COUPLE mesh. The interpolator CPL2ABQ took a structural
node location and identified which COUPLE element it lay in when the two meshes were
superposed. Using the COUPLE nodal locations and temperatures associated with this element,
CPL2ABQ performed a bilinear interpolation of the temperature to the structural node location.
In this study, only quadrilateral COUPLE elements were used; however, the interpolator also
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Figure 5-7. Mesh to check clement density (axisymmetric model).

accepts triangular elements. Because only structural nodal locations were used, structural
elements may be of any shape.

It was necessary for the structural vessel mesh to fit inside the boundaries of the COUPLE
vessel mesh to transfer temperatures accurately. Currently, the interpolator cannot accommodate
structural nodes that lic outside the COUPLE mesh; an error message results. Near the inside
vessel wall, the interpolator cannot distinguish bet,,vcen COUPLE vessel and debris elements. A
structural vessel node located slightly inside the debris was interpolated to debris temperatures
w!thout an error message. Structural node locations along the inner and outer vessel walls were
adjusted to fit the structural mesh inside COUPLE for use with the interpolator. However, the
original, geometrically correct mesh was used in the stress analysis.

Structural Analysis--ABAQUS

Elastic-plastic and creep structural analysis was performed by inputting the above parameters
to ABAQUS, a commercially available, finite-element code. First, the vessel was assumed to be
stress free at the 7-MPa saturation temperature (559 K), and elastic-plastic response to pressure
loads was evaluated. In fact, there is no plasticity under these conditions. Subsequent time steps
for analysis were selected by dividing the temperature history of the hottest region in the vessel
into piecewise linear segments. Elastic-plastic and creep analyses were performed at each time

step following debris relocation. Temperatures were linearly ramped between time steps.
Solution convergence was verified by decreasing the force tolerance and the maximum allowable
difference in creep strain increment over each increment by a Factor of 10.
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Results Post-Proccssing--Danmagc Calculations

ABAQUS does not contain any failure criteria. Intuitively, one might think that failure

could be specified thcough the material properties; however, this is not the casq. For example,
creep properties have no provision for inputting creep rupture data, such as the Larson-Miller
parameter (scc Appendix B, Section B-5.1). Thcrctbrc, ABAQUS continues to calculate vessel
behavior, using the time hardening creep relations, cvcn after the vessel should have failed.

To predict vessel failure by creep rupture, damage calculations ot" the critical region wcrc
performed using a spread sheet. Damage calculations incorporate a creep damage model based
on the lit'c-fracticm rule. First, effective stresses and temperatures (from ABAQUS) averaged

over each time step were calculated and stored for each element of interest. Time to rupture for
these stress and temperature combinations wcrc calculated using the Larson-Millcr parameter.

The actual time spent at a given elTcctive stress and temperature divided by the time to rupture at
that stress and temperature is the damage. When the sum of all damage for different
stress-temperature conditions equals l(X)%, the clement was assumed to fail.

5.2.2.2 Input Assumptions, Input assumptions for the structural analysis are listed below.

Structural Mesh

In the structural analysis, the vessel was modeled using an axisymmetric gcc_mctry with no
penetrations. This choice was made to be consistent with the thermal analysis, which did not
include penetrations because of meshing considerations. This analysis, then, assumes that the
penetration holes do not create a significant stress concentration in the vessel.

Several assumptions arc inherent in using an axisymmctric geometry. Even when a hole is
modeled in the bottc)m ()1'the vessel, the axisymmetric modeling inherently assumes that the stress
fields around the penetration holes tic) not interact and that the intersection angle for
penetrations away frt)m the vessel bt)ttom d()es not have a significant effect. Hot spots must he
modeled at the bottom of the vessel, using an axisymmctric geometry, which provides an adequate
model of hot spots anywhere in the vessel as Icing as the structural ctmstraints (vessel skirt and
the intersection of the hemisphere and cylinder) arc far field and the hot spot is more or less
round.

The two-dimensional axisymmctric gcc,mctry cannot model cracks in the vessel, with the
exception of circumferentially oriented cracks that close on themselves (e.g., a crack running
completely around a penetration). Cracks initiating at a hole and emanating radially from the
centerline of a penetration tannin bc modeled with an axisymmctric geometry. A
three-dimensional analysis may be required for cases where the stress fields of penetration holes
interact, such as where structural cc)nstraints are not l'ar field; where hot spots are not round; or
where stress concentrations such as notches and cracks (with the one noted exception) play an
important role.

Finally, the l'inite clement mesh did not include the 3-ram Inconcl vessel cladding because of
meshing considerations.

Material Properties

Properties of SA533BI vessel steel used in this analysis are documented in Appendix F.
These data wcrc obtained from References 5-24 and 5-25, and new high-temperature data were
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obtained as part of this research pr_gram (see Appendix B). Temperature-dependent properties
include thermal coefficient of expansicm, elastic modulus, yield strength, plastic stress-strain
behavior, time and stress dependent creep, and creep rupture. Poisson's ratio was approximated
to be constant at 0.3. Properties (with the exception of creep rupture) were input to ABAQUS
in tabular form with linear interpolation between specified temperatures. At temperatures above
and below the tabulated temperatures, ABAQUS assumes that properties remain constant at the
highest or lowest given temperature. Creep rupture properties were used in damage caiculaticms,
separate from ABAQUS.

For elastic behavior, the elastic modulus and yield stress were linearly interpolated with
temperature. Poisson's ratio was assumed to remain cCmstant because high-temperature data were
not available and the temperature dependence was not expected to have a significant impact (m
results. For plastic behavior, the stress-versus-plastic-strain linearly interpolated the stress
between given strains and temperatures.

There is a slight discontinuity between the new INEL SA533B data at 9(10 K and published
SA533B data s24's2s at 922 K for elastic modulus, yield strength, and plastic behavior observed in
the ultimate strength. The INEL data at 900 K are not as consistent as the EPRI and ASTM
data at 922 K, so they are omitted in the analysis.

The time hardening law was used to fit the creep data, primarily because of its simplicity;
additionally, not enough high-temperature creep data existed to justify a more complicated model.
Using a least-squares best-fit on the data, the creep coefficients listed in Appendix B were
obtained. ABAQUS interpolated the crcep constants linearly between given temperatures.
Unfortunately, when this interpolation scheme was used with these data, the creep strain did not
increase monotonically between some temperatures. Such was the case around 672 K, 922 K, and
1150 K. This non-monotonic behavior was not physically realistic and causes difficulty in
convergence. For these reasons, creep data at 922 K and 1150 K were c_mitted in this analysis.
Instead, the linear interpolation between the nearest data points was used. Note that the INEL
creep data at 9(10 K were continuous with the rest of the data and were included. The creep data
at 672 K are the lowest temperature data and have a very low strain rate tk)r the stresses of
interest. Nonetheless, rather than assume no creep at 672 K, the creep behavior at 755 K was
also used at 672 K. The cree l) damage model used one linear fit t'¢_rLarson-Miller parameter
versus effective stress, combining the high- and low-temperature SA533B data shown in
Appendix B.

Because this model used an effective stress, no distinction was made between c()mpression
and tension. For the cases studied, the inside portion of the vessel undergoes a stress reversal,
initial compressive thermal stresses going into tension as a result ol' reduced temperature gradients
combined with the pressure load. When a specimen undergoes stress reversal, it is expected to

° "'1_' ° °

exhibit primary and secondary creep, similar to virgin material, s'' Ordinarily, applying a simple
time hardening rule to a stress reversal produces erroneous results because it continues secondary
behavior from the point of the stress reversal, omitting primary creep. In this case, high-
temperature creep testing has shown that SA533B vessel steel is dominated by secondary creep,
with negligible primary behavior, so the simple time hardening model was applicable.

All property data at the transition temperature (10()0 K) were also omitted. Because
behavior at this temperature was erratic and a limited number of tests were run at this
temperature, the uncertainty in the data was considered to() high to include them in this analysis.
This may result in a non-c¢mservative analysis if at a given time a significant portion of the vessel
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experiences the transition temperature and the properties at the transition temperature are
significantly degraded.

Lx'mds and Boundary Conditions

In the structural analysis, a constant pressure load ot'7 MPa was applied It, the inside vessel
wall lbr hc,th cases. Although the metallic case was assumed tc, have an internal pressure o1"only
I).62 MPa for the thermal analysis, a higher pressure was assumed in the structural analysis.
However, il"the vessel hc,Ids a 7-MPa pressure without failing, the same will be true for low
pressures. Stresses t'reml the weight of the vessel, water, and debris were less than 2% c_l"the
pressure-induced stress and were ignc_red.

Roller (symmetric) boundary ccmditions were used at the top of the hemisphere where the
vessel would jc,in a cylindrical section and at the vessel I'u,ttom plane ¢,t"symmetry. Chambers "s:
reported that the actual behavior t,l"a I'mmisphere attached to a cylindrical section was closely
bounded by a model using i'ixed conditions at the joining point and one usingsymmetric
conditions. The vessel me,deled in Chamher's study had a thin hott¢mT secti¢_n and a thicker
section at the hemisphere/cylinder jt_int; whereas, the vessel mt_deled in this study was reversed
(thick at the b¢_tttm3and thin at the tc_p). Because the hemisphere/cylinder j¢fint modeled in this
study was more llexible than Chamber's, the symmetric hcmntlary was chosen. Bc,undary
conditions fc_rthe base o1' the skirt constr;iined vertical m¢,tion, l-tc,rizontal motion should

probably be constrained as well. However, because the area o1' interest in both cases was at the
bottom of the vessel, the dilTerence w_msnot detectable.

Applied Tempe rat u res

The initial stress-free temperature was assumed to be the saturatiem temperature of steam at
7 MPa, 559 K. Temperatures for specified time steps were applied at the structural nc,des by
using the linearly interpellated temperatures from the thermal mesh nodes, as discussed earlier.
Time steps were the,sen based c_rlthe temI-Jerature history ¢)1'a crt)ss section in the h_ttest section
and a sampling of h_cations ¢m lhe inside vessel surface. This may have been non-conservative in
that local temperature maximums at other locations, which do not coincide wl!h the chosen time
steps, would be sn-u_othed ¢_ut. Temperatures were ramped linearly between titp.e steps.

Creep Failure Criteric_n

A creep damage m¢_ttcl based on the lifc-I'ractic_n rule was used to, predicl vessel failure by
creep rupture. El'fcctive stress and temperature t'c,reach clement ¢_1'inlerest were averaged over
the time step. Time tc_rupture was calculated I'rt_m the c_mlbined high- and'h_w-tenll_erature
Larson-Miller parameter data. The actual time spent at a given effective stress and temperature
divided by the time to rupture at theft stress and temperature was the element damage.

Because ABAOI.JS calculates element stresses I'c_rall time steps specified, regardless of the
amount of damage, some of the elements may have damage greater than I(R}%. Modifying
ABAQUS to account I'_r creep damage was beyond the scope o1' this project; therel'c_re, a simple
failure criterion was used. Creep rupture was predicted to occur when the average damage for
the vessel cross section is III_E_,.
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5.3 Thermal Analysis Results

Detailed results for each of the base cases described in Section 5.2.1 arc presented in
Section 5.3.1. In addition, sensitivity analyses were performed to evaluate the effects of debris
porosity, containment heat removal, debris-to-surface gap resistance, and debris penetration
distance. Table 5-4 lists the matrix of cases analyzed. Base case results arc compared with results
from these sensitivity studies in Section 5.3.2. Calculaticmal results wcrc then applied to Section 4
failure maps to predict the response of other LWR designs. Results from this application arc
discussed in Section 5.3.3. Conclusions I'mm these calculations _nrcsummarized in Section 5.3.4.

5.3.1 Base Case Results

As discussed in Section 5.2, three types ot' debris beds were considered for base case analyses
in these calculations. The debris beds considered include a uniform debris bed that is primarily
metallic (Case I), a uniform debris bed that is primarily ceramic (Case II), and a laycrcd debris
bcd with metallic debris near the vessel _lnd ceramic debris on top (Case III). Results for each
base case arc discussed in this secticm.

In discussing thermal analysis results, it is o1' interest to compare the integrity of the drain
line with the vessel. Becausc structures fail bclk_re they melt, it would be desirable tt_ conlpare
results by considering the time until the structure reaches temperatures where its ultimate
strength is less than the average stress finn1 system pressure. This is not necessarily the failure
time because stresses tend to redistribute to the cooler portieres ¢_f the vessel. However, it is a
helpful parameter t'c_rcomparison purposes. Unfortunately, the data for SAI()5/SAI(_ drain line
steel and for SA533 vessel steel at high temperatures are limited. In fact, before the NRC tx_wcr
ttcad Failure Program, the data base l't_r SAI(I5/SAI()5 steel was limited to temperatures below
8(X)K, and the data bast; for SA533B steel was limited to temperatures below l{l_t) K. Figure 5-8
compares ultimate strength data for these materials.

Table 5-4. Cases for analysis.

Debris-t o-vessc I/drain

Vessel line gap heat-transfer
pressure cc_etTicient Building

Case Compc_sititm Porosity (MPa) (W/m2K) humidity

1-1 Metallic ().() 0.62 5(X) Dry

II-1 Ceramic ().{) 7.0 5(X) Dry

II-2 Ceranlic (),(I I.() 5(X) Dry

II-3 Ceramic (1.7 7.() 5(X) Dry

1I-4 Ceramic ().() 7.() 5(X) Wet

II-5 Ccramic ().() 7.() 1(XXX) Dry

II I- 1 l_.aycred 0.() 0.62 5(X) Dry
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Figure 5-8. Comparison of ultimate strength for vessel material (SA533B) and drain line
material (SA105/SA106).
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The average stress in a BWR vessel with a 7-MPa internal pressure is 46 MPa, and the
average stress in a BWR vessel with a ().62-MPa internal pressure is 4 MPa. As illustrated in
Figure 5-8(a), results I'rom INEL SA533B tests indicates that tit 11511K, its ultimate strength is
less than 46 MPa; and tit 1450 K, its ultimate strength is less than 4 MPa.

For the drain line ge(>metry, the tube material's ultimate strength must be greater than
25 MPa in a tube with a 7-MPa internal pressure and greater than 3 MPa in a tube with a
0.62 MPa internal pressure. As illustrated in Figure 5-8(b), INEI. SAI(16 test_; were not
perti_rmed for ten'|peratures above 115() K. This temperature was well above the l(ltl() K value
where previous data indicated that the ultimate strength I't_rthis material bee;roles negligible.
However, test results indicate that the ultimate strength t>l'SAI()5/SAI(I_ material is (_1 MPa at
115() K. Althuugh there are m_ SAI()S/SAI(16 data for higher temperatures, the SAI()5/SAI(hr_
material w(mld not be any stronger than the SA533 material at higher temperatures.
Furthermure, the strength el' the SAI()5/SAlt_'_ material is zert_ at its melting temperature of
17bl9 K. Using this inli>rnmtitm, the drain line material data were extrapolated to obtain the
continuems curve sht_wn in Figure 5-8(b). Using this ct>ntinuous curve, it is predicted thai the
drain line material's ultimate strength will be less than the stress in a tube with a 7-MPa internal
pressure tit approximately 12(1(1K, and that the ultimate strength will be less than the stress in a
tube subjected to a I).62-MPa internal pressure at approximately 17(1(IK. Huwever, there is
considerable uncertainty associated with this method o1'extrapulatiun because ot' Ihe hick (>1"
SAI(15/SA106 data at higher temperatures.

5.3.1.1 Base Metallic Debris Case (Case 1.1). In Case I-1, approximately 24,(XX)kg o1'
metallic debris was assumed tt) relocate as a liquid within 5,()01)seconds t(> the lower head.
Temperatures in the vessel and drain line ;ire shown in Figures 5-9 and 5-1(), respectively. As
shown in Figure 5-9, temperatures in the debris bed remain beluw ~1250 K and are decreasing
al'ter 2 hours. Thus, the debris rapidly cot)Is beh>w its m>lidus temperature of -21(1tl K after
relocation.

Heat is primarily transferred lr()na the debris bed It) the ct>olant (vt>lume 70 in Figure 5-2),
although s(>me heat is initially transferred to the cooler vessel steel below the debris bed. For
example at 2 hours, 87% (>1"the heat is lransl'erred to the vessel co(>lant; whereas al'ter 4 hours,
nearly 111t)%(_1"the heat is transl'erred t(_ the vessel c(xflanl.

Vessel temperatures remain beit+w 1(11)1)K, and drain line temperatures remain below
1201) K thrt+ughout the transient. Peak vessel temperatures are predicted to ¢>ccur near the

but;ore (+1'the vessel at the debris/vessel intcrl'ace, and peak drain line temperatures arc predicted
to t>ccur at a It_cation (_:1(_cm) bellow the h_wer head. Because drain line temperatures are
decreasing' after i 25 see;rods and vessel tcn_peraturcs arc decreasing al'tcr 5,1)111)seconds, neither
drain line nt)r vessel melting is predicted to uccur during the transient. Using the ultimate

strength data discussed in Section 5.3.1, neither drain line nor vessel failure temperatures are
predicted to occur liar this low-pressure sccnari().

5.3.1.2 Base Ceramic Debris Case (Case I1.1). In Case II-1, approximately 120,(XX)kg
of ceramic debris was assumed to relocate as a liquid within 5,1X11)seconds to the lower head.
Temperatures within the vessel and drain line are shown in Figures 5-11 and 5-12, respectively.
As shown in Figure 5-11, temperatures in the debris bed have cooled to approximately 2(XIOK
during this relatively sh)w relocation. However, peak debris temperatures exceed 31(1t) K after
7 hours and continue to rise because of decay heat.
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The fraction of debris hcat transported to the vessel coolant (volume 70 in Figurc 5-2) and

the reactor building cavity (volumc 250 in Figure 5-2) varied during the time thc transient was
evaluated. During earlier stages (from 2 to 6 hours), cqual amounts of heat are predicted to be
transferred from the debris bed to) the coolant and from thc vessel steel to the reactor building
cavity. Fox example at 2 hours, 20% of the debris dccay hcat is transferred to the vcssel coolant
and 16% of the debris decay heat is transferred to the reactor building cavity. After 6 hours, the
amount of heat transported to the reactc)r building becomes negligiblc. At'tot this time, any
moisturc in the cavity has become vapor and a marked increase in the reactor building air/vapor

temperature occurs, decreasing the temperature difference between the building and the vessel
and reducing the heat transferred from the vessel.

Within 2 hours, the inner surface of the vessel reaches temperatures above 1150 K, the
temperature where the ultimate strength of SA533BI steel is less than the stress from the applied
system pressure of 7 MPa; and within 11 hours, vessel melting temperatures occur. Peak vessel
temperatures are predicted to occur near the bottom of thc vessel at the debris/vessel interface.
Peak drain line tempcraturcs occur at a Iocaticm (~10 cm) bclow thc lowcr head. Drain line
temperatures arc predicted to peak at 1175 K and then decrease aftcr 20t) seconds. Although
drain line temperatures are below 120t) K, the temperature where SAI05/SAI06 steel's ultimate
strength is predicted to be less than the stress in a tube subjectcd to a 7-MPa pressure load, there
is considerable uncertainty associated with SA105/SAI06 ultimate strength data (see
Section 5.3.1). Hence, additional high-temperature SAI05/SA106 data are needed to determine
whether drain line failure temperatures c)ccur in this scenario.

5.3.1.3 Base Layered Debris Case (Case II1-1). In Case III-1, approximatcly 24,0(X) kg
of metallic debris was assumed to relc)catc as a liquid within the first 5,(XI_)seconds of the
transient and approximately 120,0()0 kg of ceramic debris was assumed to relocate as liquid on top
of the solidified metallic debris during the scccmd 5,0()() seconds of the transient. Temperatures
within the vessel and debris bed arc shown in Figure 5-13. Debris bed temperatures arc below
12(1t)K in the vessel while metallic debris is relocating. However, debris temperatures increase

after 2 hours (when ceramic debris is relocating) and continue to) rise. because c)l"debris decay
heat. Because metallic debris is the first material theft relocates to the lower head, it is assumed

that metallic debris fills the drain line and that drain line thermal response is similar to that
predicted for Case I-1 in Figure 5-10.

The fraction of heat transferred from the debris bed to the reactor vessel coolant and the

reactor building cavity varied cwcr the time that this transient was evaluated. During initial stages
of the transient, a larger fraction of heat is transferred from the debris bed to the reactor vessel
coolant; for example at 2 hours, 30% c_["the debris decay heat is tr_nsfcrred tc) the vessel cc)(_lant
and 12% of thc debris decay heat is transferred from the vessel steel to) the reactor building
cavity. During later stages, equal amt)unts of heat arc predicted to be transferred fronl the debris
bed coolant and from the vessel steel to the reactor building cavity. Fc_r example at 4 hours,
when vessel temperatures have significantly increased, 19% of the debris heat is predicted to be
transferred to the reactc)r building cavity and 16% c)l' the deb!is decay heat is predicted to be
transferred to the reactor vessel cot_iant. After 6 hours, the amount of heat transported to the
reactor building becomes negligible. After this time, any moisture in the cavity has become vapor
and a marked increase in the reactor building air/vapor tcmperaturc occurs, decreasing the
temperature difference between the building and the vessel and reducing the heat transferred
from the vessel.

Vessel temperatures exceed 145() K, the temperature where the ultimate strength ol"
SA533BI steel is less than the stress frc)m the applied system pressure _t' 0.62 MPa, within
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7 hours. Peak vessel temperatures during the 1(}hours that the transient was evaluated remained
below 16(X)K, which is well below the SA533B melting temperature of 1789 K. Peak vessel
temperature location varics during the transient. While metallic melt is relocating to the lower
head (the first 5,(XX)seconds), peak vcssci temperatures arc predicted to occur near the bottom of
thc vessel at the debris/vcssel interface. As shown in Figure 5-13, peak vessel temperatures are
predicted to shift from the bottom of the vessel after ceramic debris begins relocating onto this
metallic debris bcd (at'for 6,(XX)seconds). In fact, after around 3 hours, peak vessel temperatures
arc predicted to occur near nodc 70 (rcfcr tc_ Figurc 5-3 for vessel nodalization). As discussed in
Section 5.3.1.1, a metallic-filled drain line does not reach temperatures where the SAI05/SAI06
steel ultimate strength is less than the stress from the 0.62-MPa applicd system pressure. Hence,
drain line failure temperatures are not predicted to occur during this scenario.

5.3.2 Sensitivity Analyses Results

/ks discussed ab_wc, sensitivity runs wcrc pcrl'c_rmcd to investigate the relative importance of
dcbris porosity, containment heat removal, reactor coolant system pressure, and debris-to-vessel
thermal contact. Sensitivity studies primarily focused c_n hast Case II parameters and were
gcncrally analyzed I'c_rcmly the first 2 hcmrs c_l'the transient. Results l'c_rthese studies, which are
summarized in Table 5-5, arc discussed bck_w:

5.3.2.1 Reactor System Pressure. Rcactc_r system pressure impacts vessel and drain
line thermal response primarily thrc_ugh the initial ccmditions and thermal prc_pcrtics c_l"the
c_olant within the vessel and drain line. C_,lculatk_ns were performed in which pressure
assumptions varied l'rc_ma relatively high value (7.() MPa for Case II-I) to a much lower value
(1.0 MPa l'c_rCase II-2). As shc_wn in Table 5-5, initial system pressure has a relatively minor
impact on vessel and drain line thermal rcspcmsc. However, the stress within the drain line and

the vesscl is considerably reduced at the lower I-MPa pressure. Hence, vessel and drain line
temperatures remain well belc_w values where their ultimate strength is less than the stress due to
a I-MPa system pressure during the 2 hc_urs that this transient was simulated.

5.3.2.2 Debris Porosity. If the debris quenches during rciocatkm and t'c_rmsa rubblc
bed in the lc_wcr head, the rate at which heat is transt'crrcd from the debris tc_the vessel and

drain line material is reduced because c_l'the reduced debris pc_wcr density and thermal
conductivity. Calculati¢_ns were l-_ert'c_rmedtt_ b¢_und the range _t"debris p¢_rc_sities, from zero
porc_sity (Case II-I) tc_().7 p<_rc_sitydebris beds with I-cm particles (Case 11-3).

As shown in Table 5-5, the large increase in pc_rosity reduces the volumetric debris decay
heat and precludes the drain line fr_m reaching failure temperatures. 'Fhc debris is predicted to
quench during rck_catk_n, and sufficient cc_c_lantremains in the reactor vessel tc_maintain both the
vessel and the drain line bck_w failure temperatures.

5.3.2.3 Heat Removal from Vessel Outer Surface. Base case analyses wcrc performed
assuming that the vessel c_utcr surface was in c_ntact with a steam and air envircmment. Heat was

removed from the vessel primarily thrc_ugh natural cc_nvectic_n and ratliati_n. Because of recent
interest in the pc_tential for lqc_oding the rcactc_r building cavity tc_prevent vessel failure, a

sensitivity run was pert'c_rmed in which it was assumed that the vessel c_uter surface was exposed to
water.

/ks shown by results l'c_rCase 11-4 in Table 5-5, heat-removal assumptkms from the vessel
and drain line outer surface significantly impact thermal response. Peak temperatures of the
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drain line and vessel remain below 1050 K throughout the time that the transient was evaluated

(2 hours). Hence, neither drain line nor vessel failure is predicted I'or this scenario.

5.3.2.4 Debris to VesselDrain Line Ti_ermal Contact. When debris relocates to the
lower head, the thermal c¢mtact between the debris and the structural material is reduced because
ot"surface roughness and gas trapped between the debris and vessel or drain line surfaces. Base
ease analyses were performed assuming a debris-to-drain line and a debris-to-vessel gap heat-
transfer coefficient ¢7t"5(R) W/m2K. As discussed in Section 5.2.1.2, this value represents a lower

bound for heat-transfer coelTicients calculated using information in Reference 5-16. A sensitivity
ease (Case II-5) was performed in which it was assumed that the thermal contact between the
vessel was increased. In Case 11-5, a debris-to-drain line and a debris-to-vessel gap heat-transfer
eoel'fieient of I(),(RR) W/m2K was assumed. This value represents an upper bound fi_r the gap
heat-transfer coefficient.

Results in Table 5-5 indicate that heat-transfer eoeMcient assumptions significantly increase
peak temperature predieticms for the vessel and drain line. For Case II-5, the vessel and drain
line thermal response times were also signil'ieantly shorter than response times for Case II-1.

5.3.2.5 Summary. Table 5-6 ccmlpares the sensitivity o1"vessel and drain line thermal
response to the parameters tested using sensitivity factors, which were evaluated t'c_rthe first 2
hours of each transient using:

Drain Line Sensitivity Parameter : Peak drain line temperature (5-1)
Case II-! peak drain line temperature

Vessel Sensitivity Parameter ,: Peak vessel temperature (5-2)
Case II-I peak vessel temperature

Results indicate that the potential for water to quench the debris during relocation and form a
porous debris has the nac_stimpact c_n peak vessel and drain line temperatures, reducing peak
values by over 50%. Increased heat removal from the vessel and drain line outer surface, which
may occur if the reactor building cavity were l]ooded, also reduces peak structure temperatures
significantly. Values selected in both the Case II-3 and 11-4 sensitivity analyses are sufficient to
preclude the drain line and vessel from reaching failure temperatures.

Debris composition elTccts are noticeable, although les,; important than debris porosity
effects. Sensitivity parameters in Table 5-6 indicate that peak temperature predictions were

impacted less by changes in debris composition (Cases I-1, II-1, and III-i) than by changes in
debris porosity (Cases I1-1 and II-3). l lc_wever, results in Table 5-5 indicate that vessel and drain
line thermal resp(mses arc slower in the layered case than in the base case ceramic debris
(Case II-1 ).

Thermal ccmtact between the debris ;_nd structural surfaces is also impcmant in predicting
thermal response. As indicated in Table 5-6, peak temperatures are about 10% higher in
Case II-5 than in Case I1-1.

5.3.3 Application to Analytical Model Predictions

.&s discussed in Section 5.2.1.3, a final objective t_l"the thermal analysis is t._ consider other
LWR penetrations using Scctkm 4 failt, re maps,. Results arc presented as responses to the key
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Table 5-6. Comparison of sensitivity parameters tested.
' I

Sensitivity factora

Parameter Cases Drain line Vessel

Debris composition I-1 0.99 0.78
II-1 1.00 1.00

III-1 0.99 0.82

RCS pressure II-2 0.99 0.99

Debris porosity II-3 0.48 0.48

Vessel outer surface heat-transfer coefficient II-4 0.89 0.90

Debris-to-structure gap heat-transfer coefficient II-5 1.11 1.09

a, Drain line and vessel sensitivityfactors calculated using Equations (5-1) and (5-2).

questions discussed in Section 5.2.1.3. Although each failure map development is summarized
when it is applied in this section, more detailed descriptions of failure map development are
found in Section 4.1.2.

Is the temperature and mass of the debris sufficient to induce in-vessel tube melting?

The drain line does not contain any in-vessel structure that must be attacked by the debris
before the melt exits the vessel. However, in-vessel tube melting is of interest when considering
the potential for melt to enter instrument tube and control rod penetrations found in LWR lower
heads.

Figure 5-14 is a failure map (similar to the one shown in Section 4.1.2) for predicting the
potential for debris heat capacitance to induce tube failure. The abscissa for points in this failure
map is the mass ratio of the tube material to the debris material that relocates to the lower head
(Mt/Md) and the ordinate for points is the ratio of the effective debris to tube temperature, 0d/0t,
which is defined by the following equations:

0 d = Td(0 ) - Tmp/t for solid debris with Tmp/t _; Td(0 ) < Tmp/d ; or

Ld
0 d = Td(0 ) - Tmp/t + __ for molten debris with Td(0) > Tmp/t ; and

Cpd

0 t = Tmp/t - Tt(0 ) + Lt
Opt
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Figure 5-14. Failure map h_rdetermining requirements tbr Case I and Case II debris conditions
to induce in-vessel tube melting.

where Tmp/t represents the tube melting point, T(0) represents the initial temperature, c.
represents the specific heat capacity, and L represents the latent heat of fusion lbr the debris or
tube material (denoted by the subscripts d or t).

The failure region is separated from the intact region by lines that are dependent upon the
debris composition and the tube material (note that only Inconel and stainless steel are
considered on this map because there are no drain line in-vessel structures). These lines were
obtained by applying the energy conservation equation to the debris that relocates around vessel
penetrations, which simplifies to

0d Opt Mt= (5-3)
0t %0Md

Two types of debris are considered in this map: the base Case I metallic debris and the base
Case II ce'ramic debris.
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The lower axis in Figure 5-14 illustrates the range ¢_1'tube-to-debris-mass ratios that occur in
PWR and BWR lower heads. Ranges are presented in this figure because the ratios are highly
dependent on the location in the lower head penetration configuration (i.e., whether along the
periphery or the central region o1'the reactor vessel).

Figurc 5-14 ccmtains cross-hatched horizontal bars that correspond to the ratios o1' debris-
bed-to-tube cft'cctive temperatures. As indicated in Figure 5-14, tube melting is predicted to
occur in both BWR and PWR lower heads for the highly metallic basc Casc I and highly ceramic
base Casc II debris bed compositions considcrcd. In-vessel tubc melting is also prcdicted for base
Case Iii, in which the lower portion of thc debris bed is mctallic and the upper portion ot" the
debris bcd is ceramic.

Will the melt travel through the penetration to a distance belowthe lower head?

Section 4.1.2 describes' the methodology used to predict the distance that the melt will travel
in a penetration until it st_lidil'ies, As discussed in Section 4.1.2, melt penetration distances are
highly dependent on whether conduction or turbulent heat transfer dominates between the melt
and the tube. Some of thc m¢,re important paramctcrs idcntificd in Section 4.1.2 for predicting

penetration distancc, X0, arc shown in Figure 5-15 and include the distancc rcquircd for the nlclt
to travel until it has g¢,nc beyond the lower hcad, I,; the elTcctivc diameter tbr melt llow within a

tube, de; and the Peclct number for the dcbris, Pc, which is a function of the melt velocity, vd,
melt thermal diffusivity, _td, and de.

Figure 5-16 contains a map for predicting melt penetration distance. This map is developed
in terms of the dinlcnsionlcss Peeler number and the ratio o1' the predicted melt penetration
distance, X._, to the difference in the tu'_e and instrument string diameters, di - ds,,. The large
horizontal t_ar contains bounding valuc:_ lbr the ratio of the distance that the melt must travel
through diffcrcnt LWR

%
t

A eff --] d2e'''

Atx  (do2

M8,,_5-W HT.4 9 3-17

Figure 5-15. Geometry of tube and vessel configuration for devck_ping melt penetration and ex-
vessel tube failure maps.
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Figure 5-16. Comparison of melt penetration distances.

penetrations so that it is below the lower head, It, to the gap available for melt flow in the tube,
d i - dso. The lower bound represents the distance that melt must travel through a GE drain line
nozzle and is simply the vessel thickness divided by the drain line inner die,meter. The upper
bound represents an upper estimate for the distance that melt must travel through a
Westinghouse instrument tube and is an estimated upper in-vessel ablation height for this tube
divided by the gap available for melt flow in the tube. The four regions in Figure 5-16 represent
penetration distance ranges predicted for metallic and ceramic flows using the bulk freezing model
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(in which turbulent heat transl'cr is assumed to dominate) and the conduction model (in which
conduction heat transl'cr is assumed to dominate). As discussed in Section 4.1.2, molten debris is
predicted to travel much longer distances il' conduction heat transfer dominates because the crust
that is assumed to form along the wail retards heat transl'cr between the tube and the molten
debris.

l_x)wer axes in Figure 5-16 are marked lc) indicate Peeler numbers calculated for Case 1 and
Case II debris conditions and various penetrations found in LWR lower heads: a GE BWR
instrument tube (GE IT), a BWR drain line nozzle (GE DN), a GE BWR control rod guide tube
(GE CR), two Westinghouse PWR instrument tubes (W IT 1 and W IT 2), and a B&W PWR
instrument tube (B&W IT). As indicated c_nthese axes, higher Peclet numbers (and thus longer
melt distance predictions) occur I'c_rpenetrations with larger effective diameters (e.g., a GE drain
line).

As shown in Figure 5-16, the melt is predicted to travel distances significantly longer than
the bottom of the lower head if the melt l'c_liowsccmduction model predictions. If the melt
behaves accc_rding to modit'ied bulk freezing mendel predictions, the melt is predicted tc_remain
within the lower head for either type of melt cc_mpc_sition in the tw(_ Westinghouse instrument
tubes, the B&W instrument tube, and the GE control rc_dguide tube. Ceramic and metallic melts
will t]ow thr(mgh GE instrument tubes and drain lines to I(_cations below the lower head
according to modil'ied bulk t'reczing mc_dclpredictions.

Will ex-vessel tube failure occur?

Figure 5-17 is a l'ailurc map for predicting tube equilibrium tcmperaturc using a heat
balance. The abscissa l'_r points in this map is the ratio of the tube cross sectional area, Atx, to
the tube elTcctive area for melt flow, ActI, as dei'ined in Figure 5-15. The _rdinate t'c_rpoints in
this map is the ratio c_t'the el'l'cctive debris t(_ tube temperature rati_, 0,1/0t, with 0d and 0t
defined by the fc_llowing equations:

Od = Td(()) - Tt/t for s_)lid debris with Tt/t _ To(0 ) < Trap/,3;c)r

L d
0 d = Td(0) - Tt/t + _ tier molten debris with T O ;_ Tml,/d and 0t = Tt/r - Tt(0 ) (5-4)

Cpd

where Tt/f represents the tube failure temperature, which is the temperature where the tube
material's ultimate strength decreases to zero. In this map, the failure region is separated t'rom
the intact region by lines that are dcpc'ndent c)n the debris cc_mposition and the tube material.
These lines wcrc obtained by applying the energy ctmscrvatic_n equation to debris that relocates
into the penetrations, which simplifies to

0o = Atx Ptct, t (5-5)
0t Aeff Pd Clxl

Differences in sl(_pc between Case I and Case II lines result from dil'l'ercnces in debris
composition.
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2O

Failure I failure boundary
15 -_

II failure boundary

The lower axis in Figure 5-17 illustrates the range of area rations that exist in LWR
penetrations. The axis emphasizes the [)(tint that PWR instrument tubes and BWR ccmtrol rod
guide tubes are relatively thick-walled and have relatively low areas available for melt flow.

This l'ailure map indicates that all c_ther LWR lower head penetraticms are less susceptible to
failure than the BWR drain line. The failure map indicates that penetrations will] relatively thick
walls and small areas available t'c)r melt t'lc)w,such as the Wcstingh¢)usc instrument tubes and the

GE ccmtrol rod guide tube, will n¢_texperience failure temperatures when subjected to either
Case I or Case lI debris conditions t'c_rextended time peric_ds. Alth¢_ugh failure temperatures are
predicted to occur in the GE drain line and the GE and B&W instrument tubes, it must be noted

that this failure map was developed assuming that a tube is expensed to a c_mstant temperature
debris for extended time periods, tlence, heat losses via radiaticm and ct_nvectic_n from the tube's
outer surface are neglected.

Figure 5-18 is a failure map for predicting tube failure by considering debris decay heat and

radiation heat transfer to the react_r containment building. The abscissa for points in this map is
the ratio of the tube effective diameter t'c)r re'ell flow to the tube c_utsidc diameter (see

Figure 5-15). The ordinate for points in this map is the ratio t)t' the debris heat llux (qd) to the
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Figure 5-18. Failure map obtained considering debris decay heat ,nd radiation to containment.

tube emissivity (et), the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (o), and the containment temperature (Ta).
The failure region is separated from the intact region in Figure 5-18 by boundaries that are

dependent upon tube material composition. As previously discussed, there are limited data for
predicting tube material ultimate strength at high temperatures. Hence, subregions in Figure 5-18
indicate possible lower and upper boundaries for each tube material's failure region. Note that
uncertainty related to the boundary for SA105/SA106 is largest in this figure because there are no
data for this material above 1150 K.e Hence, there is niorc uncertainty in predicting the ultimate

strength of this material at high temperatures than for stainless steel and lnconel, for which tests
at 1373 K were performed. Upper bounds for estimating failure boundaries are based upon tube
material melting temperatures.

e. INEL SA106 tests were not performed for temp,:ratures above 1150 K. This temperature was well
above the 1000 K value where previous data indicated that the ultimate strength of this material becomes
negligible. However, test results (see Appendix B) _,-dicate that the ultimate strength of SA105/SA106
material is 60 MPa at 1150 K. Although there were no other higher temperature data available for the
SA105/SAI06 steel, its ultimate strength wax extrapolated based upon data for SA533B steel.
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On the lower x-axis, the ratio, de/d o, has been evaluated assuming that the debris fills the
entire cross section of area available for melt flow in the different penetration geometries

described in Appendix F. This axis emphasizes the point that drain line penetrations have a
considerably larger effective diameter for melt flow and relatively thinner walls than other LWR
penetrations.

Consistent with results from the numerical calculation, this failure map indicates that none of
the LWR lower head penetrations will experience failure temperatures if subjected to either
Case I or Case II debris conditions. However, it should be noted that there is more uncertainty
in predicting high-temperature ultimate strength behavior for drain line SAIO5/SAI06 carbon steel
and that additional high-temperature SA105/SA106 data are needed to determine whether drain
line failu_;e occurs. Hence, the most important result in this map is the fact that other
penetrations, for which there are more data available for high-temperature material properties,
are predicted to be less susceptible to failure than the BWR drain line.

5.3.4 Summary

A study was performed to assess the two-dimensional thermal response of a BWR drain line
penetration and vessel when subjected to relocated debris from a severe accident. Sensitivity
analyses were performed to consider the effect of debris composition, debris porosity, debris-to-
surface gap resistance, reactor system pressure, and building heat remcwal. Results indicate that
drain line failure will not occur in cases where metallic debris relocates to the lower head. In

cases where ceramic debris relocates to the lower head, drain line temperatures peak near values
where failure may occur within several minutes; whereas vessel failure temperatures do not occur
until several hours into the transient. Sensitivity results indicate that high porosity debris or the
high heat removal rates from the vessel or drain line outer surface that may occur if the
containment cavity were flooded will preclude both penetration and vessel failure.

Peak vessel temperatures are predicted to occur at the bottom of the vessel near the
debris/surface interface for base case ceramic and metallic debris. However, the peak vessel

temperature location varies during the transient in which it is assumed that ceramic de/gris
relocates on top of a metallic debris bed. Although peak temperatures always (_cct_r aiong the
debris/vessel interface, the second layer of ccramic debris causes peak vessel temperatures to shift
away from the bottom of the vessel toward the point where the skirt is attached to the vessel.

Both the metallic and ceramic debris are predicted to initially solidify alter relocation onto

the lower head. For base case analyses, primarily metallic debris temperatures remain below the
eutectic's solidus temperature (<2100 K) throughout the transient. Peak temperatures of the
primarily ceramic debris begin to exceed the cutectic's sohuus temperatures (<2700 K) within
4 hours, and within 6 hours the debris bed is primarily molten. However, only a small fraction of
the debris bed is molten at the time the vessel is predicted to structurally fail (between 3.5 and
4 hours).

Failure maps, which were developed using analytical, cl,.)sed-form solution techniques, were
applied to predict other LWR penetration responses. Results from the two-dimensional
calculations were compared with analytical failure map predictions to dctcrmine (a) if governing
relationships used to develop failure maps were adequate for predicting drain line response,
(b) the response of other LWR pcnetrations when subjectcd to similar debris conditions, and
(c) general conclusions related to the parameters lbcused on for the two-dimensional analysis with
respect to other LWR penetrations and debris condi_.ions.
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Two-dimensional results confirm failure map predictions for the base case metallic (Case I-l)
and base case ceramic (Case II-1) debris conditions. Application of failure maps to other LWR
geometries indicate that in-vessel tube melting will occur following either debris ccmdition in any
of the BWR and PWR vessel designs considered. Melt is predicted to travel distances well below
the lower head for base case debris conditions in any of the reference LWR penetrations if heat
transfer from the melt to the tube is conduction-dominated. However, if turbulent heat transfer

dominates, melt is predicted to travel only to ex-vessel locations through tubes with larger areas
available for melt flow, such as the BWR drain line and instrument tubes. Failure maps indicate
that ex-vessel tube-temperature peaking near values where failure may occur is specific to the
BWR drain line because of its relatively large effective diameter for melt flow and its material
composition. For example, failure maps indicate that most other LWR penetrations will remain
intact if subjected to either base case metallic or ceramic debris conditions.

In conclusion, two-dimensional results indicate that governing relationships used in
analytically developed failure maps are adequate for predicting penetration thermal response.
Furthermore, failure maps indicate that the response predicted for the BWR drain line subjected
to ceramic'debris may be unique to that LWR penetration because of its geometry and material
composition.

5.4 Structural Analysis Results

Structural analysis was performed using time-dependent vessel temperature data from the
SCDAP/RELAP5 analysis of the mctallic debris (Case I-1) and ceramic debris (Case II-1). These
two cases represented the lower and upper bound thermal challenges to the vessel from the base
case debris relocation scenarios considcrcd. The following section discusses the vessel structural
response to these conditicms, with dctailcd discussions on the stress, strain, and damage incurred
in the ceramic debris case.

5.4.1 Structural Response to Metallic Debris Case (Case I-1)

The metallic debris case represents the least severe challenge to vessel structural intcgrity in
this study, with peak vessel tcmpcratures of less than 950 K and very low primary stresses
(approximately 5 MPa) in the vessel wall. (For reference, the ultimate strength of vessel steel at
950 K is about 150 MPa). With these relatively low temperatures and stresses, significant plastic
or creep behavior is not expected. Recognizing the limited challenge that this case represented to
vessel integrity, the system pressure ti)r the structural analysis was raised from 0.62 MPa specified
in Case I-1 to the operating pressure c_t'7 MPa. This increased the primary stresses in the vessel
from approximately 5 MPa to 54 MPa. Failure was still not expected, although increased creep
deformaticm under these conditions was expected (but ultimately not realized).

Results from the structural finite-element analysis of the metallic debris case subjected to
operating pressures for 24 hours predict maximum combined creep and plastic strains of less than
1%. Failure at these temperatures typically occurs at creep strains greater than 20%. Because
thermal analysis results indicate that vessel temperatures decline within the first 2 hours, a vessel
subjected to metallic debris with system pressures up to (and probably well over) 7 MPa is not
predicted to sustain significant damage. Creep damage calculated by the [itE-fraction rule is less
than 1% after 24 hours.
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5.4.2 Structural Response to Ceramic Debris Case (Case I1-1)

Of the three base cases analyzed, the ceramic debris case with its high vessel temperatures

and operating pressure represents the most severe challenge to vessel integrity. The first question
in this analysis was whether the vessel starts to melt before creep mechanisms have enough time
to play a significant role. Naturally, because plastic behavior is considered static (instantaneous),
one would expect the vessel to fail by exceeding the ultimate strength before melt. However, at
these relatively low primary stresses, melt and static failure were expected to be fairly closely
timed.

Before the discussicm of results from the ceramic debris analysis, a short review of primary
and secondary stresses may be in order. Primary stresses are generally defined as stresses that are
not relieved by deformation. For this analysis the only primary stress is caused by the system
pressure. Had the dead weight of the vessel, debris, and water been significant, these also would
be considered primary stresses. Even if the vessel deforms under these stresses, they each
continue to exert force on the vessel wall until failure. Secondary stresses, on the other hand, are
relieved by deformation; thermal stress being the most common type. If allowed to deform, a
body will relieve thermal stresses through elastic, plastic, or crecp detbrmation until the stresses
are zero.

Figure 5-19 shows the predicted deformed shape ot" the vessel 3.4 hours after ceramic debris
relocation using an axisymmetric model. The vessel is shown to sag significantly with extensive
wall thinning at the lowest elevation. Failure is predicted to occur in this region from localized
creep deformation, which causes the observed thinning of the vessel wall.

Figures 5-20 and 5-21 show the tangential stress and strain contours in the vessel wall. At
first glance, Figure 5-20 may seem contradictory to the evidence presented in Figure 5-I9.
Bending stresses near the vessel skirt are created as the vessel tries to expand, but is prevented
from doing so by the skirt. It is in this region that maximum tension and compression are
occurring. The region where thinning is observed is under very modest tension (less than
80 MPa). Figure 5-21 plots the strain contours of thc vessel at the same point in time. Here, it is
clear that maximum strain deformation is taking place in the arcs ot' thinning, with a local
maximum in the outside wall. The low stress in the thinning region results from the deformation
observed in the strain contour plot; stresses are being relieved. The material in this region readily
deforms because of high temperatures. Average through-wall stresses will not go below the
primary stress (approximately 54 MPa) caused by system pressure. Near thc skirt, the vessel is
constrained from defor._ing by the skirt. Additionally, temperatures in this region arc low;
because little plastic or c_ccp defc_rmation is taking place t¢_relieve the stresses, higher stresses
are maintained.

Figures 5-22, 5-23, and 5-24 illustrate why maximum strain in the thinning region takes place
on the c_'_oler outer wall, rather than c)n the hot inner wall. Figure 5-22 shows the temperature
history of four through-wall locatic_ns in the region of thinning; Figure 5-23 shows the t,_gential
stress history of the same through-wall points; and Figure 5-24 shows the equivalent creep strain
history. Points slightly intcric_r to the inside and outside wall surfaces are used because they are

free from surface effects, such as very localized hot spots.

Referring first to Figures 5-23 and 5-24, the initial condition t'c)r the vessel is 559 K with an
average primary stress 54 MPa through the wall. At 0.03 hours, the temperature difference
between the point 31-mm from the inside surface and the point 193-mm from the inside surface is
a maximum of 2(X) K. Because the material near the inside surface is hotter, the 31 mm location
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Figure 5.22. Temperature data points input to ABAQUS (Ceramic Case II-l).
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Figure 5-23. Stress history of vessel (Ceramic Case II-l).
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Figure 5-24. Equivalent creep strain (Ceramic Case II-1).

is in compression, while the 193 mm location is in tension. At this time, material to a depth of
about 50 mm from the inside surface yields slightly from high stresses and reduced ultimate
strength at these temperatures. The cooler outside wall does not yield. At 0.3 hours, the

temperature difference between these same two points is reduced to 91 K, and the corresponding
stress difference is greatly reduced, bringing the entire vessel wall into tension. ,Between 1 and

4 hours, the temperature increases very slowly, and a fairly constant stress gradient is established
with the 31-mm location at about 23 MPa and the 193-mm location at about 70 MPa.

Throughout this accident history plastic strains are minimal (less than 0.3%). However, as

the accident progresses, creep strains become quite large. The equivalent creep strains plotted in
Figure .5-24 result from taking the three-dimensional creep strains and equating them to strains in
a one-dimensional state. Although the inside locations are hotter than the outside locations, the
outside locations strain more because they are Under higher stresses. This implies that for these
conditions, creep strain is more sensitive to stress differences than temperature differences. A
similar progression will also be observed in the creep damage of the vessel.

Recall that creep damage is calculated using the life-fraction rule. Effective (or equivalent)
stress and temperature for each element of interest are averaged over the time step. Time to
rupture is calculated from the Larson-Miller parameter data (the method for applying the Larson-
Miller parameter is described in Section B-5.1). The actual time spent at a given effective stress
and temperature divided by the time to rupture at that stress and temperature is the element
damage. 'Since ABAQUS does not have a means of determining failure, it continues to assume

that every element has load bearing capability, even after some of the elements may have failed.
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Therefore, some of the elements will exhibit damage greater than 100%. To account for this,
simple averaging of the damage through the wall thickness is used. Failure is predicted when the
average through-wall damage is 100%.

The time history of creep damage tbr these same four locations is shown in Figure 5-25. A
small amount of damage is sustained during the first 0,2 hours at the 31-mm location from the
high compression excursion caused by thermal stresses. For the most part, however, the vessel
does not sustain much damage until after 1.5 hours. The damage that occurs after 1.5 hours is
greatest in the outer portions of the vessel, indicating that failure starts in the outside wall and
proceeds inward. Figure 5-26 shows the average through-thickness damage as a function of time.
From this plot, failure is predicted to occur between 3.5 and 4 hours after debris relocation.

Note that both creep damage and equivalent creep strain histories have the same general
shape. Both creep strain and damage are very low tbr the first 1.5 hours, after which they
exponentially. The creep strain and creep damage relations are separate, independent functions
of stress, time and temperature fit to data from material property testing. Creep strain uses the
time hardening relations to describe dclk_rmation history (with no specification of failure) and
damage uses the Larson-Miller parameter to specify failure (with no mention of past strain
history). That they follow each other in torm is, of course, expected from .a physical standpoint.
However, only the consistency of the material property data and the proper application of
structural analysis compels these two parameters to do so. These two plots qualitatively verify the
creep material properties and the finite-element analysis performed in this study.
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Figure 5-25. Damage history (Ceramic Case lI-1).
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Figure 5-26. Average through-wall damage history (Ceramic Case II-1).

5.4.3 Summary

Structural finite-clement analyses were performed for the metallic and ceramic debris cases.
These two cases represent the lower and upper bounds, respectively, of thermal challenge to the
vessel from debris relocation. The metallic case exhibits ve_ little plastic or creep deformation
after 24 hours. Because temperatures are dropping at 24 hours, the vessel is predicted to remain
intact, sustaining very little damage. The ceramic case exhibits high creep strains and is predicted
to fail less than 4 hours after debris relocation. Neither case exhibits significant plastic
deformation.

The ceramic case fails by localized thinning from creep deformation in the bottom (lowest
elevation) of the vessel. Examination of this region reveals that from 1.5 to 4 hours, creep strains
are highest in the outer, cooler regions of the vessel wall, from thermal stresses. This is because
compressive thermal stresses on the inside portion of the vessel superposed on the tensile primary
stresses from system pressures result in low total stresses on the inside surface. ,,rear the outside
vessel wall, tensile thermal stresses arc added to tensile primary stresses, causing the greater creep
deformation in this region. Creep damage also proceeds from the outside to the inside wall.
Therefore, failure initiates on the outside portion of the wall and moves inward.

Both creep strain and creep damage remain very low for the first 1.5 hours alter debris
relocation. Thereafter, they both rise exponentially with time. The concurrence of these two
independent parameters is a qualitative veril'ication of the material properties and finite-element
method used in this analysis.
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5.5 Conclusions

Detailed numerical calculations were perlbrmed to predict BWR vessel and drain line
penetration thermal and structural response following debris relocation during a range of severe
accident conditions. Detailed numerical models were applied for these analyses because Section 4
models with closed-fc_rmor simplified numerical solution techniques could not provide insight into
the following areas:

• The relative likelihood of BWR vessel and penetration failure for a wide range of
acciden' conditions

• The roles of thermal stresses and creep in vessel failure.

Furthermore, numerical model results were used to confirm analytical model predictions.

Thermal analyses considered three types of debris conditions: (a) a uniform debris bed that
is primarily metallic (Casc I), (b) a unilbrm debris bed that is primarily ceramic (Case iI), and
(c) a layered debris bed with metallic debris near the vessel and ceramic debris on top (Case III).
These debris bed compositions were selected to envelop possible BWR debris bed compositions
during severe accidents. Sensitivity studies were performed to consider the effects of parameters,
such as debris porosity, debris-to-surface gap resistance, reactor coohmt pressure, and heat-
transfer conditions on the outer surface of the drain line and vessel.

Thermal analysis results indicate that drain line failure will not occur in cases where metallic
debris relocates to the lower head. In cases where ceramic debris relocates to the lower head,
drain line temperatures peak near wducs where failure may occur within several minutes; whereas
vessel failure temperatures do not occur until several hours into the transient. Sensitivity study
results indicate that large-porosity debris or high heat removal rates from the vessel and drain line
outer surfaces can preclude drain line and vesscl failure temperatures from occurring.

Peak vessel temperatures are predicted to occur at the bottom of the vessel near the
debris/surface interface tbr base case ccramic and metallic debris. However, pea_._vessel
temperature locations vary during the transient in which it is assumed that ceramic debris
relocates on to the top of a metallic debris bed. Although peak temperatures always occur along
the debris/vessel interface, thc second layer of ceramic debris causes peak vessel temperatures to
shift away from the bottom of the vessel toward the point wherc the skirt is attached to the
vessel.

Both the metallic and ceramic debris are predicted to solidify initially after relocation onto
the lower head. For base case analyses, primarily metallic debris temperatures remain below the
eutectic's solidus temperature (<2100 K) throughout the transient. Peak temperatures of the
primarily ceramic debris begin to exceed the eutectic's solidus temperatures (<2700 K) within
4 hours, and within 6 hours the debris bed is primarily molten. However, only a small fraction of
the debris bed is molten at the time the vessel is predicted to structurally fail (between 3.5 and
4 hours).

Two-dimensional thermal analysis results confirm t'ailure map predictions for the base case
metallic (Case I-1) and base case ceramic (Case II-1) debris conditions. Failure maps were
applied to compare the response o!' representative plants designed by each U.S. vendor (GE,
Westinghouse, B&W, and CE). Results indicate that in-vessel tube melting will occur following
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either debris condition in any of the BWR and PWR vessel designs with lower head penetrations
(the reference CE plant does not have any lower head penetrations). Melt is predicted to travel
distances well below the lower head for base case debris conditions in any of the reference LWR
penetrations if heat transfer from the melt to the tube is conductic_n-dominatcd. However, if
turbulent heat transfer dominates, melt is predicted to travel only to ex-vessel locations through
tubes with larger areas available for melt t]ow, such as the BWR drain line and instrument tubes.
Failure maps indicate that cx-vesscl tube temperature peaking near values where failure may
occur is specific to the BWR drain line because of its relatively large effective diameter for melt
flow and its material composition. For example, failure maps indicate that most other LWR
penetrations will remain intact if subjected to base case metallic or ceramic debris conditions.

Structural analyses were performed to ascertain time-dependent (up to 24 hour) vessel
response, assuming debris is unable to enter a penetration for two types c_faccident conditions.
The primarily metallic (Case I-1) and ceramic (Case II-1) debris represented the lower and upper
bound thermal challenges t¢_thc vessel from reic_cationof base case debris scenarios considered in
this study. Results t'rom these analyses indicate that if accident conditions include a primarily
metallic debris, vessel l'ailurc will not c_ccur,with less than 1% creep damage predicted after
24 hrs. If primarily ceramic debris is unable to enter a penetration, vessel failure is predicted in
less than 4 hours after debris rclocaticm, initiating on the outside wall of the vessel and
progressing inward. Plastic del't_rmation tk_rboth cases is negligible.

The ceramic case fails by Iocalizcd thinning from creep deformation in the b_,ttom (lowest
elevation) of the vessel. Examination of this region rcvc_ils that creep strains tk_ tl,c"first
1.5 hours after debris relocation arc quite low. However, betwccn 1.5 and 4 hours, creep strains
grow exponentially with the largest strains in thc outer, cooler regions of the vessel wall. The
stress history of several locations through the wall thickness shows that, though system pressures
create a relatively uniform tensile stress through the wall, supcrposed compressive thermal stresses
on the inside portions and tensile thermal stresses on the outside result in a stress gradient that is
larger in the outer pc)rtions of the vessel wall. Evidently under these conditions, creep
detbrmation is more sensitive to the dilTercnce in stress than to difference in temperature. Creep
damage is also higher on the outside, leading to the cc)nclusion that failure initiates on the outside
and progresses inward.

Both creep strain and creep damage remain very low for the first 1.5 hours at'tcr ceramic
debris relocation. Thereafter, they both rise exponentially with time. The creep strain and creep
damage relations are separate, independent functions o1"stress, time, and temperature fit to data
from material property testing. Therefore, concurrence o1"these two independent parameters is a
qualitative verification of the material properties and finite-element method used in this analysis.
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This section summarizes work that was performed to accomplish the lower head research
program objectives outlined in Section 1. Section 6.1 describes major accomplishments and
insights gained from failure analyses. Section 6.2 presents the examples that illustrate how models
developed from various tasks can be applied to determine which failure mechanism will occur first
in a particular reactor design. Finally, Section 6.3 lists areas that have been identified where
additional research could reduce uncertainties related to lower head failure predictions.

6.1 Major Accomplishments and Insights from
Lower Head Failure Analyses

A wide range of tasks have been completed as part of this research program. This section
describes the tasks and summarizes major insights gained from performing the tasks.

6.1.1 High-Temperature Creep and Tensile Data for Vessel and Penetration Materials

The lower heads of commercial power reactor pressure vessels are generally fabricated from

the plate materia! SA533BI or its predecessor, SA302B, which has very similar structural
properties. I_x)wer head penetrations, such as instrument tubes, control rod guide tubes, and the
drain nozzle are constructed of Inconel 600, 304 stainless steel, or SAI05/SA106B carbon steel.

High-temperature creep and tensile tests were performed tk)r these materials so that structural
analyses can be made in much higher temperature regimes than previously possible.

Before these tests, no creep and tensile data existed for the SA533B1 material at
temperatures above 922 K. Because this material undergoes a ferritic to austenitic phase change
at temperatures near 1000 K, it was recognized that higher temperature data were needed to
accurately predict vessel response. Creep tests were completed up to 1373 K, and tensile tests
were completed up to 1473 K. Relationships were developed for using these data in simple
analytical models and in finite element structural analysis codes.

Creep tests were performed on Inconel 600 and stainless steel at temperatures up to 1366
and 1350 K, respectively. Tensile tests were performed on these materials at temperatures up to
1373 K. For the SA106B material, creep tests were completed up to 1050 K, and tensile tests
were completed up to 1150 K. Relationships were developed for using these data in simple
analytical models and in finite element structural analysis codes.

Although the new data are beneficial because they extend into temperature regions where
data were previously unavailable, the data are limited, and additional tests are needed to reduce
the range of uncertainty associated with these data. In particular, data were not previously
available for the SA106 material at temperatures above 811 K, and extrapolation of previously
available data indicated that the ultimate strength of this material became negligible at 1000 K.
However, test results indicate that the ultimate strength of SA106B material is considerably

stronger than indicated by previous data. Hence, additional SA106B tests are needed so that the
ultimate strength of this material can bc predicted at temperatures above 1150 K.
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6.1.2 Review of Previous Failure Analyses

A _iLerature search was conducted to review previous experimental and analytical studies of
mechanisms that have the potential to cause lower head failure. Previous analyses for predicting
in-vessel and ex-vessel tube failure were limited. No previous analyses for predicting localized
vessel failure were found in the literature. Limited, if any, model validation was found that was
applicable to LWR severe accidents.

The literature review was useful for identifying existing methods or selecting new approaches
for predicting vessel and penetration failure. For example, two methods that were previously
employed to predict melt penetration distance in channels were used to predict melt penetration
distance in lower head penetrations (although one of the methods was modified to include heat
losses to coolant present in the tubes). Furthermore, the review suggested that previous analyses
of penetration failure were deficient because they did not simultaneously consider the competing
failure mechanisms of tube ejection, tube rupture, and global vessel rupture.

6.1.3 Review of Accident Thermodynamic and Vessel Geometric Conditions

A literature search was conducted to determine appropriate ranges for thermal-hydraulic
conditions and vessel geometrical parameters that are input to failure calculations. Previous
accident analyses concentrated on a limited number of plants and accident scenarios.
Furthermore, results for a particular reactor and event varicd significantly because of differences
in the phenomena modeled and assumptions related to the event's progression. Hence, it was
decided to look at bounding conditions (for example, high pressure versus low pressure events
and flooded versus dry containment cavities). A review of plant-specific features affecting vessel
failure, such as vessel find penetration geometry, internal structure geometry, and vessel cavity
configuration, identified dramatic differences between vendor designs. Hence, it was decided to

use dimensionless groups to characterize appropriate ranges for plant-specific features so that a
broader range of conditions could be considered simultaneously.

6.1.4 Analytical and Simplified Numerical Lower Head Failure Calculations

Because a wide range of reactor designs and severe accident conditions must be considered,
this research program relied heavily on models with closed-form or simplified numerical solution

techniques. Results fire typically presented as failure maps, developed in dimensionless groups so
that a broader range of conditions could be considered simultaneously. Models with closed-form
solution techniques were developed for predicting vessel and penetration thermal response, timing
for key severe accident phenomena (such as melt relocation and coolant boiloff), in-vessel tube
melting, gravity- and pressure-driven melt velocity through a failed tube, and ex-vessel tube failure

at low pressure. An existing model and a modified version of an existing model were applied to
bound the distance that melt would penetrate through a failed tube or a tube with no internal
structures. For high-pressure analysis, a simple model was developed that simultaneously predicts
the potential for tube ejection, tube rupture, and global vessel rupture. An existing model was
applied for plcdicting the potential for curium melt to impinge coherently upon the lower head.
A finite-difference model was developed for predicting a localized creep rupture.

Thermal analyses were performed to obtain order-oLmagnitude estimates for PWR and
BWR responses using values typical of depressurized severe accident conditions. Results from

these models indicate that a PWR transient will proceed more rapidly (by as much as a factor of
two) than a BWR transient. These results were attributed to higher ratios of BWR structural
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mass per heat generation rate, larger initial BWR water inventories, and thicker BWR lower
heads.

The maximum amount of heat that can be transferred to the lower head from a coherent jet
of debris was estimated by using the THIKMAL/0 code. A variety of debris and vessel system
conditions were considered for four reference reactor designs that are representative of U.S.
LWR vendors (CE, GE, B&W, and Westinghouse). In PWR designs, the presence of flow plates
in the lower plena and the hole configuration within these flow plates strongly affect jet
impingement. For B&W plants, the flow plates accumulate the melt and form multiple jets,
reducing the jet velocity and the fraction of initial jet energy that can impinge on the vessel lower
head. Unlike the flow plates in a B&W plant, flow plates in Westinghouse and CE plants do not
generally accumulate tacit, allowing "straight shot" jets to occur in any horizontal structural plates.
The GE BWR lower head is protccted by a water pool, which is deeper than water pools in PWR
lower plena.

An order-of-magnitude estimate of the thermal requirements for debris to induce tube
melting was obtained by applying a heat balance to a penetration tube in contact with corium
debris. Results indicate that the ratio of the tube-to-debris mass in the lower head governs the
potential for in-vcssel tube melting to occur. Since BWR vessels have a larger number of
penetrations, higher temperature debris is needed to cause in-vessel tube melting in this reactor
vessel. For example, in cases where no coolant is present in the reactor vessel lower head,
ceramic debris temperatures greater than 17(X)K are required to induce tube melting in a PWR,
where only instrumentation tubes penetrate the lower head; whereas ceramic debris temperatures
in excess of 2000 K are required to induce tube melting in a BWR lower head.

Order-of-magnitude estimates tbr the velocity of viscous melt through failed tubes were
obtained by applying the energy equation for steady, adiabatic flow. The magnitude of the melt's
velocity is dependent on the differential prcssure across the melt, melt composition, tube effective
diameter for melt flow, and in-vessel tube length. Tube geometry and melt composition effects
were each found to affect melt velocity predictions by 10%. The dilTerential pressure across the
melt was found to have the most influence on melt velocity predictions. For higher differential
pressures (8.6 to 17 MPa), velocity predictions ranged fronl 35 to 63 m/s. For depressurized
reactor conditions, velocity predictions ranged bctwccn 1.8 to 2.6 m/s. Hence, gravity-driven melt
velocity predictions are relatively low for all of the melt material properties and penetration
geometries considered.

Melt penetration distances through Iililed tubes or tubcs with nc_in-vessel structurcs were
estimated by applying two models: (a) the conduction model, where a crust is assumed to lk)rm
along the tube surface, so that c(mductic)n heat transl'cr through this crust dominates melt
behavior; and (b) a modified bulk freezing model, where turbulence within the melt is assumed to
preclude crust formation, so that turbulent heat transfer dominates melt behavior. The bulk

freezing model applied in these calculations was mt_dil'ied to consider the effects of coolant that
are present in some lower head penetration flow paths. Results tier a case with gravity-driven
melt flow indicate that melt penetration distances predicted by the conduction model arc
considerably longer than those predicted by the modified bulk freezing model. In fact, melt is
predicted to travel below the lower head through all LWR penetrations if the conduction model
is applied; whereas melt is only predicted to travel below the lower head through penetrations
having larger effective areas for melt tlow and/or penetrations that are ablated near the vessel
inner surface if the modified bulk frcezing model is applied. Experimental data are needed to
determine which of these models is appropriate for severe accident analysis.
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For depressurized reactor vessels, thermal equilibrium calculations were used to provide
order-of-magnitude estimates for minimum debris requirements, such as the debris relocation
temperature and the debris heat flux, necessary to induce ex-vessel tube failure. Results indicate
that tube geometry and material are important parameters in predicting tube failure. Although
additional data are needed to quantify ultimate strength behavior for the SA105/SA106 material
used in BWR drain lines, results indicate that this lower head penetration is more susceptible to
ex-vessel tube rupture than other LWR penetrations. Results indicate that heat fluxes
characteristic of a mostly ceramic slurry (i.e., in excess of 0.05 MW/m z) may induce failure in a
BWR drain line tube, which is composed of SA105/SA106 steel and has a relatively large cross-
sectional area for melt flow. However, higher heat fluxes characteristic of molten ceramic debris
(i.e., as high as 0.2 MW/m 2) were not predicted to fail any of the other LWR penetrations.

For higher pressures (between ~0.1 and 16 MPa), analytical models with closed-form
solutions were applied to compare the potential for the following thilurc mechanisms: tube
ejection, tube rupturc, and global vesscl rupture. Failure maps were generated that indicate
relative pressure-bearing capacities of vessel heads and their penetrations based on ultimate
strength. Failure maps considered three types c_f"debris beds: a primarily metallic debris, a
primarily ccramic slurry, and a primarily ceramic molten pool. Failure curves for tube ejection
and tube rupture were found to form at the same location near the tube material's melting
temperature. For the casc of a molten ceramic pool in a BWR vessel, model results indicate that
tube failures will occur at lower temperatures than vcsscl failures for any system pressure. Except
for the BWR case with a molten ceramic pool, model results indicate that global rupture is the
controlling failure mode in BWRs or PWRs with system pressurc above approximately 2 MPa.
Although model results indicate that penetration tube t'ailurcs control below 2 MPa, uncertainties
in penetration material ultimate strength data at high-temperatures do not allow a clear
distinction of the controlling failure mode in this pressure range.

A new model, based on Reissncr's theory of shells with finite deformation, was applied to
the problem of local creep rupturc on a corium-ioadcd lower head. This new model was applied
to determine how local debris hcat sources impact vessel failure times and what conditions arc
necessary for thc formation and l'ailure o1"a local bulgc or cusp to occur. Two types of thermal
loads were investigated. The first set of loads used contrived, steady-state temperature profiles to
demonstrate the range of behaviors possiblc under local hot spots. It was found that a local hot
spot does not always produce a bulge or cusp as it fails. The failure geometry dcpends on the
creep rate of the balance of the shell relative to the hot spot. If the magnitude of the peak
temperature is small, the failure geometry is elliptical, and the hot spot assists or accelerates a
failure that looks like global failurc. It"the magnitudc of thc peak temperature is large, the hot
spot is punched out of a comparatively stiff vessel, and the failure gcomctry is cusped. The
second set of problems examined used transient thermal loads t'rom applied heat fluxes associated
with different debris characteristics. All l'ailurc geometries in these problems were local because
it was assumed that the background heat flux was benign and that the balance of the vessel
remained cool. A_swith the contrived problems, times to failure were very strong functions of
applied pressure and peak heat flux. Results indicate that failure times were lengthened for cases
with lower system pressure or lower hot spot peak heat fluxes.

6.1.5 Thermal and Structural Finite Element Analyses

More detailed numerical methods were applied to gain insight into the importance of two-
dimensional effects in special geometries where models with closed-tbrm solution techniques may
be insufficient to investigate the roles of thermal stress and creep in vessel failure. To complete
this analysis, an interface was crcated so that temperatures from the COUPLE model of
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SCDAP/RELAP5 could be entered into the structural analysis code, ABAQUS. Analyses
considered the effects of debris composition, debris porosity, debris-to-surface gap resistance,
reactor coolant pressure, and heat transfer conditions on the outer surface of the drain line and
vessel. If melt travels through the drain line to locations below the vessel outer surface, thermal
analysis results indicate that drain line failure will not occur in cases where metallic debris
relocates to the lower head. In cases where ceramic debris relocates to the lower head, drain line

temperatures peak near values where failure may occur within the first few minutes of the
transient; whereas vessel failure temperatures do not occur until several hours into the transient.
Sensitivity study results indicate that high porosity in a debris bed or high heat removal rates from
the vessel and drain line outer surface, such as might occur in a flooded containment cavity, can

significantly affect predictions lbr peak drain line and vessel temperatures. In fact, neither drain
line nor vessel failure temperatures are predicted to occur in the ceramic debris cases that assume
high porosity debris or high removal rates for exterior drain line and vessel surface heat.

In the event that drain line failure does not occur, structural analysis results indicate that
vessel creep rupture can occur as early as 4 hours after debris relocation. For ceramic debris with
a 7-MPa pressure, failure occurs from excessive creep deformation that results in thinning at the
bottom of the vessel. Failure starts at the outer wall and moves inward, despite the fact that the
inside wall is hotter than the outside wall. This pattern results from thermal stresses (compressive
on the inside and tensile on the outside) superposed on relatively uniform pressure-induced
tensile stresses. Apparently, under these conditions, creep is more sensitive to stress than to
temperature. Creep strain and accumulated creep damage in the bottom of the vessel remain
relatively low for thc first 2 hours, after which both increase quite dramatically until failure is
predicted between 3.5 and 4 hours. In thc case of metallic debris at low pressures, failure was not
predicted because effective creep strains were less than 0.5%. In both the ceramic and the
metallic debris cases, plasticity did not play a significant role (strains wcrc less than 0.5%).

6.1.6 Comparison of Closed-Form and Finite Element Structural Analyses

In this document, lower head vessel failure is predicted using models with closed-form and
finite element solution techniques. The model with a closed-form solution technique uses a
simplified mechanics of materials stress analysis with a tensile (ultimate) strength failure criteritm;
the finite element model incorporates creep stress analysis with a Larson-Miller/time damage
creep failure criterion. Because creep is a time-dependent failure that can occur at stresses below
the ultimate strength of a material, the creep analysis will always predict an earlier failure than
the tensile strength analysis. This is illustrated by comparing results from the closed-form and
l'inite element models t'c_rthe primarily ceramic debris case (Case lI-1) considered in Section 5.

Figure 6-1 plots the temperature history of the inside and outside vessel walls near the
bottom of the vessel. Creep t'ailure is noted on the plot, as well as the finite element ultimate
strength failure predicted by the closed-form rriodel, both for a 7-MPa system pressure. Table 6-1
lists the specific values for failure times anad temperatures. It is interesting to note that the finite
element plastic analysis (no creep behavior) predicts failure at the same time, and hence the same
inside and outside wall t,zmperatures, as the closed-form solution model. This indicates that the
unconstrained boundary conditions assumed in the simplified analysis are very close to the
boundary conditions in the plastic analysis, which included the vessel skirt. It also verifies that
thermal stresses (which are accounted t'or in the finite element analysis, but not in the simplified
analysis) do not play a significant role in the timing ot"ultimate strength failure, as discussed in
Section 2.3.
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Table 6-1. Comparison of results from closed-form and finite element solution models.

Ultimate strength failure analysis Creep failure analysis

Parameter Closed-form Finite element Finite element
_ _ __ __ -- __ -- __

Failure time, h 5.7 5.7 3.7

Inside wall temperature, K 12(_ 1266 1210

Outside wall temperature, K 1076 1076 11301

Creep failure is predicted at about 3.7 hours, whereas an ultimate strength failure is
predicted 2 hours later. The large discrepancy in failure times is a result of the temperature
history shown in Figure 6-1. Here, through-wall temperatures exceed half the melting
temperature within one hour. The vessel is held at ve_3, high-temperatures, but below the point
where ultimate strength would be exceeded, for more than 4 hours. Although the temperatures
are not high enough to cause an instantaneous (ultimate strength) failure, over time the vessel is
degraded, resulting in an early creep rupture failure. Clearly, temperature' histories of this type
require a creep analysis.

The lbllowing general rules of thumb can be used to determine when a creep analysis is
necessary:

• Creep analysis is needed when the ijltimate strength predicts a long failure time and
temperatures arc fairly constant, with respect to time, before the predicted failure.
"l]ais occurs when the vessel approaches thermal steady state at temperatures greater
than half the melting point, such as in the ceramic debris case discussed above.

• Creep analysis is not needed if the failure time is short and temperatures are rising
rapidly with respect to time, before ultimate strength predicted failure. This

correspc_nds to a case in which relatively high debris heat fluxes are imposed on a vessel
with a nearly _idiabatic condition on the outer surface. Although technically, creep
failure precedes ultimate strength failure, the two events arc very closely timed.

• Creep analysis is not needed if ultimate strength t'ailure is not predicted and the peak
temperature produces to a creep failure time, predicted by the Larson-Miller
parameter, that is longer than the time period of interest. For example, a creep failure
time well over 100 hours was predicted in Section 5.3.1.1 for a peak vessel temperature
of 950 K (based on temperatures predicted for a vessel subjected to Case I metallic
debris in Section 5) and a system pressure of 7 MPa.

A more detailed approach to determining when creep analysis is needed is outlined in
Appendix 13,Section B-5.1.1
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6.2 Application of Models for Predicting Failure

Although a detailed analysis is required to obtain quantitative answers related to event
progression, results documented in this report were used to make qualitative judgements about
which failure mechanisms are possible and which failure mechanism will occur first during various
severe accident scenarios. Using the flow diagram in Figure 1-2, significant questions related to
melt relocation and vessel failure were answered to determine which failure mechanisms are

possible for three debris configurations: a metallic slurry, a primarily ceramic slurry, and a high-
temperature, molten ceramic material that relocates to form a molten pool. Results in Sections 4
and 5 were used to answer questions related to debris relocation and vessel/penetration failure.
Results for four representative plant designs are summarized in Table 6-2. Failure analysis results
are presented as a function of vessel inner surface temperature and system pressure. However, it
is emphasized that these temperatures and pressures should only be considered as approximate values
because there is considerable uncertainty associated with these values.

The potential for melt to relocate as a coherent jet or for melt to arrive in a coolable
configuration was evaluated based on results in Section 4.2.1. Where possible, actual percentages
for the fraction of melt arriving as a coherent jet arc cited using values in Section 4.2.1. In the
case of CE and Westinghouse plants, qualitative judgements were made using the limited results
for these plants and results for the B&W and GE plants. The presence of flow plates in the
lower plena and the hole configuration within these flow plates strongly affect jet impingement in
PWR plants. Lower fractions of melt are predicted to arrive as a coherent jet in a B&W plant
because of flow plates that accumulate the melt and form multiple jets. In CE and Westinghouse
plants, "straight shot" paths for relocating material are possible. Hence, higher fractions of melt
are estimated to arrive as a coherent jet in these plants. Although relocating melt is not
impeded by any horizontal plates, the GE BWR lower head is protected by coolant in the lower
head, which is deeper than the coolant level in PWR lower plena.

t

Although small fractions of the metallic slurry may arrive as a coherent jet on the lower
head, this debris is predicted to bc coolablc becausc most of the melt arrives as solid particles.
Results in Section 4.1.2 indicate that molten metallic material will cause in-vessel tube melting.

Irrespective of whether conduction _r turbulent heat transfer dominates, metallic melt will travel
to locations below the lower head through penetrations with larger effective diameters for melt
flow, such as the GE drain line nozzle or instrument tube penetrations. However, if turbulent
heat transfer dominates, melt will be predicted to migrate below the lower head only if

penetrations havc larger areas available tk)r melt flow or if penetrations are ablated within the
lower head near the vessel inner surface. However, thermal analysis results in Sections 4.1.1.2

and 5.3 indicate that peak vessel and Penetration temperatures following r_'location of a metallic
slurry remain below values where vessel or penetration failure occurs. Hence, neither vessel nor
penetration failure is predicted to occur following relocation of a primarily metallic slurry in any
of the LWRs considered.

Plant design affects whether a ceramic slurry is predicted to arrivc incoherently or coherently
upon the lower head. However, thermal analysis results in Section 5.3 indicate that decay heat
causes a molten pool to form within debris that relocates to the lower head. Because a high
percentage of the melt may arrive as a coherent jet in the CE plant, which has no lower head
penetrations, results in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 indicate that both localized and global vessel failures

are possible, depending on conditions such as the accident's pressure history, heat removal from
the vessel, and heat transfer from the debris to the vessel. To determine if a localized failure

occurs before a global vessel failure, one must determine if there are factors such as non-unitbrm
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heat sources in the debris or locations with enhanced debris-to-vessel contact in the debris bed.

For plants with lower head penetrations, results in Section 4.l.2 indicate that ceramic melt will
cause in-vessel tube melting. Irrespective of whether conduction or turbulent heat transfer
dominates, melt will travel to locations below the lower head through penetrations with larger
effective diameters for melt flow, such as the GE drain line nozzle or instrument tube

penetrations. However, if turbulent heat transfer dominates, melt is predicted to migrate below
the lower head only if penetrations have larger areas available for melt flow or if penetrations are
ablated within the lower head near the vessel inner surface. For higher pressures (above 1 or
2 MPa) and vessel inner surface temperatures above -I(RR) K, results in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.2
indicate that global or localized vessel failure generally occurs before tube failure. Because there
is considerable uncertainty in the ultimate strength data at high temperature, analyses indicate
that it m,ay be possible for drain line failure to occur prior to vessel failure in some cases.
However, the exact temperatures and pressures where failure occurs are dependent on factors
such as vessel and penetration geometry, material composition, and heat removal conditions from
the vessel to the containment. For low pressures, results in Section 4.1.3 indicate that tube
failures may dominate in plants with lower head penetrations if vesscl inner surface temperatures
exceed --1600 K. However, uncertaintics in high-temperature ultimate strength bchavior for tube
materials make it difficult to determine which failure will occur first at these low-pressure/high-
temperature conditions.

Coherent jet impingement of high-temperature ceramic melt is predicted to occur, although
the fraction arriving as a cohcrenl jet depends on plant lower plena design. Because a high
percentage of the melt arrives as a coherent jet in the CE plant, which has no lower head
penetrations, results in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 indicate that both localized and global vessel failure
are possible, depending on conditions, such as the accident's pressure history and heat removal
from the vessel. For plants with lower head penetrations, results in Section 4.1.2 indicate that
ceramic melt causes in-vessel tube melting. Irrespective of whether conduction or turbulent heat

transfer dominates, melt is predicted to travcl through pcnctraticms to locations below the lower
head through penetrations with larger effective diameters liar melt fh_w, such as the GE drain line
nozzle or instrument tube penetrations. However, if turbulent heat transfer dominates, melt will
be predicted to migrate below the lower head only if penetrations have larger areas available for
melt flow or if penetrations are ablated within the lower head near the vessel inner surface. For

higher pressures (above around 2.5 MPa), results in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.2 for PWRs indicate
that global or localized vessel failure occurs before tube failure if vessel inner surface

temperatures are above --1200 K. However, the exact temperatures and pressures where failure
occurs are dependent upon factors, such as vessel and penetration geometry, material
composition, and heat removal conditions t'rdm the vessel to the containment. For low pressures,
results in Section 4.1.3 indicate that tube failures may dominate in PWRs with lower head
penetrations, once vessel inner surface temperatures exceed -16(X) K. However, uncertainties in

high-temperature ultimate strength behavior for tube materials make it difficul't to determine
which failure will occur first in these PWRs at low pressure. In BWRs with relatively high vessel
inner surface temperatures (greater than -1200 K), tube failures are predicted to occur before
vessel failures for all pressurc ranges.

6.3 Areas for Additional Work

Several areas have been identified where additional work could reduce uncertainties in

predicting vessel failure. Major areas are listed below:
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• Additional High-Temperature Penetration Material Creep and Tensile Data. As
discussed in Section 6.1.1, the ultimate strength behavior of penetration tube material
(Inconel, stainless steel, and SA106B carbon steel) is not well defined at high-
temperatures. In fact, before the NRC Lower Head Failure Program, high-
temperature data for these materials were limited, if nonexistent, for temperatures
above 10(X) K. A_sdiscussed in Appendix B, a limited number of high-temperature tests
for penetration tube materials have been completed. Although the new data are
beneficial bccause they extend into temperature regions where data were previously
unavailable, the data are limited, and additional tests are needed to reduce the range of
upcertainty associated with these data. In particular, data were not previously available
for the SAI06 material at temperatures above 811 K, and extrapolation of available
data indicated that the ultimate strength of this material became negligible at 1000 K.
However, test results indicate that the ultimate strength of SA106B material is
considerably stronger than indicated by previous data. Hence, additional SA106B tests
are needed to reduce the uncertainty in predicting the ultimate strength of this material
at temperatures above 1150 K.

• Model Validation. As noted in Section 6.1, a limited amount of the validation for

failure analysis models is applicable to LWR severe accident conditions. Several
organizations are peribrming expcriments that are applicable to LWR vessel failure
analyses. Additional work should be performed to validate models used for lower head
failure cz_lculations.

• Additional Application to a Broader Range of Conditions. Although an extensive effort
has becn made to apply failure models t_)r a wide range of severe accident conditions,
additional applications could reduce failure analysis uncertainties. For examplc, it is
desirable to apply the newly-developed localized creep rupture' model to cases where a

larger anglc of the vessel is exposed to a peak temperature distribution.

• Structural Analysis of PWR Vessel. PWR vessel plastic and creep response have not
been addressed in this study. Given the thinner vessel wall and higher operating
pressure, it is possible that both creep and plasticity will play a role in PWR vessel
failure.
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Nomenclature

Lower Case

agas - Gap steam accommodation coefficient

b - Midwall radius of hemispherical shell (m)

Col - Liquid coolant specific heat capacity (J/kgK)

Cog - Vapor coolant specific heat capacity (J/kgK)

Cpd - Debris specific heat capacity [may be further designated with the subscript (m) for
molten debris, or (s) for solid debris] (J/kgK)

Cot - Tube material specific heat capacity (J/kgK)

Coy - Vessel specific heat capacity (J/kgK)

d e - Effective diameter of melt (length - ram, cm, or m)

dh - Vessel penetration hole diameter (length - cm or m)

dhole - Lower plenum structure hole diameter (length - ram, cm, or m)

di - Tube inner diameter (length - cm or m)

d i - Damage accumulated during a time interval, At i

do - Tube outer diameter (length - cm or m)

dso - Penetration tube internal structure outer diameter (cm)

ff - Dimensionless friction factor

g - Gravitational acceleration (980 cm/s2 or 9.8 m/s2)

gl,g2 Temperature jump distances (m)

hc Critical thickness of accumulated melt (m)

ht-g Coolant heat of vaporization (J/kg)

hgap Debris to structure gap convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K)

hin Inlet enthalpy (J/kg)
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hL - Head loss due to friction (m2/s2)

hout - Exit enthaipy (J/kg)

h t - Convective heat transfer coefficient from molten debris to structure [may be further
designated with the subscript (o) to signify cases without melt/water or melt/structure
interactions during melt relocation] (W/meK)

htv - Convective heat transfer coefficient from the vessel to the building atmosphere
(W/mZK)

kd - Debris thermal conductivity [may be further designated with the subscript (m) for
molten debris or (s) for solid debris] (W/mK)

kg - Thermal conductivity of steam in vessel/debris gap (W/mK)

kp - Most probable wave number

kt - Tube material thermal conductivity (W/mK)

kv Vessel thermal conductivity (W/inK)

It In-vessel length of penetration tube containing debris (length - mm, cm, or m)

1o Ex-vessel length of penetration tube containing debris (length - ram, cm, or m)

m Dimensionless parameter used to nest nodes (degrees-of-freedom) in or around a hot
spot (Section 4.2.2)

m - Melt relocation rate (kg/s)

min - Inlet coolant mas:_flow rate (kg/s)

mout - Exit coolant mass flow rate (kg/s)

Pi - Intqrnal pressure (MPa)

q" - heat flux from the debris to the vessel [may be further designated by the subscripts
(ceramic slurry), (metallic), or (molten pool) to describe different debris conditions or
(peak) to describe hot spot heat flux] (MW/m z)

Old(0) - Initial debris heat flux (MW/m 2)

cid(0) - Initial debris volumetric heat source (MW/m3)

r Radial location [may be further dcsignated by the subscript (o) to denote the original
(undeformed) value I (length - ram, cm, or m)

rh Radius of penetration hole in pressure vessel lower head (length - mm, cm, or m)

r i Inside radius of penetration tube (length - ram, cm, or m)
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ro - Outside radius of penetration tube [may be further designated by the subscripts (T) or
(P) to describe a change in outside radius due to temperature or pressure changes]
(length - ram, cm or m)

t Time (time - s or hours)

t_ Dimensionless time [6tatv/tv z]

t2 Dimensionless time [(t-tvp)/'_vj

tbo - Boiloff time (s)

td - Debris height (m)

t r - Time to creep rupture (hours)

treI - Relocation time (time - s or hours)

tt - Penetration tube wall thickness (length - mm, cm, or m)

ttm - Thermal relaxation time for tube melting (s)

ttoI - Tolerance limit tbr failure time (s or hours)

ttp - Thermal relaxation time required for transmittal of a thermal front through a
penetration tube wall (s)

t u Time to ultimate strength failure (s or hours)

tv Reactor pressure vessel lower he_id thickness [may be further designated with the sub-
script (o) to denote original (undeformed) Value] (length - cm or m)

tvp Thermal relaxation time required for transmittal through the vessel wall (s)

u - Radial displacement (m)

uc - Coolant internal energy [may be further designated by the superscript (b) for beginning
state or (e) for end state] (J/kg)

ud - Debris internal energy [may be further designated by the superscript (b) for beginning
state or (e) for end state] (J/kg)

v - Differential shear force (N/m)

Vd - Melt velocity [may be further designated by the subscript (1) for tube entrance, (2) for
tube exit, or (avg) for average tube velocity] (m/s)

w - Axial displacement (m)

x Distance through vessel wall (Section 4.1.1) (m)
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x - Dimensionless fraction of the available effective flow area for mel_ in a penetration in

(Section 4.1.2)

y - Vertical location of debris within a tube [may be further designated by the subscript
(1) to denote the tube entrance or (2) to denote the tube exit] (m)

z - Axial location [may be further designated by the subscript (o) to denote original
(undeformed) value] (m)

Upper Case

A - Area of impingement zone [may be further designated by the subscript (o) to denote
cr ses without any melt/water or melt/structure interactions during melt relocation] (m2)

Aef f Effective flow area for melt within a vessel penetration (m2)

Ad Cross-sectional area of debris surrounding a penetration in a lower head unit cell (m E)

A t Cross-sectional m'ea encompassed by a penetration in a lower head unit cell (l_l2)

Atx Tube cross-sectional area (m 2)

Biv Vessel Blot number (htvtv/kv)

D Total accumulated damage

Dj Jet diameter [may be further designated by the subscript (o) to denote cases without
any melt/water or melt/structure interactions during melt relocation I (length - cm or'm)

E Young's Modulus [may be further designated with the subscript (o) to denote value at
midplane] (MPa)

Et - Total energy deposited [.may be further designated with the subscript (o) for cases
without melt/water or melt/structure interactions during melt relocation] (J)

Fr Dimensionless Froude number

Fp Pressure force acting on a penetration (N)

G Shear modulus (N/m z)

K - Entrance loss coefficient

L - Jet breakup length (m)

Ld Debris latent heat of fusion (J/kg)

Lt Tube material latent heat ol' fusion (J/kg)

Lw Weld length (m)
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LMP Dimensionless Larson-Miller parameter

M Moment resultant [may be further designated by the subscript (_) for values along the
meridian, (0) for values in the hoop direction, (cr) for creep component, (pl) for plastic
component, (th) for thermal component, (fr) for finite rotation correction term, or (ym)
for Young's Modulus correction term] (N-m/m)

Mc - Coolant mass [may be further designated by the superscript (b) for beginning state or
(e) for end state] (kg)

Md - Debris Mass [may be further designated by the superscript (b) for beginning state or
(e) for end state] (kg)

' Mgas - Steam molecular weight (kg/kg-mole)

Mt - Tube mass (kg)

N - Force resultant [may be further designated by the subscript (q_) for values along the
meridian, (0) for values in the hoop direction, (cr) for creep component, (pl) for pi/kstic
component, (th) for thermal component, (fr) for finite rotation correction term, or (ym)
for Young's Modulus correction term] (N/m)

Nu - Dimensionless Nusselt number

Nc - Ultimate membrane capacity of vessel wall (MPaom)

Nhole - Dimensionless number of holes in a lower plenum structure

Np - Membrane load on vessel wall due to pressure (MPaom)

Pe - Dimensionless Peclet number

Pr - Dimensionless Prandtl number

P Pressure [may be further designated by the subscript (1) for tube entrance, (2) for tube
exit, (gas) for gap steam, (init) for initial, (f) for final, (relief) for relief valve, (th) for
tube-hole interface] (pressure - Pa or MPa)

Q Impinging heat flux [may be further designated with the subscript (o) for cases without
melt/water or melt/structure interactions (during melt relocation)] (W/m 2)

Q_¢ Shear resultant along normal to deformecl middle surface [may be further designated by
the subscript (cr) for creep component, (pl) tbr plastic component, (fr) for finite

rotation correction term, or (ym) for Young's Modulus correction term] (N/m)

t_d Power produced by debris decay heat (J/s)

Qo - Initial power level (J/s)

tDox Energy production from oxidation (J/s)
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t_s Energy loss rate from the vessel (J/s)

R Surface roughness of material [may be further designated with a subscript (1) or (2) to
denote a particular side of a gap] (m)

R - Principal radius of curvature [may be further designated by the subscript (_) for
deformed principal radius of curvature along the meridian, (q_o)for undeformed
principal radius of curvature along the meridian, (0) for deformed principal radius of
curvature in the hoop direction, or (0o) for undeformed principal radius of curvature in
the hoop direction] (m)

R - Radius of reactor prcssure vessel of the lower head [may be further designated by the
subscript (in) for inner, (out) for outer, or (m) tk)r mean or midwall] (length - mm, cm,
or m)

Rh - Horizontal distance from the vertical axis/centerline of the spherical head for
calculating _ (m)

Re - Dimensionless Reynolds number lmay be further designated by the subscript (J) for a
jet]

S - Arc length [may be further designated with the subscript (o) to denote original
(undeformed) value] (m)

T - Temperature [may be further designated by the subscript (in) to denote the vessel
inner surface temperature, (out) to denote the vessel outer surface temperature, (rap)
to denote the vessel iiquidus temperature, or (1) or (2) to denote a particular type of
temperature distribution (Section 4.2.2)] (K or when used to determine the Larson-
Miller parameter, degrees R)

AT - Difference between debris and tube temperature (Section 4.1) (K)

z_T - Difference between jet and vessel temperature lmay be further designated by the
subscript (o) tk)rcases without melt/water or melt/structure interactions (during melt
relocation)] (K)

z_T - Amplitude of peak temperature distribution (Section 4.2.2) (K)

Ta - Reactor building temperature (K)

Ta - Debris temperature (K)

Tg Coolant vapor temperature [may be further designated by the subscript (sat) for
saturated or (sup) for superheated (K)]

Tgas Gap steam temperature (K)

Th Local penetration hole temperature [may be further designated by a subscript to
indicate (i) inner or (o) outer vessel wall location] (K)
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TI - Bulk coolant temperature [may be further designated by the subscript (i) for initial,'
(f) for final, (sub) for subcooled, or (sat) for saturated] (K)

Tmp/d - Liquidus temperature for debris material (K)

Tmp/t Liquidus temperature for tube material (K)

Tp - Particle temperature (K)

Tre f - Reference temperature (K)

T t Local tube mean wall temperature [may be further designated by a subscript to indicate
tube position at inner (i) or outer (o) vessel wall] (K)

Tt/f Tube failure temperature (K)

Tv Vessel temperature [may be further designated by the subscript (i) for inner surface
temperature, (o) for outer surface temperature, or (avg) for average through-thickness
valuesl (K)

Tv Coolant vapor temperature (K)
ql H

Tvl Dimensionless vessel temperature [2k_(T,,-T,,0/(qo(0)t_)]

Tvz' Dimensionless vcssel temperature [htv(Tv-Ta)/_0(0)]

U Velocity [may be further designated by the subscript (E) for erosion velocity, (J) for jet
velocity, (c) for critical melt velocity, (1) for coolant liquid velocity, or (v) for coolant
vapor velocity] (m/s)

Xp - Axial distance melt penetrates through instrumentation tube prior to plugging (m)

Vc Coolant volume (m3)

Vt Frictional shear tbrce (N)

Wej Dimensionless Jet Weber number

Greek

a Mean coefficient of thermal expansion [nay be further designated by the subscript
(h) for vessel hole, (t) tbr tube, (vi) for vessel inner surface, or (vo) for vessel outer
surface; assumes a reference temperature of 294 K] (m/m/K)

a Change in arc length with respect to the parametric variable/_ [may be further
designated by the subscript (o) to denote the initial (undeformed) value]

atd Debris thermal diffusivity [may be further designated by the subscript (m) for molten
debris or (s) for solid debrisl (ram2, cm2/s, or m2/s)

att Tube thermal diffusivity (mm2/s, cm2/s,or m2/s)
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0try - Vessel thermal diffusivity (mm2/s,cm2/s, or mZ/s)

13 - Rotation of shell midplane from its initial location (_0- _0o)

y - Material rotations from normal to the deformed middle surface [may be further
designated by the subscript (o) to denote value at midplane]

,/_¢ - Shear strain along the normal to the deformed middle surface [may be further
designated by the subscript (cr) for creep component or (pl) for plastic component]

8 - Penetration distance of temperature front through vessel wall (in Section 4.1) (m)

8v - Vapor film thickness (Section 4.2.1 and Appendix C) (m)

81 - Liquid film thickness (Section 4.2.1 and Appendix C) (m)

8i - Difference between the penetration tube outer radius and the vessel hole radius
(length - mm, cm, or m)

- Strain mdasure [may be further designated by the subscript (e) for elastic strain,
(th) for thermal strain, (pl) for plastic strain, (cr) for creep strain, (AT) for strain due to
temperature change,'(_o) for values along the meridian, (0) for values in the hoop
direction, or (_) for strains normal to the shell] (m/m)

- Distance between shell material and midplane, measured normal to the deformed
middle surface (m)

_t - Tube emissivity

0d Dimensionless effective debris temperature

0t Dimensionless effective tube temperature

_.c Dimensionless debris solidification constant

_t Dimensionless penetration melting constant

v Poisson's ratio [may be further designated by the subscript (t) for tube material]

ur - Coolant liquid specific volume (m3/kg)

Ug - Coolant vapor specific volume (m3/kg)

/_ Parametric variable used to define shell meridian, 0 </_ < 1

Pa Ambient fluid density (kg/m3)

Pc Coolant density [may be further designated by the subscript (g) for vapor phase or
(f) ['or liquid phase] (kg/m3)
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Pd - Debris density (kg/m3)

Pn - Continuous phase density (kg/m3)

pj - Melt density (kg/m3)

Pt - Tube density (kg/m3)

Pv - Vessel density (kg/m3)
0

o - Stefan-Boitzmann constant (5.672 x 10s W/mZK4)

o - Stress [may be further designated by the subscript (a) to denote applied, (u) to denote
ultimate, (y) to denote yield, (e) to denote effective, or (r,_0,0,or ¢') to denote
components in the radial, meridional, hoop, and surface normal directions] (N/m2)

oc Crust thickness (length - mm, cm, or m)

oj Surface tension (N/m)

"_u Ultimate stress (MPa)

Timescale h_r jet breakup (Section 4.2.1) (s)

1:_¢ Shear stress measure (N/m2)

• v Time constant in calculating time required for vessel to reach steady-state temperature
profile (s)

1:w - Shear stress in a weld (Section 4.1) (N/m2)

q_ - Angle between the normal to the middle surface and the vertical axis [may be further
designated by the subscript (o) to denote original (undeformed) value]

A,Oo - Angular spread characteristic of peak temperature distribution
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Appendix B

High-Temperature Creep and Tensile Data for Pressure
Vessel Steel and Penetration Materials

B-1. INTRODUCTION

The lower heads of commercial power reactor pressure vessels are generally fabricated from
the plate material SA533B1 or its predecessor, SA302B, which has very similar structural
properties. Where forgings are required, such as in skirt junctions in the lower head, SA508-CL2
material is used. Lower head penetrations, such as instrument tubes, control rod guide tubes, and
the drain nozzle are constructed of Inconel 600, 304 stainless steel, or SA106B carbon steel. This
appendix discusses material creep and tensile test data for SA533B1, Inconel 600, 304 stainless
steel, and SA106B that have been developed at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL) for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) Lower Head Failure Analysis
Program and material creep data for SA508-CL2 developed in a previous USNRC task. With the
data supplied in this appendix, structural analyses, both simplified analytical solutions and detailed
finite element calculations, can be made in much higher temperature regimes for these vessel
materials than previously possible. Section B-2 discusses the SA533B1 tests; Section B-3 covers
those for the SA508-CL2 material; Section B-4 covers testing of the penetration materials;
Section B-5 discusses the possible use of the data; and Section B-6 offers concluding remarks.
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High-Temperature Creep and Tensile Data

B-2, SA533B1 MATERIAL CREEP RUPTURE AND TENSILE DATA
FROM TESTS AT INEL

Previous stress calculations _1 to assess creep failure of the reactor pressure vessel lower
head during the Three Mile Island (TMI)-2 accident indicated the need for creep and stress-strain
curves for the vessel material at very high temperatures. Previously, such data were only available
up to 922 K for SA533B1,r_z' t3-3the plate material in the TMI-2 lower head and the one most
common material in all commercial reactor vessel lower beads. A gap in the data remained for
these structural properties between 922 K and the melting temperature, 1789 K. At temperatures
near 1000 K, SA533B1 undergoes a ferrite-to-austenite phase transformation that can alter
material properties considerably. For this reason, the INEL has performed tensile tests up to
1473 K and creep tests up to 1373 K to extend the structural property data base and to aid future
structural calculations.

B-2.1 Test Setup

High-temperature behavior of the SA533Bl material presented special problems that caused
some difficulty in pertbrming the creep tests. High surface oxidation rates on test coupons at
these elevated temperatures required that the creep tests be pertbrmed in an inert atmosphere.
Therefore, an environmental chamber filled with argon gas was installed around the test coupon
to counteract this oxidation effect. Additionally, high ductility of the material at these
temperatures required the use of large-ranging extensometers installed inside the environmental
chamber to measure the entire time-dependent creep response. Figure B-I illustrates the creep
test setup.

The test coupons lbr this series of creep and tensile tests were fabricated from archivcd
material obtained from the Midland reactor vessel. Coupons were hlbricated from samples having
either a meridional orientation with respect to the vessel lower head or a radial, or through-wall,
orientation in the vessel plate material (see Figure B-l). Orientation effects were evaluated
because of expected variations in strength resulting from the plate rolling process. As a baseline
reference, tensile test results for a room temperature test conducted at the INEL have been
compared to results of room temperature tensile tests conducted on this same material at other
institutions. The INEL results generally lie at the upper end of the tensile test data ranges. They
are also within the permissible range of the ASTM material specification for SA533B1.

B-2.2 Tensile Tests

The tensile tests considered variations in material orientation and load strain rate. Initially,
tensile tests were conducted by American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standards
E8n4 and E21B-5that allow a higher loading rate in the plastic range (0.05 m/m/min) than in the
elastic range (0.005 m/m/min) for loading rate insensitive material. However, SA533B1 material
has some load rate sensitivity, as indicated by the plots of yield and ultimate tensile strength data
in Figures B-2 and B-3 when different loading rates are used. In these plots the coupon material
is oriented in the meridional direction unless the legend indicates a strain rate accompanied with a
"radial" designation. Strain rate variation has some effect on yield strength below temperatures of
1050 K, while the 0.05 m/m/rain strain rate increases the ultimate strength by 20% in the 1100 K
to 1200 K range. A linear trend is inferred from this curve into the higher temperature ranges up
to the melting temperature of 1789 K. The corresponding ductility plots of Figures B-4 and 13-5
also indicate the load rate sensitivity of the material. These ductility plots indicate a trend of
reducing ductility with some data scatter between 9(10and 1250 K. The data scatter is most likely
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Figure B-1. Schematic of the creep test setup.
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Figure B-2. INEL SA533B1 tensile test results for yield strength.
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Figure B-3, INEL SA533B1 tensile test results for ultimate strength.
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Figure B.4. INEL SA533B1 tensile test results for ductility (elongation).
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Figure B-5. INEL SA533B1 tensile strength results for ductility (area reduction).
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the result of the ferrite-to-austenite phase transformation at atx)ut 1000 K. The increasing trend
in ductility above 1250 K is probably the result of the austenitic form of this material.

High-temperature ultimate strength and yield strength data obtained from these tests are
plotted in Figures B-6 and B-7 with previously published ASTM B3 data obtained at lower
temperatures. Ultimate strength was the peak stress recorded during the test. Yield strength was
determined using a 0.2% strain offset from the linear elastic portion of the curve. Ultimate
strength data show excellent continuity between the two studies. Yield strength is continuous
except at 922 K, where yield strengths obtained in this study lie above the ASTM data.

INEL strain measurements were intended to capture relatively large deformations. They
were not sensitive enough to measure elastic moduli accurately. For this reason, use of published
values for elastic moduli, such as EPRI n2 or Takeuti, n6 is recommended. Figure B-8 shows
EPRI and INEL elastic moduli data.

To offer some reference for the tensile test strain rates, a simple calculation B7 of the elastic

compressive strain EATinduced in the surface layer of a solid body, such as the vessel lower head
wall, when subjected to a surface temperature change, AT, is given by

600 . , . , . , . ,, .---'--"-'---T-. . ' , ' , ' • ' , ' ' '

Strain rate (1/min.)
[]

[] El ASTM

500 [] []..-.. O INEL 0.005
03 El
13.. /x INEL 0,005 transverse

v INEL 0.014
"_" 400
r" [-1

c-
300

E]©

03 200 v
E

__-_ 0

100 o
X°

_ v
1 , , I , * _ I _ I I , L

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600

Temperature (K)
M424-WHT-991 - 14

Figure B-6. INEL and ASTM tensile test results for ultimate strength.
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Figure B-7. INEL and ASTM tensile test results for yield strength.
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where

a = mean coefficient of thermal expansion

v - Poisson's ratio.

Thus, the strain rate for this condition is directly related to the rate of temperature change.

For this material at high temperatures, a temperature change rate of 100 K/min produces a strain
rate of approximately 0.003 m/m/min.

Stress-strain curves for meridional specimens have been generated for tensile tests run at a
strain rate of 0.014 m/m/min and temperatures ranging from 922 to 1473 K. Results for these
tests are shown in Figure B-9.

B-2.3 Creep Tests

The creep tests performed at the INEL are summarized in Table B-1. Thirteen creep tests
were performed with temperatures ranging from 900 to 1373 K and times to rupture ranging from
2 minutes to 264 hours. Time dependent creep measurements were recorded as well as the times
to rupture for the material. Figures B-10 through B-15 plot these measurements at temperature
for the tests summarized in Table B-I. For example, Figure B-10 plots total strain versus time
with an applied stresses of 69.71 MPa and 140.1 Mpa for a material temperature of 900 K. This
curve shows the primary, secondary, and tertiary phases of creep in the specimen. The secondary,
or minimum strain rate, phase of the creep curve is estimated by a linear regression shown on the

250

Meridional, 0.0!4 (min _) strain rate
.... Radial, 0.014 (min') strain rate

200 922 K _-_ Meridional, 0.007 (min _)strain rate

150
to
to

k,.

to 100

' _ 1050 K

50 1150 K 1200 K

-- 1250 K
K ........ 1373 K

0 1473 K
0 5 10 15 20

True strain (%)
M199.WHT.1190.13 ,

Figure B-9. Stress-strain curve t'_r SA533BI at varic_us temperatures (strain rate of
0.014 m/m/rain).
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Table B-1. Summary of SA533B1 material creep tests peribrmed at the INEL.

Creep rupture Creep rupture Creep rupture

Temperature Stress Time Stress Time Stress Time
K (°C) MPa (ksi) (h) MPa (ksi) (h) MPa (ksi) (h)

900 (627) 140.1 (20.3) 11.3 69.6 (10.1) 190.1 -- --

1000 (727) 55.6 (8.1) 4.6 39.0 (5.7) 8.9 .- --

1050 (777) 26.3 (3.8) 18.9 13.9 (2.0) 264.4 -- --

1150 (877) 26.5 (3.8) 4.1 12.5 (1.8) 54.7 -- -.

1250 (977) 26.5 (3.8) 0.05 12.6 (1.8) 2.2 8.0 (1.2) 61.2

1373 (1100) 7.0 (1.0) 0.7 3.5 (0.5) 46.9 -- --

plot with the resulting slope indicated. A parallel line offset 0.2% up the strain axis offers an
estimate of the onset of tertiary creep, where that offset line intersects the creep curve. These
plots provide data for further development of material-dependent creep laws that can be
incorporated into structural finite element models of reactor vessel lower heads. Such laws
typically estimate creep strain rate as a power function involving variables of applied stress and
time and temperature-dependent parameters.

Other, more standard, representations of this creep data are shown in Figures B-16
and B-17. Figure B-16 plots the times to rupture for the applied stresses given in Table B-l,
while Figure B-17 plots the minimum creep strain rates for the tests.

t

B-2.4 Summary of SA533B1 Tests

Creep and tensile tests of SA533BI pressure vessel steel were performed at temperatures
higher than any previous tests. Because of the high oxidation rates at these higher temperatures,
the tests had to be performed in an inert atmosphere. Results from the tensile data indicated a
rapid reduction in yield and ultimate strengths up to the phase transformation temperature of
1000 K for this material with a much more moderate decline in strength beyond that temperature.
Some sensitivity to loading rate was seen in the ultimate strength and material ductility. Ducti!ity
also exhibited a marked increase in temperature ranges above the phase transition temperature.
Creep data, such as stress at rupture time (Figure B-16) and stress versus minimum creep rate
(Figure B-17), like the yield and ultimate strength data, also exhibited fairly rapid declines just
below the phase transition temperature with more moderate declining rates in stress at higher
temperatures.
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FigureB-10. Creep curves for SA533B1at 900 K.
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Figure B-11. Creep curvesfor SA533BI at 1000K.
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FigureB-12. Creep curves for SA533B1at 1050K.
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FigureB.13. CreepcurvesforSA533BIat 1150K.
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Figure B-14. Creep curves for SA533BI at 1250 K.
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Figure B.15. Creep curves for SA533B1at 1373K.
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Figure B-16. Creep rupture stress versus time to rupture tbr SA533B1.
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Figure B-17, Creep rupture stress versus minimum creep rate for SA533B1.
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B-3. SA508-CL' CREEP TEST DATA FROM TESTS AT THE INEL

The INEL r_8 also conducted creep testing of SA508-CL2 material, used for lower head
vessel forgings, under a previous USNRC task. These data are included in this section to provide
known creep curves that might be used to formulate material creep laws in detailed structural
analyses of reactor vessel lower heads.

B-3.1 Test Description

The coupons for this series of creep tests were fabricated from a section taken from the
Intermediate Test Vessel V-3, documented in the Heavy-Section Steel Technology Program at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory. t39 Twenty-one coupons were cut from the section, each having
a meridional orientation with respect to the 6-inch wall of the vessel.

The creep tests were conducted in air using a constant load testing machine equipped with
an auto-leveling lever arm and an electric furnace. Oxidation rates for this material at the creep
test temperatures were not significant enough to warrant inert atmosphere testing. The coupon
dimensions and the testing procedure complied with testing standard ASTM E139. an°

B-3.2 Creep Tests

As indicated in Table B-2, the creep tests were performed at temperatures ranging from 900
to 1025 K, with rupture times varying from 6 minutes to 13.7 hours. It should be noted that
SA508 material undergoes a phase transition near I(XX)K similar to that of SA533BI.
Figures B-18 through B-23 plot the creep curves from the test conditions summarized in
Table B-2. These tests are also summarized in a plot of rupture stress versus time to rupture
(Figure B-24) and stress versus minimum creep rate (Figure B-25).

Table B-2. Summary of SA508-CL2 material creep tests pcrt'ormed at the INEL.

Creep rl-!,ture Creep rupture Creep rupture

Temperature Stress Time Stress Time Stress Time

K (°C) MPa (ksi) (h) MPa (ksi) (h) MPa (ksi) (h)

900 (627) 14().7 (20.4) 13.7 111.7 (16.2) 43.7 -- --

925 (652) 112.4 (16.3) 9.4 97.9 (14.2) 23.7 84.1 (12.2) 42.5

950 (677) I11.7 (16.2) 2.4 98.6 (14.3) 4.6 84.1 (12.2) 10.1

975 (702) 111.7 (16.2) 1).4 97.9 (14.2) 1.1 84.1 (12.2) 2.7

10CK)(727) 111.7 (16.2) ().1 83.4 (12.1) 1.0 55.8 (8.1) 6.9

1025 (7,52) 56.5 (8.2) (1.4 55.8 (8.1) 2.6 -- --
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Figure B-18. SA508-CL2 creep test curve at 900 K.
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Figure B-19. SAS08-CL2 creep test curve at 925 K.
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Figure B-20. SA508-CL2 creep test curve at 950 K.
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Figure B-21. SAS08-CL2 creep test curve at 975 K.
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Figure B-22. SA508-CL2 creep test curve at I(XX) K.
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Figure B-23, SA508-CL2 creep test curve at 1025K.
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Figure B-24. Creep rupture stress versus time to rupture for SA508-CL2.
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Figure B-25. Creep rupture stressversusminimum creep rate for SA508-CL2.
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B-4. PENETRATION MATERIALS CREEP RUPTURE AND TENSILE
DATA FROM TESTS AT THE INEL

High temperature creep and tensile data are needed to assess the likelihood of a structural
penetration failure in the lower head during a severe accident, particularly if finite element
analysis is used. Penetrations targeted by this study include instrument tubes (Inconel 600 or 3(14
stainless steel), control rod guide tubes (304 stainless steel), and drain lines (SAI06B) (see
Appendix F). Table B-3 lists data for penetration materials found in published retx_rts with
maximum test temperatures and INEL data with maximum temperatures. It should be noted that
in creep testing, stress, as well as the temperature, determines material response. For example,
although the maximum INEL test temperature for creep rupture of Inconel 600 is the same as
those discussed in the published results, those tests were performed at much lower stresses than
the INEL tests. Typical creep rupture times for published data are over 100 hours; whereas, in
the INEL tests, rupture occurred near 10 hours, the time frame of interest in severe accidents.

B-4.1 Test Setup and Procedures

High temperature tensile and creep tests were performed on Inconel 6(X), 304 stainless steel,
and SA106B carbon steel using the same test setup described in Section B.2.1. Tensile and creep
tests were performed using ASTM testing standards (n4'RSa_t°). Tensile tests were conducted in
air; creep tests were conducted in an argon purge environment.

Table B-3. Maximum tensile and creep test temperatures in published data and in this study.

Maximum temperature Maximum temperature
in published data in this study

(K) (K)

Inmnel 600

Yield strength (o.) 12551_ll 1373
Ultimate strength y(ou) 1255 TM 1373
Stress-strain curves none found 1373

Creep rupture data 1366I311 1366
Creep strain history none t'ound 1366

Stainless steel

Yield strength (Oy) 9231312 1373
Ultimate strength (Ou) I(X_)I_le 1373
Stress-strain curves 977 t_13 1373

Creep rupture data 1144_tz'2 1350
Creep strain history 1()89l_t4 1350

SA106B Carlxm steel

Yield strength (oy) 811 _ls 1150
Ultimate strength (Ou) 8111_ls 1150
Stress-strain curves none ti)und 1150

Creep rupture data 811 r3.t5 1050
Creep strain history none found 1050
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B-4.2 Data Reduction

Tensile data arc prescnted primarily in the form of stress-strain curves, with specific points
of interest (e.g., yield and ultimate strengths) in tables and plots. For all tensile tests discussed
here, strain measurement was intended tc_capture relatively large deformation behavior and was
not sensitive enough to measure elastic moduli accurately. For this reason, published values of
elastic moduli and their extrapolations to high temperatures were used to construct the elastic
portions of the stress-strain curves. Tensile data include both truc and engineering ultimate

strength because true ultimate strength is used in finite element analysis and engineering ultimate
strength is used in mechanics of materials analysis. Because of small strains, the difference
between true and ultimate yield is negligible. Percent elongations and area reductions are
referenced to the initial state.

Creep behavior is presented in plots ot' creep strain history and creep rupture data. In the
creep strain history plots, minimum creep rate was estimated by a linear regression on the

secondary phase of the creep curve. The intersection of the creep curve and a line parallel to the
minimum creep rate line, with 0.2% strain ot't_et, was used to) estimate the onset c_t"tertiary creep.
The Larson-Milicr parameter (LMP) _-i_' is ol'tcn used to predict creep rupture for combinations
of stress and temperature different from those tested (scc Section B-5). Creep rupture data are
presented using the LMP, as well as in plots and tables.

B-4.3 Inconel 600

B-4.3.1 Inconel 600 Tensile Tests

Results t'rom Inconel 6(X) tensile tests tit temperatures up tt_ 1373 K arc summarized in
Table B-4 and plotted in Figures B-26 thrc_ugh B-29. Current tests wcrc conducted using
12.7-ram round bar stock as the stock material. The material was annealed at 1143 K l't)r one

hour. The published values of elastic mt)duli I_zl used to c_nstruct the elastic portion of the
stress-strain curve arc listed in Table B-4. Ehmstic mc_duli wcrc extrapolated from temperatures
above 1273 K, using a sccc_nd _rdcr pt_lynomial fit. All other values listed in Table B-4 were
obt_lined from tests pcrft)rmed at the INEL.

Figure B-26 shc_ws stress-strain curves lbr various temperatures. The stress-strain curve at
1150 K shc_ws a slight jump at apprt_ximatcly ().12 strain; also, the curve lbr 12(IOK is not

consistent with other curves. These anc_malics resulted from pr_blems with temperature control.
Nonetheless, yield and ultimate strength vtllucs obtained for 115(1and 12tit) K appear to bc
consistent with tests at c)ther temperatures, as shown in Figures B-27 and B-28. Figure B-27 plots
temperature-dependent yield strength, and Figure B-28 picots tcnlpcraturc-dcpcndcnt ultimate
strengths, both engineering and true. Figure B-29 ct_rnparcs the INEL ultimate strength

(engineering) d_lta tc_data published in Rct'crcncc B-II, the INEL data tire vcry ccmsistcnt with
the published data.

B-4.3.2 Inconel 600 Creep Tests

Table B-5 summarizes creep data obtained for 11 tests run l'rc_m 1005 tc_ 1366 K. Stresses
varied from approximately 14 to 173 MPa; times to rupture ranged from hail' an hour to
38.5 hours.

Figure B-30 plots stresses versus Ic_g_trithmic times tc_rupture t't_r the temper_ltures tested.
The INEL data tend to have shorter times to rupture than the published dat_t. This dit'fcrence is
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Table B-4. Inconel 600 tensile data?

l'roportlonal True Engineering Uniform 'Ibtal Area
Temperature E b limit o c Oud oud elongation elongation reduction

(K) (GPa) (MPa) (IvlYPa) (MPa) (MPa) (%) (%) (%)

297 213.26 307.00 374.00 942.35 733.00 30 43 68

600 198.18 314.00 315.(10 tX10.71 689.(10 30 39 61

80(1 185.05 256.(10 280,0(I 789.27 617110 26 39 65

900 177.53 221.(.10 2(_,.(.10 567.25 468.00 16 45 73

1000 169.38 165.00 237.00 304.74 273.00 4 76 94

1050 165.07 121.00 187.00 231.83 212.00 6 76 95

1100 160.60 73.00 132.00 171.30 154.00 6 76 93

1150 155.97 60.00 98,(10 131.31 113110 5 88 91

1200 1.51.19 55.(10 74.00 8.5.28 79.00 7 62 83

1300 141.14 31.00 45,00 56.00 50.00 3 (gi 91

1373 133.41 18.00 21.(10 28.65 27110 7 55 97

a. Product information: 1/2 in. rod, heat no. NX678714, annealed l hour at 1143 K, forced-air ccmled.

Chemistry: 0.060 C, 0.250 Mn, 0.(X)l S, 0.250 Si, 76.10 Ni, 14.890 ('r, 0.140 Cu, 8.310 Fe.

b, Young's modulus.

c. Yield stress.

d. Ultimate stress.

probably due to grain size or hcat-to-hcat effects. However, both data sets are too small to say if
the difference is significant. Figurc B-31 plots the LMP against logarithmic stress (ksi). The
LMP was calculated t'rom the following cquation:

LMP = T[13 + Iog(tr) l (103)

where T is temperature (°R) and tr is timc to rupture (h). English units were used to be
consistent with historical data.

Strain versus time data, often used in finite element creep analysis, are shown in
Figures B-32 through B-35. The creep strain versus time data appear very consistent. It is
interesting to note that none of these high temperature curves exhibits much, if any, primary
creep.
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Figure B.26. Stress-straincurves tbr Inconel 600 at various temperatures-- INEL tensile test
results.
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Figure B-27, Inconel 6(10yicld strength (0.2% offsct)--lNEL tensile test results.
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Figure B-29. Inconel 600, ultimate strength--lNEL and Into Alloys, International Inc., tensile
test results. 13] s

Table B.5. lnconel 600 creep data.

Time to

Time to Minimum tertiary Total Area
Temperature Stress rupture creep rate creep elongation reduction

(K) (MPa) (h) (%/h) (h) (%) (%)

1005 173.20 1.30 22.034 0.60 64.0 77.1

1005 137.80 5.00 5.505 2.20 65.4 88.7

1005 93.60 38.50 0.517 10.60 67.9 84.4

1144 7'1.10 1.20 17.0(_'_ 0.30 67.9 87.7

1144 55.60 3.00 4.528 0.80 68.3 79.4

1144 36.10 11.50 1.312 2.99 76.4 67.6

1255 44.40 0.50 60.332 0.17 88.6 88.6

1255 40.60 1.80 16.407 I.(X) 55.7 63.2

1255 29.50 3,20 9.738 2.20 46.6 57.5

1366 22.20 0.75 24.854 0.25 79.0 96.1

1366 14.10 5.90 3.987 2.90 58.1 64.4

Product information: 1/2 in. rod, heat no. 'NX678714, annealed ! hour at 1143 K, forced-air cc_._lcd.

Chemistry: 0.060 C, 0.250 Mn, 0.001 S, 0.250 Si, 76.10 Ni, 1,1.890Cr, 0.140 Cu, 8.310 Fe.

i
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Figure B-30. Inconel 600,stressversustime to rupture--lNEL and International Nickel
Company,Inc. creep test results.I]11
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Figure B-31. Incone] 600 Larson-Miller parameter versus stress--INEL creep test results.
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Figure B-32. Inconel600 creep strainversustime at 1005K--INEL results.
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Figure B-33. Inconel 600 creep strain versus time at 1144 K--INEL creep test results.
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Figure B-34. Inconel 600 creep strain versus time at 1255 K--INEL creep test results.
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Figure B-35. Inconel 600 creep strain versus time at 1366 K--INEL creep test results.

B.4.4 304 Stainless Steel

B-4.4.1 304 Stainless Steel Tensile Tests

The stainless steel specimens, fabricated from 12.7-mm round bar, were annealed for 1 hour
at 1323 K and forced-air cooled prior to testing. Figure B-36 plots stress-strain curves from 304
stainless steel tensile tests for temperatures up to 1373 K. The published values of elastic
modulusBtv are listed in Table B-6, which summarizes the results from tensile testing. Elastic
moduli were extrapolated for temperatures above 1048 K using a second order polynomial fit. All
other values listed in Table B-6 were obtained from tests performed at the INEL. In
Figure B-36, the stress-strain curve at 1150 K shows a slight jump at approximately 0.23 strain;
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Figure B-36. Stress-strain curves for 304 stainless steel at various temperatures--lNEL tensile
test results.
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Table B-6. 304 stainless steel tensile data.a

Proportional True Engineaering Uniform Total Area
Temperature E b limit o c Oud ou elongation elongation reduction

(K) (Oea) (MPa) (t_'a) (MPa) (MPa) (%) (%) (%)

297 194.77 208.00 252.00 1044.7 642.00 66 81 80

977 138.17 77.00 98.00 372.46 285.00 24 54 68

1050 129.81 61.00 93.00 245.45 197.00 17 64 78

1100 123.83 66.00 91.00 177.46 147.00 11 74 73

1150 117.64 60.00 85.00 135.58 109.00 25 71 68

1200 111.24 46.130 64.00 82.45 73.00 8 52 75

1300 97.83 26.00 35.00 43.47 40.00 4 29 59

1300 97.83 27.00 36.00 40.68 39.00 1 25 58

1373 87.51 17.00 26.00 32.64 30.00 5 50 64

a. Product information: 1/2 in. rod, heat no. 602151, annealed 1 hour at 1323 K, forced-air cooled.

Chemistry: 0.06 C, 1.25 Mn, 0.031 P, 0.023 S, 0.610 Si, 8.180 Ni, 18.410 Cr, 0.380 Mo, 0.1."_ Co, 0.063 N.

b. Young's modulus.

c. Yield stress.

d, Ultimate stress.

additionally, the curve for 1300 K is not consistent with other curves. Both the nontypical flow
curves at 1150 and 1300 K resulted from temperature control problems. These anomalies do not
appear to affect the yield and ultimate strength values. These values are consistent with tests at
other temperatures, as shown in Figures B-37 and B-38, which plot temperature-dependent yield
and ultimate strengths, both true and engineering. Figure B-39 compares INEL ultimate strength
(engineering) data and published data. B14'B15J_1KB_9The two data sets compare very well.

B-4.4.2 304 Stainless Steel Creep Tests

Table B-7 summarizes creep data obtained for six tests run from 1089 to 1350 K. Stresses
varied from approximately 8 to 85 MPa; times to rupture ranged from about one hour to
85.3 hours. These data and previously published data B2° are plotted in Figure B-40. The INEL
data at 1089 K fit reasonably well with the published data and are consistent with tests at
different temperatures.

Figure B-41 plots the LMP against logarithmic stress (ksi). The LMP was calculated from
the following equation:

LMP = T[16 + log(tr)] (103)
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Figure B-37. 304 stainless steel yield strength (0.2% offset)--INEL tensile test results.
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Figure B-38. 304 stainless steel ultimate strength, true and engineering--INEL tensile test
results.
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Figure B-39. 304 stainless steel, ultimate strength--INEL and published tensile test
results.B-14,B-15,B-18,B-19

Table B-7. 304 Stainless steel creep data.

Minimum Time to
Time to creep tertiary Total Area

Temperature Stress rupture rate creep elongation reduction
(K) (MPa) (h) (%/la) (h) (%) (%)

1089 85.30 8.00 4.086 4.24 54 57

1200 40.50 5.90 4.174 3.08 46 41

1200 54.60 1.30 23.604 0.64 57 55

1350 8.40 21.80 0.940 12.36 32 25

1350 9.80 17.20 1.560 5.79 41 31

1350 16.90 2.35 11.102 1.07 54 42

Product information: 1/2in. rod, heat no. 602151,annealed 1 hour at 1323K, forced-air cooled.

Chemistry: 0.06 C, 1.25 Mn, 0.031P, 0.023S, 0.610Si, 8.180Ni, 18.410Cr, 0.380Mo, 0.130 Co, 0.063N
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Figure B-40. 304 stainlesssteel, stress versus time to rupture--lNEL and ASME creep test
results.B-2o
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FigureB-41. 304 stainlesssteel Larson-Millerparameter versusstress--INEL creep test results.
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where T is temperature (°R) and tr is time to r-'pture (h). English units were used to be
consistent with historical data. Though data are limited, the linear fit is quite good.

Strain versus time data, often used in finite element creep analysis, are shown in
Figures B-42 through B-44.

B-4.5 SA106BCarbonSteel

B-4.5.1 SA106B Carbon Steel Tensile Tests

Results from SAI06B carbon steel tensile tests for temperatures up to 1150 K are plotted in
Figures B-45 through B-48 and summarized in Table B-8. Specimens were t'abricated from 6-in.
Schedule 120 pipe and tested in the as-received condition. Published values of elastic modulus
tested between room temperature and 1273 K13_'were used to construct the stress-strain curves,
as listed in Table B-8. All other values listed in "Fable B-8 were obtained from tests performed at
the INEL

Figure B-45 shows stress-strain curves for various temperatures. Curves at 5(X)and 1100 K
show ultimate strengths higher than those measured at the next lower temperature. The causes
of this phenomenon are unknc)wn. The material changes from ferrite to austenite in the
1(X)0-1100K regime, which may partially explain the unusual results at 11(1t)K. Figures B-46 and
B-47 plot temperature-dependent yield and ultimate strengths, true and engineering. Figure B-48
shows INEL and published dataf_zl for ultimate strength (engineering). The INEL data are
considerably higher than the published data for temperatures below 8(11)K; however, the high
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Figure B-42. 304 stainless steel creep strain versus time at 1089 K--INEL creep test results.
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Figure B-43. 304 stainless steel creep strain versus time at 1200 K--INEL creep test results.
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Figure B-44. 304 stainless steel creep strain versus time at 1350 K--INEL creep test results.
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Figure B.45. Stress-strain'curves for SA106B carbon steel at various temperatures-INEL tensile
test results.
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Figure B-46. SAI06B carbon steel yield strength (0.2% offset)--INEL tensile test results.
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Figure B-47. SA106B carbon steel ultimate strength, true and engineering--INEL tensile test
results.
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Figure B-48. SA106B carbon steel ultimate strength--lNEL and ASTM tensile test results.B21

Table B-8. SA106B carbon steel tensile data.a

Proportional True Engineering Uniform Total Area
Temperature E b limit o c Oud Ou elongation elongation reduction

(K) (Oea) (MPa) (t_fVpa) (MPa) (MPa) (%) (%) (%)

297 204.37 374.00 355.00 (_8.47 550.00 I6 33 66

500 193.31 281.00 312.00 673.78 598.00 10 21 46

700 175.00 143.00 234.00 523.50 467.00 11 31 68

800 166.54 127.00 203.00 360.70 324.00 8 37 76

900 154.65 76.00 133.00 179.57 169.00 5 55 81

10(X) 139.47 42.00 74.00 87.51 83.00 4 65 89

1050 130.05 41.00 62.00 84.02 74.00 6 58 59

1100 123.20 41.00 55.00 85.89 75.00 11 49 52

1150 118.54 25.00 46.00 68.63 60.00 10 44 45

a. Product information: 6-in. Schedule 120 pipe, heat no. A84239, as received.

Chemistry: 0.25 C, 0.94 Mn, 0.014 P, 0.010 S, 0.25 Si, 0.02 Cu, 0.02 Ni, 0.06 Cr, 0.01 Mo.

b. Young's modulus.

c. Yield stress.

d. Ultimate stress.
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temperature INEL data appear to be consistent with published data if they are extrapolated
beyond their temperature range. The low temperature discrepancy may result from differences in
heat treatment or heat-to-heat variations, which would become inconsequential at high
temperatures.

B-4.5.2 SAIO6B Carbon Steel Creep Tests

Table B-9 summarizes creep data obtained for seven tests run from 811 to 1050 K. Stresses
varied from approximately 20 to 125 MPa, with times to rupture from less than one hour to about
87 hours, as plotted in Figure B-49. INEL data, tested at 124 MPa and 811 K, indicated failure at
85 hours. This was within the range of stress values given for a failure time of 85 hours in the
published datafl 21

Figure B-50 plots the LMP against logarithmic stress (ksi). The LMP was calculated from
the following equation:

LMP - T[13 + log(tr) ] (10 -3)

where T is temperature (°R) and tr is time to rupture (h). English units were used to be
consistent with historical data.

Strain versus time data, often used in finite element creep analysis, are shown in
Figures B-51 through B-53.

Table B-9. SA106B carbon steel creep data.

Time to

Time to Minimum tertiary Total Area
Temperature Stress rupture creep rate creep elongation reduction

(K) (MPa) (h) (%/h) (h) (%) (%)

811 124.60 80.90 0.0876 14.90 40.7 77.0

900 49.20 86.60 0.0676 16.47 62.3 87.6

900 79.70 7.20 1.629 2.12 55.3 88.5

900 103.70 1.70 7.698 0.64 53.6 85.3

1050 29.40 9.70 1.309 3.61 38.I 41.3

1050 19.80 23.05 0.391 8.58 37.5 54.6

1050 53.20 0.80 26.859 0.38 46.0 47.3

Product information: 6-in. Schedule120pipe, heat no. A84239,as received.

Chemistry: 0.25 C, 0.94 Mn, 0.1:)14P,0.011:)S, 0.25 Si,0.02 Cu, 1:).02Ni, 0.06 Cr, 0.01 Mo.
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Figure B-49. SAI06B carbon steel versus time to rupture--lNEL and ASTM creep test
results. B-2_
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Figure B-50, SA106Bcarbon steel Larson Miller parameter versusstress--INEL creep test
results.
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Figure B-51. SAI06B carbon steel creep strain versus time at 811 K--INEL creep test results.

B-4.6 Summary of Penetration Materials Tests

Creep and tensile tests of penetrations materials, Inconel 600, 304 stainless steel, and
SA106B carbon steel, were performed at temperatures higher than any previous tests, or in the
case of some creep testing, at stresses higher than previous tests. Inconel 600 tensile data show a
rapid loss in ultimate strength for temperatures above 800 K; creep data indicate failure times of
less than 10 hours for temperatures greater than I(XX)K and stresses greater than approximately
130 MPa. The 304 stainless steel tensile data show good consistency with published data,
extending the maximum tested temperature to 1366 K. In this material, ultimate strength remains
above 300 MPa until temperatures reach approximately 800 K, where the strength drops rapidly.
Creep data for stainless steel predict failure times less than 10 hours for temperatures above
1089 K and stresses greater than 80 MPa. SA106B carbon steel, used in drain lines of BWRs, is
not intended for high temperature applications; this material loses ultimate strength rapidly for
temperatures above approximately 600 K. Tensile testing of this material extends the tested
temperature range from 800 to 1150 K. Creep data indicate failure in less than 10 hours for
temperatures greater than 900 K and stresses greater than approximately 75 MPa.
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Figure B-52. SA106B carbon steel creep strain versus time at 9(X)K--INEL creep test results.
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Figure B-53. SAI06B carbon steel creep strain versus time at 1050 K--INEL creep test results.
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B-5. TOOLS FOR APPLYING CREEP DATA

Results from these creep tests can be used in both simple analytical calculations and in
detailed finite element analyses of these materials at elevated temperatures.

B.5.1 Larson-Miller Curves

In creep rupture evaluations the method proposed by Larson and Miller r_16is used with
calculations of the primary stress in a structure to estimate failure times, assuming various
constant stresses and temperatures. The LMP can be derived assuming that creep rate is
governed by the Arrhenius equation

LMP = 0.001*TIC + Iog(tr)]

where

T = test temperature, Rankine

t r = time to rupture, hours

C = material dependent constant, ot'ten set equal to 20.

Time, temperature, and stress data arc fit to this equation by creep testing several constant stress
levels to rupture at various constant temperatures. The LMP is calculated for each test from the
temperature and time to rupture, It is plotted against the corresponding test stress, as shown in
Figure B-54.

Given an arbitrary constant temperature and constant stress within the tested range, the time
to rupture can be predicted by finding the LMP corresponding to the stress and calculating the
time to rupture from the above equation using the given temperature.

If the stress or temperature is not constant, time to failure must be predicted with a damage
model. Creep damage is often calculated using the life-fraction rule. Effective stress and
temperature for each element of interest are applied over a time step. Time to rupture is
calculated from the LMP. Element damage tor a given time step is the actual time at given
effective stress and temperature divided by the time to rupture at that effective stress and
temperature. Failure is predicted when the sum of the damage cwer the time steps is 1.0 (or
100%).

Previous, lower temperature creep test data j_3 for SA533BI material, which are summarized
in Table B-10, are included in the Larson-Miller curve fit of Figure B-54. This figure also
includes the creep rupture test data for SA508-CL2 tbr comparison. Considering that the data
transcend a phase transformation temperature for SA533B1, there appears to be little effect on
the resulting curves. The Larson-Miller curve fitting the previous data, which are all from tests at
temperatures below the phase transformation temperature, compare very well with the new INEL
data, which span the phase transformaticm temperature. Their sic_pesare almost equal, and a
slight offset reduction in applied stress for the higher temperature data is evident. Note that, as
rupture times become very short, the extrapolation of the curve shows that the creep rupture
stress agrees well with the ultimate tensile strength data.
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Figure B-54. Larson-Miller curve fit for SA533BI and SA508-CL2creep data.

Table B-10. Summary ¢)1"low temperature SA533BI material creep tests from Reference B-9.

Creep rupture Creep rupture Creep rupture

Temperature Stress Time Stress Time Stress Time
K (°C) MPa (ksi) (h) MPa (ksi) (h) MPa (ksi) (h)

728 (455) 413.7 (60.0) 2.3 '361.3 (52.4) 21.0 310.3 (45.0) 907.0

783 (510) 344.8 (50.0) 0.7 275.8 (4().()) 54.0 206.9 (30.0) 657.0

867 (594) 137.2 (19.9) 23.3 102.7 (14.9) 103.0 102.7 (14.9) 106.0

The SA508-CL2 curve is characterized by a steeper slope, which indicates more sensitivity in
the creep rupture stress to increasing temperature than the SA533B1 material.

B-5.1.1 Approximating Creep Failure Time Using LMP

The Larson-Miller parameter can bc used to approxin3atc creep failure time relative to
failure predicted by ultimate strength. A comparison of the two times may help determine it"_i
finite element creep analysis is needed. The fcHIowingprocedure can be used to roughly
approximatecreep failure time.
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1. Plot the peak or average through-wall history. Peak temperature, obviously, gives a
more conservative estimate of the time to failure.

2. Define a tolerance limit, ttof for the failure time. This is the time before the predicted
ultimate strength failure, within which the user would not be concerned if creep failure
occurred.

3. Divide the temper_ture history between t = 0 and t = tu - tto I into n approximately
linear segments, where tu is the time to ultimate strength failure.

4. Calculate the time to failure for each segment using the Larson-Miller parameter.

5. Calculate the damage for each time segment up to t = tu - ttof Sum the damage over
the time steps.

Creep analysis is recommended if the damage summation tier times between t = 0 and t = t u - ttoI
is 100% or greater.

B.5.2 Constitutive Creep Law

Structural finite clement analyses consider creep effects by calculating the creep strain at
each solution increment and including that effect in the total component strain of the element for
that solution increment. These test data can be fit to an analytical creep law just for this purpose.

The SA533BI creep curves show little or no primary creep, as exemplified in Figure B-13.
Tertiary creep, defined here by a 0.2% strain offset from the minimum creep rate, occurs at
strains that are close to, or exceed, the strain airwhich necking occurs in tensile tests of the same
temperature. Since these tests are conducted at a constant load, rather than constant stress, the
increase in strain rate in the later stages of the test is probably a result of reduction in
cross-sectional area. It' tertiary creep is assumed to be caused by changes in geometry, rather than
metallurgy, secondary creep, where the creep strain rate is constant, dominates the overall creep
response.

A creep relationship that describes primary and secondary creep strain as a power function
in stress and time can be fit by the least squares method to the experimental data:

A_ n tm+l
E cr = m + 1 °a + 13

where

%r = creep strain

o a = applied stress (MPa)

t = time (h)

A, m, n = temperature-dependent parameters

B = strain offset.
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The final term, B, is likely a result of inaccurate calculation of elastic or plastic strain. If this
term is set to zero, the equation reduces to the Bailey-Norton equation n2z with the parameter, m,
equal to zero. The final term, B, does not affect the time hardening form of strain rate, which is
often used in finite element analysis:

d(_,:r)
= Aoan tmdt

With the parameter m equal to zero, the remaining parameters needed t'or the analytical
creep law, A and n, arc listed in Tablc B-II for each curve at temperature.

The experimental data arc well-described by a cubic function with an excellent fit for creep
strain as a functicm ot"time at given stresses and temperatures:

tcr = A + Bt - Ct2 + Dt3

where

%,. = crcep'strain (including the tertiary portion)

t = time (h)

A, B, C,
and D = constants.

The constants A, B, C, and D are listed in Table B-12 with the Index of Determination, R2,
for each curve at temperature.

Table B-11. Power fit to SA533BI primary and secondary creep strain data.
i ....

Equation parameters

Temperature
(K) A n

900 8.0080E- 11 3.5821

1000 2.7564E-5 1.7627

1050 1.5003E-8 4.1983

1150 3.5934E-7 3.5747

1250 3.3895E-8 5.7124

1373 1.4911E-6 6.2967
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B-6. CONCLUSIONS

The test data collected on SA533BI and SA508-CL2 pressure vessel steels are meant to
assist analysts in evaluating reactor vcsscl lower head failures during severe accidents. With this
purpose in mind, several observations about the materials' temperature dependent response may
be useful.

Evaluation of thc test data for SA533B1 material would indicate that, while the phase
transformation at I(_X)K seems to affect yield strength and ductility, the plots of stress versus
time to rupture indicate only a moderate sensitivity to that transformation and Larson-Miller
curves show little sensitivity to that transformation. These SA533BI data also indicate some
strain rate dependency of the material's ultimate strength. However, as temperatures exceed
1400 K, the test data indicate a linear reduction in strength to zero at 1789 K.

The SA508-CL2 creep data exhibit more sensitivity to temperature in the Larson-Miller
curve by having a greater slope to the curve than that of SA533BI. It is noted, however, that the
temperature range of these data is not as large as that of the SA533B1 data and that several more
creep test data points l'or this material should bc generated to verily the current slope of the
Larson-Miller curve.

Tensile and creep data collected on lnccmel 60(), 3(14stainless steel, and SAI06B carbon
steel can be used to evaluate failure of reactor vessel penetrations, such as instrument tubes,
control rod guide tubes, and the drain nozzle. For the most part, the INEL data are consistent
with published data and with reasonablc extrapolations of published data. Exceptions include
Inconel 6(X)creep data, where INEL failure times tend to be shorter than published data, and
SA106B tensile tests, where INEL ultimate strength data are higher at temperatures below 80(1K.
However, the INEL high temperature SA106B creep data (above 800 K) appear to be consistent
with a reasonable extrapolation of published data. The data collected here, particularly in the
creep tests, are limited. Testing was performed to assist in extrapolating property data where
none existed to severe accident temperatures. More testing with repctition is needed to reduce
the range of uncertainty.
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Appendix C

Description of the THIRMAL/O Code

C-1. INTRODUCTION

When a high temperature corium jet interacts with water, small particles are dispersed from
the jet and the heat transfer rate is greatly enhanced by the increased corium/water interfacial
area. Therefore, it is obvious that a successful interpretation of all thermal phenomena following
the jet interaction will depend on an accurate, quantitative prediction of the jet behavior (e.g., jet
breakup length and dispersed particle size distribution).

Based on observations from tests using simulant materials, a phenomenological model was
developed to describe the jet breakup behavior. In this model the jet material is assumed to be
dispersed from the coherent jet column, as well as from the vortex ball formed at the jet leading
edge. Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is assumed to be the only surface erosion mechanism on the
coherent column, with shearing by the ambient fluid accounting for most of the material eroded
from the leading edge. The most probable sizes of particles dispersed from the column and the
leading edge are thus predicted from different dispersion mechanisms. A detailed description of
the interfacial instability and the jet breakup mechanisms are documented in References C-1
and C-2.
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C-2. THIRMAL/O COMPUTER CODE

The Thermal-_H_ydrodynamic Interaction and Reaction of Melt and Liquid, version 0,
(THIRMAL/0) computer code was developed at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) to provide
a capability to calculate the breakup and quenching behavior of melt entering water as a jet.
Given the diameter, velocity, and temperature of melt entering the water, THIRMAL/0 !
mechanistically calculates the time-dependent jet penetration distance, breakup of the jet into
droplets, quenching of the jet column and individual droplets, void formation and boilup of the
surrounding water, steam/hydrogen formation from melt-water interaction, steam condensation
within subcooled water, and tke resulting system pressurization. THIRMAL/0 calculates the
erosion of the jet into droplets by shearing off the leading edge and interthcial instability along
the vapor-covered jet column. The code considers heat transfer from the jet to surrounding water
by film boiling. Local conditions of temperature and velocity within the jet are calculated using a
multicell, Lagrangian numerical formulation. Temperatures and velocities of droplets formed
from the breakup of the jet column are also obtained from Lagrangian calculations along the
droplet/particle trajectories.

The assumption that a continuous vapor film exists between the melt jet and surrounding
water during the interaction, as described in References C-1 and C-2, becomes inadequate when a
continuous liquid phase no longer exists near the jet. Specifically, when the steam generation rate
is high enough to globally levitate the liquid phase, water may be dispersed in the form of
droplets while steam becomes the continuous phase. When this dispersed flow regime occurs, the
jet surface erosion is no longer driven by the steam flow in the thin vapor film, but rather by the

steam flow surrounding the jet. In general, the steam velocity is much higher for a thin vapor film
than for a steam flow distributed cwer the vapor continuous region. A_sa result, erosion of the jet
is typically reduced when dispersed flow occurs. In order to identify the flow regime of the
multiphase (i.e., melt particles/water/steam mixture) region, the detailed local void fraction, phase
temperature, and velocity in the mixing region become important. Furthermore, the
characteristics of the jet debris depend strongly on the history of melt particulates in the
multiphase mixing region. In simulating the flow conditions of the multiphasc mixing region,
previous investigators usually solved governing equations of mass, momentum, and energy for all
the phases (i.e., water, steam, and melt particulates). The resulting numerical process generally

involves solving nine conservation equations (tbr one dimension), one matching equation, and one
equation of state. In the THIRMAL/0 code, a simple, one-dimensional, multiphase, flow model
using drift-fux cc;rrelations is solved to calcu:ate the local flow conditions, as described below.

In the THIRMAL/0 code, the two-dimensional effects resulting from flow inhomogeneity in
lateral directions on the jet breakup, as described above, are estimated by using a "mixing zone"
approximation. The mixing zone is the region containing the jet column, dispersed particulate,
steam, and water. The geometry of the mixing zone can be considered as a cylinder, with
diameter and length varying in space and time, as sketched in Figure C-1. The single-phase water
region (i.e., region outside of the mixing zone) is not considered in the model equations. The
one-dimensional mass equatiofi for the steam is expressed in Eulerian form.

The cross-sectional area of the mixing zone, A, is defined as the area where the dispersed
particles have migrated laterally. As analyzed in Reference C-2, the perpendicular component of

the velocity of the eroded material with respect to the jet surface is the erosion velocity, U E. The
lateral distance that a particle can migrate is obtained by integrating the momentum equation
containing U E twice.
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Figure C-1. Schematicillustration of THIRMAL/0 model.

In addition, the code also allows the mixing zone of the cell at (zi, tj) to be replaced by the
cell at (%1, tj) at the time tj+k if the mixing zone of the cell at (%1, tj) is greater than that of the
cell at (zi, tj). This means that a cell can replace a smaller cell right above it after k time steps
when all the vapor has risen into the new cell, with the time lag determined by k = 8z/(St Uv).
Note that the Courant condition for stability has been applied in selecting the time step (i.e.,
U,,St/Sz < 1).

The basic assumption of the model in solving for the flow conditions of the mixing zone is
that the void fraction and vapor superficial velocity can be related by a single correlation, thus
eliminating the vapor momentum equation. A further simplification is made by assuming that the
liquid velocity is negligible compared to the vapor velocity. This means that the mixing zone is
treated as a quasi-static bubbling pool with little net liquidflow. Kataoka and Ishiic'3 correlated a
large amount of experiment data for F " I void fraction over wide ranges of gas flux, ves,,'el
diameter, system pressure, and liquid pJ ..:al properties. They concluded that in bubbling or pool
boiling systems, the void fraction can be represented by a drift flux correlation.

The vapor velocity, Uv, in the vapor mass equation is then replaced by an appropriate drift
flux correlation that depends on the gas superficial velocity. The void fraction can thus be
determined if the rates of liquid evaporation and vapor condensation are known.
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The source term of the vapor mass equation (i.e., the liquid evaporation rate) depends on
the number and temperature of melt particles that are either eroded from the jet or transported
from elsewhere in the mixing zone. In order to obtain a temperature history of each group of
particulates, their motion is traced in Lagrangian coordinates rather than in Eulerian coordinates.
Based on the force balance of a single spherical particle in the axial direction, the velocities of
droplets/particles can be obtained by solving the momentum equation ['or a single particle. At
each numerical grid cell during one time step, steam generated from the particles (either just
eroded from the jet or convected from the adjacent cells) is summed to yield the source term of
the vapor mass equation. The energy (temperature) of each particle is expressed in terms of a
Lagrangian formulation similar to the particle momentum equation.

For a liquid-continuous regime, the heat transferred from the particles to the vapor phase is
set to zero because the energy transferred from the particles is predominantly absorbed by the
liquid. If flow dispersion occurs, particles are suspended in a vapor-continuous phase and the
forced convective heat transfer coefficient is given by the spherical particle correlation, c4 Under
these conditions, heat transfer between suspended particulate an t water droplets is assumed to be
zero.

For a particle in a film boiling heat transfer regime, previous experimental and analytical
studies on the heat transfer coefficients generally do not agree well, especially at high particle
temperatures or high liquid subcooling. The THIRMAL/0 code incorporates an analytical model
developed from observations of high-temperature melt/water interactions tbr film boiling heat
transfer from a spherical particle. Usually, a descending particle is covered by a thin vapor
blanket on its lower section and a stretched, roughly elliptically shaped w_por dome behind it. As
the vapor dome grows from steam generation, buoyancy overcomes surface tension to cause a
steam bubble to leave the vapor dome and rise to the water surface, as illustrated in Figure C-2.
By assuming a linear temperature profile in the vapor film and a parabolic profile l'or both the
liquid velocity and temperature in the liquid boundary layer, and by applying the integral
momentum and energy equations, the w_por film thickness, vapor velocity, and liquid boundary
layer thickness can be determined, as described in Reference C-i. The heat transfer is composed
of heat conduction across the w_por film and radiation. Once the temperature of the particle has
dropped below the minimum film boiling temperature, heat transfer will occur by nucleate boiling.
A correlation su_e_tcd by Rohsenow c:s is used in THIRMAL/0. When nucleate boiling occurs,
it is assumed that all of the heat transferred from the particle generates the steam because the
liquid surrounding the particle is, at least locally, well saturated.

The energy equations of the coolant vapor and liquid phases can be t'ormulated once the
source terms generated by the melt droplets and particles are determined. Similar to the vapor

mass equations, the energy equations for the coolant vapor and coolant liquid phases are
described in a Eulerian formulation.

In the THIRMAL/0 model, pressure gradients other than the hydrostatic head of the water
pool are neglected. This assumption is valid as long as an abrupt pressure variation, such as that
occurring during a steam explosion, is absent.

The numericzl scheme for solving the conservation equations uses a finite difference method
with upwind/donor cell differencing of the convective terms, c-6 The spatial nodalization is
sketched in Figure C-3.
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Figure C-2. Film boiling on a spherical particle.

The general procedure for obtaining the flow field solution is as follows:

1. Determine the erosion rate by assuming a zero void fraction inside the mixing zone.

2. Solve the momentum and energy equations of the particles in Lagrangian coordinates
to yield the source and sink terms for the conservation equations.

3. Apply the drift flux correlation to yield a single unknown in the vapor mass equation
and solve for _he void fraction. Check for dispersed flow.

4. Determine the vapor and liquid temperatures using the energT./conservation equations.

5. Determine the system pressure based on the vapor exit temperature and system
geometry.
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FigureC-3. Nodalization of mixing zone.

6. Iterate Steps 1 through 5 using the updated flow,and system conditions.

The occurrence of dispersed flow is constantly checked when the vapor superficial velocity is ,
determined. In THIRMAL/0, a dispersion criterion developed by Leung et al.c7 is used. When
this criterion is met, the code switches the local mixing zone geometry from a vapor film to a
dispersed flow channel. The erosion velocity under this condition is obtained simply by setting the
vapor film thickness to a large number. It is interesting to note that under this condition, the
erosion velocity and the most unstable wave number are the same as obtained by Levich c8 for
the erosion at the boundary between two media with nonzero relative velocity.
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Appendix O

Displacement Form of Equilibrium Equations

This appendix introduces the resultant-based equilibrium equations and describes the process
by which they are converted into the displacement-based equilibrium equations (Equations 4-55
through 4-57). Horizontal, moment and vertical equilibrium are written in terms of the force and
moment resultants defined in Figure D-I and take the form:

[N,r cos _o]/ - [Q_:r sin q)]/ - o_Ne+ _tr sin _opi =0 (D-l)

(M,r)' - a cos_o Mo - o_rQ_: = 0 (D-2)

2nr(N,0sinq_+ Q_cos _0)-- nrZpi (D-3)

These resultants, which are defined from integrating stresses through the thickness, represent
forces and moments per unit of circumferential length of the shell. The resultants are defined as

M463.WHT. 1191-53

Figure D-1. Differential element for constructing equilibrium equations.
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N. f_ o.(l+_o)d( (D4)

No - f_t_ o0(l+___)d £ (D-5)e

M. f-iv% %(i+---_ )(d( (D-6)Re

Me= -f-tv% %(1+"_-_)£d( (D-7)R,p

Q_= -:-tv% x_(l+_-'o0)d( (D-8)

I
In order to derive Equations (4-55) through (4-57) and separate the displacements and rotations
on the left-hand side from the inelastic components on the right-hand side, the stresses in the
integrands are written in terms of the elastic strains through Hooke's Law relations:

i

E((,{) (_ + YEa - - (1 + V)EIh) (D-9)°e = _ - _ e - E%r - VEOcr E_pl VE0pl

E((,{) ( + v, - v, -, -v, -(1 + v), ) (D-10)% = ] --U , Eec ,. epl '"
I

where o¢ = 0 has been incorporated into the relations, and

x_ = G(C {)Y_e = G(C {)[y_ (Yq_cr + Yq_pl)]

r_ = G(({)y + G({ {)(V_ y) G(C {)(y_cr + y,gpl) (D11)

where a distinction has been made between the shear along the normal to the deformed middle
surface, ,/ , and the shear along the material rotating away from the deformed normal, y. A• ._¢
differential element of deformed shell shown in Figure D-2 illustrates this distinction. The
properties of the strain tensor may be used to show

y_ - y --y(sec(2y) - 1) - (c, - E,) tan (2y) . (D-12)

The left-hand side of Equations (4-55) through (4-57) is derived from the leading terms

involving total strains e,¢ E0, and _ in Equations (D-9), (D-10), and (D-11). The total strains at
the location or any through-thickness are expressed in terms of the middle surface strains through
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Figure D-2, Notation used to define strain measures.

The term in y' sec2_, appearing in Equation (D-13) arises from the finite rotation of material
away from the normal to the deformed middle surface; Figure D-2 also indicates how the
presence of a gradient in _, provides a source of meridional strain. The terms in UR,p and URe
multiplying the middle surface strains have been included because tv/R_ and tv/Re are not
generally small in the vicinity of the cusped regions. The conventional representation of the
strain measures does not include terms enclosed in brackets []. Across the normal to the
deformed meridian, the finite rotation is assumed to have the form

= 1- -- • (19-15)
(tv(_)/2) J

Substituting Equations (D-13) through (D-15) into the leading terms in Equations (D-9) through
(D-11), integrating those terms through-thicknessin the resultant definitions, and eliminating the

meridian midplane strain _ using the compatibility relationship, Equation (4-66), the stress
resultants can be written

D-5 NUREG/CR-5642
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!

N --- 1 - v2 I _ +a _oU+a3_/+a4P+asYt

+bl[cos%(l _ cosl3) +sinq)o(Sinp__) ] (D-16)

+N -+N_tr _m N_h-N%I-N

= +c u +c_p/.%p+csv/NO
1 - ¢2 l r-_o _ • -

+d, [cos _,)(1 - cos_) +sin¢o(sin _ - [3)] (D-17)

+dz[sin _,,(1 -cosB)+cos% ([3- sin p)]

+ Nefr + Neym - Not h - Nep I - Not r

(/u/'l /E° (_)t_° fl +f3 +t4P= + t: u p/ +f_V/
M, 12(1 - vz) To To

+gl[cos %(1 - cosp)+sin_0o(Sin _ -p)] (D-18)

+g2[sin _o (l - cosp)+cos%(p-sinp)]

+ M_r + M_y m - M_h - M_ I - M_r

M o = - ht +h u +h3P/+h413+hsY/
12(1 - v2) To To

+ k, [cos % (1 - cosp) +sin_o(Sin p - [3)] (D-19)

+k2[sin %(1 - cos p) +cos % (13- sin l3)]

+ Mei,r+ M0ym- Moth - MapI - M%r
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Equilibrium Equations

E° (_) tvo (D-20)
Q_ = e1¥ + Q_fr + Q_ym - Q_pl - Q_cr1 - v2

The resultants with subscripts "th," "cr," and "pr' are defined directly from Equations (D-9)
through (D-11) and (D-4) through (D-8), as, for instance,

N r= j'_tv/2iv/2E(('/_)(cr+V¢ocrIl+_-_v---_ , _}d( (D-21)

The additional terms subscripted "fr" and "ym,"for finite rotation and Young's modulus, require
some explanation. In the definition of resultants N,, N0, Mq,, and Mo, there are terms of the form

y/sec2 y _ . Because of the form of Equation (D-15), these terms cannot be integrated in closed0t
form. This term is therefore rewritten as

sec2yy ! = seC2yo(_)y/o(_) + sec 2 1 (tv(/_)/2) 2 Yo(_) - seC2yo(_) Y/o(/_)

+ sec2 1+ Vo( ),
(tv(_)/2)_ (t,,(_)/2) 2

The first term is integrated through the thickness and defines a5, c5, fs, and h5 in the above
equations. [The subscript "o" has been omitted from Yoin Equations (4-55) through (4-57) and
above, but it is understood to be the value of the finite rotation at the midplane]. The remaining
term is defined as a finite rotation correction and is defined, for instance, as

Eo(_) Iv/2

sec 1 _ 2) sec2- f + Vo( )- Vo( )N_fr
1 - vz "%/2 (tv(/_)/2) j

(D-22)

(tv(_-_/2)2 ¥o(_) (tv(_)/2)2 Yo(_) 1+_o ° _'

with analogous definitions for the resultants Nor r, M r and Marr. The finite rotation correction

to Q,c arises from the difference between the shear strains on the faces parallel to and rotated y
from the normal to deformed middle surface:
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E°(_) "tv/2 { + __{ (D-23)Q_r = - 2(1 + v) J_tv/2(_,_ -y) l Ro

where, from Equation (D-12), _,q,¢- _t = _' (sec2_/ - 1) - (_¢ - %) tan 2_/.

The corrections with subscript "ym" account for the variations in the Young's modulus
through the thickness, which varies with the local temperature. The functional form of E(T),
which is based on information in Appendix F, is also modelled in a piecewise linear fashion.
Given a T((,_) from Equations (4-53) or (4-54), the Young's modulus is represented as

E(_',/_) = Eo(_ ) + EI(_',/_ )

where Eo(/_) is a modulus based on a representative temperature at that location on the meridian
and EI(¢,/_ ) is a local correction accounting for the through-thickness variation in stiffness. Terms
subscripted "ym" therefore take the form

N_m= L_ gl(('_)l[ _-2 (_* + v_°)[1 + _o_( (D-24)

Resultants with subscripts "fr" and "ym" are grouped into the load vector along with the thermal,
creep, and plastic resultants. These terms are typically small compared with their inelastic
counterparts, but are included to preserve the equilibrium equations. The terms that remain form
the product of stiffness matrix and load vector.

Because of the way the resultants are defined, the resultants N_ and Ne have a certain
symmetry when expressed in displacement-based form. Terms in which R e appears in the

definition of Nq, have complementary forms in which Rq, appears in the definition of Ne. Terms
with and without Poisson's ratio in the definition of N_ appear without and with Poisson's ratio in
the definition of Ne. The coefficients a 1 through a s and c_ through c5 can be written

[1 cosq_ tt%2 13/ rRo]

tv ro cos% 1 tv (D-25)

al = i,-7vo/r° _ 12 cos_

t l,oCOSOo, ,;] ,o:6,C1 = Vt-'__"-Tvo[r° costa + 12 a% cosq_
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/
ro tv (D-27)

a2=_a 1 +my
r° t

/
ro tv (D-28)

C2 = _ a 2 + m
ro tvo

1 tv t_ (D-29)

a3 - 12 tvo 0tRa

v tv t_ (D-30)

c3--" 12 tvo ttRq,

{ )a u (D-31)tv sin% 1 tv sin% tv 13/+v_cos_o 1+
a4 i-vo cos_ 12 a cos_ R a r roJRa]

tv sin% 1 tv sin% tv 13/ tt [ u) tv] (D-32)c4 = -- v_+--- v +-cos% 1 +
tvo cosq) 12 0t cosq_ R_, r [ roJRq,j

2 (D-33)1 tv tv sec2 ¥
a5 - 12 tvo noR a

v tv t_ sec2_, (D-34)
c5 = 12 tvo %Rq, ,
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while the coefficients b1, d1 and b2, d2 can be written

tv 1 [ 1 t_ (D-35)

b1 = [1 +--tvocosq_ 12 aR e

._._1 [ 1 t 1 (D-36)
d I = Vtv 1 + ..... 13/

tvo cosq_ 12 aR_

b2 = v tv t_ 1 +
12 tvo rRs

d2 = - 12 tvo rR_,

Similarly, the resultants M, and Mo have a certain symmetry; coefficients fl through fs and h1
through h5 take the form

/ ' / °'co .

hi = [tt-_o/2r° v'%cos,/t_ +13/-_] (D-40)

/ /2[tvrcos.tvcos,]f2 = ['_ol,c-_ +v + 13/ (D-41)[tvo) a cos

cos % tvcos % (D-42)
h2= v_+l +v [3/

I,tvo) [Rq,I, cos _ a cos _o
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(tt__o)2tv (D-43)f3=

_3=_f-_/_-_ (__44)
ttvo) a

f4 : tv tv +-13/ +v-cosq_ o 1+
a j cos _0 r

/t_o/I]. (_vv tv /sin% tv / _/] (D-46)
h4 = V +_ 13/ _ +- COS% 1 +

a cos _o r

[tv/2 tv (D-47)= _ sec 2y

t"5 (tvoJ %

h5 = __ sec 2y

ttvoJ %

while the coefficients gr ki and g2, k2 can be written

f /2{ ]1 tv tv
= +_ 13/ (D-,49)

gl ttvoj c--'_ _ a

_1_f,/_, f, ,,, (0_0)
(tvo) c_t_ +

g2:iriS/2'{u} <o_51,ttH 7 _*_o
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tv tv u
k2= r 1+

A single coefficient is used to represent Q_¢ iv, terms of the displacement _"

With these definitions, the coefficients appearing in the horizontal equilibrium equation are

r (D-54)
A x -- al_.- cos

tvo

, (D-55)'Eo r r a
r - C1

A_-_a_ cos,0)'. a__o_ _os_ . a____os,,, --tvo tvo

/ (D-56)Eo r a
r _ --.. C2

A3 = (a2_vo cos ,/ +a 2 Eo t--voc°s q_ tvo

r (D-57)
A4 = a3_ cos •t_o

/ (D-58)Eo r a
r _ _ C3

As = (a3_vv° cos _)/ + a3 Eo t'voC°S O tvo

E/o (D-59)r ix
r / - _ C4

A6 = (a4_voCOS_) .a 4 _o t'voC°S 0 tvo

r (D-60)
A7 = as_ cos

tvo
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/

Eo r r Ix (D-61)r cos _-e 1 w sin _0--- c5
As = (as_ ° cos ta)/ + as Eo tvo tvo tvo

/

Eo r sin _o (D-62)
r

A 9 -- - (ell sin _o)/ - e1 Eo tvo

ar Pi
G1 = - (1 - v2) sin _0

t_oEo

' r _ l

r ix
E° COS • - -- tll

- (blt-vo cos _)1 . bl Eo tvo tvo

[cos _o (1-cos13). sin _oo (sin13 - 13)]

1_ (b2L cos O)/ + b2 Eo r cos _o- -- d 2
tvo Eo tvo tvo

' [sin _o (1-cos13)+ cos _o (13 -sin 13)]

r

- b I t---vocos q_[ cos _o (1 - cos 13)+ sin q_o(sin 13- 13)]/

r

- b2 _o cos _[sin _oo (1 - cos 13)+ cos _oo ( 13- sin 13)]/

[ ]1 r _N r)
- (1 - V2) _ _vvo COS _ (Nofr + Norm - N_h - N_pl

1 r sin _
. (1 - v2)_ (Q_ . Q_:ym- Q_p_- Q_.)

- (1 - v2) ix 1
tvo Eotvo (N0fr + Nor m - N0t h - N0p I - N%r ) (9-63)
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Those coefficients appearing in the moment equilibrium equation are
t

r (D-54)
B 1 = fltv----_

/

B2 = (flivro)/ +fiE° r + f2 r _ hi a cos q_ (D-65)Eo tvo _ tvo

E /
o r _ h _ cos q_ (D-66)

B3 = (f2t_o)/ * f2_o t,,o 2tvo

r (D-67)

/

B5 = (f3t_o)/ + f3Eo r + _f4r _ h __acos _ (D-68)Eo tv° t_° 3tv°

/

B6 = (f4t_vro)/ + f4Eo r _ h a cos t# (D-69)Eo tv° 4tv-"_

B7 =f r
5t-._o (D-70)

t-vo fS_o° r h _.a.a (D-71)
B8 (f5 )/ E/= + - COS

tv° 5tv°
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B9 = 12ttre, (D-72)

/r/' ' tEor _ a kl cos .[cos % (1 -cosp) +sin % (sinp- p)]
G2 = - glt-_o + gl _ot-vo tv'--_

Eor _ a k2cos .[sin % (1 -cos_) +cos %(p -sinp)]
- g2 + g2 Eo tv° tv'-_

r-glt-vo[COS % (1-cos[3) +sin % (sin p- 13)]/ -g2 sin%(1-cosl3)+cos%(p-sinf_)] /

l lr ']+ 12(1 - v2) _ t--vo(M_r + M_m- M_h - M%,- M_r /Eotvo

1 ot COS(9 (Motr + Maym - Moth - MopI - M0cr)
- 12(1 -v 2) Eot_o tv°

ar 1 (Q_'fr - Q_Cpl - Q_cr ) (D-73)
- 12(1 - v21 t_o Eotvo + Qo¢ym

Finally, the coefficients appearing in the vertical equilibrium equation are

C x = a 1 sin _o (D-74)

C 2 -- a2 sin _o (D-75)

C 3 "" a3 sin q_ (D-76)

C 4 = a 4 sin q_ (D-77)

C 5 = a5 sin _o (D-78)
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C6 = el sin to (D-79)

r Pi _ b, sin to [costoo (1 -cos _) + sintoo(Sin_ - _)]
G3 = (1 - v2)2tv° Eo

- b2 sin q_[sin tOo(1 - cos 13)+ costOo(13- sin 13)]

1

-(1 - v2) sin tOE_vo (N_r+ N_ym- N_h- N_pl - N_cr)

1

- (I- v2)costO_ (Qcgfr* Qgym - Q_pl- Qgcr) (D-80)
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Appendix E

Results from Verification Calculations
for Localized Effects Model

E-1. SUMMARY

Verification calculations were performed to compare results from the shell model (TSM)
used in Section 4.2.2 to predict localized creep rupture with results from a finite element model.
Calculation results provide several insights into the applicability of TSM for use in analyses of
lower _lead severe at:cident structural response. First of all, the purpose for developing this model
was to provide a fast-running solution to predict the collapse of a localized portion of the vessel
wall, resulting from hot spots in a debris bed resting on the lower head. Thus, the program would
be appropriate for scoping parameter studies in various accident scenarios. Results of the
benchmark problems used in this verification effort indicate that TSM performs well for its
intended purpose.

TSM was benchmarked against an ABAQUS EI axisymmetric solid finite element model
using two hot spot load cases. One load case consisted of a moderate thermal gradient in the hot
spot region and an internal pressure of 45 MPa. The second case represented a more severe
temperature gradient'in the hot spot region and an applied pressure of 55 MPa. These pressures,
selected to enhance plastic deformation through the thickness of the wall, are several times
greater than the 15.5 MPa expected in reactor operations. The choice of these pressures did help
to identify a portion of the disagreement between ABAQUS and TSM.

In the cooler boundary areas of the hot spot and the cooler portion of the vessel wall under
the hot spot, which was basically that portion outside the vessel midsurface, hoop and meridional
stresses were within 4% of the ABAQUS model results. TSM generally underpredicted the
strains in both of these benchmark hot spot cases. Because TSM is based on shell model
assumptions, which neglect radial stresses through the vessel wall, it underpredicted stresses and

strains in the hoop and meridional components in the very hottest areas of the model. This was
because the vessel material was relatively soft in these areas at the load case temperatures, and
the radial stresses, as calculated in the ABAQUS model, were of the same order as the hoop and
meridional stresses. Thus, the Poisson effect from the radial stresses would significantly affect the
hoop and meridional components. TSM underpredicted hoop and meridional stresses by as much
as 60% in the hottest areas, where the stresses were typically two orders of magnitude lower than
the peak values on the shell outer surface. Total strain comparisons ranged from

underpredictions of 24% on the inside surface to 11% on the outside surface in the hot spot
region for the severe thermal gradient load case. In the cooler boundary areas, strain
comparisons ranged from underpredictions of 1.3% on the inner surface to 7% on the outer
surface. Examinations of the plastic strains indicated that plasticity of the wall had propagated
from the outside inward one Gauss point further in the ABAQUS model than in the TSM model
for the two hot spot load cases.

It should be noted, however, that ;.he cooler outer portions of the vessel wall carry the
majority of the pressure load in these cases and that vessel wall material yielding eventually begins
at the outer surface and propagates inward to final failure. Hoop and meridian stress levels are
typically 35 times higher in the outer portions than the inner regions of the vessel wall. Thus,
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model accuracy in these high stress areas is most crucial to accurate predictions of vessel failure
margins.

The benchmark thermal load cases included a maximum internal pressure of 45 to 55 MPa,
while an accident condition would result in maximum pressures no greater than around 15 MPa.
Therefore, additional cases were examined where the thermal loadings of both hot spot load cases
were applied to TSM and ABAQUS models with an internal pressure load of 15 MPa. For the
moderate thermal load case, TSM calculated stresses in the inside third of the wall 13% lower
than those of ABAQUS, while stress estimates for the remaining portion of the wall were
within 3%. The severe thermal load case stresses were an average of 4% lower than the

ABAQUS model results throughout the wall. Total meridian and hoop strains ranged from
underpredictions of 16% on the inside to 2% on the outside portions of the vessel wall in the hot
spot region and within 5% in areas away from the hot spot. These figures represent a
substantially better agreement than the same thermal conditions at elevated pressures and indicate
that the TSM assumption of negligible radial stress is acceptable for loading histories
representative of accident conditions.
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E-2. INTRODUCTION

Verification calculations were undertaken to compare results from the localized creep
rupture model, described in Section 4.2.2 and Appendix D of this report, and a finite element
model developed with the ABAQUS code. E1 As described in Section 4.2.2 and Appendix D, the
localized creep rupture model, which was developed at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, is a
finite difference shell theory model. Several benchmark problems have been performed to
compare results from TSM (see Figure E-l) and the ABAQUS finite element code, which used
an axisymmetric continuum model (see Figure E-2). The remainder of this appendix is divided
into six sections: Section E-3 details the four benchmark problems, Section E-4 describes the
TSM and ABAQUS models, Section E-5 discusses the results from the first two (spherically
symmetric) benchmark problems, Section E-6 includes the results from the remaining two
(localized thermal loading) benchmark problems, and Section E-7 gives conclusions.
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Figure E-1. The shell model (TSM).
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Figure E-2. ABAQUS model.
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E-3. DESCRIPTION OF BENCHMARK PROBLEMS
AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Four benchmark problems were suggested a as verification calculations for TSM. The
suggested problems were refined during the analysis to reach required final states; specifically, the
relative contributions of thermal and pressure ioadings were modified to achieve plasticity
one-quarter of the way through the thickness at some location along the shell. The purpose of
the problems was to determine the ability of TSM to accurately resolve the spatial variation of

displacement, stress, and strain fields near a localized thermal loading (hot spot). None of the
problems included creep in the material response; creep introduces complexities in the material
model and global solution algorithms but not in the ability to represent the spatial variation of the
computed fields. The following four problems were considered:

1. Internal Pressure Only. This problem tested ic_eelastic response of TSM by ramping an
internal pressure load to 10 MPa while em,.r,loying material properties at 300 K. The
problem was essentially one-dimensional with no variation along the meridian. This
problem is shown as Case I in Figure E-3.

2. Internal Pressure, Background Temperature. This problem tested the elastic-plastic
response by cmploying an internal pressure and a background temperature profile. The
response was one-dimensional. The desired final state had to show plasticity penetrating
one-quarter of thc wall. The problem was run by taking the initial state as 0 MPa

intcrnal pressure, and inside _nd c)utside surface temperatures (Tin,Tout) at 300 K. The
subsequent state of 10 MPa, Tin at 9_X)K and Tout at 700 K (and a linear temperature
gradient through-thickncss) was reached by linearly ramping both pressure and
temperature. This second statc corresponded to thc background state for Problems 3
and 4. At this point, yielding initiated at the outer surface of the shell in TSM.
Continued ramping of both temperatures and pressure to reach the desired final state
was tbund to)be unacceptable because of the progressive softening of the shell at
elevated temperatures (abovc I(XX) K). The desired final state was reached by ramping

the pressure to 35 MPa while holding Tin and Tout at 900 and 700 K, respectively. This
problem is shown as Case II in Figure E-3.

3. Internal Pressure, Moderate Localized Thermal Loading. This problem tested the
elastic-plastic response by employing a moderate localized thermal loading onto a
background internal pressure and tcmperature profile, producing a two-dimensional
loading with modest gradients along the meridian directly underneath the hot spot.
The desired final statc had to show plasticity penetrating one-quarter of the wail. The
problem first established the spherically symmetric state described in Problem 2

(10 MPa pressure, temperature field of Tin at 9(X)K and Tot" at 7(_) K, linear
through-thickness temperature gradient). At this point, a moderate localized thermal
loading was applicd. This loading consistcd of ramping the temperature at the bottom
inner surface to 1400 K (at _0 = 0), with a linear gradient to the outside surface and to
the background profile at ¢0 - 0.1 (sec Figure E-l). Then the internal pressure was

a. Professor R. H. Dodds, Llniversity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, letter to S. Ch_ivez, INEL,
regarding benchmarkipg calculations of Professor R. Witt model for predicting localized rupture
(Consultant Agreement 92-160236-HRS-284-92), July 20, 1992.
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increased to 45 MPa to reach the final state. This problem is shown as
Case III in Figure E-3.

4. Internal Pressure, Severe Localized Thermal Loading. This problem tested
the elastic-plastic response by employing a severe localized thermal loading
onto a background internal pressure and temperature profile, representing a
two-dimensional problem with pronounced gradients along the meridian.
The desired final state had to show plasticity penetrating one-quarter of the
wall directly underneath the hot spot. The problem first established the
spherically symmetric state described in Problem 2 (10 MPa internal
pressure, temperature field of Tin at 9(X)K and Tout at 7(X) K, linear
through-thickness temperature gradient). At this point, a Type 2 [hot spot
defined by Equation (4-54) in Section 4] temperature distribution was
applied over 0 < _ < 0.1, with a peak temperature of 14(X)K. This
temperature profile was more severe than that of Problem 3 because of the
nonlinearity of the distribution. Then the internal pressure was increased to
55 MPa to reach the final state. This problem is shown as Case IV in
Figure E-3.

The material properties required l'or these analyses included Young's modulus as a function
of temperature, mean thermal cxpansion coefficient as a function of temperature, and yield
strength and plastic detbrmation characteristics as indcpendent of temperature. The material
properties used were taken from Appendices B and F and Reference E-2. Poisson's ratio was
taken as independent of temperature as v = 0.29.
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E-4. TSM AND ABAQUS MODELS

The sl_atial model for TSM calculations was made using the axisymmetric representation
Rh/R m = x" with 201 nodes, where R h is the horizontal distance from the vertical axis and R m is
the initial radius of the vessel middle surface (see Figure E-I). The model represented a
spherical head with a mean radius, Rm, of 2.2 m and a uniform thickness of 12.7 cm.

The ABAQUS model consisted of a quarter sphere that used axisymmetric solid (eight-node,
isoparametric with reduced' integration) elements. The model was meshed with 10 elemc;nts
through the thickness and 272 along the meridian (uniformly spaced), giving approximately square
elements. The free ends of the quarter sphere were restrained for symmetry, the loading
conditions and geometry being symmetric about the two global axes. A second ABAQUS model
was prepared with 15 elements through the thickness and 408 along the meridian. Both
ABAQUS models were evaluated using ABAQUS, a multipurpose finite element solution
package, for all four benchmark problems. The output data (stress, strain, and displacement) for
the two ABAQUS models were compared, and the results showed that the data varied by less
than 1%. This indicated that the mesh refinement of the first ABAQUS model was sufficient to

accurately describe the response for the benchmark problems. Only the results of the first
ABAQUS model were compared to those o1"TSM in the following sections. Figure E-2 outlines
the ABAQUS model.

Note that the ABAQUS model was developed so that nodes in both TSM and ABAQUS

models overlapped at _ = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6, corresponding to TSM node numbers 1
(shell bottom), 21, 41, 61, 81, 101 and 121 (see Figure E-I). The through-thickness location of
information differed in the two models, with TSM providing information at 10 Gauss points
through the thickness, while ABAQUS calculated information at element integration points, then
interpolated (and averaged) that information at the nodes. This latter difference required
interpolation of results from the ABAQUS nodes to TSM Gauss points to allow comparison of
the results. All comparisons using average data weighted each data point equally, unless specified
differently in the discussion. In the spherically symmetric problems (benchmark Problems 1 and 2
only) the results were identical on all radial lines, and only one set of output information was
given.
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E-5, RESULTS OF BENCHMARK PROBLEMS 1 AND 2

Benchmark problems 1 and 2 were spherically symmetric problems. A separate means of
evaluating TSM exists, in that closed-form solutions are available for infinitesimal deformation,
constant elastic property problems with arbitrary temperature distributions through thickness.
Since some insight into the shortcomings of TSM can be gained by obtaining closed-form
solutions, the results are summarized below. In a spherically symmetric problem, the meridian and
hoop strains and stresses become identical and the radial equilibrium equation is

dor 2(or - o_ (E-I). --- 0

dr r

The Hooke's Law relationships are

E(E r - Eth) , {vE[E r - Eth + 2(E, - Eth)]} (E-2)
Or = +

1 + v (1 + v)(1 - 2v)

E(E - _th) {vE[_r - Eth + 2(_, - Eth)]} (E-3)
O_ = +1 + v (1+ v)(l - 2v)

Using the strain/displacement relationships

du u (E-4)E = _ and E _ _
r dr _ r

the Hooke's Law tbrm of the stress/displacement relationship may be substituted into the
equilibrium equation to obtain a second-order equation for u

d2u 2(du u) 1 + vdEth (E-5)dr 2 r _ 1 -v dr

The complete solution of which is

C2 1 + v 'CF%ut
u(r) =Clr- _ +

r2 r2(l -"v)Rin _thr' r'
J 2d (E-6)

subject to the resolution of constants Cl and C2. If the requirements are that o r = -Pi at r = Rin

and o r = 0 at r = Rou t, then the strains can be shown to bc

1 - 2v Pi (Rin/Rou,)3+ (1 + v)!Rin !r)31 • 2(1 - 2V),Sthavg (E-7)
E, = 1 -(R_.n_out) 3 _ " 2"(1 - 2v) J 3(1 - v)
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1 + (1 + v)(Rin/r) 3] 1 +v fb ,2dr,: j+ " ,1 v)r 2 _thr

1 - 2v Pi (1 + v)(Rin/03] 2(1 - 2v)c
_r = -- 2"(1 -- Tv) J 3(1 - v)1 - (_n'_,out) 3 E (Rin/R°ut)3 - + thavg (E-8)

1 (1 + v)(Rin/r) 3] (1 + v)Eth 2(1 + v) b2(1 - 2v) ' J" (1 - v) - (1 - v)r 2 fa _thr'
2dr,+

where Ethavg is the average thermal strain, defined as

3 r a°ut r2dr (E-9)
= JRin Eth '

3 _ R_nthavg Rout

In Benchmark Problem 1 (see Figure E-3), a purely elastic response showed that stresses
and strains varied through the thickness for the exact solution (from closed-form equations) and
ABAQUS. The stress and strain results of the exact and ABAQUS solutions were within 1%.

TSM stress and strain results were constant throughout the thickness at the calculated average for
the shell.

For an internal pressure of 10 MPa with the inner surface temperature brought to 900 K
and the outer surface temperature brought to 700 K (from initially 300 K), a purely elastic
analysis produced TSM stresses that varied throughout the thickness. Those stresses were within
2% of the values for the exact solution. However, TSM strains were constant throughout the
thickness at the calculated average for the shell. The most obvious shortcoming of TSM is in the
isothermal problem. With the strains formulated as, for instance,

_ = E_(1 + _/R_) + _[lfR_,- 1/Ro + (y//%)sec2y] (E-10)

and the deformed radius of curvature related to the initial radius of curvature through

Rq, = R_ I3/ (E-I1)1 + m
/

%

Then in spherically symmetric problems (13 = _ = 0), substitution of R, - R o(1 + E_) into the
strain measure [see Equation (E-10)] yields

E_, = c_ , (E-12)

i.e., no through-thickness dependence. The exact result shows the strain measure has a constant
component and a component that scales inversely to distance cubed. The shortcoming is of less
consequence in the problem with a temperature gradient through the thickness because the
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gradient in thermal strain provides a much larger bending componer,: of stress than is obtained
from the finite thicl_ness of the shell.

In Benchmark Problem 2 (see Figure E-3), yielding occurred approximately one-quarter way
through the thickness after ramping the internal pressure to 35 MPa. The ABAQUS data were
interpolated to coincide with TSM Gauss point data. Because "PSM results varied somewhat from
ABAQUS, a comparison of the difference was in order. The comparison used the ABAQUS
results as the baseline. TSM values for meridional stress were on average 1.0% below ABAQUS
in the outer two-thirds of the wall. In the inner third of the wall, the meridional stress levels

predicted by TSM were an average of 50% below thosc given by ABAQUS. That
underprediction resulted from the radial stresses in the area, whose magnitudes were on the same
order as those of the.meddional stresses. TSM assumes that the radial component of stress was
negligible throughout the model. That assumption was not true in the inner third of the wall, and
TSM meridional stress levels reflected that crnor. Benchmark Problcms 3 and 4 discuss that

assumption in detail.

TSM values for total meridional strain averaged 1% below ABAQUS. The ABAQUS plastic
strains began one Gauss point location closer to the inside surface than those of TSM. However,
TSM meridionai plastic strains were an average of 1% above those of ABAQUS.
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E-6. RESULTS OF BENCHMARK PROBLEMS 3 AND 4

A far greater amount of output intbrmation was associated with Benchmark Problems 3 and
4 because the hoop and meridian stresses and strains were not generally identical and those states
varied along the shell meridian. In Problem 3, the inner surface temperature was raised to
1400 K (over the defined local area), then the pressure was raised to 45 MPa to get yielding one-

quarter of the way through the thickness near _0 = 0. Yielding occurred to a greater extent under
these conditions at positions away from the bottom (edge of shell at q0 = 0) of the shell. In
Problem 4, the inner surface temperature was raised to 1400 K (over the defined local area), then
the pressure was raised to 55 MPa to get yielding one-quarter of the way through the thickness at
the shell bottom. Again, yielding was more severe away from _ = 0 in this case.

E-6.1 Problem 3 Results

The moderate localized thermal loading applied in this problem is shown in Figure E-3. The

pressure was raised to 45 MPa to get yielding one-quarter of the way through the thickness near
q_= 0. It is of interest that yielding occurred to a greater extent under these conditions at
positions away from the bottom (edge of shell at q0 = 0) of the shell. Bccause of the volume of
data and locations available in the models, the evaluatkrn was limited to seven specific meridional

i points and their 10 associated through-thickness Gauss point locations. Four of the meridional
points were within the hot spot, one on the inside edge (near q0 = 0), two in the middle, and one
near the outside edge. Points 5 through 7 wcre outside the hot spot, the fifth being near the
outside edge of the spot, the sixth, and seventh being well away from it (sec Figure E-l).

A graphical representation of the comparison between TSM and ABAQUS meridian and
hoop stresses is given in Figures E-4 through E-10. Note that TSM meridian and hoop stresses
inside the midplane in the hot spot underprcdicted those calculated by ABAQUS. This portion
of the wall was very soft because of the temperature profile and the material definition. A small
percentage of the total load was carried by this half of the wall. Because of the softness of the
wall, the radial component of stress up to the midplanc maintained a magnitude higher than that
of the hoop and meridian stresses. The underprediction of hoop and meridian stresses by TSM

resulted largely from the absence of a radial stress component in TSM model. This was
confirmed by comparing the ABAQUS and TSM results at the same thermal conditions at a lower
pressure (discussed below). As discussed in Section 4.2.2 and Appendix D, the TSM solution
scheme assumed that radial stresses were negligible. This was true bcyond the midplane in the

hot spot because the radial stresses quickly decreased to zcro at thc outside surface, and the hoop
and meridian stresses incrcased by a factor of 50 to 100. TSM meridian and hoop stresscs in this

area underpredicted thosc calculatcd by ABAQUS by about 2%. This portion of the wall carried
the majority of the load, and shell yielding propagated from the outer surface inward. Near the
outside edge of the hot spot (point 61) and far-field (points 81 through 121), meridian and hoop
stresses were about 18% lower in the inner 30% of the wall than predicted by ABAQUS, while
the stresses over the outer 70% of the wall were within 3%.

The TSM solution scheme and model were prcpared to predict a particular failure
mechanism (a bulging/shear-through type resulting from a local hot spot) in a reactor vessel lower
head during an accident scenario. It is impc_rtant to note that Benchmark Problem 3 included a
maximum internal pressure of 45 MPa; an accident condition would specify maximum pressures
closer to 15 MPa. Therefore, the moderate localized thcrmal loading of Problem 3 was applied to
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Figure E-4. Problem 3: Node 1 stresses.
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Figure E-5. Problem 3: Node 21 stresses.
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Figure E-6. Problem 3: Node 41 stresses.
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Figure E-10. Problem3: Node 121stresses.

TSM and ABAQUS models with a maximum internal pressure load of .15MPa. Figures E-11 and
E-12 compare the hoop and meridian stresses of the two models for node point 41 (located in the
middle of the hot spot). TSM stresses in the inzide third of the wall were 13% (or less) lower
than those of ABAQUS and the remaining portion of the wall was within 3%. These levels of
agreement are representative of all points examined along the meridian (1, 21,... 121) and
indicate that the discrepancies in Figures E-4 through E-10 are rooted largely in the absence of a
radial stress in TSM and not the severity of the temperature gradient.

The TSM total meridian and hoop strain results for Benchmark Problem 3 underpredicted
the values calculated by ABAQUS an average of 3.6%. Figure E-12 gives the comparison of total
hoop and meridian strains for Node 41, which is typical of all node locations.

TSM Benchmark Problem 3 results at the middle of the hot spot (Nodes 21 and 41) showed
that plastic strains (meridian and hoop) began at Gauss point 7 location (of 10 total) from the
inside surface and increased to the outer surface. ABAQUS results identified plastic strains
beginning at Gauss point 6 and increasing to the outside surface. The difference was 100% for
the point 7 (where plastic strains were smallest), then decreased for each successive location to an
average of 8% at the outside surface (where plastic strains reached a maximum). Outside of the
hot spot (Nodes 81 through 121), the plastic strain in both models began one Gauss point
location closer to the inside surface. The difference in plastic strains Was 100% for point 4
(where plasticity began in the ABAQUS model), but averaged 9% or less for the entire outer half
of the wall.
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E-6.2 Problem 4 Results

The severe localized thermal loading for this problem involved a nonlinear temperature
distribution (see Figure E-3). The pressure was raised to 55 MPa to get yielding one-quarter of
the way through the thickness at the shell bottom. Again, yielding was more severe away from
_0 = 0. The same meridian points and their associated through-thickness Gauss point locations
were evaluated as in Problem 3.

A graphical representation of the comparison between TSM and ABAQUS meridian and
hoop stresses is given in Figures E-13 through E-19. Note that TSM meridian and hoop stresses
up to the Gauss point 6 (just beyond the midplane) in the middle of the hot spot underpredicted
those calculated by ABAQUS. This area of underprediction was larger than the underpredicted
area in Problem 3. This portion of the wall was very soft because of the temperature profile and
the material definition. A small percentage of the total load was carried by this portion of the
wall. Because of the softness of the wall, the radial component of stress up to Gauss point 4 from
the inside surface m_intained a magnitude higher than that of the hoop and meridian stresses. As
in Problem 3, the underprediction of hoop and meridian stresses by TSM was largely a result of
neglecting the radial stress component in the calculations. As discussed in Section 4.2.2 and
Appendix D, the TSM solution scheme assumes that radial stresses are negligible. This was true
beyond the Gauss point 6 in the hot spot because the radial stresses quickly dropped off to zero
at the outside surface while the hoop and meridian stresses rose by a factor of 50 to 100. TSM
meridian and hoop stresses in this area underpredicted those calculated by ABAQUS by about
4%. This portion of the wall carried the majority of the load, and shell yielding propagated from
the outer surface inward. The far-ficld (points 101 and 121) meridian and hoop stresses were
within an average of 4% of ABAQUS values for the entire wall.

Next, TSM and ABAQUS models were evaluated with the severe localized thermal loading
of Problem 4 applied with a maximum internal pressure of 15 MPa. Figure E-20 compares the
hoop and meridian stresses of the two models for node point 41 (located in the middle of the hot

spot). The TSM stresses throughout the wall were an average of 4% lower than those of
ABAQUS. The agreement between ABAQUS and TSM in the more severe temperature
gradient at 15 MPa pressure is comparable to the agreement between the two models in a

moderate temperature gradient at 15 MPa pressure, indicating again that the absence of radial
stress in TSM is primarily responsible for the differences between the two models at elevated
pressures.

The TSM total meridian and hoop strains in Benchmark Problem 4 underpredicted the
values calculated by ABAQUS by up to 24% on the inside surface to near 10% on the outside for
locations within the hot spot at elevated pressures. Away from the hot spot those values were
reduced to 12% on the inside and 7% on the outside surfaces. For the condition including the
Problem 4 thermal loading with a maximum pressure of'15 MPa, the total meridian and hoop
strains in the hot spot were, at most, 16% lower than ABAQUS on the inside surface and within
2% on the outside. Outside of the hot spot all TSM total strains were within 5% of ABAQUS
values. Figure E-21 compares the total strains of the two models tbr the Problem 4 thermal
loading with an internal pressure of 15 MPa.

TSM results for Problem 4 showed that all plastic strains (meridian and hoop) occurred one
or two Gauss point locations closer to the outer surface than ABAQUS. Those plastic strains
increased towards the outer surface. As in Problem 3, TSM plastic meridian and hoop strains
started at 100% lower values (at the smallest plastic strains) and steadily increased to, at most, 1%
lower values than ABAQUS (where the plastic strains reached maximum values).
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Figure E-13. Problem 4: Node 1stresses.
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Figure E-14. Problem 4: Node 21 stresses.
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Figure E-17. Problem 4: Node 81 stresses.
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E-7. CONCLUSIONS

The verification of TSM has provided several insights into the applicability o1"this program
for calculating lower head severe accident structural response. First of all, this program was
developed to provide a fast-running solution to predict the collapse of a localized portion of the
vessel wall resulting from hot spots in a debris bed resting on the lower head. Thus, the program
would be appropriate for scoping parameter studies in various accident scenarios. Results of the
benchmark problems used in this verificaticm effort indicate that TSM perff3rms well for its
intended purpose.

The two benchmark problems that applied a localized hot spot (Problems 3 and 4) with an
internal pressure of 45 to 55 MPa identified that TSM does not accurately predict the stresses in
the hottest regions. This resulted from the TSM assumption that the radial component of stress
was negligible. However, the hottest areas carry a very small percentage of the total pressure
load. The assumption of negligible radial stresses was shown to bc valid in the cooler regions
under the hot spot, which is essentially the portion beyond the midplane and away from the hot
spot. That portion of the wall carried the majority of the pressure load in these cases. Vessel
wall material yielding eventually begins at the outer surface and propagates inward to final failure.
Hoop and meridian stress levels are typically 35 times higher in the outer portions than the inner
regions of the vessel wall. Thus, model accuracy in these areas is most crucial to accurate
predictions of vessel failure margins.

Two additional load cases wcrc evaluated that employed the thermal hot spot definitions
from Problems 3 and 4 with a pressure of 15 MPa. This lower pressure was more representative
of accident conditions on a reactor vessel. The evaluation of these two cases verified that the
TSM assumption o1"negligible radial stresses was acceptable for the more representative accident
conditions.

TSM total strain comparisons ranged from undcrprcdictions of 24% on the inside surt'ace to
11% on the outside surface in the hot spot region for the severe thermal gradient load case at
elevated pressures. In the cooler boundary arcas, strain comparisons ranged from
underpredictions of 13% on the inner surface to 7% on the outer surface. Examinations of the
plastic strains indicated that plasticity of the wall had propagated from the outside inward one
Gauss point further in the ABAQUS model than in TSM mc_dcifor the two hot spot load cases.
The magnitude of plastic strains for Benchmark Problems 3 and 4 wcrc 3 to 5 times lower than
the total strain values. Use of TSM for predicting vessel rcspcmsc is considered acceptable for
pressure levels at or below 15 MPa.
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F-1. MATERIALPROPERTYDATA
i

Calculations performed for the lower head failure analysis used the materials property data
summarized in this appendix. This appendix contains sections for properties of the following
materials: UO 2, zircaloy, ZrO 2, Inconel-600, stainless steel (304SS), silver-indium-cadmium, borGn
carbide (B4C), and carbon steel. Thermal properties for these materials include conductivity,
density, enthalpy, specific heat, and viscosity. Solidus and liquidus temperatures for the materials
are provided in Table F-I.1. Mechanical properties include ultimate strength, coefficient of
thermal expansion, Young's modulus, and thermal expansion strain.

These data were extracted primarily from Reference F-I, although information from the
other references and new data from the high-temperature te'sting described in Appendix B
supplemented the database.

Table F-1.1. Solidus and liquidus temperatures v'n'v'2'v3

Tsolidus

Material (K) Tliq]_us

UO 2 3113 3113

UO 2 Compounds:

20% UO 2 - 80% SSa 24110 24130

80% UO 2 - 20% ZrO 2 2860 2860

Zircaloy 2175 2200

ZrO2 t' 2960 2960

Inconel-600 1644 1700

304SS 1671 1727

Ag-In-Cd 1073 1123

B4C 2743 2743

Carbon Steel 1789 1789

a. Although these materials are immiscible, this composition was used to represent materials containing
melt with high melting temperatures.

b. For oxygen-to-metal ratio of 2.(.).
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F-1.1 UO2 and UO2 Compounds Data

This section contains data for properties of UO2 and selected UO 2 compounds. Properties,
such as thermal conductivity, theoretical density, enthalpy, specific heat capacity, and viscosity are
summarized in Figures F-1.1-1 through F-1.1-13.
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Figure F.1.1-1. Model prediction for thermal conductivity of 0.95 TD UOz compared with data
from specimens with densities in the range of 0.945 to 0.955 TD. i:l
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F-1.2 Zircaloy and ZrOa Data

This section contains data for properties of zircaloy and zircaloy dioxide including thermal
conductivity, theoretical density, enthalpy, and specific heat capacity, as summarized in
Figures F.1.2-1 through F. 1.2-8.

The viscosity of zircaloy at its liquidus temperature is 1.5 x 10.2 Pa-sf 4
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F-1.3 Inconel-600 Data

This section contains data for properties of Inconel. Included for Inconei-600 are thermal
conductivity, density, specific heat capacity, ultimate strength, thermal expansion coefficient,
Young's modulus of elasticity, and emissivity. These data are summarized in Figures F-1.3-1
through F-1.3-7.
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Figure F-1.3-I. Inconel-600 thermal conductivity as a function of temperature, z5
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Figure F.1.3-4. Inconel-600 ultimate strength (see Appendix B).
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F-1.4 Stainless Steel Data

This section contains data for the following properties of stainless steel: thermal
conductivity, density, enthalpy, specific heat capacity, ultimate strength, thermal expansion
coefficient, and Young's Modulus. These data are s,ammarized in Figures F-1.4-1 through F-1.4-7.

The viscosity of stainless steel at its liquidus temperature has been approximated using the
viscosity of iron at its liquidus temperature, which is 2.2 x 10 .3 Pa-s.F-4
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Figure F-1.4-1. Stainless steel thermal conductivity.Fl
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F-1.5 Silver-Indium.Cadmium Data

This section contains data for the following properties of silver-indium-cadmium" thermal
conductivity, density, enthalpy, specific heat capacity, and viscosity. These data are summarized in
Figures F.1.5-1 through F. 1.5-5.
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Figure F-1.5-1. Thermal conductivity of silver-indium-cadmium absorber. F-1
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F-1.6 Boron Carbide Data

This section contains data for the loiiowing properties of boron carbide: thermal
conductivity, density, enthalpy, specific heat capacity, and viscosity. These data are summarized in
Figures F.1.6-1 through F.1.6-5.
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F-1.7 Carbon Steel Data

This section contains data for the lbllc_wing properties c_l'carbon stccl (SA533BI,
SAI05/SA106): thermal conductivity, density, specific hcat capacity, ultimatc strength, the
coefficient of thermal expansion, thermal diffusivity, and Young's modulus. Thesc data are
summarized in Figures F-1.7-1 through F-1.7-9.
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F-2. GEOMETRIC DATA

Calculations performed tbr the lower head failure analysis used the geometrical data
summarized in Table F-2.1. Dimensioned component drawings in Section 3 clarify lower head and
penetration data in this appendix. This information was compiled from plant component
drawings, final safety analysis reports, discussions with plant personnel, and References F-39 and
F-40.
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Summary of Peer Review Meeting

A meeting was heM May 7, 1992, at the Bethesda Hyatt Hotel to discuss peer review
comments on the draft report, Light Water Reactor Lower Head Failure .Analysis. The draft report
was prepared tc, integrate various individual failure studies made since TMI-2 into a single source
that investigates the timing of various failure mechanisms. How well this objective and the more
specific objectives noted below were met was the topic of this peer review meeting. The peer
review committee had been invited by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC). The
following members of the committee submitted written comments and attended the meeting:

Dr. Harald Hirschmann, Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI)
Dr. Mati Merilo, Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
Dr. Hassein Nourbakhsh, Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)
Dr. Martin Pilch, Sandia National Laboratory (SNL)
Dr. Theo Theofanous, University of California-Santa Barbara (UCSB)
Dr. Brian Turland, AEA Technology

Although written comments were received from Dr. Charles Brinkman, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL), and Dr. Vladamir Asmolov, Kurchatov Institute, these reviewers were
unable to attend the meeting.

The following representatives from the USNRC, the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
(INEL), and University of Wisconsin--Madison (UWM) were also present at the meeting:

Dr. Alan Rubin, USNRC
Dr. Thomas Walker, USNRC
Dr. Farouk Eltawila, USNRC
Dr. Robert Witt, UWM
Dr. Chris Allison, INEL

Mr. Gary Th rues, INEL
Dr. Susan Chfivez, INEL

Dr. Joy Rempe, INEL

Dr. H. Hashimoto, Japanese Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), was also present at this
meeting. Prior to this meeting, peer reviewers submitted written comments, and the INEL
provided each peer reviewer with written responses to their comments. Minor comments,
typographical errors, and areas where additional discussion was needed for clarification were
corrected by the INEL in a revised version of the report that was distributed at the meeting.

At the beginning of the meeting, Drs. T. Walker and A. Rubin, USNRC, stated that the
purpose of the meeting was to discuss reviewer comments about the research documented in the
draft NUREG report rather than have the INEL make presentations of their work. In addition,
the meeting should define revisions needed before the document is issued as a final report. To

facilitate peer reviewer discussion, the INEL reviewed the following objectives of this research
program:

f

• Identify dominant failure mechanisms
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• Develop models for predicting dominant vessel failure mechanisms

• Apply models to determine which failure mechanisms are more likely to occur in
different LWR designs for various debris and accident conditions.

One peer reviewer commented that the term "more likely" had risk connotations; whereas
models in this report were used solely to predict the failure mechanism that occurs first during a
particular scenario. The INEL agreed and suggested that the last objective should be reworded as
follows:

• Apply models to determine which failure mechanisms are possible and the time when
each mechanism occurs in different LWR designs for various debris and accident
conditions.

Then, the INEL distributed Table G-1 that summarizes major comments from the peer
reviewers. The table was organized according to the questions asked by Dr. B. Sheron, USNRC,
in the letter requesting peer reviewers to serve on the committee. Although any additional
comments were welcomed during the discussion, the peer review committee agreed to use the
table as a basis for the discussion. Several items in the table required more detailed responses.
The INEL prepared informal presentations to respond to these comments. The participants
agreed to listen to these presentations after the items in the table were discussed. Topics for the
presentations included the following:

• A flow diagram illustrating application of lower fiead failure models

• Potential flow paths for debris through lower head penetrations

• Appropriate boundary conditions tbr predicting vessel thermal response

• Revisions to tube ejection, tube rupture, and global vessel rupture failure maps and
sensitivity of failure map results to thermal analysis assumptions

• Comparisons between finite element and analytical closed-form solution models and
general guidelines for when finite element models are needed.

The remainder of this summary is organized according to the discussion that occurred from
each question in Dr. Sheron's letter and comments raised during the informal INEL
presentations.

Do the failure modes identified replesent the dominant ones?

As noted in Table G-l, most reviewers felt that the dominant failure modes were considered.

However, several reviewers suggested that the INEL should note that the research program
initially considered other failure modes, such as ablation, thermal shock, and interactions between
failure mechanisms and state the reason that these failure mechanisms were rejected. The INEL

agreed that this was a good id.ea and could be incorporated easily into the final report.
i

Questions were raised regarding the adequacy of the THIRMAL code used for the jet
impingement analysis. It was noted that ongoing FARO analyses indicate that the THIRMAL
code is not conservative with respect to the potential for jet ablation. The INEL responded thatJ

because the FARO experiments are still being performed, it is premature to make definite
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conclusions about any code's ability to predict jet impingement phenomena. The INEL agreed
that statements to this effect could be included in the text.

Questions were also raised about uncertainties in the INEL model predictions. The INEL
noted that little information was awlilablc on high-temperature properties t'¢_rSAIO5/SAI06,
Inconel, and SS304. Hence, it would bc difficult to quantify unccrtainties. One peer reviewer

suggested that, as a minimum, the INEL should providc qualitative statements concerning their
judgement of uncertainties in model results.

As noted in the table, several reviewers commented about the effect of debris conditions on

vessel failure. The INEL responded that although the program included a literature search of
previous analyses of debris properties (material composition, relocation temperature, porosity,
particle size, thermal properties, etc.), detailed analyses of debris behavior was beyond the scope
of the lower head failure project. However, the INEL agreed to add qualitative statements about

debris conditions that correspond to heat load assumptions in these analyses.

Are the data and experiments from previous lower head ]?filure analyses al)plied in a technically
sound manner?

Most reviewers felt that the data were applied in a sound manner. However, one reviewer
noted that validation calculations were needed. "Fhe INEL responded that TMI-2 calculations

were being performed as part of ongoing OECD-sponsored TMI-2 VIP work and that the
USNRC was currently sponsoring a task to identify other validation calculations using data from

ongoing experiments at FAI, PSI (CORVIS), JRC Ispra (FARO), and the Kurchatov Institute
(RASPLAV).

Dr. Merilo noted that FAI experimental data for melt transport through lower head

penetrations will be available as soon as EPRI receives and reviews the final report.

Are there additional data that could significantly affect the analysis or conclusions presented in the
re_ort ?

Most reviewers felt that the literature review was up-to-date and complete. Several
reviewers requested that the literature review include the MARCH models. The INEL agreed
and pointed out that Dr. Ch_veTcwould discuss the MARCH models later. Several other
references, which are listed in Table G-I, were noted by reviewers. The INEL agreed to include

these references in the document il"specific references were cited and the references were
available in the open literature.

Are the analytical methodologies technically sound, clearly defined, and can'ied out in a consistent
manner? Are the analytical assumptions reasonable and consistent with out" cut'tent ,,nderstanding
of the underlying phenomena ?

Although several reviewers felt that the methods and assumptions were correct, other
reviewers had comments and suggestions, as noted in Tablc G-1 and discussed in the following
paragraphs.

Several reviewers requested that the assumptions and range o1' applicability tor each failure
analysis be more clearly defined. Although the assumptions used in each analysis were stated in
each section, the INEL agreed to add a table to emphasize this information.
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One reviewer pointed out that model assumptions neglect the effect of certain parameters
for some cases. Hence, the resulting equations contain only the dimensionless groups that are
considered important for that analysis. The reviewer felt that other dimcnsicmless groups may be
important in certain cases where the modeling assumptions are not valid. Hence, it was suggested
that the INEL identify other dimensionless groups not currently included in the report. For
example, BNL summarized the'. results from their ccmtribution to a Committee on Safety at
Nuclear Installations (CSNI) standard problem that might provide insight into other dimensionless
groups. The INEL questioned the benefit of identifying these additional dimensionless groups.
However, pending concurrence from the USNRC, the information in the BNL report could be
added to the final report (if it is available in the open literature before the NUREG is published).
[Later, the USNRC chose not to include this task in the lower head failure program.]

Several reviewers had questions about the presence of water in lower head penetration flow
paths and the appropriateness of assuming pressure-driven heads for melt traveling though lower
head penctrations. The INEL responded that additional information is nccdcd in the text to
clarify melt flow paths through lower head penetrations. The INEL also noted that there are
pathways through lower head penetrations where water is not present and where pressure-driven
flow may occur. However, additional discussion on this point was deferred to Dr. Rempc's
informal presentation.

Several revfewers questioned the appropriateness of assumptions used in the simple one-
dimensional vessel thermal response model. The INEL noted that the assumptions used in these
sample calculations represented high values. The INEL acknowledged the nccd to discuss this
point further with the peer review committee. The discussion was deferred to presentations by
Dr. Rempe and Mr. Thinnes about the assumptions that were reasonable and the impact of these
assumptions on failure map results.

Several reviewers had questions about the upper/lower limit lines in the tube ejection/tube
rupture/global vessel rupture failure maps. One reviewer questioned the assumption of a nearly
constant distribution of tube temperatures in these maps. The INEL agreed that the limit lines in
the maps were somewhat confusing. A later presentation by Mr. Thinnes would discuss the

revised maps and the impact of temperature assumptions on failure map results.

Several reviewers felt that additional work should be pert'ormed in the localized effects

analysis to characterize the types of heat fluxes and debris decay heat generation rates required to
cause failure. The INEL agreed that the additional work should be perl'c_rmed to determine the
heat transfer conditions required to induce a localized creep failure.

One reviewer pointed out that three-dimensional calculations were needed to model
structural deformation during I()wcr head failure. The INEL replied that there was too much
uncertainty in debris conditions to warrant threc-dimensicmal structural response calculations.
However, the INEL agreed that a qualitative review could be performed to determine the types
of conditions that must occur before a threc-dimcnsicmai response calculation would be needed.

Are the following fi_ctors adequately considered in the report:

• Uncertainties in thermal hydraulic conditions and thelTnol#zysical properties

• Uncertainties in severe accident progression

• Plant design differences?
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Although several reviewers believed that uncertainties in the thermal-hydraulic conditions,
properties, accident prc_gress, and plant design differences were well addressed, other reviewers
believed that additional work was needed to address uncertainties in modeling assumptions. One
reviewer reiterated his concern that statements in the text indicating that a particular failure mode
was "more likely" should bc reworded to indicate that this I'ailurc mode was "predicted to occur

earlier." Then, subsequent analysis should be performed to assess what other mechanism(s) might
occur if the qualitative judgment of modeling uncertainties were included in the analysis. The
INEL agreed that statements in the report dting a particular mechanism as being "more likely to
occur" should be reworded to "predicted to occur earlier." However, given the large amount of
uncertainty present in certain models, the INEL was not certain that it would be useful to do
more than list uncertainties present in each model and prtwide qualitativc judgements related to
uncertainties in model predictions.

Are the conclusions reasonable and technically supported by the analysis?

Some reviewers I'clt that the conclusions were rcasonahlc and supported by the analysis.
Several reviewers requested additional intcgratitm between analyses and additional finilc element
results, They also suggested that the final report include a llt_w chart illustrating the process used
to arrive at conclusions and a table summarizing the failure mechanisms that may occur in each
plant for a wider range of conditions. The INEL agreed with these commcnts. Thc INEL also
suggested that Section 6.2 bc expanded to consider a case with mostly ceramic debris. Discussion
about the l]ow chart was deferred to Dr. Rcmpe's prcscntatic_n. Further discusshm abtmt

comparisons between t'inite elcmc.nt and closed-fc)rm analytical m()dcl results was deferred to
Dr. Chavcz' presentation.

Reviewers noted that failure maps do not contain timing. The INEL agreed that time-
dependent temperature distributions must or)me l'r_ml another analysis, either a simple one-
dimensional calculation or a detailed finite-element calculatic_n (examples of both types of analysis
were included in the draft report). Reviewers also noted that interactions between mechanisms
arc not included. The IN EL acknowledged that interactions between mechanisms were not
considered because they believed that interactions would not play an important role in lower head
failure.

A reviewer questioned whethcr the document's (_bjectivc sh(mld be limited t(_ describing
methods. Noting that the document did not try to pr(wicle a comprehensive assessment of all
debris conditions, the reviewerclueslicmecl whether the conclusicms in the dt_cument were valid.
Dr. Eltawila stated that reviewers could focus their tliscussi(_n by nc)ting the l'_lh)wing USNRC
objectives lk_rthis research program:

, Identify ctt_minant failure mechanisms

• Dcvclop models [i)r i)redicting dominant vcss(:l I'ailulc mechanisms

• Apply mc)dels t(_ determine which failure mechanisms are p(_ssible and the relative time
for each mechanism to occur in dilTerent LWR designs for various debris and accident
conditions

• Formulate conclusions about lower head I'ailurc based on the analyses anct identify
conditions that would invalidate these results.
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INEL Presentations to discuss issues requiring more detailed responses

1. Flow Chart Illustrating Application of l.x_wer Head Failure Models

The INEL presented a tl¢_wdiagram illustrating the process that should be used to
evaluate each failure mechanism. This diagram was based on a Flow chart suggested by
Dr. Pilch. Thc INEL agrees that a similar diagram should be included to illustrate the
pro+tess that a user must l'c_ll(+wto determine the first failure mechanism that would
occur during a severe accident scenario. The diagram will provide a basis for the
discussion of the metallic dchris scenario and the ceramic debris scenario that will be

included in this section. Thc INEL noted that the diagram was a draft and welcomed
any rcvicwcr cc_mmcnts for imprcwing the content and uscl'ulncss of the diagram.

Mc_st rcviewcrs agreed that the diagram would bca useful addition t¢_ the report. They
suggested that the current n(_taticm on the diagram bc made mc_rc detailed; all plant
dcsigns shc_uld bc called c_ut. (Currently, thc map calls out only CE designs and
assumes that all Ilc_wpaths should bc used l'c_rthe rcm_lining plant designs.) In
additic_n, the draft repc_rt dc_cs nc_t discuss _lny mc)dcl It_r predicting weld failure, The
INEL agreed, n(_ting that they planrled to use the vessel thermal rcsptmsc with the
yield strength curve l'c_rthe weld m;_tcri_ll t(_ cv_iluate thi:¢ l'ailurc mechanism.

2. Potential Pathways l'c_rMelt Thrc_ugh Lc_wcr Head Pcnetr_ltitms

The INEL next presented information Io illustrate p¢_ssihlc pathways I'_r melt llowing
through Ic_wcrhead pcnctraticms. This int'¢_rmati(m was prCwidcd t¢_addrcss qucsticms
about the prcscncc of water in thcsc pathways and the apprc_priateness c_l"assuming
pressure driven heads h_r melt Fh_wing through these pathw_ys. Three types c_l'
penetrations were illustr_tcd, _nd lx_ssiblc pathways thr_ugh these penetrations wcrc
identified. Pressure heads arc possihlc in all pcnetratk_ns except the BWR drain line,
and vapour,air, and liquid water interfaces' near the debris arc possible. Data pertinent
tc_possible melt flow paths in lower head penetrations arc primarily FromTMI-2
instrument tubes, aithc_ugt_c_ngoingFAI experiments are cxpcctcd tt_ provide additional
information. Preliminary data indicate that it is possible t'or melt to flow down the air-
filled channel in the instrument string and the water-filled annulus between thc
instrument string c)utcr diameter and the instrument tube inner diarnetcr.

The INEL acknowlcdgc, d that current mcxtels _trc nc_t _tPl_licahlt• tt_ cases with a liquid
water intcrt'_cc, which m_y c_t:t:ur in lhc anr_ulus bctwccn the t_utsi¢.ic t_l"an instrument
string and the inside c_l_n instrument tube _ntt within the tlacrm_l sit:eve and the
annulus inside (_l'Ihc c(mlr_l r(_d guide tuht'. Existing m_tlcls arc being revised to)
cc_nsictcr cases where hc;_t is I(_st tc_liquitl th_l c()ntacls tile dt;bris in the pcnctraticm.

Ft_r the t'in_l r'clX_rl, rcvicwt:rs suggested m()difying the w_)rding in the text to clarify
pc_ssible pathways through I(_wcr head pcnctr_tic_ns a_d ix_cluding result,,, _'-om models
that ccmsidcr the effect c_l"w_tcr in melt p_thways. The INEI_ agreed t_ these changes.

3. Appropriate Boundar 3' C'onditicms For Onc-13imcnsi_n_l Thermal Analysis

As notcd in Table G-l, several reviewers questioned the _q_prtq)riatencss c)f boundary
conditions uscd in tlac sample one-dimensional thermal analysis. The INEL agreed that
the values used in the analysis represent a high value t'c_rthe heat transfer coefficient at
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the vessel outer surface and a midrange value for the debris heat flux. This
combination of conditions yielded high temperature gradients through the vessel wall
and high temperatures at the vessel inner surface when a steady state temperature
distribution occurred.

The INEL suggested that several example temperature distributions should be included
in the final report. However, noti,_agthe discrepancy in values suggested as appropriate
by the reviewers, the INEL asked for reviewer input for the range of values that should
be considered.

One reviewer stated that a constant temperature boundary condition would be more
appropriate than a constant heat flux boundary condition. Two reviewers commented
that a coupled debris/vessel thermal response analysis would be more appropriate.
Another reviewer felt that it would be more appropriate to look at different detailed
calculations that had been performed and reference these calculations.

The INEL noted that one-dimensional thermal analyses were used to provide bounding
values. The temperature gradients from these calculations provided input to the failure
maps for tube ejection, tube rupture, and global vessel rupture. The II'_EL would
expect the user of this document to determine which temperature gradient was similar
to the temperature gradient predicted in his or her detailed calculation and then select
an appropriate failure map to determine which failure mechanism occurs first.

4. Revised Tube Ejection, Tube Rupture, and Global Vessel Failure Maps and Effect of
Temperature Distribution Assumptions on Failure Map Results

As noted in Table G-l, several reviewers commented that the upper limit/lower limit
lines in the tube ejection, tube rupture, and global vessel failure maps were confusing.
Since upper limits for tube ejection are not viable in several cases, the INEL revised
these failure maps by deleting the upper limit lines. The INEL presented the revised
maps to the peer review committee.

Reviewers also expressed concern that the failure maps in the draft report depended
on a nonrepresentative temperature distribution. As discussed abe',e, the INEL plans
to include several characteristic temperature distributions in the final report. Although
the INEL is willing to incorporate any range of temperature distributions suggested by
the peer review committee, some sample temperature distributions used to generate
example tube ejection, tube rupture, and global vessel rupture failure maps were
presented to the peer review committee.

Results illustrated that a lower heat flux assumption produces in lower peak
temperatures at the vessel inner surface. Because it is assumed in most of these failure
maps that the debris-filled tube temperature is approximately equal to the temperature
at the vessel inner surface, the time until tube failure is delayed.

The heat transfer coefficient for the vessel outer surface primarily affects the vessel
temperature gradient. If less heat is removed from the vessel, the temperature gradient
through the vessel is decreased. Thus, failure maps assuming smaller heat transfer
coefficients for the vessel outer surface indicate that for a given vessel inner surface
temperature, global vessel rupture will occur at lower pressures (because a larger
fraction of the vessel is at higher temperatures).
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5. Additional Comparisons Are Needed Between Finite Element Results and Simpler
Models in the NUREG and in the MARCH Code

The INEL presented information comparing the simple mc_dels used in the draft report
with the vessel failure model in the MARCH code. Both mc_dels consider plastic
failure and assume that failure occurs when the ft_rces in the vessel exceed the

tnaterial's ultimate capacity. The MARCH model includes the dead weight of debris in
the lower head. Although not included in the base case formulatitm cff the draft
NUREG model, the pressure within the vessel could bc adjusted tcj include the debris
dead weight tier cases where this Io_d is significant. The most significant difference
between the MARCH and the INEL simple models lies in modeling the through
thickness (radial) temperature distributicm, The INEL model uses 20 temperature
elements through the thickness; whereas, the MARCH model uses a bilinear
distribution, with limitations c_n the outer vessel temperature distribution. Because
ultimate strength is highly depcndem on temperature between 600 and 1150 K, the
INEL model is recommended.

The INEL also presented inli_rmaticm cc_mparing the simple plastic m{_cleland the
finite element creep and plastic models. M¢_dcls dil'l'cred primarily because the finite
element model can acccmnt fc_rthermal stresses and stresses associated with constraints

(either from a structural suppc_rt t_r a mcridicmal temperature gradient). The finite
element creep model also acctmnts for time-dependent creep behavior. Background
information was included to describe the Larscm-Miller parameter and the time damage
model used in the finite clement calculation. General rules c_t"thumb were provided to
identify when a creep analysis is nmcessary; and results from the crecl_ a_,d plastic
analyses wcrc compared.

General discussion

Several items wcrc idcntil'icd that the pccr review group agreed should bc included in the
final report. These items arc listed belc_w:

• The final report should nc_te the c_thcr failure mech_nisms that wcrc considered initially
and state the reason that these mechanisms were not evaluated.

• Qualitative statements regarding uncertainties in debris/water interaction should be
added to the sccticm dc_cumcnting the TI-IIRMAL analysis.

• A flc_wdiagram illustrating the process used to arrive at ccmclusi¢_ns should be included
in the final report.

• A second case, ccmsidering ceramic debris, should bc considered in Sectic3n 6.2. These

two cases shcmld bc used to define nmrc specific ccmclusicm:; related tn the potential
tk_rvessel failure.

• Wording should be clarit'ied that describes potential pathways for melt flow through
lower head penetrations, and the results t'rc)m mc)dels including the effects t)f water
present in some melt pathways sht)uld bc included in the final report.

• Additional assumptions lbr vessel and tube temper_lturc distribulion (resulting from
vessel outer boundary conditions and tube-to-vessel contact) should bc considered in
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tube ejection, tube rupture, and gh_bal vessel rupture failure maps. Qualitative
statements relating debris conditions to heat load assumptions should be added to the
text.

• Failure maps ctmsidering tube ejection, tube rupture, and global vcsscl rupture sh'_uld
be revised to delete the upper limit lines Ik_r tube ejection.

° Tables should bc included in the final report that summarize assumptit_ns, range t_f
applicability, and uncertainties for each failure analysis. (In sc_mc cases, only qualitative
statements regarding uncertainties in models will bc provided.)

• Tables should be included in the final report that summarize the failure mechanisms
that occur in each plant ovcr a wider range of cc_nditions.

• Additional cc_mparisons c_t"finite element and analytical model results should be
included. Where pc,ssiblc, general guidc!ines shc_uld bc givcn I't_rdetermining when
finite element techniques are necdcd.

• MARCH mt_dcls and (_tl_er previ()us _|n_,lyscs/d_tt_l(st)ct:ilic rtrl'crcnces cited by the
reviewers _,ntl awlil_ble in the c_pen literature) shc_uld be included in the I'inal repc_rt.

• Temperatures required tc_induce Ic_c_lized vessel f_ilurc sh_uld be linked tc_debris
conditions.

° An analysis should be performed to indicate the maximum heat flux pc_ssible in a
debris-filled pcnctratic_n; the results should be used tc_indicate the feasibility t2_r
subsequent tube failure analyses.

• A comprehensive review should be pcrl'ormed t_ identify all dimensi_nless groups
impacting vessel and debris behavior during sere.re _ccidenls. [The USNRC later chose
not to inchtde this lathe task in the lower head .h:ilttte program./

• A qualitative review should be perfc_rmed tc_dt'termine the types of c_ncliti_ns that
must occur tt_ w_trr_nt _ three-ctimensitm_l respc_nse calculatic_n.
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